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Manufacturera were asked abour their attitude to 

establishing a factory on the Island, and a clear 

need for wore publicity emerged. (Section 7). 

11. Tha characteristics of the labour intensive industries 

are set against the requirements and ourrent problems 

of Mauritius,  Although few industries completely 

satisfy these needs, the scope for development of new 

industries would widen considerably if measures were 

taken to overeóme some of the background problems, 

especially in the areas of transport and public utilities,, 

(Section 8)* 

la.  Specific policy implicatiomof labour intensive 

industrialisation for export are outlined in order to 

determine ways of maximising  potential benefits in 

the light of awareness of some of the dangers involved, 

In addition to the measures already taken, the following 

ehould be consideredi 

(a) the establishment of officially backed export and 
investment promotion centres in at least the following 

eitiest 

Hong Kong, 
New York, 
Tokyo, and 
London f 

(b) Some rais» ti on at a future date of the regulation 

forbidding export enterprisee to aell on the local 

market! and 

(c) measures to encourage small-scale enterprises to 

export directly or to carry out sub-contract work 

for larger companies (Section 9)* 

(iv) 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

1.1  The Study 

Under a contract dated 31st December, 1973» the United 

Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) engaged 

Maxwell Stamp Associates, Consulting Economists, to carry out 

a study to identify labour intensive manufacturing industries, 

operating on an international scale,  which might be suitable 

for establishment in Mauritius, taking into accounts 

(a) the special difficulties that the Government of 

Mauritius would face in attempting to use labour 

intensive industries as an instrument of development} 

(b) the special problems of the Government of Mauritius 

with respect to its high male unemployment rate) and 

(c) the difficultiea in the identification of suitable 

industries for Mauritius. 

The terms of reference are set out in Section 1.2. 

Although this report has been commissioned by UNIDO, 

they have no responsibility for, and are not in any way 

committed to, the views and recommendations expressed herein. 

1.2. Terme of Reference. 

The Contractor shall render, on the terme and eonditione 

hereinafter set forth, the services and facilities neceeeary 

to investigate the present pattern of location, product 

orientation and other features of labour intensive sub-contracting, 

component manufacture, part processing and complete manufact- 

uring.   In this connection the Contractor's work shall include, 

but not be limited to, the following» 
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an inventory of such manufacturing at present sub- 

contracted, by companies from highly industrialized 

countries to companies in areas offering low cost 

skilled labour, e.g. Ireland, Hong Kong, Singapore, 

South Korea, Puerto Rico (lists of products and 

companies involved; principal countries of destin- 

ation of processed products; characteristics of 

•elected processing establishments such as fixed 

investment, employment, working capital, financial 

structure; annual value added; incentives granted 

by host governments);  (the organization of 

information used in "Profiles of Manufacturing 

Establishments", published by UNIDO, would seem to 

be suitable also for thia purpose); 

b)  an inventory of types of industries, and the names 

of particular industries, in selected highly 

industrialised countries, who normally purchase 

components from external sources, including lists 

cf such components, the processing of which is labour« 

intensive and, for this reason, is difficult to 

integrate into rationalised production schemes usad 

for the ready products; 

c)  an inventory and analysis of cases where industries 

in highly industrialised countries, when establishing 

plants in developing countries, have substituted 

labour-intensive processes for normally used machine 

intensive processes. 

d)  interviews with companies in suitable industries in 

order to determine their likely attitude to 

establishing in Mauritius. 
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2.   LABOUR INTENSITY AND LABOUR INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES 

2.1. Definition of Labour Intensity 

In attempting to indentify producta suitable for 

manufacture in developing countries the theory of factor 

proportions, normally  identified with Hecksher and Ohiin, 

provides the most useful starting point.   In its simplest 

form this theory states that countries may be expected to 

have a comparative advantage in the production of goods re- 

quiring a relatively large input of the factors of production 

with which they are most liberally endowed.   This would mean 

that the majority of less developed countries would specialise 

in the production of unskilled or semi-skilled labour intensive 

goods, while importing capital intensive goods, since under- 

development is often defined in terms of scarcity of capital 

equipment and technically skilled labour. 

The Hecksher-Ohlin theory assumes the existence of 

perfect competition and the absence of trade barriers and 

economies of scale.   As will become clear in this report, 

trade barriers and trade policies generally have a significant 

impact on the prospects for manufactured exports from 

developing countries.   Concerning scale, firms in developing 

countries operate at a disadvantage, especially during the 

early years of their existence, owing to the lack of a larße 

home market, and of experience and contacts in international 

markets.   Consequently, developing countries are likely to 

enjoy a comparative advantage in industries where scale effects 

are small and where there is scope for small siasa enterprises 

to operate efficiently by international standards.   Frequently, 

there are also industries where mechanisation beyond a certain 

low limit is not possible, such as clothing, wood carving 

and the assembly of electronic products. 

In order to select and evaluate labour intensive 

industries it is necessary to use an index of labour intensity. 

Three indices have been considered, none of which is perfect, 

in order to determine the most reliable. 

- k  - 
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These »ret the value of capital assets per employee, the 

proportion of the value of output represented by labour costa 

and value added per employee. 

The value of capital assets per employee, in principle, 

can measure the amount of machinery per worker and thus the 

direct relationship between capital and labour required ta 

produce a given commodity.   The difficulty with this criterion 

is the limited extent to which it is practically possible to 

measure capital.   Not all capital is of the sama age. 

Estimates of replacement value of machinery of the same or 

of similar equipment vary widely.   There are differences In 

the quality of equipment which are not fully reflected in ita 

price.  Frequently the only data available refer to depreciated 

capital values, and this introduces a further degree of 

arbitrariness.   There are no valid, independent estimates of 

capital per head in different industries which make sensible 

inter-industry comparisons possible. 

The ratio of labour costs to the value of total output 

can be a useful guide to the importance of labour in a 

production process.    It  unfortunately is affected by 

changes in other variables - for example, the cost of raw 

materials - which have little or nothing to do with the 

relationship between capital and labour.  This arbitrary 

factor also randers inter-industry and international comparisons 

hasardous. 

Ve ara left, then, with value added per employee.   Lary* 

has suggested that human capital intensity (a measure of skill 

content) may be indicated by total labour costs per person 

employed,   while physical capital intensity may be measured 

by non-wage value added per person.  Thus, the higher the 

labour cost and non-wage value added per person, the greater 

the degree of both skill content and physical capital intenaity. 

* Hal B. Lary, Imports of Manufactures from Less Developed 
Countries, New York, I968. 
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The theoretical  foundation for this is that under perfectly 

competitive conditions (including the absence of uncertainty), 

the rate of return on capital and the wage rate for each grade 

of employee would be the same in each industry, so that the 

two measures could be used as accurate indices for inter- 

industry comparisons  of skill content and capital intensity. 

Unfortunately, in practice, the accuracy of the indices 

is likely to be adversely affected by the following: 

(a) the rate of profit used in the theoretical model is net 

of true depreciation.   In practice it is very difficult, 

if not impossible, to separate true from accounting 

depreciation! 

(b) even if the profit figure could be adjusted for true 

depreciation, it would be an unreliable guide to the 

real return on capital, especially when the establishment 

concerned was part of an international enterprise which 

indulged in intra-firm accounting in respect of transfers 

of primary and secondary factors of production) and 

(c) normally non-wage value added contains more than profit 

and depreciation.   It also includes interest payments 

which are affected by market imperfections, as well as 

rent,  advertising expenditure, insurance, technical fees 

and other general overheads which may be unconnected with 

relative factor intensities... 

For these reasons, non-wage value added per employee can only 

be a rough indicator of capital intensity.   On the other hand, 

it does have significant advantages over the alternatives, not 

the least being that the data is relatively easily available. 

It is, therefore, the measure to be used in this studyi the 

lower the value added per employee, the lower is the intensity 

of physical and human capital, and the higher the labour intensity, 
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2.2.   Identification  of  Labour Intensive  Industrie» 

In  this   section  published data  are  analysed  to  identify 
the more  labour  intensive  industries   in which developing 
countries have  been most   successful   in  the past  and which also 

have  the greatest   potential  for the  future. 

Research  carried   out  by UNCTAD*   into  the performance 
of developing  countries   in the export   of manufactures  to 
developed market-economy countries  provides  a useful  starting 
point  for identifying   labour intensive  industries.       This 
study attempted  to   explain developing countries1   share  of 
imports  to developed  countries through  the  structure  of 
manufacturing  industries,   in relation  to  three variables which 
were considered most   important  to  the  developing countries' 
ability to compete.        The  three variables  were  the degree  of 
•kill  in the   labour  force,   the  size  of manufacturing 
establishment   and   labour  intensity. Data  on these  three 
variables was   obtained  from the  US  and UK Censuses  of Production 
under  the assumption  that  the ranking  of  industries  in 
different  countries  would not vary  significantly.       The 
assumption was  tested   in an earlier  study by Lary**  and  the 
results,   although not   entirely satisfactory,   appeared  to 
support  the  hypothesis;   the errors     inherent   in using census 
of production data  being thought  more  likely  to account   for 
the unexplained variation than fundamental  changes  in  industry 

structure. 

The products   included  in the UNCTAD  study were  those 
identified by  the   three digit SITC  coding of manufactured 
products   (plus  a  few   "four digit"   products),   imports  of 
which by eighteen  developed countries   (EEC,   EFTA,   U.S.,Japan, 
Canada,  Australia  and  New Zealand)  from all  developing 
countries were worth  at   least  $1  million  in any year of the 
period  196O-66.        Some products were  excluded from the   study 

because  of  special   factors; 

*  Trade  in manufactures  of developing countries  1969 review, 
UN New York,   1970. 

** Hal  B.   Lary:   op   cit. 
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amongst   these  were all   the"three digit"   products  in  SITC 
section  7,   except  telecommunications  apparatus   (SITC  72*»). 
Data for  products  in  SITC   section 7  were   not   considered   to 
reflect   flows   of manufactures   from developing countries   since 
much of  the   developed  countries' imports   of machinery  and 
transport   equipment   from  developing countries   consists  of 
second-hand  machines  being imported  for   repair,  resale  or 
scrapping. 

The resulto   of the study  showed that  developing countries 
fared less  well  as  the  skill  requirements   increased,   reflecting 
difficulties   caused by  the  shortage  of  skilled labour generally 
found in developing countries.       Similarly  imports   tended  to 
be lower  in   industries   in which the  average  plant   size was 
relatively  large.       However,   the relationship  between physical 
capital   intensity and  imports   to developed countries was 
found to  be   positive,   implying that  developing countries  have 
done  less  well   in labour   intensive  industries  and  that 
physical   capital  intensity has  not  been   a  factor  limiting 
export performance.       This   surprising result  was   thought   most 
likely to  be   due  to  the   processing of raw  materials,  which have 
been some   of  the most   successful export   products,   and which 
often have   to  be processed  by  capital   intensive methods. 

A study  of the products  considered   in  the UNCTAD analysis 
enables  a   list   of the more   labour intensive  industries   to be 
compiled. Table 2.1   is  an updated  analysis   of these products, 
using the  most  recent  census   of production data from the 
UK and US.        The proxy variables used are  wages and  salaries 
per employee   for skill   level,   non-wage  value  added  per  employee 
as a measure   of capital   intensity,   and  average value added per 
establishment   for size   of plant.     Although  there  are  some 
large changes   in the  ranking  of products   by  labour   intensity 
compared  with  the  earlier  data used  by  UNCTAD,   for  both   the 
UK and the  US   there  is  a   significant   correlation  in  the   rank 
order of products     at   the   99  per cent   confidence  level. 
Table 2.2   shows  the  twenty  product  groups  with the   lowest 
non-wage  value  added per  employee in  the   UK and US. 
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Prominent in both list» »re clothing, textiles and wood . 

products.  Plastic products, clay products and toys and 

sporting goods are also relatively highly labour intensive 

in both countries. 

Looking more closely at the product groups which appear 

in the list of the twenty most labour intensive industries 

in one country, we find there is considerable variation in 

labour intensity in the other country.   Of the product groups 

that appear only in the US list, special textile fabrics and 

telecommunications apparatus are above average labour intensity 

in the UK (out of 56 identifiable groups).   Leather is in 

the middle group in UK industry, ranked number 29.   However, 

jewellery and dyeing and tanning extracts are in the more capital 

intensive group,  ranked numbers kO  and kl  respectively. 

A total of 6l separate product groups were covered in the US, 

and both dried salted meat and other preserved meat and fish 

which are included in the 20 most labour intensive UK industries 

studied, are also above average labour intensity in the US 

(ranked 23 and 2h  respectively). 

The other four products that only appear in the UK list 

are all relatively capital intensive in the US.   Somewhat 

suprisingly cutlery, ranked 8th in labour intensity in the UK, 

was ranked 50th in the US, a very large disparity even taking 

into account possible errors due to differences in classification 

between the two countries.   Scientific instruments were ranked 

at number hk  in the US, iron and steel plates (38) and house- 

hold base metal products (4l). 

Nearly all these relatively labour intensive product 

groups are also below the average in skill requirements and 

size of plant, aa can be seen from Table 2.3   A notable 

exception is iron and steel plate which, particularly in the 

US, is significantly above average in these two variables. 

Scientific instruments are above the average in skill 

requirements in both countries, as is furniture in the UK. 
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There  is  a marked  difference  in the  size  of plant  of dyeing 
and tanning extracts between the two  countries,  being one 
of the   smallest  on  average in  the US  but   significantly  above 
the average  in the  UK. 

The  study by  Lary,   mentioned above,   goes further  in 
the  identification  of labour intensive   industries.        He 
considered as   labour  intensive all  manufactures which meet 
two conditions.       The  conditions are,   firstly,   "n value 
added per employee   in the United States,   they do not   exceed 
the national   average  for all manufacturing by more  than 
10 per  cent}   secondly,   total imports by  developed from  leas 
developed countries   in   1965 add up  to  at   least  $100,000  at 
the  "three-digit"   SITC   level.       As would  be expected,   there 
is  a high correspondence  between the  Lary and UNCTAD list 
of  labour intensive   industries,   the   summary list  compiled 
by Lary  is  included  as Table  2.4.       The   last  four product 
groups   in the   "Other  light manufactures,   excluding  food" 
category,   are   only  marginally  labour  intensive,   and   imports 
of these goods were  a  small proportion  of total  imports   and 
US  production. Although Lary considered  that  these product 
groups   may have great  potential  for  future  exports   from 
developing countries,   he  thought  it   likely that  imports    in 
the sub-groups were  far  more  limited  in  range than  the 
figures  given  for US manufacturing industry,  and that   the 
census   of production data did not  give  a  true picture  of 
the labour intensity of  actual  exports. 

I 

Support   for  the UNCTAD view that   labour intensity  was 
more important  than   shown in the results   of the study,   ia 
given by comparison  of more recent   figures of exports  from 
developing countries  to   the eighteen developed countries  with 
the  trend value  of  exports  in  1963  used   in the  original 
UNCTAD  reports.       Table   2.5  compares   the  derived I963  figures 
with the average  imports  of the developed countries   in   I970/ 
1971«        Many  of the   labour intensive   industries  shown  in 
Table 2.2 are  amongst   those which have   shown the fastest 
growth   in their  share  of developed  country markets. 
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Most notable has bssn ths  substantial ri ss  in ths »hare of 
clothing exports  from developing countries,   clothing bsing 
ths  second largest   export   industry of  these  countries;   only 
sxporta  of pertoleum products  to developed   countries were 
of higher value.       Other major  increases  in   the  share of 
developed country imports  among the larger  sxport  industries 
ars  in telecommunications  apparatus,  plastic  products, 
toys and sporting goods,   footwear and in ths othsr produots 
oat«gory. 
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Table 2.1 
Conoun of Production Data 

•tU He. 

012 
013 
032 
0$2 

053 
055 
071.3 
072.3 
073 
0» 
431 
243 
2» 
2M 
332 
512 
513 

514 
521 
532 
541 

551 
561 
5*9 
6ii 
¿23 
«31 
632 
641 

651 
652 
653 
655 
656 
657 
661 
662 
663 
665 
671 
673 
674 
678 
681 
682.1 
682.2 
684 

685 
686 
687 
689 

Paitad Stata, 1967 

Product    . Deaoription Wagei and 
salaries pir 
t aploya* 

Dried,salted Mat 7033 
Othir preservad Mat 6415 
Preaerved fiah 4373 
Dried fruit 5214 
Preserved fruit 46t4 
Preservad r«t*taalti 4684 
Coffee extracts IA 
Coeoa butter 6417 
Choeolatt 6417 
Othtr food products 5698 
Oils,fats.waxes 7562 
Shaped wood 4735 
Pulp á vaste papar 8276 
Synth«tic flirti 6658 
Fetroleua products 9020 
Organic ohaaieals 8794 
Inorganic cheaioalsi 7863 
eleaenta. oxides 
Other inorganic cheaicali 7863 
Tar,ato, froa oil 7250 
Dyeing â tanning extracta 4211 
Nedioinal produots 7429 
laaentlal olla 7371 
Manufactured fertiliaera 5852 
Other ehealoala 6913 
Leather 6076 
Rubber producta n.e.i. 7703 
Teneera ft plywood 5692 
Wood producta n.e.a. 49*7 
Paper, paperboard 7967 
Tarn ft thread 4255 
Woven ootton 5015 
Woven non-cotton fabrica 4090 
Special textile fabrica 4808 
Baga, aaeka, linar» 4052 
Carpeta 4806 
Mae, ceMnt,etc 7419 
Clay producta 5980 
Mineral aanufacturei n.t.s,   5282 
Olaasvare 6297 
Pig iron 8240 
Iron A ateel bara 88I3 
Iron ft ateel platen ft sheete 8913 
Iron ft ateel tubes ft pipes 77¿7 
Silver, platinila, etc. 6833 
Unvorked copper 7041 
Worked copper 7299 
Aluainiua 7982 
Lead 70OO 
Zino 7136 
Tin 8622 
Other non-ferrous aetals 6000 
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6714 
10000 
7002 
8190 

9127 
9127 

IA 
16940 
16940 
1756« 
6625 

3836 
14370 
13074 
34868 
31118 
21810 

21810 

14938 
6316 

29679 
16986 

9710 
15026 

4257 
9437 
3474 
3728 

11158 

3833 
3311 
3442 

4671 
4647 
9806 
15326 
4423 
4487 
7732 
8770 

IO360 
IO360 

8795 
18333 
20068 
10487 
23I96 
14400 

76I7 
8587 
11548 

Avtrags value 
added per 
titaelishMat 

fOOO 

51* 
1432 
566 

1173 
IO71 
IO71 

IA 

5771 
5771 
•34 
420 

131 
9136 

25544 
IO706 
4626 

1178 

1978 
1145 
444 

945 
847 
1406 
392 

625 
7134 

933 
3«7 
5"9 
1382 
2584 

798 

455 
574 
»66 

3549 
1226 
118 

3694 
t9#fl 

28760 
28760 

8231 
1373 
7916 
5674 
28172 

3567 
6639 
75667 
2817 
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UN It. rraéwct      BttariaUsn Vagai and Scn-wagc Avança valu 

salariai p«r ralut Udt4 par 
••pitra« ftddid par 

a«pl:y»e 
aitati lahawnt 

$ Í /tooo 

m Cvtlary <1<9 15015 U?2 
im MautafeaU kftit Miai 

prtéiMt« 
Í3* 1W95 22J4 

«» Otfcar Mini pr*4veti ftn «57 m 
72< TalMCMa.aSf*r*ttll SW3 4774 w* 
•IS tuittry * light ÉM« •«27 2494 

«1 Furnitur« 4*# «007 420 
•31 Tmal goo4i,kw4b«fi,*t< 4514 4171 m 
Ml eitthiog 4271 »32 5*3 
•51 Foatvaar 45<tf 4141 tt2¿ 
•to •aiaatifie Iaatmaaati •341 120*1 25W 
m Priait« avttar <3*4 10405 m 
m Plastic areiueta X* (213 54« 
•M Toyi A asortiag gooai 4«3 4*7 430 
m Jamllary 5113 9081 2Í1 
m OtlMr pr«4utta • 400« 4302 in 

• Othar pretuati grtup:»,!,,, 1M1U4*I fc&ikati, treat» 
artificial f lavara, viga. 

aruihai, «trillai, 

Saura« 1 Ü.I Ctniua of Kaamfactvm 19(7, 
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sne i«. Produat      »**arlptioa Maga* and »n—age Average vaia« 
talarle* par Tala* added per 
•aplaya« added par 

•aploye« 
ifteeliahwnt 

ß 1 #M» 

012 íried talttd aeat 20(9 15*4 litt 
01} (HlMr preferred neat 1*7© 2514 53( 
0)3 Preferred flih 1(70 2514 f* 
052 Dr ltd fruit 175» 1750 577 
©5) Preferred fruit 1755 »750 577 
055 »•••mi vegetable! 1755 1750 577 
071.3 Caffé« extraat* MOI 0323 ••19 
072.3 C—*a »utter 2174 2404 -V9 
073 Chocolate 2174 2414 45*9 
0» Other foot products im 32(2 215* 
«31 Olla, fati, wain KU «tot 730 
W3 lhaped wood 2252 2522 JM 
251 Pulp è wait* papar 2252 1522 3» 
2« lyathotio flnraa 30(0 «41 15050 
y» Pctroleua product! 3350 11057 1005* 
512 Orfani« ehealaali 3223 (Ml ato 
U3 Inorganic ehealaalif 

•lenente, aside* 
30O4 '. 5751 214* 

314 Other inorgani« «htileal i 30»4 5751 214* 
5*1 Tar, «te,froa eil 2(52 3040 22*2 
532 Dyeing A tanning extracte 1817 3(07 9(59 
541 Redi« inai produsti Î525 5t(0 25*1 
551 Eaiential olle 3W1 5553 20*5 
5(1 Knaufaotured fertlUeere 3353 54(5 2539 
595 Other «heaieale sow 5553 2055 
(u Leather 225t 2150 41t 
(29 Rubber product« n.e.t, 2(04 2410 20(9 
(31 Tenori t plyvaod 2252 2522 512 
(3* Wood producte a.t.i, 2172 1450 3*7 
(41 Paper, paper«oard 2(70 2(M 1535 
«51 Tarn, thread 1414 «3« 37* 
(52 Urna eottea liX U)3 4*3 
«53 Koren non-ootton fabric* 1(75 123( 7*7 
(55 tpeaial textil* fabrlea 1(0( 1(5( 4*2 
(5( Baga, aacka, 11MM 1430 550 21* 
(57 Carpati 22)0 1925 1279 
«1 Lia«, e*Mat,et«. 3014 4(75 2115 
((2 Ciar product* 1540 17*7 422 
((3 Mineral naaufnctvret a,*.a. 2507 2555 5* 
((5 Ola* war* 2020 1*55 I5I7 
01 Pig iroa 24t5 3175 1(20 
(73 Iran A eteel aar* 2104 2021 452 
(74 Iran * iteel platea * aaeeta 2tl5 2(21 27*2 
(7« Iron A iteel tube» « pip«* J533 2)10 2239 
(•1 Sllrer, plat imánete. 27M 4224 219( 
(t2.1 U&worked copper 2032 4105 IOI3 
(92.2 Worked copper 2(04 25*7 12(7 
(§4 Alualnlua 2(11 3490 1243 
(i5 Load 275* 514( 1522 
(a* IlM 2750 514( 1522 
(•7 Tia 275» 514( 1522 
(49 Oth«r nan-ferron« aitala 272( 7142 2335 
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fittings,«te. 
W3 ai7< 2215 

Ml ronltwrt 250J 1117 m 
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m Prist«« Mtt«r rto* lfOi 4il 
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•17 ¿•vtlltry »215 2335 imi 
m OtlMr product« * 1721 1754 223 
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TABLE  2.2 

TOP 20 Labour Int en« tve  Industri»» 

Ranking in order 
of labour intensity UfS|  i?67 UK 1968 

1 

2 

3 

k 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

18 

13 

ll> 

13 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Woven cotton 

Clothing 

Woven non-cotton 

Veneer« and plywood 

Wood product« n.o.s. 

Yarn and thread 

Shaped wood 

Furniture 

Footwear 

Travel good» 

Leather 

Other product» 

Clay product» 

Bag»,   »ack» a linen» 

8pecial textile 
fabric». 

Télécommunications 
apparatus. 

Yarn and thread 

Clothing 

linen» 

Pleatic  product» 

Woven cotton 

Footwear 

Woven non-cotton 

Cutlery 

Travel goods 

Dried salted meat 

Other preserved meat 
and fish. 

Toy» and sporting 
goods 

Other products 

Clav products 

Scientific instrument) 

Furniture 

Toys ft Sporting goods Iron a steel plates 

Jewellery 

Plastic products 

Dyeing and tanning 
extracts 

Household base 
metal products 

Wood products n.e.s. 

Shaped wood,   pulp 
paper,   veneers and 
plywood 

Note i  The higher level   of aggregation in UK »tat ist ics 
occasionally means  that  US product  group» cannot  be 
separately shown  for the UK  e.g.   Shaped wood,   pulp 
and paper,   and veneer» and plywood. 

! 

appears in both lists. 
- 16 - 
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Table 2.3 

u4 talarioi 

$ 
5015 

4271 
4OJ0 

5Ut 

49*7 
««55 
4735 
4501 
4514 
400Í 
4052 

Further Analysis  of Most  Labour 

Intensive Industries 
Ma aMttftrl'i yj, Bt^rUi 

5573 
4«J 
5*90 
4190 
<07( 
5500 

5H3 
4211 

ft<9 
7033 
«415 
•341 
•H3 
(394 

«359 

Avtragt valu« 
added per 
iitabliihaent 

fooo 
25*4 

#3 
m 
933 

347 
1312 

131 
222t> 

559 
IH 

374 

455 
7321 

43» 
M< 
420 

«25 
122* 
ail 

1892 

IM 
1432 

2593 
»7(0 

2234 

5513 

Product Dêieription Wage* and 

•alarlei 

Mpieyt« 

I 
183« 

159« 

1«75 
2292 

Varan cotton 
Clothing 

Vorin-non ootton 
Tonern and ply» 
«e«d 

Wood produeti a.*.i. 2172 
Tarn and thread 1414 
thaped «food 2292 
Footwear 1J3« 
Travel goodi li?7 
Othar produeti 1721 
Ba|i, »aoki,linoni 1438 
Ipeoial tfitll« fabrioi léOÍ 
Toleooaai.apparatus 1810 
Toy! and iportii^ good« 178Í 
Plaitio product* 2184 
furniture 2503 
Leather 22(8 
Clay produoti 2540 
Jewellery 221} 
Dying and tanning 1817 
•«tract 
Cutlery 1824 
Drltd lalted Mat 20é? 
Other prttorvod »tat 1<70 
Solentifie initruaenti 24(2 
Iron A iteci piatti 2815 
Household bai« a«tal 1970 
produeti 
Arengo orer all product2342 
groupe 

Average value 
par added 
•itabliihmnt 

8*000 

403 
329 

787 

311 

307 
578 
312 

509 
300 
223 

218 

482 

1582 

«77 
5(9 
458 

418 
422 

1286 

5*59 

312 
11« 

93« 

1337 
2782 

45« 

1*2 
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Tabi«  2.4    Condanna Liât   of Manufacture»  Selected as 
Labour  Intensive 

1. Textile«f clothing and accessories 
Yarn and thread 
Cotton fabrics, woven 
Other woven fabrics,excl. jute products 
Textile small wares and specialities 
Carpets and other floor covering 
Clothing and accessories, excl. goods of 
leather, rubber and plastic. 

8. Other light manufacture, excl. food 
Footwear and other leather, rubber and 
plastic goods. 
Glassware, china and pottery 
Furniture 
Books  and other printed matter 
Games,   toys,   sporting goods,  and smsical 
instruments 
Jewellery and silverware 
Costume   jewellery  and notions 
Optical  goods,   cameras,  watches  and 
instruments* 
Cutlery,   hardware,   and other metal  products* 
Electrical  apparatus and appliances* 
Non-èlectrical machinery and  equipment* 

3. Labour-intensive  food manufactures 
Fish and  fish products 
Fruit   and vegetables 
Miscellaneous food products  and cigars 

k. Labour-intensive  industrial materials 
Products  of jute   and other coarse fibres 
Leather and tanned or dressed furs 
Lumber,   plywood,   and other  simple 
wood products 
Building materials of clay,   stone,   etc. 

*    marginal  1 tesis 

Sources Inports of Manufactures from Less Developed 
Countries  - Hal  B.   Lary,   National  Bureau  of 
Economic Research.     New York,  1968 
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TABLE 2. S 
Export»  of Manufactures from Developing Countries 
to 18 Developed Countries  as  percentage  of  total importa 

••. 

Ml 

m 

431 

Xr*ni abara 

tri*, Mita* 
•Mit 

1.5 

Olfcnr praaarvai      J0,4 

o» inumi fiait 15.2 

m tut* Tnii 13.1 

o» Praaarra4 fruit 2<.l 

m tnWTfê VtfO- 
iaslaa 

27.4 

m.ì Caffo«   axtraati 17.7 

m.y Caffaa buttar 39.4 

m tlMMl«t« 1.5 

m Otha* f oo4 
•raOvata 

5.) 

Olli, fait Má      2%5 

Araraga 
1970/71 

1.2 

20.3 

17.» 

12.0 

»5.» 

M 

50.0 

1.7 

7.« 

9.0 

i Chasca boaria fra* 
orar »trio* éaralopiag 

Munirai 1971 

•90.0 4.4 

-*.9 244.4 

«17.1 9IA 

-4.4 »,1 

•14,1 m.i 

-«.> 1U.3 

U M 

•2*,9 •9.3 

•13.3 4.» 

•39.4 lî.4 

.41,4 14.9 

24) attftÉ\a*\ât   Wftrtil •MBfV    IWV1 11.5 12.1 «11.3 »7.0 

251 Nip m4 «utt 
pa##r 

0.« 1.3 •irt.7 25.3 

244 Ijrntfcatia flkrti 0.1 1.3 42.5 3.9 

3)2 Patratata trainati 47.0 43.2 -9.4 2342.J 

»2 Orftal« atoaioali 3.3 3.4 •3.0 123.9 

us BurgMia attasioalis 
alaaasia, «lift    15.0 n.3 «42,0 »3.1 

514 Ot«#r tMrgMit 
tttf1ta.1l 

2.2 2.4 «9.1 14.1 

521 far H«. fr«« 
•il 

<.4 4.« * 5.» 

592 •jralaf «ai tan- 
ning asinata 

34.5 24.4 -27.1 12.9 

541 Na41ala*l trainiti 4.1 4.4 •7.3 •9.3 

5» laiantial olii 27.4 20.4 -25.5 <t.o 

Xi Naaufaetttr.4 
fartlllaara 

3.7 *.> •75.7 57.4 

5» Othar ofcaalaali 3.4 2.0 -41,2 31,7 

411 Laath.r 24.5 31.4 «20.2 190.4 

in Ibfcftar vraéuaii 0.0 2.2 •175.0 27.0 

to Tamara A plyvaoi W.2 
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3. THADE PATTERNS AND POLICIES. 

3.1.   Penetration of Main Export Market» 

For the purpose of analysing market penetration by 

manufactures exported from developing countries, the 

developed country markets are broken down as follows*. 

EEC 
EFTA 
U.S. 
Japan 
Canada 

Imports, in 1972* by these areas of manufactures from both the 

world as a whole and from developing countries are set out in 

tables 3.1 »nd 3.2 at the end of Section 3.  Table 3.3 shows 

imports from developing countries as a percentage of total 

imports in each area, while table 3,k  shows the product 

groups in which market penetration by less developed countries 

is greater than 20 per cent above the average in each area. 

The tables show that imports from developing countries 

held the highest share of total imports in the case of the 

United States (29.6 per cent).  Japan was second with 22.5 

per cent.  There is then a considerable gap before reaching 

the developing countries* share of Canada*s imports, which 

was 9.** per cent.   In EFTA and the EEC, the shares were 

8,k  per cent and 7.8 per cent respectively. 

Turning to the products from developing countries 

which fared better than the average, woven cotton, linens, 

travel goods and toys had a share more than 20 per cent above 

the average in each of the five areas.  Another five product 

groups - leather, tanning extracts, veneers, food and drink 

and essential oils - were above this percentage share in 

four of the areas. 

* Data on Australia and New Zealand for 1972 were not 
available at time of writing. 
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The list of most successful product groups were very 

similar for EFTA and for the EEC.  Pig iron, and baskets, 

umbrellas, wigs, etc., achieved a higher percentage in the 

EEC, while toys and sporting goods did better in EFTA. 

The major differences between Japan and the other 

areas were the high Japanese imports from developing countries 

of iron and steel plates, furniture and jewellery. 

Developing country exports were a particularly high percentage 

of total imports in the case of textile yarn, travel goods 
and clothing. 

The Canadian market has the least number of product 

groups with a high share of total imports, although cutlery 

did better in Canada than elsewhere. 

Within the developing countries« share of each market, 

there are differing geographic concentrations, both between 

and within market groupings.   The United Kingdom's imports 

are «till concentrated on Commonwealth countries, while Prance 

tends to purchase a high proportion of its imports from former 

French territories, especially in Africa.   Japan purchases a 

great deal from Asia, especially Korea and Taiwan, while the 

•hare of the United States in Mexico's exports is overwhelmingly 
high. 

An analysis of the imports of selected groups of 

manufactured products from developing countries per $1,000 of 

groas national product in 1969 in a number of individual 

developed countries was carried out by Chenery and Hughes. 

The results are reproduced here as Table 3.5.  The great 

variety both between products and countries suggests that 

the factors which determine the propensity to trade, and to 

import from developing countries, are several. 

• Hollis B. Chenery and Helen Hughes: Industrialisation and 
Trade Trends: Some issues for the 1970»s, in Prospect for 
Partnership, World Bank Publication 1973. 
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In addition  to  per capita     income and  size,   trading  policies 
and  the attitude  of relevant pressure  groups need to  be taken 
into  account. 

3.2 Main  Centres  of Production. 

A high proportion  of total manufactured  exports from 
developing to developed countries ±m  produced by comparatively 
few countries.        Looking at  the  three major SITC groupings 
other  than  food,   raw materials  and chemicals   (trade   in 
chemicals  tends very much  to be  the  preserve  of  the  developed 
countries)   -  that  is,   goods manufactured  from materials, 
machinery and  transport  equipment,   and miscellaneous 
manufactured  goods  -  it  can be  seen   that  19 developing 
countries  account  for 85 per cent  of   the  total   trade.     The 
following table  shows  the   leading countries. 

in SITC Catoffori es 6.7 and 8. 1972 
"Tmillions of U. S. dollars) 

Total 6,7 SITC SITC SITC 
and 8 _6  

318 

-1, 

343 

8 

Hong Kong 2,383 1,722 
Korea (South) 1,032 391 112 529 
Mexico 802 271 353 178 
India 695 619 13 63 
South Africa   665 620 37 8 
Portugal 598 313 112 173 
Zambia 597 594 3 # 
Taiwan A93 167 75 25I 
Chile 480 478 1 1 
Zaire 423 422 1 * 
Israel 418 291 31 96 
Brazil 403 246 76 81 
Malaysia 373 347 10 16 
Singapore 356 43 220 93 
China 333 207 3 123 
Greece 312 202 21 89 
Pakistan 235 203 5 27 
Iran 220 211 4 5 
Peru 206 204 1 1 
Total (l) 11.024 Z .1^7 li1»?! 3,456 
Total Devel- 
oping country 
exports to 
Developed 

2,104 Countries Í2 
Ratio (l):(2 

!J 12,905 TT ,560 Tr7*75 
m 85.O 93.3 67.5 80.8 
* Less than $500,000. 
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Source«   OECDi Statistics of Foreign Trade, Volume 1, 
January- December, 1972. 

One interesting point to note from the above table is 

that several of the countries are among the leaders because 

of their importance in category 6 - goods manufactured from 

materials.   These are normally the countries which possess 

relatively abundant raw material supplies to which some value 

is added by processing prior to export.  The importance of 

the presence of natural resources can be seen in the percentage 

of the total made up by goods in category 6i 

India 89.7 per cant 

South Africa 93.2 n « 

Zambia 99.5 H * 

Chile 99.6 H « 

Zaire 99.8 II m 

Malaysia 93.0 II N 

Pakistan 86.4 H m 

Iran 95.9 II m 

Paru 99.0 n m 

By contrast, the countries without a strong resource 

bass tend to have their manufactures concsntratad in categories 

7 and 8. 

Hong Kong 

Korea (South) 

Mexico 

Taiwan 

Singapore 

86.7 per cant. 
62.1 » " 

66.2 » * 
66.1 » " 
87.9    " " 

The above figures  correspond well with Lary*s*  conclusions 
concerning the distribution of exports by developing countries 
of goods  which are  labour  intensive   according to  the criterion 
of a  low non-wage value  added per employee. 

* Hal  B.   Laryt   op cit 
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He  found   that   in  1965  Hong Kong alone   supplied  28  per cent   of 
total  developed  country  imports  of labour intensive manufacture» 
from developing countries.       Other developing countries  of  the 
Far East,   notably South Korea and Taiwan,  brought   the share 
of that   area  to  over   two-thirds. 

From the viewpoint   of this  study,   the performance of 
these five  countries   is worth examining in more  detail,   as 
Mauritius  is  also without  a major resource base.        This  is 
done by  indicating the  growth in  the  value  of manufactured 
exports,   changes  in  the proportion  of  manufacture«  in total 
exports  to developed  countries and the composition of exports 

Growth in the value of exports   of manufactures has been 
extremely high by international  standards,  as  the  following 
table shows1 

Exports   of Manufactures  to Developed Countries 
1967  and  1972.   and Annual Average Rate  of 
Growth.      1967   -   1972 

Exjporta, ,(# million) 
Annual Average 
Rate of Growth 

12ÍO. JL2Z2 (*) 

Hong Kong 965.9 2,389.9 19.9 
Korea  (South) 148.2 1,039.9 $7,6 
Mtxlco 2*»5.*» 863.O 28.6 
Taiwan 160.9 506.O 25.7 
Singapore 17.3 359.3 83#l| 

Source 1     OECDt   Statistics of Foreign Trade,   1967  and 1972. 

Growth  in exports  other  than of manufactures has been 
considerably less rapid so that the  share of manufactured 
goods  in  the  total  exports  of each country to developed 
countries  has  increased  as  follows! 
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1967 1972 

Hong Kong 

Korea   (South) 

Mexico 

Taiwan 

Singapore 

95.9 por cent 

60.5    "        " 

16.O » » 

%0.7 » » 

14.0    "        " 

97.% per cent 
80.1     " " 

*3.3    * » 
38.3    » » 

60.3    " " 

Soyreet     As ebov«, 

Chenery and Hughes* have shown that as a 

experience  grow»,   the  sophistication of 

Industrial goods  »ay be conveniently cla 

characteristic  of   "early",   "«iddio" and 

export.       These stages reflect  both rela 

and auch variables  as  entrepreneurship, 

managerial skills   and marketing ability. 

by the   United Nations,   Chenery and Hughe 

the proportions of  "early",   "middle" and 

in total  exports  as  follows i 

country*s manufacturing 

its  exports increases, 
ssified as being 

"late" stages  of 

tive  factor intensities 
technical  and 

Using data  compiled 

a have calculated 

"late" manufactures 

Korea (South Ol 960 
1969 

9.1 
22.9 

6.2 
I3.9 

0.3 
33.9 

Mexico I960 
1969 

6.7 4.5 
8.7 

2.6 
7.6 

Taiwan I960 
1969 

22.2 
21.9 

19.% 
17.5 

12.% 
3%.7 

Singapore I960 6.9 8.3 8.7 
1969 8.7 6.9 13.2 

Sourcei       Chenery and Hughes 1   op.  cit. 

* Hollis B.  Chenery and Helen Hugheet  op.   clt 
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Thia   tendency   towards   increased sophistication  is 
supported  by the detailed studies  of country  experiences 
In Section   5 as well   as by the   experiences   of  individual 
enterprises  presented   in the Appendix.       It   should be noted 
that this   trend is  not  confined  to  the five  countries 
•elected  as  being moat useful   as  a guide  to   the possibilities 
from Mauritius's point  of view,   but   is  general  to most 
developing countries   including those with large national 
resource     endowments.       The few  exceptions  to   the  trsnd- 
ths most  notable being Pakistan  - probably  throw    doubt   on 
the efficiency of  the   export   incentive schemes  adopted by 
these countries,  as   ons of the   aims    of such  schemes should 
be to improve the depth as well  as  the breadth of a country»• 
export  performance. 

Turning to the  detailed  composition  of  exports,  a 
similar plcturs emerges from each country as would bs 
•xpscted  from the analysis presented  in Section 2. 
The major  export  i tests are as  follows i 

MS&I.Konfi Korea Mexico Taiwan Slnjcaoora 

Clothing 
Textiles 

Clothing 
Plywood 

Electrical Machinery Clothing 
Textiles 

Electrical Machinery 

Plastic  goods Textiles Clothing Plywood Clothing 
Electrical 
Machinsry 
Optical  ¿roods 
and ins trustent a, 

Hair  goods 
Electrical 
machinsry 

Non-electr- 
ical 
machinery 

Footwear 
Plastic 
goods 

Plywood 

Non-electrical 
Machinery 

Plastic goods Textiles. Electrical  Optical 
Metal goods. Transport 

equipment 
Non-ferrous 
metal. 

machinery Goods 
and 
Instrumsnts 

Sourest     Published  trads statistics  of each country 

Recent trade  patterns and trends thus  provide ample 
confirmation of the   list  of labour Intsnsive  industries 
devsloped  in Section  2. 
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On« interesting question which arises is why some developing 

countries have succeeded in exploiting this potential while 

others have not (though the number doing so, or attempting to 

do so, is increasing rapidly in the early 1970*s).  This 

question is considered in Section 5*   In the rest of this 

Section, there is an examination of trends in trade policy 

and a discussion of future prospects for the growth in trade 

of Manufactures from developing to developed countries. 

3.3 Trends in Trad« Policy. 

3*31  General 

The period since the Second World War has seen considerabli 

movement in the direction of freer trade, particularly under the 

"Kennedy Round" and the more recent negotiations held under 

GATT auspices.   Despite this, the extent to which developing 

countries have been assisted is very limited.   The negotiations 

ware confined to industrial goods and, even here, "sensitive" 

products such as textiles and clothing were excluded. 

The number of developing countries favourably affected, 

and the impact on individual developing countries of previous 

and further reductions in tariffs  on industrial goods, is 

likely to be increased by the trends in trade discussed in 

Saction 3*2 above, especially the increase in the proportion 

of total developing country exports made up of manufactures, 

and the increasing sophistication of these manufactures.   On 

the other hand, this will not benefit the least developed 

countries which still rely to a large extent on primary processed 

products or simple, labour-intensive manufactures. 

Moreover, even among countries which do benefit, there 

is considerable scepticism concerning the impact of the GATT 

negotiations because of the limited role of tariffs in the 

overall determination of trade patterns. 
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Non-tariff barriera proved considerably more important during 

the I960*a, and the indications are that this importance is un- 

likely to diminish.  In the case of textiles, for example, 

tariffs proved no obstacle to efficient developing country 

producers, nor did they in the case of cutlery and footwear. 

Pressure groups in the developed countries have succeeded in 

bringing about quota restrictions, however, the severity of 

which is increased by having separate quotas for sub-product 

groups.  This lattor tendency has, if anything, assisted 

producers in the more advanced exporting countries.   In 

Hong Kong, for example, quotas on cheaper textile products 

have led to upgrading, diversification of lines and investment 

by Hong Kong companies in other developing countries to take 

advantage of their quotas.  However, this help to the more 

advanced countries must be set against the harm done to the 

leas experienced.   Several instances are cited in the 

Appendix of South Korean manufacturers attaining a comparative 

advantage in a particular consumer product, whether it be 

clothing, footwear or stainless steel flatware,  investing 

in expanded production capacity and organising a marketing 

system, only to run up against quota arrangements, often quite 

suddenly.   These quotas are not always formal instruments 

of Government policy.    Sometimes they are arranged informally 

on a "voluntary" basis* 

The quotas are more common and more severe in their 

application to consumer products than to components.   Indeed, 

with regard to the latter,  legislation has been introduced 

in the United States to make it easier to import certain 

components than it was previously (see Section 3.32 below). 

There are several reasons for this: 

in the case of consumer goods there is less effective 

political pressure in favour of trade liberalisation 

than for components, where it is often in the interesta 

of business organisations, 
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component imports are more difficult to identify, 

components are difficult to specify, especially where 

there is continual technological change as in 

electronics, and 

until recently, imports of components, despite their 

importance in the manufactured exports of a number of 

countries, have accounted for a relatively small part 

of the total market and have not significantly affected 

domestic production in importing countries.   This is 

now beginning to change, especially in the U.S. 

Before turning to trade policies in specific country 

areas, there are two further general trends which are worthly 

of comment - the growth of regional markets and the Generalized 

Preference Scheme (GPS). 

From the point of view of developing countries wishing 

to promote exports of manufactures, the powerful tendency 

towards selective trade blocs, exemplified most clearly by the 

EEC, is a somewhat adverse influence.   Potential gains of 

lower tariffs have to be set against trade polarization effects, 

For those countries fortunate enough to enjoy associate status 

with the EEC (and this group now includes Mauritius), the lack 

of evidence of any stimulation of manufactured exports up to 

1973 should, however, be interpreted carefully.   Most of the 

associated states are among the least developed countries and 

it is this, rather than lack of opportunity, which has caused 

the absence of rapid growth.   Furthermore, there is evidence, 

too recent to analyse on an aggregate basis, that there may be 

a trend towards international sub-contracting and other 

instruments of export promotion in associate states, including 

Mauritius. 

t 

The GPS suffers from the same drawback as the "Kennedy 

Round" and GATT negotiations - tariffs are not really the 

point.   It has been argued that a minor adjustment of 

exchange rates could have achieved the same result for the 

developing countries as the GPS. 
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3.32  The United States. 

The moat significant legalisation concerning imports 

of manufactures from developing countries is that related to 

items 806.30 and 807.OO of the Tariff Schedules of the 

United States.  With regard to the former, articles of 

metal (except precious metal) that have been manufactured, 

or subjected to a process of manufacture, in the United States 

and exported for processing and returned to the United States 

for further processing.  are subject to duty only on the 

value of the foreign processing.   Under tariff item 8O7.OO, 

imported articles assembled in foreign countries with 

fabricated components that have been manufactured in the 

United States are subject to duty upon the full value of the 

imported product less the value of the U.S. fabricated 

components contained therein.    No further processing in 

the U.S. is required for an article under item 807.OO. 

No imported article may be accorded partial exemption from 

duty under more than one of these tariff items. 

This legislation became effective from I956 in the 

cas» of item 806.30 and I963 in the case of 807.OO.   According 

to a study by the U.S. Tariff Commission*, imports under the 

two items increased at a faster average annual rate between 

I966 and 1969 than total dutiable imports.    Because of its 

specialised nature, item 8O6.30 is of less interest from 

the viewpoint of this study, than item 807.OO.   The products 

that accounted for a significant share (81 per cent) of 

the total imports under this item in I969 were as followst- 

* United States Tariff Commissions Economic Factors Affecting 

the Use of Items 807.OO and 8O6.30 of the Tariff Schedule 

of the United States, Washington, 1970. 
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Produce 

Semiconductora 

Office machina* and parta 

Radioa and parta 

Toya and do11a 

Othar alactronie componente and parta 5.3 

Televieion receivera 

Civil aircraft 

Garmenta 

Olovee 

Motor Vehiclea 

Non-agriculturai tractora 

Oaa Turbine engine» 

Scientific inetrumente 

Total 

Parc 
807 

entage of All 
importe 

6.Í» per cent 

5.9 w w 

3.1 tt M 

1.3 tt M 

!• 5.3 n N 

2.9 M It 

5.9 tt N 

1.5 « N ' 

0.4 N M 

45.0 W tt 

1.1 It N 

1.0 n N 

0.8 n n 

80.6 par cent 

Source!  United Statee Tariff Commie»ion« op. cit. 

Some of the producte in thia liât correepond to thoae 

identified aa being labour inteneiva in Section 2, and are 

heavily repreaented in the trade pattarne diecueeed in Sections 

3.1 and 3.2.    Leae developed countriee, in fact, accounted 

for only 22 per cent of the value of »11 importa under item 

807.00, but the proportion for apecific product» ehowa 

conaiderable variations 

Share of Developing Countriea in U.S. Importa Under Item 
  807.00. 1969  

Semiconduct ora 

Office machinée and parta 

Radioa and parta 

Toya and dolía 

Other electronic componente and parta 

Talevieion receiver» 

Civil aircraft 
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Garments 
Glove« 
Motor vehicles 
Non-agricultural   tractors 
Gas  turbine  engines 
Scientific   instruments 
Ceramic   products 
Luggage 
Sporting goods 
Jewellery 

90.5 per cent 
98.8     "       " 
0.0 « 1» 

0.0 n n 

0.0 n m 

*»3.9 « N 

17.6 N * 

98.8 N N 

81».2 M * 

77.3 n M 

Sourest   As above. 

This  list   shows that whsre the developing countries 
have  obtained a  share  of the market  for  the products   included 
under  this  legislation it   is normally a highly significant   one» 
and the  goods involved are  all   those previously  identified as 
being  labour intensive. 

3.33       The EEC 

The trade policies of the EEC concerning imports of 

manufactures from developing countries are highly complex 

and very according to the status of the country and the 

commodity.   It will not be possible here to do more than 

give an outline of the broad principles of policy.  For the 

spscific regulations concerning individual commodities it 

is necessary to refer to official Community documents. 

Developing countries can be divided into two groups 

- those with Associate Status in the EEC and those without. 

Countries with Associate Status consist largely of former 

colonial territories or countries in the Mediterranean region 

such as Greece, Turkey, Malta, Portugal, Spain and Cyprus. 

Manufactured goods from Associate States onjoy the same 

privileges as goods traded between Member states provided 

that a certain proportion of the value originated within 

Associate of Member states.  This proportion varies from 

product to product. o^ 



For developing countries as a whole, the EEC operates 

the GPS.  The scheme provides for complete relief from 

import duty within tariff quotas and ceilings for almost all 

manufactures.   Basically, the quantitative restrictions take 
3 format 

(a) Quotas which are allocated according to Member states. 

After a Member state.« à quota is reached all imports 

must pay the full rate of duty. 

(b) The "butoir" by which goods of any one developing 

country may not take up more than a certain share of 

the Community tariff quota for the product in question. 

(c) Other industrial imports benefiting from GPS but not 

subject to quotas are subject to ceilings at the 

Community level.   Imports under these ceilings are 

not allocated among Member states and the decision to 

impose a duty is taken at Community level.   As in 

the case of the"butoirs," within the ceilings there 

are also inner ceilings on the amount of each item 

which may be imported from any one supplying country. 

Imports from Associated states are not counted against 

the quotas and ceilings provided for under the GPS scheme. 

The way in which these rules apply to individual product) 

varies considerably.   Particularly worthy of note ia the case 

ef textiles and textile products.  The list of countries and 

territories enjoying GPS privileges on most manufactures 

extends to 153, while the "butoir" is 50 per cent.   For 

cotton yarn, woven fabrics, stockings, and other cotton 

garments and linens, the number of beneficiary countries is 

15 and the "butoir" is 30 per cent.   Textiles are always 

difficult politically. 
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This i» especially so in the EEC where they form about 

12 per cent of total industrial output compared with 

only 6 per cent in the U.S.  It J. a labour intensive industry 

employing over 3 million persons in the Community.   The 

Industry is concentrated in poor regions which lack alternative 

•mployment opportunities, and has been in a condition of 
crisis and over-supply for some years. 

During the 1970«s other "problem" industries may 

•rise.  The speed with which this can happen should not 

be underestimated.  In the U.S. it would have been 

difficult 10 years ago to have foreseen the substantial 

increase in the share of imports in the electronics industry, 
and the employment problems this has created.  In the 

Meantime, Mauritius may consider herself fortunate to 
enjoy Associate Status. 
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3.3*»       Japan 

Japan's  trade   liberalisation began in  earnest  in the 
period  I96O-1963,   when  it  moved  to GATT Article  XI  and 
IMF Article  Vili   statua.     From 1964  to   I969   there  was  a fall 
in the  pace   of  liberalisation while residual   import  restrictions 
were maintained,   with   the result   that   several   industries were 
•till  highly protected.        From I969 to   1972,   after  the 
accumulation of  large   international payments   surpluses,   there 
was another  liberalisation  phase   intended mainly  as an 
alternative  to a revaluation of  the yen.       In  1969 there 
were   120  items     under   quota restriction but   by April  1972  these 
were  reduced  to  33t   only 8  of which were manufactures.       Of 
these  8,     h  are  of different  types  of   leather,  while the 
others  are   leather footwear,  digital   electronic   computers, 
their machinery and parts,   and integrated circuits. 

Tariffs  on  finished  consumer goods remain  high,   even 
after  the Kennedy Round,   although  the  average  level  of 
Japanese  tariffs   is not  high by  international  standards. 

One  point  worthy  of note   in the   context  of  this  study 
is  that  tariff barriers  against   some  significant   labour- 
intensive  goods  are  still  substantial.       The   tariff on 
cotton knitted underwear,   for instance,   was   2k per cent 
in 1972,  while  on artificial  flowers  and plywood  they were 
25 per cent  and  17.5  per cent respectively. 

Japan provides   general preferences    to developing 
countries  as does  the  EEC.   The benefits have   so  far been 
rather  limited owing  to  the  small   range  of commodities  under 
the  scheme,   and  to the  fact   that   the  initial   quota ceiling 
(in  1971)  was  so   small   that   it  could be filled within two 
months.       The Japanese  authorities have  since promised 
improvements  on  this   front. 
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3.4.       Future  Prospects   for  Export«  of Manufacture«   from 
Developing Countries. 

The   I960's  and   early   1970»s  have   seen very  rapid growth 
in the  exports  of manufactured goods  from developing  to 
developed  countries.     Among  the leaders   in  this   trend have 
been  small   or medium size  countries,   often  in  the  Far East, 
with small   or virtually  non-existent  endowments   of natural 
resources.        Generally   «peaking,   the  larger  developing 
countries,   even  those  with a powerful  resource base,   have 
lagged  behind.       One exception to thi«   is,   of course,   Mexico, 
where being  on the border of  the United  Stated market  was a 
considerable   stimulating  influence,   and  the  evidence  in 
recent  years   suggests   that   other  large  countries,   notably 
Braail,   are   beginning  to  follow suit.     The  crucial  question 
from the point   of view   of this study,   however,   is  what 
prospect do   the  «mailer non-resource based countries have of 
continuing  the rapid expansion of previous  years? 

Several   experts   and  commentators   in  the  field  of 
international   trade consider  that   the year  1973 wti  a 
watershed in   the  development   of these  countries  and  that 
future  year«  will   see  a  slowing down  in  the  rate  of growth. 
There are  several   reasons  for  this» 

(a) Rises   in  the price  of  fuel  following  the  energy crisis 
which  began with  the war in  the Middle  East   in October, 
1973»   have  substantially increased  transport  costs. 
This  has  a  sharp   impact  on  the competitiveness  of 
goods  produced a   long way from the market.     The  effect 
of increased transport  costs  is  heightened  by  the fact 
that   a considerable proportion of  the  goods  are 
transported by air.     For instance,   in   1973  20 per cent 
of Hong Kong's  exports   (by value)  were  sent   by air. 
The   list   of products  which normally are  sent   by air 
is  given  in  Section  6.       During  the  middle  and  late 
1960*8,   the Asian  region was  able   to   take  advantage 
of the  considerable  amount   of air  cargo  space  available 
at  almost  marginal  cost,  due  to   the  freighting  of 
large   quantities   of goods  from the  U.S.   to Vietnam,   and 
the   lack  of  return  loads  for   these   aircraft. 
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This traffic has diminished considerably since late 

1972. 

(b)    It is clear fron the case studies in the Appendix 

that production centres have been hard hit by the 

critical raw material situation which has been 

prevalent in the world economy since 1972.   Although 

the shortages will ease, it is unlikely that the world 

will return to the relative abundance of pre-1972 

for the foreseeable future.  This will affect some 

industrial activities more than others, but among the 

worst hit will be the high growth industries in Hong 

Kong, Korea and similar centres.   One of the most 

serious "once and for all" changes that have occurred 

is petrolèum-based raw materials - plastics, 

artificial fibres and synthetic rubber.  These are 

vital materials for nearly all the individual growth 

industries, including textiles and clothing, gloves, 

travel and sports goods, hair goods, toys and dolls 

and even electronics (most electronics products are 

packaged in plastic).   Relative shortages in these 

materials will, of course, affect these industries 

all over the world.   For many years, however, 

countries in the Far East were able to buy from Japan 

large quantities of products from its petrochemical 

industry which were surplus to its domestic require- 

ments.  Because of their surplus nature these supplies 

ware available at little more than marginal cost. 

Since 1973 various factors, chief among them being 

the crisis in petroleum supplies and the escalating 

pollution problems in Japan, have combined to turn 

this surplus into a shortage.    Nor are petroleum- 

based materials the only ones likely to be in shorter 

supply in the years to come.   Special steels required 

for die-making will be more difficult to obtain. 
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The supply of log» for plywood and wood producta will 

be adversely affected both by global demand and supply 

imbalance and by the increasing trend towards wood 

processing in the countries of origin (principally 

the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and 

Burma). 

(c)    Part of the response to this situation in exporting 

countries may adversely affect their competitiveness. 

Faced with actual or threatened shortages, petro- 

chemical and heavy steel industries are being established 

In a number of centres.  It remains to be seen whether 

these industries can supply local factories at a lower 

cost than imports.    The danger is that as these 

plants require a substantial commitment of finance, 

normally backed by powerful overseas corporations, 

there will be a strong temptation to protect them 

against imports should they prove uncompetitive.   The 

price for more secure supplies may therefore be 

significantly increased costs. 

(d)   Relative shortages have produced movements in prices 

which, although they will ease, are unlikely to revert 

to the pre-shortage level.   Between December 1972 and 

December 1973* the average increase in the prices of 

raw materials imported into Hong Kong was of the order 

of 70 per cent.   Furthermore, imported grain prices 
i 

rose by about 65 per cent during the same period. 

This latter trend exerts a strong upward pressure on 

wage costs, particularly in countries which are not 

•elf-sufficient in food supplies.   In the electronics 

industry wage rates for female operatives in the Far 

East have been increasing at an annual rate of about 

25 per cent during the 6 months ending in February, 

197**.  Part of this is due to the effects of imported 

inflation on living standards. 
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(e)   While the fears of a major world recession of pre- 

1939 proportions may be exaggerated, the developed 

countries are, for a variety of reasons, likely to 

experience a slowing down in the rate of increase of 

their standard of living in the years to come. 

This will of itself reduce the rate of growth of 

dastand for imported consumer goods. 

(f)   The rise in oil prices means that several countries 

will find their already considerable external balance 

problems greatly exacerbated.  This has already led 

to the restriction of imports in one country (Italy), 

an example that may well be followed by others. 

Although these restrictions are likely to be temporary, 

the effects of the energy crisis on the external 

balance of industralised countries may act as an 

influence to curb the movement towards freer trade. 

(g)   Even before the energy crisis, there were increasing 

signs of a resurgence of protectionist sentiment, 

•specially in the United States.   There is, for 

instance, growing opposition to imports under tariff 

items 806.30 and 8O7.OO (See Section 3.32 above). This 

is expressed formally in proposals for legislation to 

eliminate these duty privileges, as well as the 

double taxation agreements enjoyed by multinational 

corporations exporting to the U.S.    It is also 

expressed by direct union pressure against the 

multinationals* home operations.   Many companies 

have responded to this either by abandoning altogether 

plans to set up offshore operations, or by modifying 

such plans so as to continue parallel operations in 
the home country. 
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Although  this kind of  opposition  to  freer  trad*  is 
far from now,     there are grounds  for viewing the  currant 
situation with aome misgiving«t 

Incorna disparities within the industrialiaad 
countriss «ay ba incraaaad  - unskilled workers are 
likely to bs hardest  hit  by international   aubcontracting 
or by  investment  in offshore operations by Multi- 
nationals, 

tha moves for quantitativa restrictions have started 
at lower levels of imports from developing countriss 
than  on previous occasions. In particular tha 
oppoaition is strongar  than to imports from other 
developed countries,   on the ground of "unfair labour"* 

the probable slowing down in the rate  of growth of 
tha daveloped economies will  lead to downward pressure 
on tha labour market which will  exacerbate anxieties 
concerning employment,   and 

ovan under conditions  of full  employment,   there may 
be powerful reasons,   aa  Streeten* haa shown,   for 
limiting ths access  of  labour-intensive  products 
from  low income areas.       The reasons  are,   firstly, 
that   full  employment  policies aggravate inflation 
and balance of payments difficulties!   and,   secondly, 
full   employment  policies ars frequently interpreted 
as moaning that  particular groups of workers have 
their  jobs guaranteed. 

Paul   Streaten,     Comment on Chenery and Hughes*   papar 
in World Bank Publication citad above* 
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Against these political pressures must be set the fact 

that there is an important distinction between international 

subcontracting or investment and direct commercial exporting 

by producers in developing countries.   With direct exporting, 

both labour and management lobby against imports but with 

other arrangements labour is on its own.   This distinction 

is reflected in the degree of market penetration by different 

products before quotas are imposed. 

(h)   Alternative supply sources for labour-intensive goods 

ars developing.  The countries most commonly Mentioned 

in this connection are the Philippines, Malaysia, 

Thailand and Indonesia.  There are already significant 

differences in the stage of development reached by 

these countries, with Malaysia and the Philippines 

having gone some way towards organising their economics 

for export orientated manufacture.   Most of the 

countries concerned have abundant supplies of labour 

available at substantially lower rates of pay than in 

established exporting areas (See Sections 1 arid 20 of 

the Appendix for inter-country comparisons  of 1973 

wage rates in electronic componenti and clothing) 

Many of them also have large natural resource 

endowments which makes them attractive investment 

centres for multinational corporations. 

These factors, then, clearly point to a slowing down 

in the expansion of labour-intensive manufactures from 

developing countries during the 1970«s.  They should not, 

however, lead to over-pessimistic conclusions.   Growth will 

continue and though it will be at a slower rate, the base has 

expanded enormously.   From the specific point of view of 

Mauritius, provided certain problems can be solved (See 

Sections 7 and 8 below)  there are at least two reasons why 

the outlook is still good even though the Island is trying to 

join the export race after the first surge has passed. 
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Firstly, Mauritius i« an Associata Msmbsr of the EEC which 

gives it several distinct advantages over most other 

developing areas.  Several plants have already been 

established on the Island for that very reason.  Secondly, 

Mauritius is small, which means that she will not be so 

hard hit as other areas* either from raw material shortages 

or from any impact she may make on markets in dsveloped 

countries. 
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TABLE  3,k 

Product Groupa  in which  Imports from Lesa Developed Countries  an 

a percentage  of Total   Importa are Greater than  20 per cent  above 

the Average 

nc HTA us JAPAN CANAI 

Food and drink X X X X 

Tanning extracta X X X X 

Basential oils ft 
resinoids X X X 

Leather X X X X 

Veneers X X X X 

Textile yarn X 

Woven cotton X * / X X X 

Other woven textiles X X ' X X X 

Linens, bags ft sacks X X X X X 

Floor coverings X X X 

Pig iron X 

Iron ft steel plates X 

Cutlery X 

Furniture X 

Travel goods X X X X X 

Clothing X X X X X 

Footwear X X X X X 

Articles of plastic X 

Toys ft sporting goods X X X X X 

Jewellery X 

Baskets, umbrellas, 
wigs, etc. 

Source i See Tables 3.1 and 3.2 
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i».   THE SCOPE FOR SUBSTITUTION OF LABOUR INTENSIVE FOR 

CAPITAL INTENSIVE TECHNIQUES* 

k,l     Introduction 

In recent years there has been a considerable amount of 

literature on the choice and appropriateness of different 

manufacturing techniques  for use in lees developed countries* 

There has been research on both the theoretical and practical 

level to determine the choice of techniques available and the 

influences ón the choices actually made. One clear conclusion 

to emerge from this literature is that the scope for different 

techniques, and in particular for differing degrees of substitution 

between capital and labour intensive processes, is 

enormously wide for a considerable range of manufactured products* 

Pickett, Forsyth and McBain**, when investigating alternative 

processes for the manufacture of sugar, discovered that there 

were 311,0^0 different ways in which sugar could be produced 

even under one of three alternative process categories* After 

allowing generously for the interdependence of many of the 

production variants, quantity and quality of output, and 

technical efficiency, there were still ¿*,096 possible combinations. 

Another conclusion to emerge is that institutional factors 

affect the choice of technique in any given instance just as 

much, if not more than economic considerations such as factor 

prices. Institutional factors were not taken to mean institutions 

such as unions and governments which influence and "distort" 

factor prices. Rather the term refers to the social conditions 

which influence map y engineering decisions. The research indicates 

that these are often not the best decisions either from the point 

of view of the developing country or from that of the enterprise's 

•In the preparation of thiB Section the consultants were assisted 
by discussions with Angus Hone and Michael Sharpton (see 
acknowledgements in Section l). They do not, of course, bear 
any responsibility for the views expressed. 

**James Pickett, D.J.C. Forsyth, and N.S McBain: The Choice of 
Technology, Economic Efficiency and Employment in Developing 
Countries, World Devlopment, March 197**» 
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profits»   One  possible  reason  for  this  is  that   the   social 
environment  of  the  engineers   is   frequently that  of a 
developed  country  where   the   central  maxim is   one   of  labour 
saving*   Even  many  of   the  engineers  who  are nationals  of 
developing countries  have  been  trained  in accordance with 
the   professional   traditions  of  industrialised nations.   There 
are   other plausible  explanations   including lack  of knowledge 
about  possible  alternatives,   the   influence of  parent 
companies.of machine   suppliers,   or of  the market. 

These  general  conclusions     are well  supported by the 
research carried out  in  this  study.  Considerable  differences 
in  relative  capital  intensity were  found in  practically  every 
industry  investigated,   often varying with the   size  of 
establishment   (the  smaller ones  tending to be  more  labour 
intensive).   It was   found  that   the   influence   of  the  market 
can  be  exaggerated.   It   is  frequently said that more capital- 
intensive  technologies have   to be   adapted to  enable a country 
or  firm to keep abreast  of  the   standards required  for exporting*. 
In   fact  much depends  on  the  product.   It  is  doubtless  true 
that  more  automation  is  required   to compete   successfully  in 
international markets   in  certain   products.  There   is,  however, 
a wide  range  of  industries   including clothing,   footwear,   toys 
and  dolls,  hair goods,   and metal  products where  large  firms 
employing the  latest  internationally known machinery exist   side 
by  side  with  small"back  street   operators" using much more 
labour  intensive   techniques,   and both are successful exporters. 
There  are  some industries,   such as  clothing  and electronics 
assembly,  where  the degree  of possible mechanisation is   limited, 
and where  the  labour  intensive workshop will  nearly always 
compete  successfully with the factory-organised operation. 

«Several empirical  studies  said  to  support  this view are 
quoted in Frances  Stewarts   Technology and Employment  in Less 
Developed Countries,   World Development,  March 1974. 
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k.2     Substitution Possibilities. 

Probably  the best way  to  approach substitution  possibilities is 
not   to   start  with  the   coventional theoretical model   showing 
capital  on  one   axis  and labour  on  the  other  of   a  two-dimensional 
production  function,   but  rather   to  consider an   empirically 
determined factory  situation,   starting with very  rigid 
conditions  concerning the  equipment,   the design  of  the product,  the 
production process  and  then gradually  to relax  each  of  these  conditions. 
Condition A   t     Fixed  capital equipment,  fixed production 

process and fixed  product  design. 
Even under  those  rigid constraints scope  for  substitution 

exists i 

(a) The  equipment may  be  worked for  two  or   three 
shifts  instead of   one,   and it may  be  worked 
during weekends  and holidays  instead  of  just 
during  the normal   working week.  This   influences   the 
degree  of capital   intensity as measured by the 
relative amounts   of each item in   the  value added 
as  follows   t 
- interest  charges  per  unit  of output   diminish, 
- labour costs  relative  to  interest   charges  rise 

as  premia have   to  be   paid  for extra hours worked, 
maintenance and   managerial  requirements are 
increased,   and   the  rate of replacement due   to 
fatigue rises,   and 

- depreciation due   to   obsolescence  relative  to 
machine fatigue   is  less likely,   so  that depreciation 
charges per unit   of  output   fall. 

(b) The  ratio of workers   to machines  may be  varied 
without  altering  the  production  process.  For 
example,   there may  be   two workers,   one   to  load or un- 
load  the machine   and  one to  operate   it|   or one 
worker,       who stops  the machine while  he  carries 
out  the  loading or unloading  operations. 

(c) The  number of tasks  performed by  one  machine  may 
be varied.  For example,   in  the production of a 
product  requiring   three  separate   toolings,   it  «ay 
be  economic  under   certain conditions   to employ  3 
separate machines,   although  each  one  would be 
capable   of  performing  all  3  tasks,   rather  than 
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causing  the  machine  to  be   idle while  it  is  re-set. 
(d)   Machine  parts,   or auxiliary parts   (such as light 

bulbs)   could  be  replaced  wholesale   at   a  fixed  time, 
or one  by  one   as   they wear  out. 

(•)   The  percentage  of  the   amount   of final   products 
tested may be  varied,   rejects  may be  disassembled 
and reworked,   or  scrap  or waste may be   re-processed« 

(f) The raw material used may be more/less   standardised 
and the number of workers  employed  to   select  raw 
Material  from purchased   stock for use   in  the 
process may be  decreased/increased* ' 

(g) The  speed  at  which the  machines run may be varied 
within  certain  limits   (too  fast a  speed  may 
adversely affect  quality,   or too slow a  speed may 
cause bad  surface   finish).   This will  usually have 
the effect   of varying maintenance  requirements  and 
machine  life   for a given volume of  output. 

Condition  B   t     Fixed production  process,   fixed product  design 
but variable   capital, equipment. 

(*)   The  method  of  materials   handling may  be  varied  to 
involve higher or lesser  degrees of  of mechanisation. 
Fork lift   trucks,   conveyor belts  and  chutes may 
replace  head-carrying,   wheelbarrows  or pails. 
Loading or unloading of  machines may  often be  done 
•ither mechanically or manually. 

(b) Assembly and packaging of many products   is a procesa 
which can  be   carried  out  with or without   the assistance 
of powered machinery.   According to  Baernesen* one 
company  in  Mexico used  three  operators  and no machine 
for a packaging operation  that  required one  operator 
with a machine  in  the United States. 

(c) There  is  a  considerable   potential  for  substitution 
of labour  for  capital  in  the  testing of  a product. 

(d) Cleaning and   finishing   (including polishing)  may be 
more or  less  mechanised.   In  general,   there  is wide 
•cope  for varying degrees  of automation   in many 
processes.   Stone  or metal may be  cut  by a hand  tool 
or by an  automatic machine.   Automated welding,   rather 
than welding with hand  equipment,   is  a possibility. 

•Donald V.   Baernesen,   The   Border Industrialisation  Programme  of 
Mexico,   Heath  Lexington,   1971t 
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Condition C  i 

(e) Production may be  organised  by a batch  or a flow 
system.   This   is  similar  to  point  (a)   except  that 
it   involves   the final  commodity in differing 
stages  of  completion rather  than  the  raw material. 
According to   the batch  system,   batches   of product 
•re  transported manually  from one part   of  the 
factory  to  another instead  of  the whole  process 
being a continuous  flow,   organised on  a  conveyor 
belt  system« 

(f) The  use  of older machinery  involving lower capital, 
but  higher maintenance,   costs  is  another possibility 
for  capital/labour substitution.  Again   second hand 
Machinery may be used,   in   the  full knowledge of  the 
possibility  that  spares  may have  to be  made  in  the 
factory's workshops. 
Fixed product  design but  variable capital equip- 
ment  and production process. 

Prom this  point  on,   the  number of  possible combinations 
becomes  so great   that  only  examples  can  be  given.  There   is, 
however,   one  general point  worthy of mention  at  this   stage - 
the   importance  of unit  size.   It  is  likely  that  a small  workshop 
operator will  use  a different  process   for  the  production  of the 
same   good  than   that  adopted   by  a factory  manager.   The 
consequences  of unit  size  for relative   factor intensities   is 
discussed  in more  detail  below. 

Other examples of ways  in which differing processes  can 
effect  the labour/capital  ratio are as   followst 

(a) In  metal working,   threads  may be put upon  a 
oylinder of metal by a lathe and in a  single point 
tool,   a lathe  and a die,   thread milling  (where a 
spinning  tool  cuts  into   the  piece which  is  itself 
moved),   or  thread rolling   (where  rollers  squeeze 
the   thread onto  the piece   of metal).   These 
processes  involve progressively higher  capital  costs» 

(b) In   jewellery manufacture,   pieces may be  cast  into 
rough shape   in  a die,   or  completely hand  shaped from 
a  piece  of metal. 

(c) In   the manufacture  of gears   for motors,   the  process 
may be by extrusion  (forcing  through a die and 
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then   cutting  the extrusion off),   grinding, 
•haping  (»imilar to wood  chiselling),   rotation 
against   a  complex,   moving  cutting  tool,   or 
welding  the  gears  onto   a  round  piece   of  metal* 

(d)   Shoes   may  be  manufactured  by  a  power  press 
cutting of  the  upper  leather,   and machine  lasting, 
or  by hand cutting of uppers  and hand  lasting. 

In  each of  the   above examples,   the  alternative  processes 
are not  always  complete  technical  substitutes  for one  another, 
but  there  is a range  of quality over which they may be  so 
considered* 
Condition D  i     Variable product design,   production  process  and 

capital  équipaient. 
Once variations   in both  product  design  and quality are 

permitted,   the  possible  combinations   of  labour and  capital  are 
increased still   further.  As   Stewart* has  pointed out,the 
production  technique  adopted  is closely related to  the nature 
of  demand.   Income   distribution and  the  need   to  cater  to 
international  demand  can,   for certain  products,  help  to 
determine   the   techniques  which are  used  to  produce   them.   In 
the   case  of cars   and  tractors   "designed  specially  for the 
developing countries"   it was   found  that   the   technology was 
more   suitable  for   the  factor  endowments  of  the  countries  for  which 
and  in  which the   goods  were  manufactured«  Generally  applied, 
however,this  can  only be  a  successful  part  of a development 
strategy which is   inward-looking to  an  insulated domestic 
market«   For a country  the  size of Mauritius   it  is at  least 
arguable  that  such  a  strategy is  not  practical  and,   in any 
ease,   the  authorities  there  have  chosen  a deliberately outward- 
looking development  programme.  In   such a context  there must   be 
some  constraint   concerning  the quality of products  manufactured« 
Even  given  this   constraint,   however,   possible  changes  of design 
can have a complex  impact  on   the  amounts  of  capital  and labour 
used«   Widely differing processes  and materials may be used.   In 
a labour-scarce,   capital abundant   esonomy,   a more  expensive 
raw material may  be   chosen  because   it  machines more  easily  and 
requires  less  labour-    per unit of  output«   In  a capital  scarce, 

»Frances  Stewart   t   Op,   cit. 
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labour-abundant economy, a cheaper material may be economically 

used« Again, the replacement of natural materials auch aa 

wood and leather by artificial ones such as plastic may be a 

labour-saving device. If a natural material is both irregular 

and expensive (leather for instance) it is necessary to use 

labour-intensive selection and working procedures to avoid or 

reduce scrapping. Finally, products may be designed so as to 

involve more or less assembly work . In the United Kingdom 

there is a pocket calculating machine which is sold in knocked- 

down form for assembly by the consumer, while in the United 

States it is common to sell bicycles in partly unassembled 

form. 

Labour and capital have so far been apoken of aa if they 

were homogeneous entities. At the very least, however, the 

problem of factor intensities should be viewed as a three- 

dimensional one involving capital, skilled labour and other labour« 

In Section 1, when discussing the definition of capital intensity, 

the level of wages per employee was decided upon as an 

appropriate index of human, as opposed to physical, capital 

intensity. This is a most important consideration. Many of the 

labour-intensive alternatives discussed in this Section, in 

fact, require a high degree of skill among the labour force, in 

some cases higher than the capital - intensive technique. In 

particular, the use of older machinery, or labour intensive 

testing and finishing, require more skill than their relatively 

capital-intensive counterparts. 
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*.3. The Inf lu «ne o of Unit Sise.. 

Research on a number of Industrie« in Korea undertaken 

for this study indicates that capital intensity in the sane 

industry varies considerably with sise of establishment. 

Small establishments (employing less than 50 persons) were 

found to have a lower value added per employee than the 

larger ones.   This was not borne out in each individual 

case study (see the Appendix) but was found to be true on an 
aggregate level. 

Small firs» in such centras as Korea and Hong Kong 

do not facs th« sane economic environment as large ones, 

«specially in th« following rsspactst 

(•)    Th«y faca different relative factor price».  Large 

firms tand to pay loss interest on borrowing for 

both working and fixed capital, and a lower deposit 

is frequently required from then.   On the other 

hand, in th« Tar East, low wage (and even unpaid) 

fsnily labour ia an important factor in the continued 

viability of many amali enterpri«««. 

(b) They face different factor availabiliti««.  Partly 

beesua« of (a) and partly because of other institutional 

factors, small firms have more difficulty in obtaining 

capital. Skilled labour, also,is less available. 

Snail firms can rarely afford to train, pay the market 

salary, or retain skilled workers to anything like 

ths same «xtent as lsrge ones. 

(c) 8nall firms normally find themselves in a more 

competitive situation than large firms. This means 

that thay ars less able to pass wage increases on in 

th« form of higher price«, and thi« load« to downward 

pressure on wag« ratas so long as conditions of labour 
surplus exist. 
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(d) Partly  because of difficulties  in being able to  obtain 
and finance large stocks»   small companies need to be 
more  selective  in  their use  of materials. 

(•) Snail  scale allows less »achina specialisation,   so 
that  the sane stachln« will probably perforai different 
tasks   (see above,  Condition A  (c)   ). 

(f) Many seta 11  firma  in Korea or Hong Kong act as sub- 
contractors to larger companies.       Operating on  the 
same principle as international  sub-contracting, 
large firms in developing countries tend to re-sub- 
contract   the most  labour  intensive part  of an already 
labour  intensive process.       Thus,   large firms making 
dolls will  sub-contract   the making of  the dolls*   dresses 
and wigs i   large  electronics  product  manufacturers viti 
sub-contract   the production  of simple  components!   and 
artificial flower factories will  sub-contract flower 
asssmbly. 

(g) The sub-contracting nature  of much of  the work means 
that »any of the small firms  are not   in direct 
competition with the larger ones.      They do not, 
therefore,  feel  such strong pressure  to mechanise or 
to amalgamate as do small  establishments which are 
in competition. 

(h) The sub-contracting work  is  frequently highly variable. 
A firm has a relatively small  role to  play in the 
marketing of its product  and thers is  a considerable 
amount   of  irregularity  in  the work.       This tends  to 
discourage  investment  in fixed capital  stock. 
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(i)    One particular situation in which most production 

processes tend to be labour intensive is for small 

runs or non-standard sizes.   Short runs do not permit 

the economic amortisation of highly specialised 

machinery, and the use of less specialised equipment 

is relatively labour intensive.   Large firms frequently 

•ub-contract those parts of the production process 

which are difficult to organise in long, mechanical 

production runs* 

(j)    Large firms are frequently in the habit of selling 

their older machinery to their sub-contractors.  This 

practice was also followed in Japan in the late 19*10's 

and early 1950's and was encouraged by various official 

measures.   This access to second-hand machinery has 

two effects.   Firstly, it helps to offset some of the 

disadvantages to small firms of lack of access to the 

orthodox capital market.   Secondly, the available 

capital is spread more widely in such a way that small 

firms are encouraged to use relatively labour intensive 

processes. 

These factors suggest that unit sise plays a considerable 

part in determining the degree of labour intensity with which a 

particular commodity is manufactured, and that this is reinforced 

when a large amount of sub-contracting takes place.   It can be 

seen from the following table that this conclusion is borne out 

by an examination of the aggregate data collected as part of 

the census survey of manufacturing in Korea.   Because of the 

aggregate nature of this information, the evidence should be 

regarded as strongly indicative rather than confirmatory. 
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SUMMARY 

1.       The  ««asure of  labour intensity   that  has been  adopted 
for  this   report  ia   the value  added  per employee,   made 
up  of wage coate  per  employee  as  a mark of  skill  content 
or human   capital  intensity,  and non-wage value   added aa 
an   index  of physical   capital  intenaity (Section  2.1) 

2.       Using this measure  a liât  of labour intensive  industriai 
was  prepared from Cenaua  of Production data in  the 
United Kingdom and  the United States  (Section  2.2) 

Trade patterns  in aianufactured  go od a between developing 
and developed  countries were examined.      The  list of 
goods that emerged  corresponded well with the  list of 
labour intensive industries in  Section 2.2  (Sections 
3.1  and  3.2) 

k.       The  most  important   countries exporting these  goods to 
developed countries   are Hong Kong,   South Korea,  Taiwan, 
Singapore and Mexico.       Three  of  these countries  are 
small,   and four of   them are not  endowed with aubstantial 
natural  resources.        In  this  sense  they are  similar to 
Mauritius  (Section   3.2) 

5»       Trends in trade policy provide  only partial  grounds for 
optimism when  consideratine the   prospects  for  manufactured 
exports  from developing countries.       Lower  tariffs after 
the   "Kennedy Round*1   and subsequent GATT negotiations have 
to  be  set  against  increasing trends   towards   protectionism 
by  the use of non-tariff barriers   (Section  3.3) 

(1) 
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Relationship Between Unit Siae and Labour Intensity 

in Korean Manufacturing Industry, 1972 

Value Added per Employee 

Knitwear 

Spinning 

Weaving 

Garments 

Travel goods 

Leather footwear 

Plywood 

Wooden furniture 

Rattan furniture 

Rubber footwear 

Plastic products 

Ceramic goods 

Stainless steel flatware 

Metal household ware 

Electronic products and 
components 

Electrical appliances 

Electric wire and cable 

Bicycle parts 

Photographic and optical 

Watches, clock and parts 

Musical instruments 

Sporting goods 

Umbrellas and parasols 

Hair goods 

Toys 

Total 

Small Estab- 
lishments* il) 

Large Estab- 
lishments* Í2) 

Ratio 
of lt2 

744 1,490 0.499 
911 2,596 0.351 

1,053 2,306 O.457 
933 1,225 0.762 

632 679 0.931 
967 818 1.182 

747 3,422 0.218 

771 1,149 0.671 

763 1,160 0.659 
837 1,183 O.7O8 

891 3,575 0.249 
608 1,144 0.531 
795 1,048 0.739 

1,049 1,397 0.751 

1.531 2,263 0.677 
966 2,541 O.38O 

2,005 3,456 O.58O 
840 1,938 0.433 

goods 918 1,856 0.495 
1,377 1,094 1,259 

61» 6 1,338 0.476 
584 1,404 0.416 
961 1,378 O.697 
591 805 O.734 
63* 1,115 O.569 

22,756 42,400 0.537 

*(l) Small establishments: less than 20 persons 

(2/ Large establishments! more than 200 persons. 

Source! Economic Planning Board, Republic of Korea, Report on 

Mining and Manufacturing Survey, 1972. 
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In only two caaes   (leather footwear and watches 

and parts) were the small establishments more capital intensiva 

than the larger  ones, and one of these (watch making) is one 

in which mechanisation is necessarily very limited, and in 

which wages paid in small businesses are high. Industries with 

the greatest differences between larga and small establishments 

are plywood, plastic products and cotton spinning. 

These data suggest that government policy should be 

directed towarda the encouragement of small scale establishments 

to enable them to participate in the growth of manufactured 

exports.  This would have particular advantages in a 

geographically small country such as Mauritius where much of 

the unemployment and underemployment is rural.   Many of those 

small enterprises in Japan and Korea, and even in Hong Kong, 

are situated in provincial areas and are appendages to 

agricultural households.   Because of Mauritius »'s sise and 

good road access to most parts of the island, internal 

transport would not be a serious problem. 

There, are, however, certain conditions which are present 

in countries where this phenomenon has occurred, and which 

should be borne in mind.  These conditions arei 

(a) The presence of large concerns which are prepared to 

sub-contract parts of their manufacturing to amali 

scale firms, 

(b) Little governmental intervention to change 'the manufacturing 

wage structure or employment practices by small family 
businesses. 
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(e) An accessible market   in second-hand machinery 

(d) A willingness on the  part  of small  entrepreneurs   to 
invest  in manufacturing rather  than services. 

(•) A well  developed system of education   (given the  stage 
of development  of the   economy aa  a whole) which has 
an effective impact   outside urban areas* 

**.*. Examples of Substitution of Labour Intensive for 
Capital  Intensive Manufacturing in Developing Countries. 

As stated at the beginning of this Section,  the choice 
of factor combinations is very great  in a wide range of 
manufacturing activities.       This was borne out  by the subsequent 
discussion.       Fixed technical   coefficiente and capital  output 
ratios may have  some use  as  economists'   analytical  tools,  but 
they bear no relation at all   to the choices actually facing 
production engineers in most   factories. 

During the course of  the field work for this study, 
firms with foreign investment,   or firms which were thought to 
have knowledge of production methods  in developed countries, 
were asked if they hsd substituted   labour intensive for capital 
intensivs processes.    The answers that wars received are as 
follows! 

Industry 
Electronic components 

Chamare of Method 

The components are tested on an 

electronically controlled machine. 

In the U.S. the components are 

handled mechanically into a test- 

ing device which then sorts them 

automatically and places them into 

one of four chutes depending on the 

results of the test. 
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Industry 

Electronic  components 

Change of Method 

contd..  The process  is computer  controlled, 
In Kore«  the  components  are fitted 
manually  into  a socket   on the 
testing machine,  which  then emita 
on«  of  four different  coloured 
lights  according to  the  results  of 
th« test.    The operative places 
ths  component  into  on«  of four 
boxes depending on the colour of 
th« light. 

Spectacle framas Moulding,   stamping and cutting of 
th« complete article  i« mechanical 
and done from the «ame piece of 
material  in a developed country. 
In a developing country  the machin« 
cutting is rougher and  the pieces  are 
finished and assembled by hand. 

Lens grinding Thi« may be done by an  automatic 
machin« or by an operative with a 
hand tool. 

Trsvel  goods Vinyl plastic pieces ar« measured 
and cut  by hand rather than by 
machin«. 

Carpets 

Marble polishing 

Tufting may be don« manually with 

or without the use of hand tufting 
machin««. 

This may be done manually or by a 

polishing machins. 
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Industry 

Shoes 

Chang» of Method 

Leather uppers may be hand or 

Machine cut, and the lasting May 

be automated or manual. 

Jewellery Piece* May be entirely hand worked 
or rough caat and hand finished. 

Metal houseware 

Decorative  light bulbe 

Electric  irons 

Gloves 

Metal wrist watch bande 

Machine tools 

Vooden furniture 

Goods amy be shaped by power 
presses or by Manual beating. 

Colouring may be by hand or by 
automated dipping. 

Less automated assembly. 

Sub-contracting to small family 
establishments  for hand-knitting of 
component pieces. 

Manual  rather than automatic  link 
cutting. 

Higher ratio of labour to machinery. 

Hand tooled rather than machine 
tooled parte. 

I 
I 

Sourcei  Field interviews. 

That the above list is not more extensive is an indicator 

not of the failure to adopt labour intensive techniques, but of 

the ignorance of many local managers of the more mechanised 

techiquee that are ueed in industrialised countries. 
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h.a. Conclusions. 

Factory  engineer«  have to deal  with  a wide range of 
parameters  which  include scale of production,  degree of labour 
•kill,   availability of  equipment,  material  cost  sind availability, 
and precision or  quality required. Considerable scope for 
the  substitution  of labour   intensive  for capital   intensive 
methods exists,   even under  present conditions which are 
imperfect  both in terms  of knowledge and in  terms   of the 
rigidity of conditions which may be imposed  on some 
entrepreneurs.       The major barriers to  the adoption of the 
most  appropriate  techniques  are institutional rather than 
technical  or économie• 
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5.      INCENTIVES  AND ACHIEVEMENTS  IN SELECTED  PRODUCTION  CENTRES 

5.1   Introduction 

The  trade patterns  discussed in Section  3,   and the  poss- 

ibilities   for factor   substitution considered  in Section h, 

suggest  that there have  been substantial  possibilities  for 

developing countries   to  exploit   export   opportunities  in 

labour intensive manufacturing. Why  is   it,   then,  that 

some  developing countries  have succeeded  in  this  field and 

not   others?      This  is   a complex question  some of  the 

ramifications of which go  beyond the  terms   of reference  of 

this  study.       In this   Section some of  the   economic pre- 

conditions  for success  are  set  out,   and the  experiences  of 

several  countries which have either  succeeded in developing, 

or are attempting to  promote,  exports   of manufactured goods 

are   studied. It  should  be made clear at   this point   that 

the  pre-conditions for  success are necessary rather than 

sufficient   and,   what   is more,  they take  into account  the specific 

problems  of a small  non-resource based   economy such as   that 

of Mauritius*       They   should not  be interpreted as all   that 

would be required for   large,  complex   economies  such as   India's 

to  launch  themselves   on to world markets. 

The conditions required for success   in   becoming a centre 

for  international  subcontracting have   been   fully discussed 

by Sharps ton*.        Much   of what he  says   applies with equal 

force  to  exporting through multinational   investment or by 

local  companies  on a  commercial  basis,   though there are other 

conditions,   especially  for  the lstter,   which are noted   later. 

The most  typical   reason for  international  subcontracting 

is  to  take  advantage   of  low labour costs   in   the  production   of 

a labour  intensive product.       If,  as  i s the   case  in the Far 

East,   certain grades   of skilled and supervisory labour are 

available  at lower rates  than in developed  countries then all 
the  better. 

Michael   Sharpston:   International  Subcontracting,  forthcoming 
publication  in the   Oxford Economic   Papers. 
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If not,  then the  availability of low-coat  but trainable 
unskilled labour   1»  a  necessary criterion.       The productivity 
of  the  labour may be   expected to be low  in  the initial   stages 
but   the evidence   suggests  that  it   increases  rapidly over time 
as  the labour force  gains  in experience.        Even where   labour 
productivity is  substantially below what would be  expected 
in a  developed country,   the  gap in wage  costs may still  be 
great   enough to  compensate  a buyer or  an  investor  for  this 
•nd any other additional  costs involved. It is worth noting 
in passing that   this  does not contradict  the  oft-repeated 
finding that total  productions costs,   in many industries, 
•re higher in developing than developed  countries  despite 
cheaper labour.       The  reason for this  is usually the shortness 
ot the production  run  as the majority  of the plants  investigated 
are geared to the domestic market.       With export-orientated 
plants  this does  not   apply. 

I 
I 

As Sharpston  points  out,   s commodity does not  have   to be 
particularly labour  intensive to succeed ss  an export   from a 
developing country.        According to  the   criterion of non-wage 
value  added per  employee,   there is  great  variety between 
•uccessful  industries,   as  is mads clear  from the case   studies 
of individual enterprises  in the Appendix.     A country would 
be wrong,  therefore,   to  shut   its  eyes   to possibilities   outside 
the  range of industries normally defined as  labour  intensive, 
though it is in those   industries that   the greatest  potential 
exists  because,   so  far,   their production processes have 
resisted mechanisation.       Also,  in electronics for example, 
there   is a phase  of production which requires a lot  of  labour, 
though  it  is "hidden"   in the middle of a process which   in 
total   is both skill  and  capital intensive. 

One importent   consideration which should be mentioned 
here   is that of labour  availability.       Some processes, 
involving mass production and considerable  capital   equipment, 
• lso  require large numbers  of low-skilled workers.       These 
«»ay not  be readily  available  in developed countries  for 
various reasons. 
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In this connection  it  is interesting to note  that  a majority 
of the semiconductor manufacturers   interviewed by  the 
consultants  cited   labour availability  as a more  important 
reason than   cost   for locating a plant   in a particular  country. 
Availability does  not  simply mean  mere numbers.       The   labour 
force must  be   trainable,  educated   if possible,  and not  widely 
dispersed. This  factor of dispersion has  been well  noted 
by the authorities   in Hong Kong and  Singapore where the 
labour force  is   concentrated in  special housing schemes near 
to production  centres. 

Turning fro*  labour,  the second most  important  consideration 
is  "distance"   coats.      The most  important  element  in distance 
costs is transport , and here the  critical factors are 
normally weight   and bulk.      A manufactured  item which  takes 
up a lot of space  or weighs a great  deal  in relation to  its 
value is unlikely  to be a much-traded commodity.       For 
products which   of  themselves do not  present   transport  problems, 
the essential   requirement is for  an  efficient,  reliable, 
external transport   service by both  sea and air which is not 
so costly as  adversely to affect   the  competitiveness  of the 
area in question. 

Closely connected with the question of transport   is  that 
of facilities   for handling cargo  at   the ports and airports  of 
the country concerned.      Many of  the  successful  exporting 
countries have   little or nothing  in  the way  of materials,   and 
their manufacturing relies to a  large  extent  on imports. 
Good handling  facilities are therefore required at  both  "ends" 
of the production  process. 

! 

I 

"Distance"   costs other than  transport  concern mainly 
communication  and  executive travel   time.       The  logistics  of 
the production  process from factory  to  final  consumer  are 
much more complex   than if the whole  operation were  conducted 
in one country.        This is clear,   for  example,   in  the relative 
difficulty of  sample approval,   product  design and last-minute 
or  on-going changes  to the production process. 
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For  thes« reasons,   good tel •commun i c st i on facilities  ars 
nscsBssry ss  also  are adequate  air passenger transport  links. 

Another advantage of procurement  inside one*s  own country 
rather than  importing is that   it   is much easier  to  sssk 
redress in the  event  of dissatisfaction.    The  exporting of 
poor quality goods  by producers     who have subsequently 
"disappeared"  has  been a serious  problem in some  Far Eastsrn 
csntres and can  significantly damage a country's  reputation. 
For this reason,   ths role played by trading houses  in a 
producing country     in forging and maintaining  links with 
buysrs in the market  countries  can be a vital  one.       This  is 
especially important  in those cases where,  for a variety of 
reas one, product ion  is  organised  on a small scale with a large 
number of establishments.       The  trading companies   in thsss 
circumstances would act as possibly the only link between 
Manufacturar and  buysr,  whom  the  latter could store readily 
trust. 

Language differences can  cause problems,  particularly in 
the case of direct   investment   or where a buyer  la  trying to 
communicate requirements by  telecommunication.        For these 
reasons,  ths trading links between centres of a  common 
language ars  stronger. 

Finally,  distance affects  the  eass with which spare 
parts may be  swiftly  supplied  or unexpected gapa   in material 
stocks filled.       This  is partly a question of transport but 
also of ths  existence  of supporting industries.        The  latter 
are not an essential  requirement  provided tranaport   is 
adequate,  but  clearly the more  supporting facilities a 
country has,   the   easier it will  be  to organise  exporting 
on a continuing basis. 

I 

The third general  category  of requirements  concerns the 
field of official  policy, not   so much in terms  of  incsntives 
to  encourage  exporte   (extremely helpful  though  these  often are), 
but   in the  avoidance  of hindrances which may  effectively 
increase  "distance''   costs,   often  to such an  extent  as  to ruis 
out   a country  as   a  potential   exporter  of significance. 
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6.       In  addition  to   these  trends9   the   impact  of   the  energy 
crisis  and  other adverse  factors  will  almost   certainly 
reduce  the   rate  of growth of manufactured  exports  from 
developing  countries  below  the  high levels   experienced 
since  I960.        Despite  this,   the   prospects  for Mauritius 
are  better  than  those  for many  other countries   (Section 
3.*). 

7»       The  acope  for substitution of labour intensive for 
capital intensive |juuuusuti    is   found to be very wide 
throughout   the  range  of relevant  industries.     Relative 
labour intensity is inverse  to  size of manufacturing 
establishments   (Section k). 

8,       An examination  of the record of achievements  and policl 
in certain manufacturing and exporting countries leads 
to  the conclusion  that the main requirements  for 
developing countries  to be successful exporters arts 

- a relatively low cost , but trainsble and industrious 
labour force, 

- good transport  facilitiss and wall developed 
communications,   and 

- an absenee of bureaucratic obstacles to trade and 
business enterprise«   (Ssction 5) 

Other subsidiary reasons for past  success,   some of the« 
specific  to countries studied,   are 

• historical factors, especially the presence of entre- 
pot trade, and substantial inflows of foreign finance 
(not necessarily directly into  the industries concerned), 

(Ü) 
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Bureaucratie  obstacles  to exporting and importing ara  obvious 
examples.        In general,   it would be  fair to  say  that  the 
nearer to  free  trade a country  can get,   the  «atler  it  will  be 
to develop  as an  exporting centre.       This  ie,   of course,   the 
rationale  behind  the  establishment   of Export  Processing Zones 
(EPZs)  in  countries which for various reasons do not wish for 
free trade   in the rest  of their economies.       It   is,  however, 
the case that the most  successful countries have been those 
where the distinction between the EPZs and the rest  of the 
economy la  alight. 

It  is  in most cases the responsibility of the Government 
to ensure adequate supplies  of land, water and electricity. 
In addition  the time taken to vet applications for investment 
or production licences,  should be reduced to a minimum.     In 
particular  the number  of Government  department e  concerned with 
investmsnt   approval should be  limited to one  if at  all 
possible. 

Political stability is an important consideration, 
especially where large amounts of foreign capital are required. 
riras which consider it likely that  their assets may be 

expropriated will either not  invest at all or try to earn 
the repayment of their capital  in the shortest possible time. 

Among the most significant positive measures  governments 
nay taks ara thoae to encourage  exporting by specifically 
local  firma.       Vays of doing this are officially backed trade 
promotion  officea in market  centres,   subsidising credit and 
compensating for material waatage. 

The countries which have had most  success in exporting 
labour intensive manufacturée are  those which,   to an  important 
extent,   fulfil  the above requirements,   or are so close  to 
ths market   as  to  overcome distance costs,   or both.       The 
country    case studiss which  follow in this Section confirm 
this. 
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5.2. Hong Kong. 

5.21 Industrial Growth 

Sine« I960 the Hong Kong economy, and its Industrial 

sector in particular, has grown exceptionally fast by 

international standards and has become the second most 

prosperous country in Asia after Japan.  The following 

table shows the expansion of manufacturing exports, estab- 

lishments and employment since 1959. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Year 

1939 
I960 

1961 

1962 

1963 
1961» 

1965 

1966 

1967 
1968 

1969 
1970 

1971 
1972 

1973* 

Growth of Manufacturing in Hong Kon« 
Ï9V9-Ï97W 

Exports (U.S. $ Million) 

373 
468 

480 

5*1 

623 

723 
821 

935 

It 094 

It 389 

1.731 

2,032 

2,254 

2,499 

3,448 

No. of Numbers 
Establishmo nts Emoloved 

4,689 205,726 

5i346 224,400 

5,987 248,888 

6,943 272,803 

7,989 326,182 

7,872 322,307 
8,646 341,094 

10,023 391,312 
10,811 417,241 

11,872 476,642 

14,333 529,894 

16,507 549,000 

19,402 605,367 
21,386 619,684 

29,103 626,392 

* Preliminary figures 

Sources 1  (l) Federation of Hong Kong Industry 

(2) Government of Hong Kong Departments of 
Census and Statistics and Labour. 
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The annual rate of growth of exports during the fiftaan 

yaar period was 17.2 par cant, and that of employment waa 

8.3 par cant.   Tha rata of growth of employment haa slowed 

down ainca the baaa expanded, and was 7.0 per cent per yaar 

between 1967 and 1973.   The rata of growth of export value 

has expanded, however, increasing to 21.1 per cent ainca I967 

daapita the larger basa. 

Thia impressive rata of expansion has bean achieved 

despite problems, both external and internal, which aroae 

during tha period.  Thaaa Included increasing quantitative 

restrictions imposed by importing countries, civil disturbances 

and a banking criais in the Colony itself, and international 

currency upheavals which have raiaad the value of the Hong Kong 

dollar in international markets. 

Tha moat important manufacturing industries (in terms 

of percantaga of exporta and employment in 1972) were tha 
following! 

Textilaa and garments 

Plastic gooda 

Electronics 

Percentage of Total 
Exporta 

30.3 

11.3 
11.8 

Percentage of 
Total Employ* 
Elfi!  

«2.6 
11.6 
8.0 

Other aignificant product groupa were electrical 

appliances, travel gooda and footwear, me tal war«, hair gooda 

and praciaion instrumenta (including watches, clocks and parta 
and optical goods). 

5.22 Incentives 

There are no tax holidaya or special tax incentlvea in 

Hong Kong other than initial allowance».   Deductions are 

allowable in respect of capital expenditure, usually in the 

form of an initial allowance of 20 per cent. 
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After this,  there is an annual wear and tear allowance which 
varies  from industry to  industry. 

Attractions  to  foreign  investors have not,   therefore, 
consisted of fiscal  incentives  but  of elementa In the economic 
environment,  chief among which aret 

the virtual free trade status of the Colony, 
its  low tax structure, 
its  central location  in  the Far East, 
the absence of severe  exchange control   regulations, 
the excellent banking,   insurance and shipping facilities 
which were established  initially in response  to the 
substantial entrepot  trade, 

simplified business procedures,  and 
the availability of an educated, productive but relatively 
low cost  labour force. 

5.23 Other Assistance to Industry 

Industry in Hong Kong is  served by a number of official 
and private organisations.       The Federation  of Hong Kong 
Industry maintains a Standards  Centre and provides  a consult- 
ancy and advisory service  on  the  standard requirements  of 
various  countries.       The  Productivity Centre   is  responsible 
for providing various  types  of  training in  order  to  increase 
workers*   productivity.       This  service is  especially valuable 
for  small  and medium sized companies.       On  the marketing side, 
the Hong Kong Trade Development  Council   is  responsible for 
promoting sales of Hong Kong products  overseas  and for 
attracting new investment  to  the Colony.        It  has  a worldwide 
network  of offices. 

5.2*1 The Role of Foreign Investment 

In statistical  terms,   the role of foreign investment has 
been very limited,   and concentrated in the  textile and 
electronics  industries. 
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However,   the value of investment  doe« not  fully reflect  the 
impact   of foreign participation as  a catalyst  in spreading 
technical knowledge and raising productivity. 

At   the end  of 1972,   the distribution of foreign  investment 
was as follows i 

Industry 

Textiles and clothing 

Electronics 

Food manufacture 

Shipbreaking and steel rolling 7.4 

Toys 

Printing and publishing 
Hair products 
Watches,   clocks  and parts 
Metal  products 
Electrical  appliances 
Optical  goods 
Chemical products 
Shipbuilding and repair 
Jade and jewellery 
Plastic  products 
Other  industries 

Total 196.4 

Investment* 
(U.S. $ 
million) 

No. of 
Establish- 
ments 

Numbers 
Employed 

5*».8 68 12,673 
49.0 60 29*122 
21.6 7 1.113 

Ing 7.4 4 660 
7. 4 9 9,241 
6.0 5 910 

5.3 14 6,622 

4.7 13 4,032 

4.7 9 723 
4.6 10 1,337 
3.7 3 375 
t.7 5 154 
2.2 4 1,141 
1.0 6 127 
0.8 6 240 

20.3 26 1,497 

249 69,971 

* Including Joint ventures 

Source I  Hong Kong Trade  Development Council!   Industrial 
Investment in Hong Kong,   1973. 

I 

Overall, foreign investment accounted directly for 11 

per cent of total manufacturing employment and abour 12 per cant 

of the value of manufacturing exports in 1972.  There has 

been a growth of 27 per cent in employment provided by firms 

with foreign investment since 1970, while total employment 
rose by 14 per cent. . 



Foreign  investment   concerne,   therefore,   have increased their 
share   of  total   industrial  employment. 

A valuable  role  in Hong Kong'»  industrial development 
has also  been played by foreign  finance  which has  reached 
manufacturers  through foreign  controlled  banks and   other 
lending  institutions  in the  Colony.       This   is difficult 
to indentify statistically and  is not  included in  the above 
table. 

5.25 The Role of Trading Houees 

One of the most  important   elements   in the expansion of 
manufactured exports  in Asia,   in which Hong Kong has  shared, 
has been the influence of trading houses,   both locally and 
in market  countries*.       To  consider the   latter first,   the 
role  of  the Japanese zaibatsu  houses   (Mitsubishi,   Mitsui, 
Marubeni,   lida,   Michinen and  others)  and   of the  large retail 
chains   in North America and Europe   (Sears Roebuck,   J.C.   Penney, 
Montgomery Ward,   Marks and  Spencer,   C. and A.Modes  and Kauhof) 
has been a critical  and rapidly  expanding  one.       The  saibatsus 
are estimated  to  purchase more   than U.S.   $l.h billion worth of 
manufacturers  from Asia per year,  over  two-thirds  of which 
is re-exported  to  the U.S.   and  Europe.        The American and 
European housee,   in addition  to  purchasing from the   salbetsu, 
have  started to   establish offices in several centres   in order 
to forge direct   links with local  traders   and manufacturers. 
For a  substantial  proportion  of goods  traded, however,   the 
sequence  is  still  as follows» 
Orderst   Zaibatsu  -   local  trader  - local  manufacturer. 
Saleas     Local manufacturer  -  local trader  -  zaibatsu  - American 

or European retail house - consumer. 

Sometimes two further links may  be added  to the chain,   if 
large   local manufacturers  sub-contract   to  smaller  firms,  and 
if the  American  or  European  retail  chains   import  through a 
wholesaler. 

*  See  Angus Hone:   Growth of Asia*s Manufactured Exports,  World 
Development,   February,   1971*. 
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The role  of local   trading companies  in Asia is baaed on 
the saibatsu model.       This  is seen both as a means  of dealing 
with large  buyers  on  a more equal   footing and  as  a way of 
securing the  advantage   of bulk buying  of materials and other 
inputs.       They also help  to ensure   the  survival   of the  small 
acale manufacturing enterprise as  an  exporter.       Frequently, 
there are  financial  and managerial   links between the trading 
houses and  the  larger manufacturera.       As well  as  these 
general houses,  there  are smaller  trading companies which 
act  as middle-men between manufacturers and  the  larger 
buyers.       These smaller houses tend  to  specialise  in particular 
products and  one of their functions  may be to  ensure quality 
control.        It   is increasingly necessary for  traders to become 
technically proficient.       Foreign  buyers place  orders  for 
"new" designs  and products  through  the  large  buying houses 
or through  their own  offices but,   frequently,   neither of 
these are prepared to  risk purchasing large  batches from 
manufacturers  until  the  product haa  been market  tested.       Taking 
this risk and  providing  the necessary  finance   to manufacturers 
is  frequently  the role   of   the smaller houses.        Then,  when 
the product   is  considered  "safe",   the  large   traders  step  in 
with the more   substantial  finance  required  for  the production 
of bigger  orders. 

This  latter role has been especially important  in Hong 
Kong,  where  the Colony*a  industries  have responded to rising 
overheads  by moving into the production of more  sophisticated 
items.       These more positive aspects   of the   trading companies* 
activities  should be   set  against   the  accusations  of hoarding 
and speculating  (see  Appendix,  Section  12). During perioda 
of intense  price fluctuation they  help  to asaure buyers   that 
all possible will be  done to keep  to  the terms  of a contract« 
They also provide buyers with a means  of redress. 
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5.26 The Importance  of Historical Background 

Any country  attempting  to emulate,   even partially» 
Hong Kong'a experience  should be aware  of  the special  historical 
factors which played a vital  role in the  Colony's  industrial 
development.       Until  the  1950s the economy  depended very 
largely on the  entrepot  trade between China and the rest  of 
the world, which  brought  about  the rise   of an excellent 
infrastructure  of banking,   shipping,   insurance and storage 
services.      The  real rise  of manufacturing began, in 19*» 9 and 
1950*       After  the Revolution  in China,   many  industrialists 
arrived in the  Colony together with machinery,  technical 
knowledge and capital.       Then  the outbreak  of the Korean war 
brought  the U.N.   trade embargo on China  and  the need to find 
alternative sources of income to the entrepot trade.       These 
two  factors combined to launch a programme  of rapid industrial- 
isation in Hong Kong. 

5*27 Future Prospects 

In Section  3,  various  factors were  considered which,   it 
is  believed,  will   causs  exports  of manufactures from Asia  to 
expand less rapidly than during the period  prior to  1973. 
Hong Kong will  not   only be  affected by  these  trends but has 
certain other disadvantages   to contend with. .     Land for 
industrial purposes  is becoming extremely  short  in supply, 
and  expensive,   so  that  it  is very difficult  to obtain acc- 
ommodation at  all   except   in multi-storey  factories.       This 
severely limits   the  type  of industrial  activity that can be 
undertaken.       All   land  in  the Colony belongs  to  the Crown  - 
land  leases  for  industrial  use are usually  sold by the 
Government at  public  auctions.       The average price for  this 
land has been  increasing since 1970 »t  an  annual  rate  of 
between 15 and   112 per cent   depending on  the area. 
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Some  industries   in the Colony fece a bleak future. 
These are normally  the  more  labour  intensive,   less  «kill 
orientated activities  such as  footwear manufacture,   which 
will  find  it  increasingly difficult   to compete with  areas 
•uch as Korea or Taiwan which have  lower  labour and  overhead 
costs. 

The upgrading  of Hong Kong*s products  which is  already 
underway is currently  limited by the  lack  of  technicians 
and highly qualified management. 

Industry and  the  authorities are responding to  the 
Situation by attempting to correct  the imbalances in  the 
education system,   by  seeking foreign investment which will 
raise production,   more advanced industrialisation,  and by 
dsveloping industrial   estates  in less developed parts   of 
the Colony. 

It  remains  to  be  seen how successful   the  attempts to 
broaden the  industrial  base will  be. Larger factories 
in the Hong Kong context  raise problems  of  siting,  worker 
housing and communications.       These,   and  the   increased 
equipment  required  per worker,  will  raise  the  cost  of varying 
the average  firm««   output,     and  tie  it  more  closely  to 
particular products  and processes.       However,   if the  upgrading 
is  successful  there  should be little difficulty in continuing 
to expand exports,   though this will  almost   certainly  be at 
a  slower rate. 

5.3    Korea 

5*31 Industrial Growth 

Largely due  to  the growth of manufacturing, Korea succeeded 
in reducing the official  estimate of unemployment from 8.1 
per cent  in 1963   (the  first  year for which data     are   available) 
to 4.5 per cent   in   1970.       Employment   in  the  primary   sector 
has been declining  since  I966,  while  that   in  the  secondary 
sector doubled between   I963  and  1970. 
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Gross Dom«»tic Product has been growing at an annual rate 

of about 10 per cent, while manufacturing output has bean 

increasing at a rate of nearly 40 per cent. 

The chief explanation for the growth in industrial 

production is the shift in commercial and official priorities 

from import substitution to export promotion.   This had the 

effect of raising the proportion of manufactured goods in 

total exports from 19.4 per cent in 1962 to 81.8 per cent 

In 1972.  The percentage of industrial output exported rose 

during the period 1964-1973 from 10.7 per cent to 54.4 per cant. 

Growth of Manufacturing in Korea. 

196V - V97 i 

Year      Output 
     (U,P, J lilliofi) 

Exports 
(U.S. I million) 

Numbers 
aploya 

1964 

1966 

1970 

1972 

1973* 

5*»7 

703 
1,842 

2, 441 

3,294 

59 

153 

635 

1,329 

2,547 

6311OOO 

857,000 

1,260,000 

1,372,000 

1,485,000 

* Provisional estimate. 

Sourcet  Bank of Korea, Monthly Economic Statistics, January 

1974. 

The most important manufacturing industries, in terms 

of percentage of exports, were the following in 1972. 

Percentage of total exporte 

Taxtiles and garments 

Plywood 

Electronic and electrical products 
Hair goods 
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• the availability of materials from Japan  at low coat, 

- the availability of low-cost air  cargo apace during 
the Vietnamese war,  and 

- a high level of social  disciplina  especially with 
regard to industrial relations  (Saction  3,k and 5) 

The characteristics of aelected manufacturing establish- 
ments in a number of developing countries,   covering 
21 industry groups and aub-groups were examined to 
determines 

labour intensity  (as measured by value added per 
employee), 

- ownership and relationships with  suppliers and buyers* 

- use of land and demands on public  utilitlee, 

- consumption of fuel, 

- use of supporting indue tries and  aervicee, 

- transport requiremente, 

- employment,   and 

- reasons for choice of location (Section 6 and the 

Appendix) 

10«  The development of labour-intensive exporting industries 

in Mauritius is examined and future growth tentatively 

forecast.  Speoial problems that have arisen to date and 

specific constraints to future development are outlined« 

(iii) 



Other significant product groups were metal products 

and footwear.  The structure of Korean industrial exports 

differs from that of Hong Kong in two important respects* 

the importance of plywood, and the relative insignificance 

of plastic products. 

5.32 Incentives 

Generous investment incentives and safeguards are 

offered, especially to foreign investors, to promote 

investment for export.  A full list of incentives can be 

found in the Economic Planning Board Pubi ic at ioni "Investment 

Opportunities in Korea".  The main features, together with 

comments upon them, are as follows 1 

*)  Policy regarding imports of materials and equipment 

Unlike the authorities in Singapore and Hong Kong who 

allow free importation of virtually all commodities, the 

Koreans impose controls on imports in order to save foreign 

exchange, but also take various measures to ensure that these 

controls do not hamper the competitiveness of exports.   Most 

exporting companies are exempted from duty.   There is also 

an arrangement to help firms, especially in the electronics 

industry, which re-export components and materials after 

processing.   This is known as the "bonded process" system. 

While the imported components or materials are being processed 

import duties on them are retained by the authorities, but 

they are remitted when the goods are re-exported.   This 

effectively rules out the possibility of selling the goods 

on the local market.   In late 1973 some concessions were 

made to allow firms to sell a certain proportion of their 

output in Korea. 
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(b)  Industrial Estate« 

(i) Free export gone»  At present there ie only one 

- the Masan Free Export Zone on the Southern coast. 

The Zone has been created to accommodate foreign firms 

which wish to manufacture for export.  The entire Zone 

is bonded, and many business regulations are eased or 

waived.   Goods produced in the Zone are not normally 

allowed entry into the domestic market though there are 

exceptions.  Exchange control on capital and profits 

is waived, while low cost export credits are available 

to foreign firms in the Zone on the sams basis as to 

looal firms outside it.  The total sise is 57 hectares, 

with expansion to 17*» hectares planned for the end of 

1973. 

Ui) Export industrial estates.  There are 5 of these 

•states with a total area of 330 hectares.   They were 

created to accommodate medium and small sise exporting 

firms, providing cheap infrastructurs facilities. 

Foreign firms are eligible to locate in these estates, 

provided approval is obtained under the Foreign Capital 
Inducement Law. 

(iil) gP«ci*l co-operative industrial estates.  These 

••tatas are sponsored by the Government but managed by 

private co-operatives of manufacturers of similar 

products. 

1 
\ 

\ 

(*v) Local industrial estatest  Eleven estates, totalling 

1,850 hectares , are available near provincial urban 

centres.  They are open to foreign investors. 
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(v)  Coastal industrial estates.   Those estates are 

designed as modern industrial estates with no customs 

privileges, but they are provided with adjacent port 

facilities.   The total area they cover is 6,200 hectares ... 

They are mainly for heavy industries such as oil refining, 

petrochemicals, steel and heavy machinery. 

(vi) Special »states.   The only one of these so far 

established is the Korean Electronics Industrial Estate 

Gumi covering kS  hectares.   This is open to foreign 

electronic« firsts though few are as yet located there. 

(c)  Export Subsidies and Incentives 

Subsidies to exporters consist of loans on preferential 

terms] relief from various corporation and other business 

taxes; and discounts on rail and electricity charges. 

Apart from these direct subsidie», various indirect 

incentives are provided.   Exporters are authorised to 

import items otherwise prohibited or restricted for sale 

on the domestic market.   Up to 20 per cent of raw materiali 

imported for export production is allowed to be called 

"wastage" and can be sold on the domestic market.   These 

materials are usually imported free of duty and are 

frequently commodities which are in short supply or of 

better quality than those normally available.   Charly, 

substantial profits can be obtained from this source 

which compensates firms for losses on exports.   This 

powerful armoury of incentives has been crltized on two 

grounds: that they may lead to reprisals from countries 

importing Korean goods (they are a powerful weapon which 

may be used to justify restrictions), and that their cost 

to non-exporters and to the nation*s economic welfare is 

too high in relation to the extra foreign exchange they 

bring. 
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The latter   la  a question beyond  the acope  of thla  study 
•xcept  to  point   out  the  danger  that  over-protection  of 
export  industries has   social  costs,  although most  of 
the discussions   in economic     literature  is  concentrated 
on the costs   of import     substitution to developing countries. 

3*33 Additional  Assistance 

For the benefit  of foreign  investors,   there  is the Of fie« 
of Investment  Promotion which was established to provide a 
•ingle centre capable of giving advice  to investors and swiftly 
processing applications. Previously,   investors were 
subjected to the  need to make  separate  applications  to 
diffarent ministries.       Since  the establishment  of the Office, 
thia   time-consuming procsss has been  eliminated and investors 
normally havs  their applications processed within 30 days. 

In order  to  assist with marketing,   the Korea    Trade 
Promotion Corporation   (KOTRA)  maintains a worldwide network 
of branch officaa which publicise Korean exports and carry  out 
market  research.     KOTRA is Government   sponsored. 

I 5*3* The Role of Foreign Investment 

g Watanabe* quotas data provided by  the Economic  Planning 
Board  on foreign   investment  at  the end  of 1970 which states 

I that   foreign investment accounted for  13.3 per cent  of total 
manufactured exports  and for  only 2.5  per cent  of manufacturing 

J employment.       At   the end of  1972    20.5  per cent  of the  total 
number  of foreign  investors   in manufacturing were  in electronics, 

Í13.7  P«r cent  in  chemicals   »12.7 P«r  cant  in machinery,  and 
11.7  per cent  in  textiles and garments. 

* Watanabej   Exports  and Employment   in the Republic 
of Korea,  International Labour Review,   1972. 
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The  remaining 4l.li per cent  were spread  fairly  evenly over 
the)  other  industries. 

Ae  in Hong Kong,   the direct  rolo  of  foreign  investment 
can  be  seen   to be  small  except   in the  electronics   industry. 
Again,   however,   foreign investment did provide  technical and 
managerial  benefits which art not reflected  in  the  statistica. 
Also,  much technical  assistance  is provided by foreign 
companies which sub-contract   to Korean  firms.       Most  of this 
sub-contracting comes  from the  same  sources  as  the  investments  - 
Japan,   the U.S.   and Hong Kong.       The  consultants were  informed 
that  a small   but   significant  proportion  of Korean  investments 
ware made by  "Japanese"  or  "American"  Xoreane, theee being 
individuals who had spent  a substantial part  of their lives 
outside Korea.       There are   no data available  concerning this 
point.       Also of  significance was the  large amount  received 
in  official   loans  and grants,   especially from the U.S.  and 
Japan.       Between  19i»8 and  1970 Korea received more  than 
$5 »7  billion   in  loans and grants »mainly  from the U.S.       After 
the normalisation  of relations with Japan  in  the  mid 1960s, 
•  further |l   billion has been received  from this  source.       A 
great  deal  of this  foreign  exchange has  been  spent   on importa 
of goods required  for  industrialisation.       Finally,   Korea haa 
been  the beneficiary of technical aesiatance from both official, 
national  and multinational  sources which have contributed  to  the 
development   of certain  Industrios.       For  example,   the Fine 
Inatrumente  Centre,  which givee valuable  assistance  to the 
electronics  and precieion goods  industries,  has  the  technical 
backing of U.N.I.D.O. 

5.35 The Rola  of Trading Houses 

The role  of  the  trading companiae   in Korea muet  be seen 
in  the context  of  the  official  policy which  ie to  increase 
the value of exports  to U.S.   $10.1 billion by 198O whils at 
the  seme tima sffactively restricting the number of trading 
companies. 
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This neans  that   those companies which are  able  to expand are 
virtually guaranteed a substantial  and  growing prosperity. 

In order  to  qualify  for a  trading licence  - for  export 
or  import  -  the   fir« must   export  at   least  a  certain  amount 
(at   the end  of  1973  this was $300,OOO) during the first  six 
months of the year  in question.       This  lower limit  is 
periodically raised  and this has  the  effect   of reducing the 
number of licence holders.       In  the   last  six months  of 1973, 
the number of licenced trading houses was  1,183,  a decrease 
of 65 over the previous  six months.       The  system is,   however, 
flexible.       A firm which can produce  a letter of credit  for 
$2^0,000 or more may be granted a licence  immediately. 

The key element  in the system is  the  linking of exporting 
and  importing.       The latter is,   in general,   significantly more 
profitable,   and  trading companies  try to attain the  export 
minimum in order  to  be able to  import.       The policy of 
progressively raising the  minimum exists   for  three reasonst 

(a) To increase  the  sise   of trading companies by merger or 
takeover,   and  to encourage  the  existing large compon Les 
which are  thought better able  to  cope  with the vagaries 
of international  trade. 

(b) To protect   the  reputation  of Korean products  in  oversea« 
markets which,   to some extant,   had previously been under- 
mined by small  manufacturers and traders selling inferior 
goods at   low prices. 

(c) To enable   imports to  be controlled more easily through 
fewer,   larger companies. 

Trading companies  in Korea may be divided into five broad 
catégorisai 

(a)     General,   Independent   traders with no  links with manufacturing 
companies.       This  group includes,   the  offices and représentâtivee 
of  foreign buyers. 
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One Korean firm interviewed by the consultants bought 

manufactures for 6,000 retailers in Europe and North America, 

and regularly dealt with 12 Korean manufacturers.  The company 

catered for the fashion market in garments, toys and sporting 

goods and also handled non-fashion lines such as plastic house- 

hold goods.   This company is primarily an exporter.   Others 

in this group are really interested in importing.   They 

handle the exports of smaller manufacturers whose volume is 

insufficient to qualify for a trading licence.   Their service 

to the manufacturer normally consists of the placement of their 

seal on export documents, and they do not carry out any 

promotional or marketing work.  The purpose of exporting is 

to amass sufficient letters of credit to enable them to import 

which is where they expect to make their profit. 

(b) Traders who have facilities for manufacturing at least 
one of the items they handle.   One large company, specialising 
in handicrafts, has its own brassware factory, but also handles 
the products of several sub-contractors. 

(c) Traders affiliated to a manufacturing group, on the 

•aibatsu model.  An example of this type is the holding company 

for a large group, the members of which are also independent 

licence holders.  The company is not the exclusive agent for 

the group*• members. 

(d) A combination of (b) and (c).   One such company was 

originally set up to handle only the business of other members 

of the group.   As the group expanded, this became too complex 

and the trading company became an independent licence holder 

while retaining part of its previous manufacturing activity. 

In the case of large groups on the (c) and (d) model, many 

manufacturers in the group continue to export through the holding 

company despite having their own licences. 
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5.5 Other Centres 

Two other countries that have shared the success of 

Hong Kong, Korea and Singapore have been Taiwan and Mexico. 

In Taiwan»s case, the scope for easy import substitution 

has become exhausted and the emphasis of policy was switched 

to export expansion.   As in Korea, exchange entitlements 

were linked to export achievements and were fixed at a level 

in excess of material requirements.    Port charges on 

exports were eliminated while those on imports were raised. 

Low cost loans were initiated to meet the needs of exporters 

for working capital.   Tax exemption related to exports was 

expanded substantially.   The establishment of export cartels 

which subsidised export sales were encouraged.   The inflow of 

foreign capital was promoted by the establishment of export 

processing zones and other measures.   Effective exchange 

rates governing  import substitution and exports also under- 

went changes to stimulate the latter and discourage the 

former.   Partly as a result of these policy measures, exports 

of goods other than rice and sugar (Taiwan's traditional export 

products)increased by 32 per cent per year between 1961 and 

1970.   During the same period manufacturing production 

increased by 17 per cent and real GXP by 10 per cent per year. 

I 

Mexico has benefited from its close proximity to the 

U.S. market, a factor which has offset higher labour costs 

than those found in Asia.   Most of the labour intensive 

export industries are in fact located in the border area and 

were established in response to the Border Industrialisation 

Programme which was launched in 1965.   By 1970, the number 

of firms operating In the Dorder Region had risen from almost 

zero to 219 and exports from U.S. $7  million (in I966) to 

#150 million.  The main reason why these industries wero 

established was the availability of large supplies of 

relatively inexpensive labour located close to the U.S. 

Also significant was the regulation that under the Border 

Programme, duty free importation of all materials to be 

processed and assembled is permitted. 
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The Border Area is in effect an export processing seone 

insulated from the rest of the Mexican economy.   The Area is 

divided into three sub-zonest the free trade zone at the 

western end of the border, 2 free ports (Xogates and Agun 

Prieta) and a bonded area which covers the rest of the 

relevant zone. 

5*6 New Centres 

A number of countries, especially  in the Far East, but 

also elsewhere , are attempting to solve problems of unemploy- 

ment and underemployment by initiating programmes of labour 

intensive manufacture for export.  Typical of these countries 

are the Philippines, Malaysia, and, to a lesser extent as yet, 

Indonesia and Thailand.    Most of these new centres, have 

several characteristics in common which will increase their 

attractiveness to investors and multinational buyerst 

(a) They offer a large supply of labour which is low cost 

even by the standards of developing countries. 

(b) They offer a package of incentives, similar in many 

ways to those discussed earlier in this Section-, but 

which represent a dramatic switch in official attitudes 

to private investment, both national and foreign.   In 

particular, efforts have been made to reduce the 

bureaucratic delays and frustrations associated with 

establishing a business and with exporting and importing. 

(c) They possess abundant endowments of raw materials such 

as timber, rubber and oil, which will substantially 

increase their attractiveness to investors in the 

coming decade. 
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The full effects of these factors have yet to be felt* 

In some areas, however, dramatic ratea of expansion were 

being recorded by the end of 1973.   I« t«e Philippines, the 

number of firms registering with the Board of Investment 

increased at an annual rate of 26 per cent in the first 

six months of 1973. while export earnings increased by 

1*8 per cent between January and May.   The inflation rate 

is falling steadily.   In Malaysia, employment in the 

electronics industry in the Penang Free Trade Zone had 

increased to 18,000 by the end of 1973» compared with 

virtually zero 18 months earlier.   Investments, partly 

backed by Hong Kong interest, in the textile and garments 

industry, have already provided 7*630 «•* Jotos, and 

employment is expected to increase to 25*350 by the end 

of 1975. 

The Philippines and Malaysia are the most promising 

of the new centres.   Behind them come Thailand and 

Indonesia where institutional barriers to trade expansion 

are still high.   In the more distant future, South Vietnam 

may try to emulate the post-war experience of Korea, while 

India is establishing export processing zones.  All these 

countries are likely to provide serious competition for 

Mauritius in the coming decade. 
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6. CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 

6.1 Introduction 

During the course of this study, data have been obtained 

on «elected labour intensive Manufacturing industries and 

enterprises.  Two methods were used to collect the data. 

(a) postal questionaires and 

(b) visits to selected countries and interviews with 

companies and official organisations. 

The detailed results of this research are set out in 

the Appendix, together with definitions of the terms used in 

the analysis.  The purpose of this Section is to summarise the 

findings. 

By far the greater part of usable information came from 

the visits and interviews.   The postal questionnaire« 

resulted in a very poor response of under 10 per cent in 

3 months.   While some of the returns are usablet together 

with the data collected at interviews, it would not have been 

possible to carry out the study had the consultant« been 

relying solely on postal questionnaires. 

The countries selected for visits - Singapore, Hong Kong 

and South Korea - are among those which have already succeeded 

in developing manufacturing industries for export.    Usable 

replies to postal questionnaires were received from firms in 

Malaysia and Mexico.   The industries selected were in 

accordance with those industries identified in Section 2 and 3 

as being labour intensive and widely represented in trade 

between developed and developing countries.   A full list of 

the industrial sectors covered is as follows» 

l)    Electronic componentes 

Semiconductors 

Other components 
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2)   Electronic products! 

Radios 

Tsleviaion seta 

Cassettes 

Tape recorders 

Electronic calculators 

Digital clocks 

Amplifiers 

Telecommunication équipaient 

3)   Electrical appliances! 

Electric light bulbs 

Battery-powered torches and parts 

Household appliances 

Plugs, sockets and switches 

Electric wire and cable 

k)        Domestic sewing «achines 

5) Stainless steel flatwear, including eutlery 

6) Optical goods 

Casier as and parts 

Binoculars and telescopes 

Special lenses 

Spectacle frames and lenses 

7) Footwear, leather, rubber and plastic 

8) Gloves and leather garaient s 

9) Handbags and travel goods, including wallets and purses 

10) Umbrellas 

11)  Carpets and rugs 
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12) Plastic product»t 

Plastic toys  and dolls 
Plastic household products 
Artifical  flowers and  foliage 

13) Hair goods» natural and synthetic 

Ik)      Watches and watch parts,   Including waten bands 

15) Precision machinery and Machine toolst 

Miniatore ball  bearings 
Precision roller chains 
Twist drills 
Saw-doctoring machines 

16) Ce rejal e goods t 

Tableware 
Other pottery 

17) Wood products! 

Vooden furniture 
Rattan furniture and other goods 
Vooden toys and handicrafts 
Plywood 

18) Metal  and mechanical  toys 

19) Metal  household ware,  mainly of aluminium 

20) Textiles and clothing,  of cotton, wood,  silk and 
man-made  fibre 

21) Other  industriest 
Bicycle parts 

Jewellery 

Nylon zip assembly 
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Ship breaking and steel rolling 

Musical instruments 

Locks 

Feather  processing 
Automobile  parts 
Hand  tools 
Metal valves 

Marble goods 

I 
Í 
Í 

P»able data were obtained on 110 individual 

enterprises, and this was backed up by official data on the 

industries and companies concerned where available.   While 

every effort was made to ensure the accuracy and relevance 

of the data«interviews always involve some arbitrariness. This 

applies especially to the selection of firms to be 

interviewed - a foreigner visiting a country for a short 

time tends to gravitate towards the larger companies. 

This tendency was partly compensated for in Korea, where 

very valuable assistance from the Medium Industry Bank made 

it possible to obtain information from smaller enterprises. 

6.2.  Labour Intensity 

The ranking of the industries according to their labour 

intensity is as follows (the lower the total value added per 

employee, the greater the degree of labour intensity).  In 

order to make these inter-industry comparisions, some 

adjustments have been made to the figures in the Appendix. 

Same industries include data from Korea which refer to 1972. 

In order to make these companies comparable with those which 

provided date for 1973i value added has been increased by 

15 per cent.   The consultants were advised that this was 

the approximate increase in wages and overheads that had 

taken place.   The proportion of Korean data referring to 

1972 is roughly the same for each industry, so this adjustment 

would not significantly affect the ranking. 
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Industrial Ranking by Value Added per Employee 

Industry Value  Added per Employee (U.S.*) 

Non-wage 

281 

Vage 
£&ffti 

386 

Total 

Glove« 667 
Stainless  steel  flatware 523 443 966 
Nylon   zips 450 600 1,050 
Spectacle  frames  and lenses 259 852 1,111 
Ceramic  tableware 599 531 1,130 
Garments   (other  than knitwear )      860 431 1,291 
Electric  light  bulbs 579 755 1,335 
Knitted outer  garmen ts 758 578 1,336 
Silk  fabrics 967 468 1,435 
Musical  instruments 1,066 387 1,453 
Bicycle  parts 925 538 1,463 
Wooden furniture 899 565 1,464 
Footwear 753 783 1,536 
Handbags  and travel  { goods 878 671 1,549 
Hair  goods 1,015 5*8 1,563 
Metal  and mechanical toys 608 1,057 1,665 
Jewellery 963 731 1,694 
Knitted under-garments 1,205 492 1,697 
Woollen  fabrics 999 716 1,715 
Locks 937 842 1,779 
Torches 486 1,296 1,782 
Rainwear 525 1,284 1,809 
Man-made  fibres 1,319 577 1,896 
Cotton fabrica 1,333 578 1,911 
Bleaching,   dyeing and finishing 

of  textiles l,4o6 528 1,934 
Hand  tools 1,259 787 2,046 
Wooden handicrafts 1,187 869 2,056 
Stocking and hose 1,537 524 2,061 
Marble  products 1,137 936 2,073 
Silk  spinning 1,654 541 2,195 
Fabrics  of man-made fibres 1,638 596 2,234 
Carpets  and rugs 1,490 804 2,294 
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Non-wage 
value  added 

Wage 
Coats 

Total 

1,375 947 2,322 

1,453 896 2,3^9 
1,212 1,212 2,424 
1,840 739 2,759 
2,361 707 3,068 
2,608 559 3,167 
2,296 1,008 3,304 

2,770 59% 3,364 

2,729 663 3,392 

2,652 927 3,579 

1,777 1,920 3,697 
3,086 870 3,956 

2,865 1,128 3,993 

3,250 1,140 4,390 

3,69* 723 4,417 
4,088 648 4,736 
4,542 853 5,395 

3,472 2,040 5,512 
5,178 1,198 '    6,376 

5,358 1,1*5 6,503 

5,208 1,992 7,200 
8,424 1,117 9,541 

s  8,819 1,761 10,580 

12,936 1,58% 14,520 

Artificial  plastic  foliage 
Metal household ware 
Fashion  shirts 
Umbrellas 
Domestic sewing machines 

Woollen spinning 

Watches and watch parta 

Ceramic war* other than 
tableware 

Cotton spinning 

Household electrical 
appliances 

Rattan goods 

Electronic products 

Motor vehicle parts 

Optical goods other than 
spectacles 

Blended yarn 

Plywood 

Feather processing 
Military garments  and 
personnel  equipment 
Electronic   components 
Metal  valves 
Ship breaking and  steel 
rolling 
Electric wire and  cables 
Precision  tools  and machines  8,819 
Leather fashion  garments 

Source s     Se« Appendix. 

The  industries have also been ranked separately 
according  to  sisee  of non-wage value  added per employee and 
wage  costs   per employee.     The  Spearman  rank  correlation 
coefficient   was   calculated  for  these   two rankings  to determine 
what kind  of relationship,   if any,   exists between  physical 
and human   capital  intensity. 
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The   coefficient was   found  to be 0,4^3,   which is  significant 
at  the  99  per cent   confidence  level   for  an   MnM  of 56. 
Despite   the often  mentioned warning   (discussed in Section   k) 
that   labour-intensive   industries  tend   to   be more skill 
intensive,   human  capital   intensity was   found to be  positively 
correlated with physical   capital intensity.       The significance 
of  this   should not  be   exaggerated,   but   it   does  suggest   that 
developing countries,   in  adopting less  mechanical techniques, 
are  not  likely  to  run   into more  serious   skill  constraints. 
It  should  also be noted  that  this  result   was obtained   in   a 
list   of  industries  which  includes  the   textile  industry 
which  tends  to be  more  physically capital   intensive   than 
many  labour intensive  industries  (though   slightly less   than 
the  average for all   industries),  while  at   the  same  time 
paying wages  substantially less  than   the   average in  other 
industries. 

6.3     Ownership and Relationships with  Suppliers and  Buyers 

In  accordance  with  the findings   discussed in Section 
5i   only a minority of  the  sample companies  are  foreign 
owned and   these are concentrated in  a  few  industries',   as   can 
be  seen  from the following listi 

Electronic   components 
Electronic  products 
Electrical  appliances 
Domestic   sewing machines 
Stainless   steel  flatware 
Optical  goods 
Footwear 
Gloves and leather garments 

Handbags and travel goods      100.0 

- 10>» - 

Percentage   < 
Interviewed 

of Companies 

Wholly local   J< oint venture Wholly 
f°rfliP 
94.1 - 5.9 

kk.k 22.2 33.4 
83.3 - 16.7 
- 100.0 - 

50.0 50.0 - 

75.0 - 23.0 
75.0 12.5 12.5 

- 50.0 50.0 



(e) Manufacturera who export their own producta directly. 

Some of theae are individual manufacturing concerns which 

are large enough to obtain licences ; others were originally 

trading companies which adopted a policy of taking over their 

sub-contractors until manufacturing became their most 

important activity.   There is one very large group of the 

latter type which claims to be the largest exporter in Korea. 

There are 13 manufacturing sub-groups within it, and the 

trade business is completely centralised with the parent 

company handling design, promotion, marketing and sales 

through its international network. 

Most of the holding companies are likely to be wholly 

locally owned.   However, within the groups, Joint ventures 

can play a crucial part.   In company types (c) and (d), for 

example, certain members of a group may be restricted to 

selling exports through their joint venture partners despite 

affiliation with the group's trading or holding company. 

This can lead to confusion  among buyers as the traders may 

list goods among their products which are not directly 

available. 

The combination of this system of trading with some of 

the incentives to exporters described in Section 5.32 is open 

to the danger of encouraging a monopolistic market structure. 

The raising of the minimum export limit effectively reduces 

entry to the market.  At the same time the large groups obtain 

a substantial proportion of import licences through the 

linking of exports with imports.   Many of these groups also 

manufacture for export so that they qualify for the "wastage" 

incentive on imported raw materials.   According to information 

given to the consultants, this has led to a situation in 

which a very small number of large groups effectively control 

the availaibility of such critical materials as logs, soda ash, 

glass, petroleum products, petrochemicals, certain plastics 

and artificial fibres. 
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Umbrellas 100.0 

Carpeta and rugs 100.0 

Plastic goods 75.0 

Hair goods 100.0 

Watches and watch parts 75.0 

Precision tools and machines 

Ceramic goods 100.0 

Wood products 85.7 
Metal and mechanical toys 80.0 

Metal household ware 100.0 

Textiles and garments 66.7 

Other industries 33.3 

Wholly local  Joint venture     Wholly 

25.0 

11». 3 

20,0 

33.3 
33.3 

loo.o 

25.0 
75.0 

33.3 

Total 58.1 13.3- 28.6 

Sample Siaei     105  companies. 

Even  though actual  overseas  ownership is relatively 
unimportant  in   the  majority of industries,  of more  significance 
is  the relationship between  the  local  producer and   the 
supplier of his  materials and the  purchaser of his   output. 
In an export-oriented,  non-resource  based economy       these 
will,  of course,   be  foreign  companies.       Broadly speaking, 
there are  three  possible  types of  relationship between  a 
producer and his  suppliers and buyers t 

(a)    An  exclusive   inter-company arrangement between   the 
manufacturer and his parent   company or joint  venture 
partner whereby  the latter supplies all materials   and 
buys  all  output*       This is  common  in the electronics 
components   industry. 

(b)    Sub-contracting.     International  sub-contracting may be 
defined  in  general  terms as  export  sales of articles 
which are  ordered  in advance,   where  the buyer  arranges 
the marketing,   but  where  the   buyer is not of  the   same 
company  or associated with the   same  company as   the 
producer. 
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The sub-c on trac ting arrangement may or nay not  involve 

•upply of  materials,   machinery,   technical  assistance 

or design   specifications.        It may be  for  components, 

for a process  or for a whole  product.       The  buyer may 

be a producer,   a distributor or a consumer.        The 

contract   may be long or  short  term or for a single batch. 

(c)    A purely   commercial operation  in which materials  and 

finished goods are bought and sold directly by the 
producer. 

Some companies  operate under more than one  of  these 

systems.      The   following list  of percentages  therefore refer 

to the number  of  Instances  in  which each type  of relationship 

was foundt 

A.      Purchase   of Materials 

T"fluitry 

I 

Electronic components 

Electronic products 

Electrical .appliances 

Domestic sewing  machines 

Stainless steel   flatware 

Optical goods 

Footwear 
Gloves and leather garments 

Handbags and   travel goods 

Umbrellas 

Carpets and rugs 

Plastic goods 

Hair goods 

Watches and watch parts 
Precision tools   and machines 

Commercial Sub- Inter- 
futrís* 

5.9 

company 

23.5 70.6 

37.5 50.0 12.5 

85.7 - 14.3 
- 100.0 - 

100.0 - - 

60.0 20.0 20.0 

100.0 - - 

100.0 - - 

100.0 - - 

100.0 - - 

66.7 33.3 - 

75.0 - 25.0 

100.0 - - 

75.0 25.0 - 

s          50.0 50.0 m 
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Commercial Sub- Inter 
corooanv 

Ceramic goods 1O0.0 
Wood products 1O0.0 - - 

Metal and   mechan i o al toys 80.0 20.0 - 

Metal household ware 75.0 - 25.0 
Textiles  and  garment* 66.7 33.3 - 

Other Industries 90.0 - 10.0 
Total 70.0 s.o tt.o 

Sample sizes     100 instances. 

Bt  Silfi 9Î  ffiPftrtl 
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Electronic  components 
Electronic  products 
Electrical  appliances 
Domestic  sewing machinée 
Stainless   steel  flatware 
Optical goods 
Footwear 
Gloves and  leather garments 
Handbags  and  travel goods 
Umbrellas 
Carpets  and  rugs 
Plastic goods 
Hair goods 
Watches and watch parts 

Precision machines and tooli 

Ceramic goods 

Wood products 

Metal and mechanical toys 

Metal household ware 

Textiles and garments 

Other industries 

Total 

11.S 3.9 «2.3 
30.0 30.0 40.0 

33.3 66.7 - 

- lOO.O - 

25.0 75.o - 

66.7 33.3 - 

60.0 20.0 20.0 
50.0 - 50.0 
25.0 75.0    ' - 

• 100.0 - 

33.3 66.7 - 

%0.0 60.0 - 

- 10O.0 - 

50.0 50.0 - 

- 25.0 75.0 
5O.0 50.0 - 

57.1 42.9 - 

14.3 57.1 28.6 
50.0 50.0 - 

33.3 33.3 33.3 
44.5 22.2 33.3 
32.5 41.2 26.3 

Sample sissmt     114 instances. 
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The  influence of  in ter-company relationship« is 
strongest   in   the  electronic   components  industry  for both 
purchases   and   sales.        In   the   case  of  sales   it   is   also 
of   significance   in  precision  machines  and   tools.        Sub- 
contracting is   of major  importance  in  consumer  goods  such 
as   domestic   sewing machines,   travel goods,   hair  goods,   toys 
and umbrellas  where  the   influence  of ordering by  retail 
houses   (see  Section  5)   is   evident.       Commercial  relationships, 
generally  speaking, are  of much greater importance  in   the 
buying of materials   than   in  exporting.       This   illustrates 
the   extent   to which marketing  is  a problem  even   to 
manufacturers  in  established centres.       Even   so,   the 
percentage  of  instances   of commercial  selling is  certainly 
greater  than  would be  expected in  less  experienced centres 
than  the  ones visited. 

6.k     Use  of Land and Public  Utilities 

As   shown  in Section  7,   the  extent  to  which  the 
infrastructure  of Mauritius   is   capable  of  sustaining heavy 
new demands  upon  it  in   the  short   term is  limited.       This 
is   expecially so  in  regard  to water supply,   land  for 
industrial  purposes  and,   to  a  lesser extent,   electricity 
supply.        For  this  reason,   the  companies  interviewed were 
asked   to  provide  details  of  their consumption  of water, 
land  and  electricity.       To  make  inter-firm and   inter- 
industry  compari»ions   possible,   the  figures   provided  are 
divided  by  the  number  of workers  to give  consumption  per 
employee. 

Most  companies were  unable  or unwilling  to  provide 
detailed  estimates of  the  amount  of water  and electricity 
consumed.        Many did,  however,   provide  approximate  figures 
for  the   cost   of  these   items  and,   as  far as   possible,   these 
have  been  converted  to  actual  consumption  by  using the 
relevant  charges. 
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Charges, however, vary with the amount consumed in a given 

period, and this causes difficulty in calculating the 

quantity consumed from cost figures.   For these reasons 

the following estimates should be regarded as approximate 

guides rather than firm figures.   The ranking of industries 

should not be affected unduly, however, as the same factors 

were present in practically every case. 

For the amount of space used, there are reasons to 

believe that the figures are of much greater accuracy. 

Questions concerning space  were asked only in Hong Kong 

and Singapore where there is a serious constraint on the 

amount of land available for industrial use as there in 

Mauritius.   In Korea where space is less of a problemi 

industrialists are inclined to spread their factories over 

more land, so that the figures per employee would give a 

false impression of the amount of land and industry required. 

Textiles and garments are not included in this analysis 

as those industries are already well established in 

Mauritius and sufficient is known of their infrastructure 
requirements. 

Consumption of Water. Electricity and Land 

Per Employee 

Industry Annual Consumption per Employee 

Water 
(litres) 

Electronic components 33,225 

Electronic products '41,300 

Electrical appliances 54,600 

Domestic sewing machines82,000 

Stainless steel f latware89, ¿»00 

Optical goods 

Footwear 

Gloves and leather 
garments 

Handbags and travel 
goods 

54,800 

44,720 

28,500 

91,000 
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Electricity 
(kwh) 

Land 
Isa, metres) 

5,576 6.5 
3,229 9.5 
4,976 12.5 
6,550 N.A. 

2,679 13.0 

4,241 17.2 

3,115 11.8 

N.A. 9.3 

1,399 6.2 
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I 

Vater 
Indu»try (litres) 

Umbrellas 16,000 

Carpets and rugs 174,133 

Plastic products 68,200 

Hair goods 170,200 

Watches and watch parts 32,800 

Precision machines and 
tools 189,200 

Ceramic goods 26,500 

Wood productst plywood N.A. 

Wood products! other 44,000 

Metal and mechanical 
toys 90,600 

Metal household ware 1*12,100 

Bicycle parts 96,000 

Jewellery 29,800 

Musical instruments 26,131 

Locks 46,000 

Feather processing N.A. 

Motor vehicle parts 52,000 

Hand tools 105,000 

Marble products 35»4oo 

Electricity   Land 
(*»")  fsn.   metre») 

636 7.2 

6,375 21.8 

5,672 39.0 

1,485 6.1 

2,101 1*1.3 

1M33 64.0 

6,532 11.6 

13,332 N.A. 

1,852 N.A. 

2,65* 19.6 

6,021 16.1» 

2,888 N.A. 

1,676 N.A. 

2,510 N.A. 

3,492 N.A. 

5,4O0 6O.O 

5,000 N.A. 

3,177 N.A. 

1,759 123.0 

N.A.« Not  available 

Source 1     See Appendix 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Of the industries which consume more than a third 

above the mean of each item, only one (precision machines and 

tools) does so for all 3 items.  Two industries do so for 2 items, 

and five for one item. 

Industries Consuming More than One Third Above 
the Mean Consumption of» 

Water 

Precision machinée 
and  tools. 
Carpets   and  ruga. 
Metal   household  goods. 
Hair  goods. 
Hand   tools. 

Bleetricity 

Precision machines 
and tools. 
Domestic sewing 
machines. 
Carpets and rugs. 
Metal household goods 
Wood productstplywood 
Ceramic goods. 
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Land 

Precision machines 
and tools. 
Plastic products. 
Marble products. 
Feather processing. 



The   factors  that  determine  the   consumption  of utilities 
may be   divided  roughly   into   two   categorie»!   those   inherent 
in  the   manufacturing  process   and   those   which  result from other 
reasons.        Thus,   water  consumption   is   high   in   the   case   of 
carpets  and   rugs   and  hair  goods,   because  of   the   need   to  wash 
materials   and  products.        Precision  machines   and   tools 
production   is  capital   intensive   and  requires   a  great  deal 
of space   to  house  machinery.        A   large  volume  of  electricity  is 
required  for  both operating  machinery  and   for  testing  the 
products,   while  water   consumption   is  heavy  owing.to  the  need 
to air-condition  a large  area.        Air  conditioning requirements 
are probably  the most   important   among  the   second  category  of 
factors.        The   carpets  and  rugs   industry is   a high electricity 
consumer  because  of  the  relatively high degree  of  mechanisation 
adopted  by   the   companies  interviewed*        In   space   consumption, 
storage  plays  a  very  important   role  which  accounts  for  the 
presence   of  plastic  and marble   products   in   the   list. 
Feather  processing does  not   require  a  very   great   deal   of 
storage  space,   but the  company  interviewed  is  a  small 
employer,   and  may not   be   typical. 

6.5. Fuel Consumption 

In   the  light  of recent   events,   it  was decided  to 
investigate   consumption  of  fuel   by each of  the  industries  under 
review.       The difficulty here  is   that   fuel   is not a homogeneous 
product  and,   to  some  extent   is   a  substitute   for  electricity. 
In  the  case   of Mauritius   the  latter is   a less  important 
consideration  as most  electricity must   in  fact  be generated 
by other  fuel  consumption. 

1 
r 

As a guide to the importance of fuel consumption in 

each industry, the proportion of total production cost spent 

on fuel purchases as given in the Korean Census of Manufacturing 

was used.   In the context of recent trends in the relative 

price of petroleum products it should be noted that the 

percentages refer to 1972. 
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Electronic component• 

Electronic products 

Electrical appliances 

Domestic sewing machines 

Stainless steel flatware 

Optical goods 

Footwear 

Gloves and  leather garments 
Handbags  and travel  goods 
Umbrellas 
Carpets and rugs 
Plastic products 
Hair goods 
Watches and watch parts 

Precision machines and tools 

Ceramic goods 

Plywood 

Other wood products 

Metal and mechanical toys 

Metal household ware 

Bicycle parts 

Jewellery 

Musical instruments 

Locks 

Feather processing 

Hand tools 

Marble products 

Fuel Costs as Percentage of 
Total Production Cost » 

1.6 

0.8 

0.8 

1.1» 

1.4 

2.5 

1*2 

0.5 
N.A. 

0.8 

3.6 

1.5 

1.2 

0.5 
N.A. 

33.8 

2.1 

1.8 

N.A. 

4.1 

2.4 

0.7 
2.0 

N.A. 

N.A. 

4.3 
N.A. 

* Sales minus value added. 

Î 

Source i  Economic Planning Board, Republic of Koreai Report on 

Mining and Manufacturing Survey, 1972. 
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For only one industry (ceramic goods) did fuel coati 

exceed 5 per cent of total production costs.   This was 

probably due to the extensive use of kilns and furnaces 

required in the industry and to the relatively low cost of 

the major raw material.   Industries (other than ceramics) 

consuming more than one-third above the mean (excluding 

ceramics) were as follows 

Optical goods 

Carpets and rugs 

Metal household ware 

Bicycle parts 

Hand tools 

6.6.    Supporting Industries 

As the development of manufacturing for export progressesf 

I     the number of supporting industries in a country increases. 

In Hong Kong especially, but also in Singapore and Korea, a 

wide range of auch indu»tries are to be found.   There ìH a 

distinction to be made, however, between industries which 

arise in response to the development of export enterprises, 

and those whose presence is so significant from the point of 

_     view of cost reduction as to influence the decision whether 

I      to establish an exporting industry or not. 

Supporting industries may be particular to one industry 

or general.   Among the latter, those which can be found in 

Hong Kong, Singapore and Korea include the following: 

Office furniture and lighting 

Building and construction 

Factory furniture and equipment other than 
specific machinery 

Air conditioning equipment 

Packaging goods 

Industrial clothing including gloves and boots* 
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Most   of   these   items   are  difficult  and  expensive   to   transport 
and,   therefore,   purchasing from overseas   is   an  unattractive 
option.        Industrial   clothing,   as  a  branch  of  the   garments 
industry,   is   almost   certain   to   be  present   as  garments   are 
always  among  the  first  exporting industries   to be  established. 

Supporting activities   highly desirable  for  the 
following industries were  found  in  one  or more  of  the   three 
centres  visited. 

Electronic  components!     industrial  gases   and metal  and  plastic 
caps  for  semiconductors.     The   amount  of  materials  purchased 
locally  by  this   industry  is  severely limited by  the  fact 
that  U.S.   companies,which form  the majority of enterprises, 
are   limited  by  re-entry  legislation  on   the  amount   of   local 
materials   that   may  be  imported   into   the   U.S.   under   tariff 
item  807.00   (see   Section   3.32   above).        This  does  not   apply 
to  industrial   gases   which are   not  part   of   the  final   product. 
The  gases   must   be  of high quality.        In   Singapore,   they  are 
provided   by  other  industries,   but   in  Korea,   despite   the 
presence  of  a  local   industry,   most  companies  manufacture 
their own. 

Electronic  products i       moulding of plastic  cases  for  packaging 
radios,   tape  recorders, etc,   and  also  some  simple  components. 
In  some  cases   companies  purchase  complex  components   (such as 
semiconductors)   locally or manufacture   their own.        In many 
countries  it   is   impossible  for   the  local   products  industry  to 
obtain  complex  components  even   though  these  are made   locally. 
This   is   because   the   component   companies   produce  exclusively 
for  export,   often  under Government   regulation  or  encouragement. 
These  exporting  companies  also   embody   the   latest   technology 
in  their  products.     Frequently,   therefore,   the  policy   (often 
associated  with  export  processing  zones)   of  confining  foreign 
companies   to  export   and  allowing only   local  companies   access   to 
the  domestic  market,   means   that   local  manufacturers   must  rely 
on  importing  to   obtain   the  most   up-to-date   components. 
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5.*» Singapore 

5.^1 Industrial Growth 

As in the case of Hong Kong, the history of Singapore1• 

development in recent years is one of change from entrepot 

trade to manufacturing.   The drive to industrialise for 

export came in the mid 1960s as the break from Malaysia 

in 1965 heralded the end of any possibility of import 

substituting activity being able to absorb the unemployed. 

Instead of the market of Malaysia and Singapore combined, 

manufacturers were faced with a home market of Singapore 

alone, with a population of Just over 2 million. 

The development of manufacturing for export has been 

extremely rapid since I967.  The following table shows 

the importance of manufactures in total Singapore exports 

in 1967 and 1972. 

Exports of Singapore to 0EC1) Countries 
1967 and 1972 Cmillio« of U.S. dollars! 

I 
! 

Î 

Í 

Food and live animals 

Beverages and tobacco 

Crude materials except fuels 

Fuels 

Animal and vegetable oils 

Chemicals 

Manufactured goods from materials 

Machinery and transport equipment 

Other manufactures 

Total 

Manufacturers as percentage of 
total exports 

1967 1972 

12.7 30.9 

55.9 89.6 

31.1 91.1 
6.% 25.I 
0.5 2.3 
9.0 %3.2 
*.k 220.5 

5.* 93.3 

123.2» 

13.6 

396.0 

39.9 

Source1  OECPi Statistics of foreign trade. 
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Electrical  appliances:     if there   is a local   torch industry, 
then   this   is always   accompanied   by another   factory making 
bulbs.        To supply   the  latter,   glass  tubes   and bulbs,   insulated 
wire,   beading glass   and plastic   mouldings   are  normally 
manufactured locally. 

Metal   goodsi       cast   iron,  aluminium sheets   and metal  working 
hand   tools  are usually manufactured locally. Only in 
Hong Kong,  however,   do metal  goods  manufacturers rely  almost 
exclusively on local   supplies   of   aluminium   sheeting. 

¡Leather  good» and  footwear i   the   picture with  regard to  leather 
is varied.       In Hong Kong,   the   local  tanning   industry  supplies 
less   than  half the   requirements   of  the  footwear industry, 
while  makers of leather garments   rarely use   locally  tanned 
leather   and only   then  after  consultations   with  the buyer. 
In Korea,   by contrast,   the  local   tanning  industry provides  most 
of the   industry's   needs  except   for high-fashion  leather 
garments.        Some  glove and shoe   manufactures   have their  own 
tanneries. 

Handbags and travel goods» most of the material for this 
industry consists of plastic which is normally imported. 
Accessories such as metal fittings and locks, as well as 
sponge  material  for  padding,   is   produced  locally. 

Umbrellas t     the  materials used   by  manufacturers  of umbrellas 
consist   almost  entirely of semi-finished   components  and 
strides   -  for example,   shafts,   ribs,  handles  and fabrics. 
Of these,   fabrics,   ribs,  handles   and other  miscellaneous   parts 
are normally manufactured locally,   and are   exported as   well 
as sold   to  local  umbrella factories. 

Artifical  floweret      in practically every  case,   the assembly 
of the   flowers from   the moulded   plastic  parts  is not  organised 
on a  factory basis   but is sub-contracted  out   to individual 
family   establishments. 
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I Ceramicst     local deposits   of high quality clay are   an 
advantage  but  not a necessity. 

Metal and mechanical   toys»   production   on  a large  scale normally 
Involves   the   sub-contracting of various   items  to  local 
factories,   whose  output  must be of a high standard   If  the 
toys are  for  export.        The   items most   frequently  sub- 
contracted   include die   stampings, rubber  and metal   parts, 
fabricstminiature clothing,   transistorized products   (for 
talking dolls,   for example)   and synthetic minia ture  wigs* 

Industries which  rely for more   than 75 per   cent of 
requirements   (by value)   on   imports  include  the  following! 
electronic   components,   telecommunication  equipment, 
television   receivers,   cassette recorders,   calculators, 
wire and cable,   domestic   sewing machines,   stainless   steel 
flatware,   optical goods,   carpets and  rugs,   plastic   products, 
hair goods,   precision  machinery and  machine  tools,   wood 
products,   Jewellery,   watches and watch   parts,  musical  instru- 
ments,  automobile parts,   and marble   goods. 

One   local  input  which varied   considerably   in  its quality 
and availability was machine servicing.      For industries requiring 
complex machinery there   were normally  mechanics   in   Hong Kong 
capable  of   carrying out   both running  and more  involved repairs. 
This was  less   so  in  Singapore and Korea.     Only in  Hong Kong waa 
the local  purchase of machinery and  equipment,   and   spare parts 
widespread.      In  Singapore,   the growth  of  the precision 
machine  tool   industry means  that more   machinery will  be 
available   locally,  but   for most buyers   of complex  equipment 
it is still   cheaper to   import.       In   leas  experienced  centres, 
such as  Korea,   it   is  necessary to  import   nearly  all   replace- 
ments  to  precision  equipment while,   on   the  maintenance  side, 
there  is   considerable   reliance  on  expatriates or  technical 
assistance   from  overseas,   especially   in   such industries as 
electronic   components.        This  situation   will,   of  course, 
change  in   the   coming years.       In  the   early phase   of 
industrialisation,   the   lack  of  technical   input   facilities 
locally  is   not   an  insuperable barrier   to  development. 
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6.7    Transport Requirement a 

It is  shown in Section 7  that  the external  transport situation 
facing Mauritius  is  capable  of improvement  and   that  this 
improvement  would assist   considerably irt   the 

successful     establishment  and development  of labour-intensive 
industries  for export.  To help  to determine  transport requirements, 
the  industries  in  this  study are analysed  in respect  of both 
materials  and  finished goods - whether sea or air transport is 
mainly used and what,   if any,  are the  special  considerations. 
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Some  commodities  normally sent by sea where   there  are good 
container  facilities  can also be   sent by air in  the absence   or 
such  facilities.   These  products  normally have  an  abovo   average 
value   in relation  to  their weight  or volume« 

6.8    Employment 

Employment was  investigated   taking into account the problem 
of male unemployment  in Mauritius  and   the  shortage  there of 
skilled industrial  labour.  Most of the  employment  created so  far 
by the  expansion of export processing  industries  on the  Island has 
been  for female  labour   (see Section 7).  Yet   there  is a growing 
problem of unemployment  and underemployment  of male, unskilled 
workers.   Labour intensive  industries  frequently employ a higher 
proportion  of female workers  than industry in general.   There   are 
three  main reasons  for  this.  Firstly,   wage  rates  for female 
workers are  normally lower  than for- male workers   of similar  grade 
and skills.   Secondly,   much of the work  in these  industries  is  of the 
type   that  can be  done   equally well by male  and  female  operatives* 
Thirdly,   factory managers  claim  that  some  of the  work,   for 
example  in  the electronics   components   industry,   is  carried out 
with a higher degree  of efficiency by  female  than by male workers. 

Despite  the  overall bias  toward  female  employment  in labour 
intensive  industries,   the  proportion* varies  considerably from 
industry to  industry. 

Electronic  components 
Electronic  products 
Electrical  appliances 
Wire  and cables 
Domestic  sewing machines 
Stainless  steel  flatware 
Optical  goods 
Footwear 
Gloves 
Leather garments 
Handbags  &   travel  goods 
Carpets  and  rugs 
Plastic  products 

roportion of Female Employee« 

83.3 
60.I 
56.3 
12.8 
10.0 
26.3 
38.8 
*3.2 
63.3 
66.7 
45.8 
74.7 
30.3 
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industry Proportion of Fem^e Employées 
(psr cent) 

Hair goods 91.7 

Watches &.  watch parts 42.3 

Precision machines & tools 24.5 

Ceramic goods 32*7 

Wood products: plywood 35.0 

Wood products! other 18.0 

Metal household ware 17*8 

Textiles & garments:  textiles 
garments m Bicycle  parts 7.1 

Jewellery 30.3 
Nylon zips 87.3 
Ship breaking &  steel  rolling 0.0 
Musical   instruments 32.2 
Locks 14.2 
Feather processing 25.0 
Motor vehicle parts 30.0 
Hand   tools 9.5 
Metal  valves 0,0 

* Taken  from official  figures in Hong Kong and Korea. 
Source   I     See Afpandix 

Skills are  always difficult   to define.   Clearly,  a  skill 
learnt   "on the  job"  is extremely valuable yet no qualification 
exists   for it and it may be highly specific.   Firms  in most  of  the 
above   industries   found that  they were  able   to  train the  local 
labour  force  to a  satisfactory standard within three months.   In 
some  cases,  however,   skill  requirements were  rather special  and 
training had  to   take  place  either  outside   the  factory  or over  a 
longer period of  time   (normally  in excess  of six months)   inside   the 
factory.   It  should be  noted   that   this   applies   to  operatives   and 
not   to   specialised  workers   such  as mechanics   or maintenance 
personnel.   Industries   in which one  of   these   special   types  of  skill 
is   required are   the   following  :   optical  goods,   leather  fashion 
garments,   carpets   and  rugs   (hand-made,   luxury  carpets),   watches  and 
watch  parts,  precision machines   and  tools,   specialised  garments 
and  equipment   (e.g.   military),   rattan handicrafts,   ship 
breaking,   and  jewellery craftwork.   Other  than  the   last   (for which 
there   is  no  separate   information)   wage   costs   in  these  industries 
are   78.il  por cent   above   the  mean   for   the   list  of  industries   in 
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Section 6.1. 

6.9  Reason» for Choice of Location 

Executives in foreign companies were asked the principal 

reasons why their company had located its investment in the country 

in question. Because this could only be asked of foreign companies, 

the answers reflect most strongly the views of industries in which 

foreign investment is strongly represented. However, it is 

probable that most of the reasons given would be Important to 

entrepreneurs in other industries as well. 

Firms were asked to say which of the following original 

reasons for location were the most important (in order of 

priority)t labour cost, labour availability, good port and airport 

facilities and external transport services, geographic location 

in relation to markets or sources of materials, adequate 

supporting industries and infrastructure, fiscal incentives 

(including freedom from import duties), stable and efficient 

administration, and other reasons.   To analyse the replies a 

points system was devised giving the five most important reasons 

mentioned 5»^»3»2 and 1 points respectively according to their 

priority in each case. 

Reason Priority Points 

I 
I 

Labour availability 60 

Labour cost 50 

Good port, airport and external 
transport services kk 

Adequate supporting industries and infrastructure kl 

Geographic location 37 

Fiscal incentives 2k 

Other reasons 2k 

Stable, efficient administration 10 

Labour availability means the presence in sufficient 

numbers of a willing, trainable labour force, and this was 

stated to be the most important factor behind decisions on where 

to locate. 
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The relativo unimportance of items such as incentives and 

Government stability is partly a reflection of the fact that, 

at the time   most of the relevant decisions were taken., 

there was little to choose in these respects between the main 

competing centres - Singapore, Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The 

considerable significance of factors concerning labour is rein- 

forced by the recent rapid industrial developments in countries 

such as Malaysia and the Philippines. On the other hand, the 

lack of substantial development to date in, for instance, 

Indonesia suggests that although a plentiful supply of low 

cost, trainable labour is a necessary condition, it is a far 

from sufficient one. The fact that good external transport 

facilities and services, and adequate supporting industries and 

infrastructure,  are of considerable importance is particularly 
noteworthy. 

6.9 Market Prospects and Other Factors 

These vary so much fro» industry to industry, that they cannot 

be meaningfully analysed in the aggregate. A discussion of each 

separate industry is given in the Appendix. 

II 
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7.   LABOUR INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES IN MAURITIUS 

7*1 Growth of Industries 

Export processing enterprises have been developing 

at a very rapid rate in Mauritius and the information in 

this Section is based on interviews conducted in mid-1973 

for a study sponsored by the UNCTAD.   It is likely, 

therefore, that data concerning the number of firms and 

employment are already out of date, though this may be 

partly compensated for by information obtained on companies 

about to set up.   The main purpose of this section is to 

indicate the nature of developments so far and to describe 

the special constraints and problems Mauritius is facing 

in fulfilling its development programme. 

Mauritius established (at the end of 1970) a system 

of generous tax and other incentives designed to encourage 

local and foreign investment in export industries.  The 

main features of the incentives are as follows! 

(i)  exemption from import duty on capital goods, and on 

raw materials, components and semi-finished goods 

(except spirits, tobacco and petroleum) 

(ii) corporate income tax holiday for at least 10 years and 

up to 20 years depending on individual ease 

(ill)exemption from income tax on dividends for 5 years 

(iv) free capital repatriation, profits and dividends 

remittance abroad to foreign investors. 

(v)  favourable labour legislation for export enterprises 

(vi) guarantee against nationalisation 
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There are a large number of other incentive« and 

advantages including electric power at lower rates, special 

credit facilities, provision of factory buildings for 

lease, exemption from registration fees on land and 

issue of residence permits to expatriate investors. 

Progress has been encouraging.    By May, 1973, only 

2\  years after the scheme was announced, there were 22 

companies employing about 2,800 people. 

The following table shows the level of employment by 

industry among export enterprises at that date. 

•Mort Enterprises» Employment bv Industry 

(May 1st, 1973) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 

Industry 

Textiles and Clothing 

Electronic Components 

Food Industries 

Furniture Industries 

Other Industries 

Total 

Source i  Field Interviewa 

Number of 
\SJL Total 

m E«nfr?r^ Men Usassi 
9 2110 165 1943 
3 240 27 213 
2 50 26 24 
2 35 35 0 
6 419 

2854 

201 218 

22 454 2400 

This table illustrates the importance of the textil* 

and clothing industries.  They accounted for 73.9 per cent 

of total employment and 4l per cent of the number of 

companies.   Next in importance was the electronic components 

industry accounting for 8.4 per cent of total employment. 

As both these industries are predominantly employers of 

female labour, it is hardly surprising to find that 84.1 

per cent of all Jobs in the export enterprises were accounted 
for by female workers. 
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During the same period, total industrial output (not 

including pert oleum refining or rubber processing) rose from 

U.S. $200.8 million to U.S. $608.7 million, so that the 

proportion of manufacturing output exported to OECD countries 

rose from 8.4 per cent to 58.6 per cent.   Since I965 

unemployment as a percentage of the labour force has fallen from 

8.7 P«r cent to about k  per cent. 

The moat important manufacturing industries (in terms of 

percentage of exports and employment in 1972) were the following! 

Electronics 

Textiles and garments 

Plywood 

Percentage of Total 
Manufactured Exports 

42.8 

12.9 
7.1 

Percentage of 
Total  Employ- 
jssa*  

17.6 
19.8 
7.0 

Other  important  product  groups are shipbuilding and repair 
(which employed  12.3  per cent  of  the   industrial   labour  force 
in  1972),   food manufacture and printing and publishing. 

As  in Hong Kong,   the  entrepot  trade continues  to play an 
Important part  in the  Singapore  economy,  though   in rather 
a different way. Whereas China was   the key to  Hong Kong* s 
development,   Singapore   is used as a distribution   centre for 
the exports  of OECD countries  to  South East  Asia   and as a 
collection centre  for   South East  Asia's produce.        The Republic 
has a  large petroleum  refining industry.       Most   of the  "crude 
materials"   and  "animal   and vegetable  oils"  are re-exports 
from neighbouring Malaysia and Indonesia, while   the plywood 
industry is  a product   of Singapore's  entrepot  role for Asia*s 
timber  industry. 
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Textiles and electronic components are two of the 

«ain industries that have featured in the growth of other 

countries like Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan, 

which have adopted a policy of industrialisation through 

the creation of export processing industries.   In the 

light of the precedent set by other countries, therefore, 

this development in Mauritius was normal, and, indeed, 

predictable*    In the case of two of the non-textile and 

electronics companies the utilisation of local raw 

materials (in both cases agricultural products) was the 

main factor in the choice of Mauritius as a location, 

and in the case of two further companies, the utilisation 

of a traditional local craft skill (in woodworking). 

In examining the incentives offered, tax-free 

dividends were identified as crucial for the mobilising 

of local entrepeneural resources, but foreign investors 

were attracted mainly by relatively low labour costs and 

by Mauritius's associate membership of the EEC.   The 

incentives package is, however, regarded as an official 

endorsement of the role of private foreign capital. 

Discussions with management,and an analysis of 

applications for Export Enterprise Certificates being 

processed by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, formed 

the basis for the following tentative forecast of growth 

in employment up to 1982. 

Export Enternrisest Employment Potential 1971-1982 

(All figures rounded to nearest 50) 

Status of Company 

Existing Companies 

Applications Approved 

Allowance for Further 
Applications and Approvals 

1971   1974  1976   1982 

2,850  8,250  11,900 18,000 

11,100 22,000 25O 

1,100   6,000 

2,850  8,500  24,000  46,OOO 
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In making these projections the following assumptions 

were made s 

(i)  for existing companies that from 1976 to 1982 output 

rises at 12 per cent per annum and productivity at 

5 per cent per annum, 

(ii) that the rate of growth of companies recently approved 

from 1976-1982 is broadly equivalent to the expected 

growth of existing companies between 197*t and 1980, and 

(iii)that one half of the applications pending, or of further 

applications in their place, become operational by 1982* 

I 
11 
3 

7*2 Transport 

Turning to the specific transport requirements of the 

industries already established, the following table shows 

the method of import of raw materials and of export of 

finished products analysed by industry. 

Export Enterprises» Method of Shipment of Producta 

(No. of Enterprises using each method)« 

L 
I 
I 
Í 

Invito 

Textiles and Clothing 

Electronic Components 

Food Industries 

Furniture Industries 

Other Industries 

Total 

Sift   Ai£ 
ËXBSSli 

8 

1 
0 

1 

2 

12 

1 

2 
O 

1 
2 

k 

O 

2 
O 

2 

8 

Ait 

6 

3 
O 

2 

3 

16 

* Figures do not coincide with numbers of enterprises in each 
industry partly because some enterprises use mainly local 
raw materials and some use both air and sea for shipment. 

Source« Field Interviews 
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It is interesting to see that whereas twice as many- 

enterprises import by sea as by air, in the case of exports 

the proportions are precisely reversed.   This is partly 

to be expected; the more highly fabricated a product is, 

the more likely it is to possess a value that enables it 

to withstand the higher costs of air transport.   However, 

it is somewhat unusual for items such as cheaper textile 

products and furniture to be airfreighted on a significant 

•cale.   This is a reflection of the inadequacy of existing 

shipping services which, in turn,is partly a response to 

the small volume of exports other than sugar products sent 

fron thé. Island. . 

The general view expressed by the management of the 

companies was that while the principal attraction of 

Mauritius is its relatively low cost labour resources, 

the principal drawback is its transport problems.   This 

view was echoed by other businessmen interviewed by the 

consultants during the course of the present study.   The 

main transport issue is one of cost, related to frequency 

and reliability.   It was in fact found that concessionary 

sea freight rates from Mauritius to Europe were competitive 

with rates from the Far East, but that in order to meet 

delivery dates it was frequently necessary to use air 

transport. 

Linked closely with the problem of availability of 

services is the condition of facilities at Port Louis, the 

Island's only port.   The absence of container facilities 

is a serious problem.   Ways in which cargo handling at the 

port might be improved are discussed in detail in the 

UNCTAD Report referred to above. 

70. Other Constraints 

There is at present a backlog of unsatisfied demand 

for industrial land and for the renting of industrial buildings. 

By the middle of 1973i this had reached serious proportions. 
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The waiting list for renting industrial building» 

from the Development Bank had reached 12-15 months by 

May and it seemed likely to get longer rather than shorter 

by 197^.   The situation as regards land for private 

development is equally serious.   Land is theoretically 

available} in practice services,particularly water supply, 

are not (and in many cases cannot be) connected.   This is 

frustrating for industrialists, and there is a danger that 

some foreign investors might be discouraged by the delay 

and abandon their expansion plans in Mauritius in favour 

of some other country. 

Another bottleneck is the water supply.  The recently 

formed Central Vater Authority (CWA) inherited a situation 

rendered difficult by previous underinvestment, which was 

in turn the result öf the inadequate finance of the local 

authorities which previously operated the system.   The 

CVA estimate that the position will ease by mid 1975» 

but the consultants* forecast» of industrial growth suggest 

that the demand for water may exceed planned capacity by 

about 12 per cent at that date. 

7,k,   Company Attitudes Towards Mauritius 

A number of companies were questioned during the 

oourse of this study on their attitude towards establishing 

a manufacturing operation in Mauritius.  Considering that 

these interviews were conducted since the onset of the 

energy crisis with its implications for trade (see Section 

3.4), the overall response was suprisingly positive and 

sympathetic.   On many occaa ions »how ever, this was only 

after the consultants had explained the geographical 

position of Mauritius and its plans in some detail.   The 

majority of executives were not aware of Mauritius*s 

current drive towards the development of manufactured 

exports.   A clear need for better publicity emerged« 
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This was  particularly so  in Hong Kong(despite  the  fact 
that SOM  industrialists have  already  invested  in  Mauritius), 
which is  probably  the most promising single  source  for 
investment   and  sub-contracting for newer areas  like 
Mauritius.        Hong Kong businessmen   are  experienced 
operators   in   this   type  of activity  and are making sub- 
stantial  investments and placing contracts  in countries 
such as  the   Philippines and Malaysia,   as costs  in Hong 
Kong rise. 

The major points  in Mauritius % favour were  the 
following! 

(a) the availability of low cost,   trainable and 
industrious labour, 

(b) associate membership of  the  EEC   (especially for 
textile«), 

(o)    small   aise,  «taking it less  likely that success by 
the Island would provoke demands for quota restrictions, 
and 

(d)    ths overall package of incentives,  especially exemption 
from duty on imported materials and équipaient, 

The major drawbacks were the  fol lowing i 

(a) transport  services,  including the  current state of the 
port  facilities, 

(b) geographical location  in relation  to main markets, 

(c) poor  communications with the  rest of the world 
(many  Hong Kong businessmen  complained of having to 
fly via India), 

(d) dispersal  of the  labour force over a wide  area,   and 

(e) lack  of  supporting industries  and services,   including 
utilities. 
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8.        IDENTIFICATION  OF  SUITABLE INDUSTRIES 

8.1     Introduction 

This Section reviews the list  of  industrie* «et out  in 

Section  6.2,   in  the  light of current   conditions in Mauritius 

which were  described  in Section 7*     The  Main factor« 
considered arei 

(a) General labour intensity in tere»  of fulfilling the primary 

objRftive  of reaching employment   target« for unskilled 
workers• 

(b) The need to Increase the percentage of nales among 

workers in the new industries. 

(c) The importance of external transport facilities and 
services. 

(d) The demands nade on public utilitlas and industrial 
land. 

(e) Requirements for special, local  supporting industrias 
and servioes. 

8.2    General Labour Intensity 

The industries which are More  intensive than the swan 

in their use of relatively unskilled labour are as follows i 

Gloves 

Stainless steel  flatware 

Nylon  zips 

Torches 

Rainwear 

Nan-made fibres 
Spectacle  frame e  and lenses Cotton  fabrics 

Garments   (other  than knitwear) Bleaching,  dyeing and 
finiehing of textiles. 

Electric  light  bulbs Hand  tools 

Knitted outer garments Wooden handicrafts 
Silk fabrics Stocking and hose 
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Musical instruments 

Bicycle parts 

Wooden furniture and parts 

Footwear 

Handbags and travel goods 

Hair goods 

Metal and mechanical toys 

Jewellery 

Knitted un der-garment s 
Woollen  fabrics 
Looks 

Marble products 

Silk spinning 

Fabrics of man-made fibres 

Carpets and rugs 

Plastic  foliage and 
Flowers 

Metal household ware 

Fashion shirts 

Umbrellas 

Domestic sewing machines 

Ceramic tableware 

8.3 Employment of males 

The industries which have a higher proportion of male 

employees than the mean are as follows! 

I 
5 

Metal valves Other ceramic goods 
Ship breaking and steel rolling Wooden  furniture 
Wire  and  cables 
Domestic  sewing machines 
Stainless   steel  flatware 
Precision  machines and tools 
Ceramic   table ware 
Feather processing 
Hand tools 

Wooden handicrafts 
Bicycle  parts 
Jewellery 
Musical instruments 

Locks 

Motor vehiole parts 

%,k. External Transport Requirements 

The industries,   the products of which are normally 
exported by  air,   are as follows« 

Electronic  components 
Optical goods 
Gloves 
Leather fashion garments 

Watches and watch parts 
Precision machines and  tools 
Jewellery 
Nylon  sips 
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Í 
Í 

Luxury  carpeta  and rugs 
Hair goods 

Some  fashion garments 

Provided the  trade-off between cheaper  labour oosts   and 
overheads  on   the  one hand,   and  transport  costs  on  the other, 
were  sufficiently favourable,   it  is  likely  that  the  following 
goods  could  also be   transported by air,   though they are  not 
normally so  transported  from  the countries visited by the 

consultants* 

Electronic products 
Ceramic   tableware 
Umbrellas 

8,5.  Consumption of Utilities 

Some  electrical appliance* 
Wooden handicrafts 
Plastic  foliage 

Industries,  other than  textiles and garments,  consuming 
less  than the mean  consumption of water and  electrioity  per 

employee  are  as follows! 

Water 

Electronic Components 

Electronic products 

Electrical appliances 

Optical goods 

Footwear 

Gloves 

Leather garments 

Umbrellas 

Plastic products 

Watches and watch parts 

Ceramic goods 

Wooden handicrafts 

Wooden furniture 

Jewellery 

Electricity Both 

Electronic products 
Optical  goods 
Footwear 
Umbrellas 

Electronic produces 
Optical  goods 
Footwear 
Umbrellas 
Watches A watch parts Watches A Watoh 

parts 
Wooden handicrafts 
Wooden furniture 
Jewellery 
Musical  instruments 
Bicycle  parts 
Locks 
Hand  tools 
Marble products 
Stainless steel  flatware 

Wooden handicrafts 
Wooden  furniture 
Jewellery 
Musical instruments 

Locks 

Marble products 
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Water 

Musical instruments 

Motor vehicle parts 

Locks 

Marble products 

M»nrWtr 

Handbags and travel goods 

Hair goods 

Metal and Mechanical toys 

£o¿h 

The sample of industries on which data concerning 

land use were obtained is smaller.  However, the following 

•••si particularly econoMic in their use of land.' 

Electronic components 

Umbrellas 

Handbags and traval goods 

Hair goods 

8,6. Supporting Industries 

Other than items such as office and factory furniture, 

packaging materials, industrial olothing and similar goods, 

few of the industries have indispensable requirements for 

local-supporting industries or services.  Those unlikely 

to establish themselves in the absence of such services 

are as followst 

Indu«try Supporting industry or service 

Electronic products 

Electrical appliances 

Plastic cases for consumer 
products 

Glass tubes and bulbs, beading 
glass, plastic mouldings 

Í 

Handbags and travel goods 

Artificial flowers 

Metal and mechanical toys 

Metal fittings and accessories 

Cottage industry capability 
for assembly 

Sub-contracting for accessories 
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8,7. Implications for Mauritius 

The list of industries which completely satisifies the 

requirements and problems of Mauritius, as governed by the 

current situation, is very small.   The only industries (other 

than textiles and garments) which are highly labour intensive, 

employ a relatively high proportion of males, normally trans- 

port their goods by air, and impose relatively light demands 

on public utilities, are jewellery and wooden handicrafts. 

There are, however, several reasons why this does not mean 

that the Island has a very limited future as a centre of 

labour-intensive manufacture for export: 

(a)  Some  industries, for example electronic products, use 

considerable numbea of unskilled workers, even though 

the process may be relatively capital intensive within 

the list of labour intensive Industries. 

(b)  The requirements of Industry in terms of transport, 

infrastructure and public utilities can be fulfilled 

provided that the necessary investments and institutional 

changes are made. 

(c) A high proportion of female participation is a characteristic 

of labour intensive industries as such.   The experience of 

other centres, however, suggests that as labour-intensive 

industrialisation develops sufficient economic activity 

is generated to absorb male unemployment.   This is 

especially so in small countries which do not have the 

problem of a very large unemployed or underemployed 

labour force. 

(d)  The skills and experience of the labour force also increase 

with the degree of industrialisation.   There are a large 

number of industries where skill requirements are 

relatively low and the Government may soon find itself 

anxious to encourage more capital and skill intensive 

activities in order to upgrade products and raise product- 
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5.^2 Incentives 

To encourage the establishment of new industries, 

the Government has instituted a scheme of "pioneer status" 

for certain companies.   The principal privilege involved Is 

one of relief from company and dividend taxes.   In general, 

pioneer companies must allow for the deduction of depreciation 

allowances in computing tax-exempt profits.   However, in 

certain cases (depending on the size of investment and the 

proportion held in Singapore) companies are given the 

advantage of postponing claims for capital allowances until 

the pioneer period of relief has passed.   This period is 

normally five years. 

In addition, there are specific export incentives.   To 

qualify, companies must export at least U.S. §¿»0,000 or 20 

per cent of sales whichever is the greater.   Profits earned 

from the export of approved products are effectively taxed 

at k  per cent or one-tenth of the normal company tax.  The 

tax relief period is five years for an exporting company and 

eight years if the company also has pioneer status.   If 

certain conditions concerning size of investment and the 

percentage held in Singapore are fulfilled, the relief period 

is extended to fifteen years. 

As in Hong Kong, the general economic environment in 

itself acts as an attraction to foreign companies and as a 

stimulant to local industrial enterprises.   There is no 

restruction on the remittance of profits or capital in the 

currency of the original investments.   No import licence 

or quota restrictions exist for the majority of goods. 

Cu» c -»ma and exise duties, where they exist, are frequently 

waived with regard to machinery and materials imported for 

export production.    Much has been done to control the 

activities of trade unions which were in the political 

forefront before independence.   To upgrade skills in the 

labour force, the Government has accelerated the establish- 

ment of technical and vocational training in schools, and 

established adult training Institutions. 
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This has  already occurred  in Hong Kong and  Singapore. 

(e)     Supporting industries   are   likely to develop  quickly, 
especially  if policios   are   followed which   encourage 
•mall   scale  entrepreneurship.       These  activities will 
serve   the  function of  providing the exporting  industry 
with  inputs,   as well  as   carrying out sub-contracting 
work i        Industries in which  there is  considerable  scope 
for an  increase in labour   intensity brought  about by 
sub-contracting to  small   scale enterprises   include the 
followingi 

Plastic  foliage 
Toys 

Wooden  products 
Footwear 
Umbrellas 
Electronics 
Ceramic  goods 

Electrical  appliances 
Bicycle parts 
Optical  goods 
Gloves 
Sporting goods 
Musical  instruments 

Despite   these  considerations,   there are a  few  industries 
on the  list  which should not,   perhaps,  be encouraged at  this 
stage  of Mauritius1 s development«       They aret 

(a) relatively capital  intensive,   or 
(b) relatively skill intensive»   or 
(c) consume  considerably larger amounts of water,   power and 

land  than  the average  or, 

(d) require  materials which  may be diffioult  to  transport 
because  of  their low value s weight ratio or  because  they 
come  from a source which  is  poorly served by  shipping 
services   to  the Island,   or 

(e) require     materials which  are diffioult  to  handle  or 
may be  difficult to obtain   in future,   or 
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(f)    a  combinat ion  of  the  above* 

These   industrio»  are 

Precision nachinoa  and tools 
Plywood 
Metal  valves 
Feather processing 
Marble  products 
Steel  rolling fron  scrapped ships 
CoMplex mechanical   toys 
Electric  wire  and  cables 
Ceramic goods   (depending on the availability of 
ttie   raw material) 
Leather fashion  garments 
Military garments  and personnel equipment 

Other  than these,   there are certain  industries in which 
the skills of  the  labour force will heed  to be developed by 
specialised  training.       These includes 

Optical goods  other  than spectacles 
Watches  and watch parts 
Jewellery 
Wooden handicrafts 
Rattan goods 

However,   the  experience of other centres suggests  that 
the necessary skills  for these industries  can be learnt 
"on the   Job"  provided  sufficient staff   can  be brought  in  for 
this  purpose.       As  far as  the other industries on the  list 
•re concerned,   there  is  no reason why Mauritius should not 
grow as   a  production centre,    provided  necessary policy 
seasuree   are carried out,  especially with regard to transport. 
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9.  POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF LABOUR INTENSIVE INDUSTRIALISATION POR 
EXPORT 

9.1 Transport 

Efficient and reliable external transport services are 

essential to any country wishing to develop as an exporting centre. 

This includes adequate port and airport facilities.   Ways in which 

these facilities and services wight be improved in Mauritius are 

described in detail in a Report entitled »External Transport and 

Economic Development in Mauritius" which was prepared by the 

consultants for the United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development in 1973. 

I 
I 

9.2 Marketing 

67.5 per cent of exporting companies interviewed by the 

consultants marketed their products either through affiliated 

companies overseas, or through international sub-contracting 

arrangements.   The proportion can be expected to be even higher 

in less experienced centres whore local manufacturers have not 

yet had the chance to establish their own brand names abroad. 

Attempting to market a company*s own products directly is a 

risky venture which should bo undertaken only after a firm baue 

of sub-contracting has been developed.   Specialist organisions 

benefit from large economie» of scale in marketing and aftor- 

sales service which are related to the total volume of sales 

rather than of just one product.   This gives «ultiproduct buyers 

a distinct marketing advantage. 

In the case of international sub-contracting or direct investment 

in the production of components, it would in many cases be 

impossible for a developing country manufacturer to market his 

goods directly as they must conform to the specifications of 

the manufacturer of the finished product. 

At least in the early stages, therefore, manufacturers should 

rely on arrangements which permit access to markets more efficiently 

than by attempting direct sale.   This is not incompatible with 

a desire to develop local small scale enterprise, as it is here 

that trading companies can play a vital role.   Nevertheless, it 

would probably be worthwhile for the Government of Mauritius to 
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set up official promotion offices in such cities as London, New 

York, Paris, Tokyo and Hong Kong.   In addition to promoting 

local manufactures  these offices can also act as "salesmen* of 

Mauritius to prospective investors and buyers. 

9.3 Incentives 

As the number of countries wishing to develop labour 

intensive manufacturing for export grows, so does the danger of 

competition to attract investors and buyers.   The point to bo 

made here is not the oft-repeated   one that tax holidays and 

similar incentives do not normally play a significant role in 

investment decisions.   Vhile this is true, provision of incentives 

are an accepted way of demonstrating a government's commitment to 

a certain strategy of development.   The point rather is that it- 

is possible to over-protect export industries just as much as 

import-substituting ones.   The discussion of the Korean system 

in Section 5.3 shows up some of the possible dangers.   Even a 

straight-forward flat subsidy on exports can lead to a situation 

in which the effective protection of exports increases as the 

proportion of the value processed locally falls. 

Attempts to attract investors and buyers should be based 

on the principle of maximising a country's advantages as a 

potential location centre and minimising its disadvantages. 

Examples of this include avoidance of over-valuation of the 

currency, removal of bureaucratic obstacles to exporting, importing 

and setting up a business, and avoidance of legal minimum wage 

legislation which fixes wages at a level well above what the 

"market rate" would be. 

I 
1 

9.** Export Processing Zones 

The virtues of export processing zones (EPZs) as such art 

often exaggerated.   Although several of them have worked well 

in a number of small countries, the conditions inside sones are 

not very different from those outside.   Among the most well 

known are the Border Zone in Mexico, the Kaohsiung Pree Zone in 

Taiwan, and the Mason Free Export Zone in South Korea.   Never 

zones include the Marielos Pree Trade Zone in the Philippines, 

Penang Export Processing Zone in Malaysia, and the Santa Cruz 
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Free Zone near  Bombay. 

Despite   these   developments   it   should  be  noted   that   EPZs have 
not,   with   the   possible  exception  of   Mexico,   played   a  major rolo 
in  a country1 s   export  drive,       Kaohslung  contributes   less   than  10 
per  cent   of  Taiwan* a  exports,   while   Mason  contributes   less  still   to 
Korea's.        It   is   often not  the   zone   itself but   the  water,   power, 
land,   freighting   and  transporting   facilities   that  go  with  it   that 
are  the  real   attraction. 

There  is,   to   date,  no export   processing  zone  as   such  in 
Mauritius.        Instead  there are  bonded  factories  throughout  the 
main urban belt   on   the  Island.        Export   enterprises   are  not allowed 
to  sell  on the  domestic market.        Nor is   there any reason why any 
kind  of  zone   is   needed.      The  goods   manufactured by many  of  the 
factories  are  not   those normally  associated with contraband or 
security risks   and   for the small  minority  that  are   it  would be 
more  efficient   to  maintain the  present   system  of individual 
factory  checks  rather  than impose   the  constraints  of an  EPZ  on 
all  firms. 

Other disadvantage*« of EPZ s   are   that unless  they  includo 
housing,   they may   increase journey   times   to work,   and   they can 
also  facilitate   the   spread of dissent  at   times   of  industrial 
unrest. 

9.5 Backward   and   Forward Linkages 

The  "spread**   effects of  export   manufacturing depends partly 
on the nature  of   the operation and   partly on  the policy environment 
in which  they  are   carried out.        The  assembly  of  semi-conductors 
or  other highly   specialised components  has not   led   to many linkage 
developments,   while  the garments   industry nearly always   stimulates 
the  establishment   of an integrated   textile  industry.        Sub-contracting 
of metal  goods   sometimes has  very  broad   spread   effects  within  the 
industrial   sector. 

Institutional   factors,  however,   are more   important.        One  of 
the reasons  why   semiconductors  have   only  a  limited   linkage effect 
is because   they  are  often manufactured   for  sale  to  America under 
the  regulations   of   tariff Items   807.OO   in  the  United   States   (see 
Section  3.32). Indeed, Governments  of   the  developing  countries 
themselves may unwittingly limit   linkage  by  forbidding  the  sale  of 
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export   items  on  the domestic  market.        In  electronics,   for  instance, 

producers  of radios and   calculators  often have   to  import   the   latest 

semi-conductor devices   even   if  these  are  being made a  few miles 

away.        Some  countries, such   as Korea,   have   recently relaxed   their 

regulations  controlling   sales   to  the  domestic  market  in  certain 
cases. 

In  other  cases,   international   sub-contracting can bring  about 

the development  of mature,   independent   industries.       In Hong  Kong 

there  are   three  companies  which began  as   sub-contractors,   but   which 

now have   such a  thriving   export  business  under  their own brand 

names   that   they are  the   largest   single  producers  of the  goods   in 

question  in  the world   (binoculars,   battery-operated  torches   and 

metal  wrist  watch bands).        There are  many  other,   less   spectacular, 
examples. 

9.6 Encouragement  of Small  Enterprises 

One  way  in which  the   impact  of  exporting manufactures   is 

spread   through  the  economy  in,   for  instance,   Hong Kong and Korea 

is  through   the  existence   of  a network  of  small  manufacturers 

carrying  out   sub-contract  work from  trading  companies and  from 

larger manufacturers.        For  such a  system   to  operate  successfully 

there has   to  be  a  sufficient  number  of   small   scale  enterpreneurs 

prepared   to   carry  out   the  work,   and  the   larger manufacturers  must 

be prepared   to use  their   services.       The  former  is probably   the 

primary and  more difficult   condition  to  fulfil,   and  there  are 

several   steps  a Government  can  take   to   encourage  it. 

(a) Concessionary  finance  could  be  made  available,   possibly 

through  the  creation  of a  small   or medium industry bank. 

(b) Export  credit  guarantees could  be   established   to provide 

insurance  cover  and  reduce   trading risks.       This would 

benefit  not  only   small  or medium-sized  enterprises  but 

all   firms which  were not  exporting   through overseas 

affiliates. 

(c) Technical advice  and consultancy  services could be  provided, 

backed  by  technicians hired  through   the  international 
agencies. 
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(d) There  could  be   incentives   to   larger  firms   to  sell   their 
second-hand  machinery   to   sub-contractors. 

(e) There   should  be   as   little   official   intervention  as 
possible  into wages   and working conditions   in  small 
enterprises  as   is  consistent   with overall   economic   and 
social  policy. 

9.7 The Multinational  Corporation 

At the opposite end of the scale are the implications of 

the presence of multinational corporations which, even in areas 

with highly developed local enterprises, often play a vital part 

in export-led growth.   There are particular problems for effective 

national control of subsidiaries of multinational corporations. 

The scope for manipulation of internal transfer prices is 

substantial.   The U.S. Customs have complained about their 

inability to do more than take each firm's documentation on trust 

when assessing duty under item 807.OO.   A small developing 

country is unlikely to be better placed in this respect. 

9.8 Sources   of Materials 

The problems  of  control   of multinational   companies  arise 
mainly because  of  the pricing  of  supplies  from  one branch   to 
another.        Other  problems  can  arise   even where  an  exporter 
is  an  independent   sub-contractor and  relies  on  the  buyer  for 
material   supplies.        The   case   frequently arises   in Korea   of   local 
companies  having  exclusive  arrangements  with Japanese buyers 
whereby  the   latter not   only market   their  entire   output  but   also 
supply  some  vital  components   or materials.       This  places   local 
companies   in  a particularly weak position,   especially  in  times 
of raw material   shortage  and  high prices.       Even  if a higher price 
has   to  be  paid,   it  is  often  preferable   for companies   to   separate 
the  organisations  from which   they buy  and   to which  they  sell. 
Here,   the  role  of  local   trading houses   can often  compensate   for 
the  inability  of  small  producers   to  buy  in bulk. 
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9.9 The "Footloose" Nature of Exporters 

Dependence on foreign market outlets, either through 

multinational companies or through international sub-contracting, 

carries the inevitable risk that production may suddenly be 

switched from one country to another.   This would almost certainly 

occur as a result of a decision over which the Government of a 

developing country has no control, though it may be in response 

to a change in policy which that Government has made for social 

reasons - for instance, the raising of the minimum wage.   If 

anything, sub-contracting is the more risky of the two arrangements. 

At least the multinational may feel some sense of responsibility 

for the employees it is depriving of jobs. 

Sudden breaks of this sort are, however, rather rare phenomena« 

It is true that over time the structure of industries changes as 

sub-contracting demand moves from one country to another.   For 

highly labour intensive, low skill industries such as cheaper 

knitted garments or footwear, demand moved from Hong Kong to 

Taiwan and Korea as wage rates and other costs increased in tho 

former relative to tho latter countries.   Subsequently, production 

of these items is beginning to develop in the Philippines and 

Malaysia.   However, this process has not as yet been the cause 

of economic decline or unemployment in the former countries.   On 

the contrary, the shift in sub-contracting is often accompanied 

by an upgrading in industrial structure and the export of 

increasingly skill-intensive products from the former countries. 

This trend is to be welcomed as one of the fruits of labour- 

intensive manufacturing.   Beginning with non-fashion garments, 

footwear, enamelware, assembly of transistors, and the production 

of stuffed toys, a country would hope to move on to textiles, fashion 

garments, electronic products, optical goods and mechanical toys. 

Eventually there may even be scope, as in Singapore, for the 

transfer of high technology, precision operations to developing 

countries. 

A related lesser danger, which is more frequently found in 

reality, is that firms in developing countries are the first to 

feel tho effects of a recession in the developed country markets. 

This is particularly acute in the consumption goods industries 

which are, of course, the first to be adversely affected by 
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recessions.       These   industries  tend  to be characterised by  sub- 
contracting,  with multinational   operations  concentrated  in 
components.       Unlike   the fears  of  "foot-looseness",  however, 
these  are  normally  only temporary   setbacks. 

9.10 Technical Change 

(hie danger which  all labour   intensive  processes face   is  that 
they »ay be confronted  with an economic,  mechanised alternative. 
Furthermore,  new products are developed which,   although  labour 
intensive  themselves, are substitutes  for two  or  three older 
products which were  also labour   intensive.        An  example  of  this 
is  the use of the  "single chip"   L.S.I,   in calculating machines 
which has halved  the  proportion  of  total costs  accounted  for by 
labour  in  the production of the  component.        On  the other hand, 
automation for one  particular product   or procesa within a  broader 
field need not necessarily cause  more  than minor adjustment 
problems,   especially  if a successful  relationship has been 
established between  buyer and  seller.       There  are,   in fact,   very 
few examples of  sub-contracting  or multinational  company arrangements 
ceasing altogether because of technical change. 
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In  terms  of infrastructure,   the   general  lack  of  obstacle« 
to  trade  means  that   there has  been no necessity to  create 
export   processing  zones. Nevertheless,   the  authorities 
have played  an  important   part   in providing land  and  utilities 
for  industry.       The  largest  of these  projects   is  the development 
of  the  Jurong Town  complex,   a  self  contained  industrial  and 
housing area which will   eventually  cover  5,670 hectares. . 
By  the   end  of  I973  there were  over  5OO  factories  and  10,000 
low cost  housing units   on  the  estate.        The population of 
Jurong  is  forecast   to   increase from  about  50,000 in  mid-  1974 
to  400,000 by the  early   1980s.       The  complex  includes a 
modern  port   facility,   and  facilities)   for  the provision of 
cheap,   reliable supplies  of electricity  and domestic   and 
industrial water. 

The  purpose  of Jurong   is  to cater  for the heavier,   more 
capital   intensive  industries  that  require  to be housed  in 
factory  buildings.        Other,   smaller   industrial   estates have 
been  established to  encourage  and diversify light  manufacturing. 
These are normally  in   «flatted'   factory  buildings  and are 
located  close  to high  density housing areas.       This  housing 
is  in multi-storey  blocks  of  flats   often  provided by  the 
Government  at   low rents. 

5.^3 Other Assistance  to  Industry 

An  Export  Promotion  Centre has   been  established  to 
assist  manufacturers  in  channelling   their products  to  the 
right  markets  at  the right  time and   advising them upon tariffs, 
standards  and specifications,   quote   restrictions and  other 
matters   in potential  export  markets.        There is  a network 
of  offices  in most   major  market  centres. 

5.44 The  Change  in  Industrial  Policy 

During  the  1960s   economic   incentives  were  geared towards 
the promotion  of labour-intensive  Industries which would 
absorb  the  unemployed:   textiles and   garments,   simple  assembly 
of   electronic   components   andLartifici al   flowers   are   obvious   examples. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The detailed result« of the conaultents' 

inveetigatione into 21 Industry groupa and aub-groupa 

ara aat out in thia Appendix.  The following 

dafinitiona of tare» hava baan uaadi 

1«    "Korea", unlaas atated otherwiee, rafara to 

South Koro« (or tha Republie of Korea). 

2*    All eaeh figuras, unlaas statad otherwise, 

ara in Unitad Statee dollars and eants converted 

«hora naeaaaary at tha appropriata rata of 

exchange obtainad froat tha IMP'a "International 

Financial Statistica* or fro« banking aourcaa. 

Valua addad ia äqual to aalaa (or gross output 

where available) Minus purohaaaa of raw a»tarlala, 

fuel, alactricity, watar, aub~eontracting sarvicaa, 

and rapaira and Maintenance. 

•y.    Nat profit ia profit available for appropriation 

before company tax. 

5«    The nuaber of enployeea refera to tha total wage 

and aalaried ataff other than dlreotora» 

6. 

I 

Vnleaa atated otherwiae, wagea inelude fringe 

benefite and overtIMO paymenta. 

(i) 



1.    ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

1.1*  The Semiconductor Industry 

1.11  Introduction 

The semiconductor industry has two important characteristic! 

among export manufactures, of developing countries i it is ons 

of the largest and most rapidly growing sectors and it is an 

activity in which multinational corporations are strongly rep- 

resented.   The trend towards offshore assembly of electronic 

components has been described by one expert as "a quiet 

revolution..... which may signal the beginning of a new era 

of international competition and economic development." The 

components in question consist principally of semiconductor 

devices which can be used in a wide range of electronic products. 

The industry began in the United States in the 1950s 

with the production of transistors and diodes.   Already there 

have been three "generations" or new types of product in the 

industry, though products in all three groups are still being 

used.  They are» 

Oroup onei discrete semiconductors such as transistors, 

diodes and rectifiers. 

Oroup twot integrated circuits (ic), developed in the early 

I960«s, which combine sets of discrete devices 

such as monolithic digital IC, linear IC. 

Group threat  large scale integration (LSI) combining hundreds 

of ICs utilising either bipolar or metal oxide 

semiconductor processes. 

These are used in three broad types of electronic productt 

- military equipment such as radar, guidance systems, 

industrial and communications products such as telephones 

consumer  goods such as television and radio sets. 

1 Y.S. Changt Economics of Offshore Assembly: The Case of Semi- 
conductor Industry, United Nations Institute of Training and 
rssearch, New York, 1971. 
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When the  goal  of full  employment was  achieved by  1972,   the 
policy  passed to a new phase  of Industrialisation.       This 
lays much more emphasis   on  skill and  technological  content. 
The policy  can be  summed  up under the   following headings i 

(a) Wag« policy - wage  costs  for medium and high  technology 
industries are  to  be maintained  at   internationally 
competitive levels. 

(b) Manpower development  - an intensification of official 
efforts   to promote   industrial  training. 

(c) Foreign workers  -  the  "open door"   policy is  maintained 
for expatriates who  are highly  skilled and whose  expertise 
is  difficult   to  obtain  in Singapore.       However,   for less 
skilled  expatriates,   work permits   are  harder   to   obtain 
than  previously. 

I 

(d) Provision of venture   capital  -  many of  the   firms  which 
Singapore wishes   to  attract are  highly  specialised and, 
although  technologically advanced,   are  likely  to  be 
smaller  than  the multinationals   and  less experienced in 
international  investment.       Such  firms  are  encouraged by 
the Government  being prepared  to  participate   in  up to 
50 per  cent  of  the   equity,  which  the   company has   the 
option  of buying back  later in  whole  or in  part   (see,   for 
example   the  account   of  the Rollei  Group investment  in 
Section   6 of  the Appendix). 

(e) Incentives  -  pioneer  status is  now  restricted  to 
companies with  the   desired level   of  technology.        One 
firm,   making calculators,    was  given  pioneer  status on 
the  complex manufacture  of advanced  calculators,   but 
not  on   the assembly  of  semiconductors  for  the  machines. 
Partly  in response   to   this,   the   company is   transferring 
the   latter operation   to Malaysia. 
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1.12 The Investor«. 

As already noted, the electronic components industry is 

one in which multinational companies are strongly represented 

although their role in the manufacture of exports from developing 

countries as a whole has been much exaggerated (see Section  5  ). 

This industry is still dominated by U.S. companies though 

European and Japanese firms are gaining in relative strength each 
year. 

The three largest producers ara Texas Instruments, 

Fairchild and Motorola, who between them are estimated to control 

about two-thirds of the U.S. market.   In Europe, the dominant 

companies are Philips (Netherlands), SOS (Ttaly), Siemens (Germany), 

Sescosem (France) and Plessey (UK).   There is also substantial 

investment by the large American corporations in Europe, 

especially Texas Instruments and Fairchilds.   Japanese semi- 

conductors are produced by companies associated with the large, 

well-known electronics groups such as Hitachi, Nippon Electronic, 

Matsushita and Toshiba. 

In general, it is true that the technological gap between 

U.S. and non-U.S, producers for products in group 1 and 2 

(see above) is very narrow, if indeed it exists at all for such 

items as transistors.  Even in the group 3 area the gap between 

the U.S. and Japan may only be 2 or 3 years. 

1 
1 
I 

This phenomenon of a rapidly closing technological gap 

has significant implications for the pricing of the industry's 

products.   As in the pharmaceuticals industry, there is a 

fairly predictable price reduction after a product has been on 

the market for a certain time, and firms other than the company 

which developed it learn to produce it.  Two of the large U.S. 

companies interviewed by the consultants pointed out that in 

the early stages of a product's life low volume and high price 

are the hallmarks of the market.   Then the Japanese, as well 

as European and other American firms, begin to manufacture any 

product which has established a substantial potential market. 
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In a later phase still there is more stable pricing owing to the 

fact that demand grow« at a less rapid rate that early in the 

product's life.   At times, where more than one  company is 

developing a new product, the early price can be below cost in 

anticipation of future cost reduction through expanded volume 

and improved methods.  The weight of the competitive effort 

rests on cost reduction with the aim of achieving or maintaining 

a substantial market share among relatively few survivors. 

This central importance of cost reduction in the industry*« 

market structure results from the relative shortness of a product'è 

"life cycle" as a "new product" and the consequent need to 

establish a market share swiftly by pricing.  This is the key 

to explaining the drive towards offshore assembly in recent 

years.  Factor costs in the U.S., Europe and Japan relative 

to those in other production centres have become so high as to 

give firms with production capacity abroad a crucial advantage. 

Consequently, by 1971 every established American company was 

engaged in assembly activities in Asia, the Caribbean or Latin 

America, while the more important European companies were 

rapidly following suit. 

The following table shows the location of the offshore 

facilities of the major companies mainly in Mexico and the 

Far East. 

Location of MaJor Companies' Foreign Assembly 

Operations in Electronic Components Industry 

Company Location Employment Year 
Started 

1.  U.S.  Comoanies 1971 i2Iit 

Fairchild Hong Kong 2,000 3,000 1961 

Korea 2,000 6,000 1961» 

Singapore 1,500 3,600 1968 

Okinawa 200 200 1970 

Australia - 25O 1972 
Mexico 65O N.A. 1969 
Indonesia 

- 3 
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Company 

Motorola 

Taxât Inatrxuaanta 

National 

Intarail 
«' 

Intal 

Signatica 

Siliconix 

RCA 

Location Eaq>loymant Yaar 
8tartad 

1971 1974 

Koraa 2,800 4,300 1963 
Maxico 1,000 N.A. 1969 
Hong Kong - 3» 1972 
Malayaia - 3,0OO 1973 

Singapora 1.500 4,000 1969 
Taiwan 1,000 3,000 1970 
Malayaia - 2.300 1973 

Singapora 1,000 4,000 1968 
Indonaaia - 1.50Ä 1974 
Thailand - 2,00O 1973 
Hong Kong - 3» 1970 
Malayaia - 2,300 1973 

Singapora 100 4oo 1970 

Malayaia - 1,000 1973 

Koraa 500 3.000 1965 

Maxioo H.A. N.A« N.A. 
Dutch Vaat 
Indlaa H.A. N.A, N.A. 

Scotland H.A. N.A« 1964 
Taiwan «.500 3.00O 1964 

Taiwan 650 I.3OO 1967 
Singapore 600 - 1967 
Malayaia - 1,380 1974 

Continantal Davieaa Singapora 830 6OO 1969 

- k  - 



1 Coanany Location 

1 
1 

Litronix 8insaporo 

Malaysia 

1 
1 
1 

Mauritius 

Transitron Msxioo 

Gonoral Eloctric Singapore 

Tolodyno linfapors 

1 Honf Xon* 

Malaysia 

1 1 

1 
NOBMttltO Indonesia 

Malaysia 

1 Eloctronie Array Singapore 

1 Hsvlitt Packard •insapora 

1 
1 

Malaysia 

Aaorican Micro Koroa 

Maxieo 

1 Aire« Singapore 

1 
Maxieo 

1 
I.T.T. Taiwan 

Koay Corp. Koroa 

Hahn Asjsrican Inc. Koroa 

[ 
F 

a» 

ffeploy »ont Yoar 
Startad 

1971 197» 

- 600 1978 
- 1,500 1973 

85O 

¿TV* 
1973 

1,000 N.A. 1969 

500 1,000 1970 

• 1.300 1971 

- 

1,600 

%o8 
1978 

197% 

• 5OO 1973 
• 1,000 1973 

100 1,000 1971 

N.A, 1.700 1970 
• 800 1973 

• 1.300 1971 
500 N.A. 1969 

850 1.300 1970 
•11 N.A. N.A. 

- 1,000 1978 

H.A. 1.58% 1961 

N.A. •70 1969 



Coapany 

Industrial 
Electronic i 

Location 

Singapore 

Malaysia 

Enployaent 

1971 1974 

Yaar 

N.A. 1,200 N.A. 

300       197% 

Monolithic Memories    Malaysia 

Advanco Micro Dovicoo Malaysia 

Microsystem* 
International Malaysia 

Micro Elactronica   Hone Xong 

Integrata«! Electr- 
onics Malaysia 

Mastak Malaysia 

Hugls International Malaysia 

Ve«tern Digital Malaysia 

- tot 197* 

a 600 1973 

- 611 1973 

N.A. too M.A. 

- too 1973 

• 758 197% 

M.A. M.l. 197% 

H.A. M.A. 197% 

I 
Ï 

I 
Í 

*•   Ifffn-Vift Çffi 

80S - Atas 

Si enana 

Philipa 

Carter 

Singapore 

Singapore 

Malaysia 

Taiwan 

Australia 

Hong Kong 

Hong Kong 

Philippines 

Malaysia 

. 6 - 

500           I.OOO 1969 

150          1,000 1969 

M.Î. 197% 

850          1,000 1969 

873 M.A, 

850 1971 

3»ooo       2,000 1969 

2,00O 1973 

1,000 1973 



Company 

Hitachi 

Toshiba 

Location 

Malaysia 

Xoroa 

Malaysia 

Employant 

DEE—mk 

1,500 

H.A.    681 

N.J. 

Year 
Start od 

1973 

1969 

197* 

Tokyo Elsetronío Koros 

Malaysia 
93 

M.Î. 
1971 

197* 

1 
I 
[ 
r 
r 

Sanyo 

Matsushita 

Towa Condeneer 

Koros 

Malaysia 

N.A. 

Nippon Electrónico  Xoroa 

Tyodo Eloctronics   Koros 

Seiko Else tronica   Malayaia 

Mai to Eloctronics   Mslaysis 

Koros 

Shieuki Electrical      Korea 

Nichicon Capacitor      Malaysis 

Ksai Electronic« Kores 

Tsiyo Yudon Kores 

Kinoshids Tskishi Kores 

Tsnsmra Soisakuahu      Korea 

N.A. 

N.A. 

•33 

N.A. 

N.A. 1,817 

500 

N.l. 

N.A. 

193 

1*0 

N.A. 

130 

1969 

1973 

1969 

1970 

197*» 

197* 

1970 

197t 

197* 

1971 

313 197« 

N.A. 1973 

N.A. 1973 
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Country 

Denki-Onkyo 

Gunba-Sankang 

Simoda Electric 

Location 

Korea 

Korea 

Korea 

Employment 

1971 1271 
N.A. 

Year 

1973 

H.A. 1973 

H.A. 1973 

1 
t 
[ 
I 
t 
Í 

I 
I 

Notasi 

N.A. 
* 

*» 

Not Available 

Prospectiva - not in operation by February, 197*». 

Tasting and finishing only. 

8ourcasi  For 1971 employment datai Y.S. Changt Economics of 

Offshora Assamblyt Tha Cass of tha 8a«iconduetor 

Industry,  Uhitar, New York, 1971. 

Othar Datât Fiald intarviswa. 

Nota      As far as Amar i can and Europaan companies ara 

conoarnad, this tabla doas not praaant a complata pictura of 

ovsrsoas oparations.  Dus to tima constrainta it was not 

possibla to obtain datailsd information on pianta in Europa 

and tha Caribbean.  Both U.S. and Europaan compañías hava 

factorías in Ireland, Portugal, Italy and Scotland which ara 

located at least partly on the basis of relatively low labour 

costs in relation to nearness of market. 

In the Caribbean, there are about 20 U.S. firms 

assembling at present with wages around $^5 par hour.  Thar«    ^ 

are plans to increa*« this number to 36 over the next 12 montila. 

n 

Apart   from the direct  investment  racorded in the above 
table,   there are many cases  of American,   Europaan and Japaneaa 

firms  subcontracting to  local  enterprises  in  low wage-cost 

centres.       Among    companies  sub-contracting are  the foilowingt 

-  8  - 
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c?mmr 

National 

Sprague 

Raytheon 

Mexico,  Korea 

Maxieo 

Taiván,  Philippina« 
Hong Kong. 

8«veral pointa «marge clearly from the table.  Firstly, 

tha growth in offahore  operations haa continued atrongly in the 

two year* since  1971«       Comparing country totale  of number« 

•»•ployed where company data are available for both 1971 and 

tha beginning of 197** yield« the following resulti 

c9wntnr 

Singapore 

Malaysia 
Korea 

Taiwan 
Hong Kong 

Indonesia, Thailand, 
Philippine! and Mauritius 

Total 

Total Numb«r« Employed 

1971 197» 

7,750 17,800 

- 18,003 
5 »300 16,588 

5,000 9,500 

5,000 8,250 

- 7,350 

83,050 77,*91 

The country with the loweat growth in employment ha«, 

predictably,  been Hong Kong where labour coat« are tha highest. 

Recently,  growth ha«  fallen off in Singapore  («e« Section    1.33 
balow)  a« wage rate« have risen there. 

\ 
The second  feature which emerges  is the importance of new 

low  labour cost  centres,   especially Malaysia.       That  country, 

aa well  as Indonesia,  Thailand and the  Philippines,   has 

abundant  supplies  of cheap labour which together with the 

incentives   offered,   makes  for  effective  competition with    . 

the  earlier centres  - Hong Kong,   Singapore,  Taiwan  - where 
labour and other  costs  are rapidly vising. 

- 9 - 
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The  tendency    ia  for   compenti» in Singeport not only to   carry 

out   expension in Malaysia, but alio   to   trenaftr cartelli   labour 

inteneiva operations   thera. 

Thirdly the differing concentrât i ona of investments   aire 

cleerly ahown.       U.S.   investment la  vary wide-spread vitti 

pi sui ta  in avary country  in the aree»   while the J spane a e   tend 

to  concentrata el mo et   entirely in Kore»   end, more recently» 

Meleyaie.      Japeneee   electronics enterprises are widely 

representad in other   centres but more    in  the production   of 

perte  end final producta than in eamic onductors,     The 

following tabla aummariaea investmant   concentrations in  1971 

end  et  the beginning   of 1971». 

Number of Foreign Enterprises   in   Each Production 

Centre in Aala  By Nationality   of   Investor. 1971 

UxS, Japan Other Total 

132X mi mi ml  ±221 ml im IZUL 

Hong Kong 

Taiwen 

Singapore 

Koree 

Malaysia 

Other centra» 

Total 

2 

2 

12 

6 

22 

5 
3 

12 

6 

17 
6 

h9 

1 
1 
2 

5      1* 
7 

3       21 

2 

1 

2 

2 

1 

3 

3 
Ik 

11 

7 
k 

Ik 
20 

26 

7 

8      31      78 

Source!    Saa above   table. 

»aal- Notet Several  Japaneae companies   a\x*a  manufacturing a 

conductora, especially  in Taiwan, for vast« in final goods 

the  same planta.       The ebove figures   do not include the 
compeniea. 

The tendencies illustrated   ebove ere only partly 

reflection of the absolute level of   lebour cost. 

- 10 - 
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The location of offihor« operation» la also determined by the 

rat* of increase of wages and the availability of labour supplies 

as wall ai by non-labour factors. In Taiwan, Hong Kong and, 

recently, Singapore, companies are experiencing difficulty in 

recruiting sufficient labour. Labour is relatively abundant 

in Koraa, Malaysia and other new centres - e.g. the Philippines 

and Thailand. Absolute wage levels and rates of growth have 

been at follows*» 

Av*ra<e* H<mrlv **rnlng** l*xcludllMt .pv*rtAH* of> 

Aiatsblv Workers Employed in U.S.   Semiconductor 

Plants in  Various Centre»  It) 

Hong Kons; 

Taiwan 

Singapore) 

Xoraa 

Malaysia 

Philippinas 

Mauritius 

1221 197» lDS£tiif  Hi 
0.28 0.60 11* 
oil* o.*o 186 

0.29 0.57 97 
0.26 o.*o 5* 

0.37 - 

- 0.20 - 

• 0.17 m 

£ojrcj|i.      (1) 11.8. Tariff Cosssissiom  Econoaic rectors 

Affecting the usa of Item* 807.00 and 806.30 

of the Tariff Schedule of the United States, 
Vaehington,  1970. 

(2) Ching-Yuan Hint   Industrialisation in Taiwan, 

1946-72,  Praeger,   197*. 

(3) Field Interview. 

* Ine lud* • fringa   benefits. 

Unlike oonsuatr or industrial electronics,   joint ventures 

are not widely  found.       All  the larger American and European 

firaa intarviewsd   by the consultants preferred to retain 100 
per cant ownership  where possible. 

-  11  - 



Companies wishing to establish more labour intensive 

operations are actively discouraged and politely 

informed that Malaysia would welcome them.   Some 

companies who are not satisfying the authorities with 

their speed of upgrading are allegedly being threatened with 

removal of their incentives and privileges. 

(f) The provision of export credit, 

3.1*5 The Hole of Foreign Investment 

Foreign investment plays a much more important part in 

Singapore's production of manufacture for export than in that 

of Hong Kong or Korea.   It was estimated in 1970 thnt 

foreign firms, including joint ventures, contributed nearly 

50 per cent of the value of output, 62.5 per cent of the 

value added, kk  per cent of total employment and nearly 

70 per cent of the exports of the manufacturing sector. 

Although more recent figures are not available it is almost 

certain that these proportions have increased, as the years 

since 1970 have seen substantial expansion in the electronics 

and precision industries where foreign investment is heavily 

committed.    The following table gives some indication of the 

increase in -commitments as well as showing the distribution of 

investment within manufacturing. 

Industry 

I 
II 
H 

Food and beverages 
Textiles and garments 
Wood and cork products 
Paper and paper products 
Leather and rubber products 
Basic industrial chemicals 
Other chemical products 
Non-metao-lic mineral products 

Gross Fi .xed Assets Percentage 
Attributable to Breakdown 
Foreign Inv« »stors in 1972 
(U.S. t 000 ) 

1221 1972 

16,3*11 20,617 6.1 
17,998 iti», 265 I3.O 
9,170 25,902 7.6 
7,220 9,í*95 2.8 

12,086 15,130 *»,5 
17,1^8 26,910 7.9 
7,303 19,376 5,7 

10,758 12,178 3.6 

- 93 - 
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Thers wexe three main reasons givsn for thiat 

output in moat cuti ia intended entirely for export, and 

in the abaenee of a home market the advantage a of local 

contacta diminiah aharply, 

tha need to maintain an uninterrupted flow of supply» to 

sustain high atandarda of quality, and to quickly 

implement coat reducing improvements in production methods, 

requirca a cloae degras of control by the parent enterprias, 

and 

for United States companiea, the international operation 

is oftan governed by the tariff rulss concerning items 

607 *nd 806.30 of the U.S. Tariff Schedule.   Briefly, ths 

foreign opsration is moat advantageoualy viewed as an 

extanaion of the home country operation rather than aa a 

ssparate company. 

In spite of ths widespread prsvalsncs of foreign production, 

moat invsatora retain some activity in the home country of ths 

same typs as thst carried out abroad.   This ia to rsduce ths 

risk of diaruption to the overall opsration through ths 

intsrruption of foreign auppliea. 

Í 
t 

1.13      The Placs of Forsign Operations  in ths Overall Production 
Procsaa 

Ths manufacture of slsctronic  componente of ths typs undsr 
conaideration can bs broken down into  four main stagssi 

(a)  Maak-makingt     thia conaiats of circuit design,   thsn 
high resolution photography which rsducea  the  deaign into 
ovsrlaya on a aet of glaaa platea  or maaka. 

- 12 - 
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(b)     Wafer fabrication!      thin silicon wafer,   are processed 
in bat che«  of several  hundred through a  aeries of high 
temperature furnaces  for  diffusion,  oxidation  and layer growth. 
The wafers  are then coatad with photo-sensitive resin, 
imprinted with the masks,   exposed snd rinsed.       This 
preparation or «doping«   of  the silicon wafer   is the most   coaiplax, 
capital  intensivs, and  tachnologicslly advanced part of the 
operation. 

(c)    Each of the wafers   ia  than sliced into »any, vsry ssiall 
individual dice.    Dica ara  examined microscopically to 
eliminate daf.ctiv. onaa.       Then, also undar  a mlcro.copa 
aach dia i. bondad onto  a »«tal frame through ultrasonic   or 
tharmo bonding.      Laadwiraa,  often of gold,   are then attacha* 
to  tha  die and to the  metal   frame in place«   corresponding  to 
aach of the device's connections,      Each lead  is spot veldad. 
The  operation is completad by placement  of a  metal cap. 

(d)    Taating of the davicaa  then takes placa«  on slectrical 
machinery. 

I 

Tha  atages of thie prooaas which ara normally carried out 
In davaloping countriaa  are   (c) and,  to a le.e.r extent,   (d). 
Tha coat   of the total   operation is vsry dependent  on tha 
proportion of silicon  that   can be ussd in final asssmbly. 
Early  in the life of a particular product,   5# yisld is 
considerad high, and silicon  is a expensive material.      Aa 
tachnology improves,   tha  yiald from s particular wafer goaa 
up,   tha  cost of stage   (b)   in the overall   operation diminiahaa, 
and  tha  relative importane«  of stsg«.   (c)  and   (d)  incrsa.aa. 
Once a product becomes   aatablishsd,  therafora,   the incentiva 
to  «atablish offshore  facilities increase«. 

Wafer  fabrication outaida  the investing company«, own country 
is  extremely rare. 

- 13 - 
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I In  1971»   two companies   expressed the  intention of doing this 

in  th« hope of gaining  som«  slight cost   advantage ovar 
competitor«.     On«  of  th«s«,   in Singapore,   was  on«  of th«  rare 
joint venture».        Since   then,   however,   the   company decided 
that   it would be uneconomic   to transfer  the  process.       The 
local  partners disagreed,   and the company has  now reverted 
to  the  status of wholly  owned subsidiary.        For the  industry  in 
general,   it  is unlikely  that  attitudes will  change until  one 
of the  three major       companies takes the  lead.       Some 
developing countries,   such as Singapore,   ax«  anxious  to have 
wafar  fabrication  tak«  plac« locally.       It   is probabls that 
the  technological   "spin-off"   from this  in  terms  ôf skill 
promotion would be high.       Against this has  to be sst the 
fact  that it is a sensitive,  highly capital  intensive and 
highly energy - intensive process. 

Plans have been announced for the installation of wafer 
fabrication facilities   in Malaysia,  though this operation 
had not  begun by March,   1971».       In Taiwan also  the authorities 
are anxious to fabricate locally to reduce dépendance on 
imports for ksy components. 

1.2    Other Components. 

Other than semiconductora, there is a wide range of electronic 
components which are exportad from developing countries 
without being incorporated  in final products.       Among    the 
most   important  is  the  manufacture of electronic memory circuita 
for computers which requires   a great deal   of labour and  is 
difficult  to mschanise.        It  could be deacribed as little mora 
than darning with copper wire.        Other  components produced 
for export  include  the  following!- 

Printed Circuit   Boards. 
Cable harnesses. 
Coils 
Condensers 
Yokes 
Regulators. 

- Ik - 



The companies producing these commodities are 

subsidàriès  of international firms such as IBM, Westinghouse, 

Arvin and Sanyo, and local companies often manufacturing 

under subcontract.   Companies producing final products also 

manufacture their own components - this applies to a greater 

extent to this type of component than to semiconductor devices * 

1*3 Country Studies. 

1.31 Mexico. 

I.3II The Industry. 

Mexico was not an area visited by the consultants during 

the course of this study, and in the time available it has not 

been possible to obtain up-to-date information (apart from the 

company case study).   Accordingly, most of the following 

information relates to the period 1970-1971. 

The setting for the industry's rapid growth was the Border 

Industrialisation Programme (see Section 5*5) begun in I965. 

Fairchilds were the first company to set up operations with a 

direct investment in 1968.   By 1971 there were 5 U.S. companies 

employing about 3»400 people in total.   In addition, the use of 

sub-contractors, both locally and U.S. owned, is very prevalent 

in Mexico - more so than in any other centre for the production 

of electronic components.   In 1971» there were at least 15 such 

operations with a total employment of about 1,400.   The 

number of employees per enterprise is considerably smaller 

(just under IOO) in the case of the sub-contractors than in 

the case of direct investors (672).    In general plant size  - 

in Mexico tends to be smaller than in the Far East for U.S. 

companies.  The average number of employees per plant for 

American companies in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea and Singapore 

in 1971 was 1,114.   By 1974 the average U.S. plant size in 

Asia has increased to 1,678 employees. 

The best measure of the industry's output in Mexico is 

the amount exported to the U.S. under item 8O7.OO (see 

Section3.32).   This was $23.6 million in I969, or 16.259" 

of total Mexican exports to the U.S. under 8O7.OO. 

- 15 - 
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3. 

4. 

Vue *f   o 
1,312       Case Study Company  (figures  in U.S.  dollars  as at 

March,   197I») 

Products 
Annual  Sales 
Value Added 

Vacs« and employment 
Number of clerical and 
supervisory workers I 
(all sxpatriate) 
Number of operatives 

Total 

Electronic   capacitors 
$1,506,38*» 
Local company  is paid 
by parent   for labour 
costs and local over- 
heads  only.     Materials 
remain the property of 
the parent  company 

12S 
640 

762 

Avarage monthly wage 
(clerical and supervisory) 
Avarage monthly wage 
(operatives) 
Total annual wage cost 

•490 

I100 
$887,560 

US*   $W>\WA 

5. Non-wags value addsd 

6. Other production costs 

7. 

Current assets 

Total Assets 

8. Ownership 

9. Exports 

10. Sales and value added 
per  employee 

11. Non wage value added per 
employee 

12. Fixed assets per employee 
- 16 - 

$618,82* 

M 

$ 30,000       ' 
$1,600,000     U    tAv 

$2,100,000 

Wholly owned subsidiary 
of U.S.  company. 

^1,506,384 

$1.977 

$812 

$66 
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All  output   is  sold to  the parent   company in the U.S. 

Ths operation  is let» mechanised than it would bo in 
ths U.S.       Thors   is  loa« machinery per worker and mors workers 
are employed to do  the •ame task. 

There is no adequately qualified  salaried and technical 
staff available  locally - hence the heavy use of expatriates 
for managerial,  maintenance and supervisory posts. (,<r      ' I 

Ths company is ssriously considering moving to another 
location. 

1.32 Hong Kong 
1.321 Ths Industry. 

Ths growth of ths electronics industry as a whole In 
Hong Kong is wsll  illustrated by the following figurest 

End 
1968 

Mid 
12ii 

End 
im 

End 
1212 

No.  of  establishments 
Employment 
Employees per 
establishment 

109 
30,607 

281 

314 

*6,175 
1**7 

305 
«•9,772 

163 

390 
56,070 

lkk 

There are no published records for the above establishment! 
which  indicate the numbers  involved in component manufacture. 
The following is  a rough estimate of the situation at  ths end 
of 1973     derived  from information provided by the Department  of 
Commerce  and Industry and by manufacturers» associations. 
The figures includs employee» and establishments which are 
part  of companies also producing final products. 
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Total No.   of No.   of 

Semiconductora 27 16 llf500 
Component« for 
Computerà 31 19 7.700 
Other parte and 
Componente 116 70 *,3*9 

Total 17* 103 83,5*9 

Source»       Consultant*' ••tímate basad on information provided 
by the Department  of Commerce and Industry and Manufacturers' 
associations. 

Aggregate salas figures for the electronics industry 
ars not available after 19711   but for the component» part  of 
th* industry,  sxports constitute approximately 75 per cent 
of the value of salee.      Exports are available from the  trad* 
figures and show  th* remarkable  growth of  this industry  in 
recent years. 

Exports of Electronic  Component•  from Hon« Kong 
1968.     1972   mud   1971  fin  U.'s. ¿thousand* V 

Transistor* and diodes 
Components and parta for 
computers 
Othsr parts and components 

Total 

* Preliminary figuras. 

1268 1972 

22,295 45.2*5 

2,180 43,281 

11,607 11,57* 

36,082 102,100 

7* ,560 

7*,838 
16,406 

165,80* 

Sourest    Hong Kons; External Trad*  1 Various Ysars. 

On this basis,   total sal**  in 1973 ar*  estimated at 
$221  million.     Veins this and  th*  figure*  obtained abov*  on 
establishments  and number of employee*,   we  obtain      th*  following 
aggregate ratio*  for 1973 (in U.S.  dollar*)i 
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Sal«» per •• tabi i «limant  1:1,270,115 
Salas par employee $9,385 
Employee« per  astab- 135 
liahment 

I 

Foreign  investment   tanda to ba  concentrated  in  the 
manufactura of «ernieonductor» where, of the 16 companies recordad, 
11 ara wholly owned aubaidiarias of non-Hong Kong antarprisaa. 
The other five are local  companies working under «ubc on tract. 
Thaaa local  firma tend  to concentrata   on the lea« 
sophisticated type  of a ami conduct or device.       One  large 
European group in Hong Kong which manufacture»    both semi- 
conductors and transistor radios in tha  Colony purchaaes the 
simpler typaa  of eernieonductor from a  local subcontractor. 

For parts other than semiconductor«,   the pictura is mora 
mixad.      Many parts ara made by very  amali establishments 
operated on a family basis and under  contract  to tha larger 
Hong Kong companie«.       Apart  from thaaa,   the consultant» 
estimate  that   80 par cant   of the total  number of companies 
are  locally owned. 

1.328    Caae Study Companiae 

COMPANY A    (figuras refar to 1973) Wholly owned European 
subsidiary* 

It Producta Transietors and matai parta for radio 
8. Annual Salea        $1%1571»480 
3. Value Added $7#285,710 
4. Vagas and 

employment 
Number of amployaaa  830 

Mala 200 

Female 65O 

Proportion of fammi a 76.556 
workara 

Average monthly wage $96 

Total annual wage coat $979,200 

I 
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5. 
6. 

Non wage valu* added    $6,306,510 
Other production costa 

Raw mataríais and othar diraot costs 
Electricity 

Total 

£6,994,282 
$291,428 
37*285,710 

Fixsd Assets 

Land and Buildings 
Plant and Equipment 

Total 

#320,571 
$2,171,11*2 

$2,491,713 

8,       Exports All salas exportad. 

I 

9* Sales per employée     $17,143 

10. Value added per employee $8,571 

11. Non wage value added per employee $7,419 

12. Fixed assets per employee §2,931 

13* Plant and Equipment per employee $2,55% 

14. Value added/Sales ($) 50.0 

15* Vage costs/Sales (¿) 6.7 

16. All exports ars sold to associated companies.  The group 

also manufacturai transistor radios in Hong Kong but the 

semiconductors which are produced are sophisticated and 

more suitable for uss elsewhere in the Group's worldwide 
operstions. 

17. Grsat satisfaction was expressed concerning the labour 

force - the speed of output was describad aa higher than 
in any of the Group's other plante in Aaia. 

18. Raw materials are purchased from within the Group. 

19. Both materials and final output are tran a por ted by air. 

- 20 - 
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20. No difficulty has been encountered with shortages  of 
labour»  mattrials  or  infrastruetura requirementa. 

21. Electricity consumptions 6,¿»76 kwh par amployaa par year. 
Factory space 9,200 aq.  metres or 11  aq.  metres par employee 

Tha production procaaa uaad is tha most advancad known to 
tha Group,       Tha introduction of mora aophiatlcatsd Methods 
has raiaad productivity fro» k parsons to avary ona Million 
units to 1*75 persons par million unita.       Tha uaa of such 
«ethods in Hong Kong was partly in raaponaa  to risina: labour 
coats but  could only ba contemplated becauaa  of the pre e enee 
of skilled Maintenance workers in the Colony. 

COMPANY B  (figures refer to 1973) Wholly owned subsidiary. 

1.    Producta Electro-plating of electronic coMponants 
and cutlery. 

I.    Annual Sales 35,900,000 

Electronic componente $3»5*0,000 

Cutlery $2,360,000 

3.    Value added    11,96*,700 

*• Vagas and employment 

Number        Average Monthly wag« 

Skilled Vorkera   11 $3*0 

Unskilled workers 260 $113 

Total wage annual $397 »**»0 
bill 
Number of male employees      110 
Proportion of female workara    37«7# 

5*    Non-wage value added    $1,567,260 
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Industry Gross  Fixed Assets       Percentage 
Attributable   to Breakdown 
Foreign   Investors in  1972 

  iu.s. sfooo) 
1971 

Basic metal industries       7,858 

Metal products and mechanical 
engineering 13,770 

Electrical products 9,845 

Electronic products and parts26,556 
Transport equipment 21,190 

Plastic products 5,279 

Optical goods and scientific 
instruments 3,704 

Miscellaneous 4,796 

1972 

9,875 2.9 

28,445 8.4 
22,208 6.5 
40,017 11.8 

31,690 9.3 
8,284 2.5 

19,384 5.7 
5,431 1.6 

Total 191,022      339,207   100.0 

Sourcet  Singapore Trade and Industry, May, 1973. 

One interesting point to note is that foreign investment 

is much more widely spread over the manufacturing sector as a 

whole than in Hong Kong or Korea where it is concentrated in 

electronics and textiles and garments« 

In addition to these direct investments in manufacturing, 

Singapore industry has received finance from the «any foreign 

banks which are established in the Republic in recognition of 

Singapore's role as the centre of the Asian dollar market. 

The influence of trading houses is significant, though lea« 

so than in Hong Kong or Korea, owing to the more limited role 

of small and medium sized local manufacturers requiring 

marketing outlets and technical assistance. 
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6. Other production cotta.       Gold la  the most  significant 
material.        Gold purchases account   for kQ$> of salea. 

7. Capital and assets.    Previously operated on a small  seals 
with a total arsa of 18*» sq.  metres but  is now in new 
premises of  1,800 sq.  Metres with capital équipaient  of 
valus  $2,000,000. 

8,     Exports.       Direct  sxports are comparatively few and consist 
of plating, semiconductor and cutlsry orders for other 
Asian centres, «specially    Taiwan,  Philippins«,  Malaysia 
and Indonesia.      Virtually all sales consist of indirect 
exports in th« senss that work is done on exported i tea». 

9. Sales par employee      $21 »771 

10. Value addad per esiployee $7,250 

11. Non-waff« value added par employee $5,783 

12. Plant and equipment per employee 3738 

13. Value added/Salsa    33.3* 

l'i. Vag« coats/Sales      6.7% 

15. Transport requirement«.     Material    pure has« s and export 
orders ars all despatched by air. 

16. Public   utility requirements.     Electricity consumption 
described aa  "average"   but water consumption very heavy. 
Plant  requires  500,000 gallone   (2.h million  litres)   of water 
per month.       This  amounts  to   105,000  litres per employee 
per year.       Factory space per workers   6.6Í» sq.   metres. 

- 22 - 
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17. The manufacturing procesa i» the same as it would be in 

a developed country. Previously, at the old premises, 

it was on a smaller scale and less mechanised. 

18. The main attractions of Hong Kong were the lpw tax rates 

and the eaaa with which vital raw materials, •specially 

gold, could be obtained. 

19. The company was established in 1968 in response to the 

increasing production of semiconductor devices and 

stainless steel flatware production in Asia. 

20. The company has to comply with Swiss electro-plating 

standards which are among  the most demanding in the world. 

There is rigorous testing and inspection at every stage 

in the production process.  Pinal quality control inspection 

is carried out by an X-ray process which checks the 

completed plating to the micro-inch. 

21. A particular problem is gold which must be purchased on the 

open market.   Cutlery is plated with 18 carat and colour- 

finished with 23 carat.   For electronic components plating 
with 2k  carat gold is required. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1.33 Singapore 
1.331 The Industry. 

As is generally the case  in Singapore foreign investment 
plays a crucial  role in the electronics components  industry. 
A considerably higher proportion of companies  than in Hong 
Kong have  foreign financial  participation.       In the  electronics 
industry as  a whole  foreign  investment  totalled $1*5 million 
by mid 1973.       The production   of semiconductors,   as  elsewhere, 
is dominated by U.S.   firms.       There were  12 of these  employing 
20,7O0 people by  early 1971».        In addition,   two European 
companies accounted for a further 3,000 employees. 

I 
I 
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There art  «bout  28 companies  engaged in  the production  of 
other electronic  components.     The»e can be broken down by 

owner ahip and product  as  foil ova t 

Company 

3 

k 

3. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

18. 

13. 

1*. 

13. 

16. 

17. 

IB. 

19. 

to. 

21. 

Nationality 

U.S. 

U.S. 

Product 

Memory Stack« 
printed circuit boards 
core tooling 

Fractional hp not ora 
and appliance controla 

U.S. Circuit breakers. 

U.S. Hermetic  Motors. 

U.S. Television components 

U.S. Gold bonding wire 

U.S. Insulation and acoustle 
panela 

U.8. Microwave tubes, memory 
planes. 

U.S. Printed circuit boards 

U.S. Cable harness 

German Capacitors, condensors 

German Nickel Cadmium batteries 

Japaneae Printed Circuit Boards 

Japanese Comprssaors. 

Japanese Capacitors, filters 
ferrite products 

Australian Frequency control predtso 

Israeli Military communications 
equipment. 

Hone Kons Telephone components 

Hone Kong Printed circuit boards 

Hon« Kong Radio components 

Japanese Antennae coil, printed 
circuit  boards. 
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1 Company 

1 22 

1 
23 

24 

1 25 

g 26 

3 17 

28 

1 «9 

ütt4?nt^fY Product 

U.S. General  Componente 

Local Convertere i  tranefornera 
radio aparee 

Local Electrolytic capacitore 

Local Metal chassis for teet 
equipment 

Local Metal cape for eloctroni 
parte 

Local Radio Casing 

Local Plaatie Parts 

Local Anamae and spares 

U.S. 11 

European 2 

Japanese 11 

Honf Kong 3 
Other foreign t 
Local 7 

Total 29 

il 
0 

Several of the foreign e oca» ani os have local participation» 

1.331    Caee Study Coeepenies. 

[ 

! 

I 

r 

Interviewa were conducted with 12 companies producing 
electronic conponente    in Singapore. Of those    which can 
be uaed« k manufacturo semiconductor devicee and 5 other components 
and parte.       In the following tablee*   companiee producing 
similar producta are grouped together  (figurée  in U.S.  dollars 
refer to 1973) 

9r?w } 

1.     Products 

C 0 

à 
Integrated 
circuite» 
transistors 

£ 
Integrated 
circuite 

N 

£ 
E 8 

Integrated    Integrated 
circuite circuite 
transistore 
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Group 1 COMPANIES 

A 1 £ fi 
2. Nationality    U.S. U.S. U.S. European 

3. Ovnarahip Wholly ovnad Wholly ownad  90£ U.S.     Wholly ovnad 
Subsidiary      Subsidiary       ownad Subaidiary 

k.  Annual Salaa $36,304,000    $30,600,000    36,000,000 $41,500,000 

3. Valua Addad    Coatpanias A and B atll 32,830,000 $16,600,000 
local  labour and ovarhaada 
•a aarvica to parant. 

6.  Nuabara 
Eaployad 
Mani 800 360 to Moo 
Wowant 3,200 3.**o HO 1,600 

Totali %,0O0 5,600 •,00 1,000 

7.  Ávarafa 
»onthly vaga* 1108 1106 $103 • 91 

8. Total annual 
«a«a coata      $5,18%,000      $*,665,600      3*9***00        |2,18*,O00 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 

9.  Non «traga 
valúa addad    $31,120,000    $25,93***00    32,339*600    $1*,*16,000 

10 Salaa par 
aaiployaa $9,076 18,500 313,000 |20,79O 

11 Valua addad 
par aoployaa $9,076 

12 Non-wag« 
valua addad    $7,780 
par anployaa 

13 Siaa of fac- 
tory  (sq. 9,290 
natras) 

$8,300 37.M3 18,300 

*7,20* 33,889 $7*208 

5*016 H.A. 10,219 
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1 
í 

A £ C 
fi 

lk Space per 
••ploy«« 
(«q.  m«tr«a) 2.32 1.93 H.A. 5.1 

[ 15 Electricity 
* coneuaption    M.A. 

(kwh p.a. ) 
H.A. 1,030,000 5*1*0,000 

16 Electricity 
conatuaption 
per «Ripiove« M.A. 
(kwh p.a.; 

M.A, ». 375 »i 370 

17 Va tor con- 
•UMption 
(litr«a p.a.) 

M.A. M.A. H.A. 106.9 Million 

18 Vater con- 
auavption por 
eaploy«« 
<lltr«a p.a.) M.A« M.A. M.A. 3MOO 

19 Purchase of    Parant 
•«tarlala        Coepany 

Parent 
Coaipany 

rcial Parant 
CoMpany 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 

20 Main aatorlala Silicon dico, gold wires, notai capa, 
industrial gasas. 

21 Transport r 

Raw aat or lai at Air 

Pinal productal Air 

Air 

Air 

22 Exporta Sano group Sano group 

Air 

Air 

80£ 
group, 20£ 
coa—«rcial 

Air 

Air 

Sano group 

All sal«a  All aaloa   All »alas   All aalaa 

23 Shortagee 
and bottle- 
necks in 
Singapore 

Mono Labour Nona Labour 

- 27 - 
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Group 1 

2*4 Supplì•• 
purchased 
locally 

25 Backward 
Integration 
(wafer fab- 
rication) 
considsred 

B 

Industrial Industrial 
«ases     Gases 
Office     Office 
Furniture  Furniture 
etc. Cotton etc» Gold 
gloves     wire 
Plastic 
Cannistors 
Some tool 
repairs and 
parts 

N   I 

C 

E S 

Industrial 
Gases 
Office 
Furniture 
etc* Sono 
tool 
repairs and 
parts 
Plastic 
Cannistors 
Gold wire 
Metal caps 

Industrial 
Gaaes 
Office 
Furniture 
etc. Soste 
tool 
repairs and 
parts Matal 
caps 

Mo, No. Ko, Mo. 

Ï 

Í 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

Î 

26 Reasons for 1.Labour   1.Labour   1.Labour 
locating in Availability Availabil-  Coat 
Singapore ity 
(in order of 2.Good     2.Géographie 2.Tax incoi« 
priority)   telephone  location     tives 

and telex 
coMsnini ca- 
tions 

3.Availabil-3.Co-oper- 3.Provision 3.Good 

1 •Labour 
Availability 

2•Labour 
Coats 

ity of at iva of factory 
good Government buildinga 
quality and 
local sources 
supplies 

II. High k•Labour 
Quality Availability 
Labour 

5.Freedon 
from trade 
controla 

CosMsunications 

27 Expansion Coatpanies A and B likely 
to expand elsewhere 
because of labour short- 
age.  Company B to 
establish testing 
facility in Singapore 

No       Intenda to 
expansion expand in 
intentions.Malaysia. 

* Includes fringe benefits. 
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9. Non-wage value addedt $62*» ,600 

10. Sales par employée i  $19,615 

11. Value added per employées $5,885 

12. Non-wage value added per employees §*»»805 

13« Sise of factoryi 2,500 sq. meters 

1%. Space per employee! 19*23 sq. metres (k.ll  sq. astres 

when in full operation) 

15* Electricity consumption (kwh per annum) 1,285,71*» 

16. Electricity consumption per employee (kwh p.a.) 9*890 

17* Water consumption (litres p.a.) 2.7.million 

18. Water consumption per employee (litres p.a.) 20*800 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 

19*  Purchase of materials i Mainly parent company, but a 

little commercially. 

20. Main materials! Nickel wire mesh, chemical powder, 

steel, plastics. 

21. Transport!  Materials i     Sea and Air 

Final products! Air 

22. Exports! All sales exported to parent company 

23*  Shortages and bottlenecks in Singapore! None 

2*».  Supplies purchased locallyi  Potassium hydroxide, 

relatively simple toolmaking, packaging and furniture. 

25.  Backward integrations  already as mush as possible 

within the group1s expertise. 
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26.       Reasons for locating in Singapore   (in order of priority) 

1. Geographical  location - competition with Japan*»« 
2. Good port  and  airport  facilities 
3. Pretence of local back-up industrie« 
*»• Fiscal  incentives. 

27*       Expansion» Will expand present production line to about 

600 employees. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A 7. Averags Monthly waget       $118 

• 8. Total annual wage costs t $495(600 

m 9. Non-wage value added $<»3i»,¿»00 

10. Sales psr employee»   $5(314 

11* Value added per employeei $2,657 

I 
V - 38 - 

COMPANY J 

1*.        Products    Condensers and other radio parts 

2* Nationality!    European 

3* Ownership! Wholly owned subsidiary 

k. Annual sales!  $1»860,000 

5*        Value added!    $930,000 

6. Nusibers employed! Man 50 
Women    300 

Total    350 



12.   Non wags valu« added per employee $1,2*1 

13.   Sia» of factory! 8OO aq. »«tras. 

1*.  Spaca per employees 2,29 sq. «atre» 

15. Electricity consumption  (kwhp.a.)     837,1*3 

16. Electricity consumption par employee  (kwh p.a. )i   2,1**9 

17*       Vaiar consumption! negligible 

18.       Watar consumption par employee!  negligible 

19*       Purchase of matárlala1 parant company 

«O.       Main materials!  N.A. 

21. 

22. 

Transport 1  Materials!     8«a 

Final producta  Saa 

Exportât All axport aalaa to parant company. About 

15$ of «ales sold locally. 

23.  Shortages and bottlenecks in Singapore* Nona 

2%.  Supplias purchased locallyi furniture, packaging 

materials. 

23*  Backward intégrât ioni alraady aa must as possible 

within th« group*s expertise. 

26.  Reasons for locating in Singepore (in order of priority) 

27. 

1. 
2. 

2: 

Labour Cost. 
Good port facilities 
Good public utility services 
Efficient administration 

Expansions  Will expand nusibor of radio parts 

manufactured as well as existing lines. 
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Source«   Field Interviewe 

Notes * Includes fringe benefit«. 

Summary of Singapore Case Studies 

I 

Number of Companie« 10 

Number of wholly owned «unaidiariea 10 

Average employment i 1»*»78 

Average »elea per employee $13,268 

Average value added per employee $7»358 

Average non-wage value added per 
employee $6,05% 

Average non-wage value added per 
employee apart from Company E $1*,692 

Average «pace per employee (sq. metre«)   6,01 
Average electricity consumption per 
employee (kwh p.a.) 4,^96 

0 
1 
[ 

[ 

Ï 

Í 

r 

Average water consumption per employee 
(litre« p.a.) 53,225 

Average water consumption per employee 
apart from Company O (cubic metre« p.a.)  11,37 

Transport! Material«! Air 8 companies, Sea k  companie« 
Final product«! Air 8 companies) Sea 
2 companie«. 

Purchaee of material«!  Commercial! 3 companie«| from 
parent company! 5  companie«| commercially and from 
parent company! 1 company) sub-contract! 1 company. 

Export «ale«!  Commercial! 2 companies! to parent 
company 8 companies. 

Reasons for locating in Singapore 
Most important reason! 

Availability of labour 
Cost of labour 

- ho  - 

7 companies 

h companies (2 placed 
it *« equally import- 
ant with availability) 



Geographic location 1 company 

Second Most important reason 

Good port and airport facilities 

Good communications 

Good public utility servie•• 

Geographic location 

Labour cost 

Fiscal  incentives 
High standard of labour force 

3 conpanies 
2 coMpanies 
1 company. 
1  c ompany 
1 company 
1 company 
1 c ompany 

It   is clear from this list  of reasons that  availability 
of trainable labour is  the main factor behind decisions 
to  site  factories  in Singapore.        Although the  industry  is not 
particularly labour intensive  (the) non-wage value added is 
comparatively high)  it  does use  large numbers  of workers 
(the average  employment  per company is  also comparatively 
high).       The  situation  in Singapore has changed radically 
between 1970/71  and 197**.       All  the  companies  in  the sample 
were in operation by 1971  »nd in  early 1974  5  of  the 10 
interviewed  complained  of lack of  labour availability. 
This is leading to two  tendencies! 

- an upgrading of manufacturing in Singapore towards more 
sophisticated products,   e.g.   composition resistors and 
coil forms and concentration on less labour intensive 
stages   in the production of semiconductor devices» 
e.g.   testing and inspection, and 

- a shifting of the more routine and labour intensive 
assembly work to Malaysia 
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1.3**.   Malaysia. 

1.31»!  The   Industry. 

Due   to  the decreasing availability and  increasing 

cost  of*   labour,  as  well  as higher  overheads,   in  established 

centres   such as  Singapore,   a number of new  centres  are 

coming   into  prominence   for the  manufacture  of electronic 

components  for the  markets of  Europe,  North America  and 

Japan.   Of  these new  centres,   the   one with by far  the  most 

spectacular growth  during 1973 was  Malaysia.   The 

availability of trainable labour  is  the main  explanatory 

factor,   though the   policies followed by  the Malaysian 

Government  have been, significant (see Section    5,6     ). 

The   situation   in  Malaysia  at   the beginning of  197*» 
was as   follows  i 

1.   Projects Actually  in  Operation 

Nationality of Products Estimated 
Employment 

2,50O 

Inventor 
U.S Semiconductors 
U.S Semiconductors 3 ,ooo 
U.S Semiconductors 2 .500 
U.S Semiconductors 1 ,ooo 
U.8 Semiconductors 1 .500 
U.S Semiconductors 1 ,000 
U.S Ssmiconduc tors BOO 
U.S Semiconductors 300 

U.S Semiconductors 1 ,202 
U.S Semiconductors 400 

European Semiconductors 1 ,000 
Japanese Semiconductors 1 ,500 
Japanese Semiconductors N.A 

U«S Printed  circuit 
boards N.A 

Japanese Electrolytic 
Capacitors N.A 

Japanese Transformers, 
coils,   antennae N.A 

Japanese Transformers, 
T.V parts N.A 

Japanese Switches,   relays N.A 
Hong  Kong Tuning  capacitors, 

antennae   coils N.A 
Japanese Telecommunication 

equipment 
-  k2 - 
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Japanese 

2« Projects 

U.S 

u.s 
U.S 

u.s 
u.s 
u.s 

European 

Japanese 

Japanese 

Japanese 

Japanese 

Japanese 

U.S 

Japanese 

European 

Japanese 

Hong Kong 

U.S 

Malaysian 

Japanese 

European 

Japanese 

U.S 

Hong Kong 

U.S 

Malaysian 

Transformere, 
tuning capacitors| 
switches 

N.A 

Approved but not in Operation by January 197*» 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors 

Printed circuit boards 

Switches and relays 

Transformers, printed oirouit 
boards and other parts for 
radio and T.v . 

Polyester capacitors 

Radio Parts 

Memory stacks 

Polyester capacitors 

Polyester capacitors 

Printed circuit boards, quarts 
crystals 

Tuning capacitors, transformers! 
coils, tuners, magnetic heads, 
keyboards., switches 

Fractional horsepower motors 

Processed lead frames 

Gold wire for banding 

Terminal cases, switches, clips 
and press buttons. 
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Summary t 

Project s, .in 

Operation 
P.ro..1.ect.B. Approved 

U.S 

European 

Japanese 

Other 

Total 

afflar. 
conduc- 
toJff 

10 

1 

2 

Other    Total 

Ínot  in  operation. 
»"   'br- 

other    Total 

2sm 
To 

find 

13 

6 
1 

8 

11 

1 
8 

1 

21 

'Semi'- 
condue- 
¿2£& 

6 
1 

5 

12 

k 
2 

k 

y 

13 

10 

3 
9 
3 

23 
Source   i  Malaysia High Commiaion,   London. 

1.3**2 Case Study Companies 

C 0 M P A E 

1*Products 

2.Nationa- 
lity 

3.Ownership 

k.Annual 
sales 

Integrated 
circuita 

U.S 

Wholly- 
owned 
subsidiary 

Integrated 
circuits 

U.S 

wholly. 
owned 
subsidiary 

£ 
Integrated 
circuits 

U.S 

Wholly- 
owned 
subsidiary 

¿2,433,900  ¿1,800,000  ¿4 36, BOO 

5.Value added All three companies sell local labour 

and overheads as a service to parent company. 
6. Numbers 
employed 

Mem 

of which 
skilled i 

Womeni 

of which 
skilled i 

Total t 
7•Average 
monthly 
wage* 

8.Total 
Annual 
wage cost 

9»Non-wage 
value 
added 

72 

<*8) 

538 

(12) 

610 

¿57 

¿H7.240 

100 

(60) 

500 

(100) 

600 

¿83 

¿597,600 

70 

(13) 
138 

(12) 

208 

¿2,016,660   ¿l,2O2,i»0O 

¿72 

¿179,712 

¿257,088 

21 

k 

17 
k 

Ï7 



1 
1 

10.Fixed 

1 assets #832,374 #870,00 #429,195 
11.Value added 

1 
per employee #3,990 #3.000 #2,100 

12.Non-wage value 
added per • 

I 
employee #3,306 #2,001» #1»236 

13.Fixed assets per 
employee #1,365 #1,450 #2,063 

i 14.Purchase of 
materials Parent Parent Parent 

company company company 

i 15.Main 
materials Silicon dice. Parent Parent 

industrial company, company 

I gases gold vira metal caps 
16,Problems in 

Malaysia l.Lack of 
•killed 

None None- 
company 

labour 
2.Labour 

unrest 

just 
starting 

... 17«Local 
borrowing None #84,000 #146,300 

1 18.Overall deptt 
equity ratio 0.60 2.16 2.60 

Note * Includes fringe benefits 

Sources Postal questionnaire 

The low value added per employee obtained in Malaysia 

as compared to Singapore and Hong Kong is a reflection mainly 

of the lack of experience in that country both of the labour 

force in general and in the electronics industry ±» particular. 
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1.35  Korea 

1.351 The Industry 

The Korean electronic« industry began in the late 

1950's with the production of tube-type radio receiver» 

for the local market.  By 1964 telephone» and switchboards 

and gramophones were added to the range of products, but 

import substitution was the key to the industry1 s growth. 

1 
J 

The production of components for export did not begin 

to get underway on any large scale until the mid-1960»s 

when the multinational semiconductor companies started to 

arrive.  By the end of 1972, both foreign and local 

companies were contributing to a large and rapidly growing 

industry as the following table showst 

Ì 

I 
I 

Production of Electronic Components in South 
Kor»a 1970 - 1972 (in thousand» of U.S. dollar») 

1970 1221 1211 
Resistors (variable) 726 1,238 2,l40 
Resistors (carbon) 613 721 734 
Variable capacitors 765 1,049 1,723 
Other capacitors 2,654 2,491 4,794 
Coils, yokes and 
transformers 1,496 2,002 3,081 
Memory crystals 2,573 3,997 9,058 
Diodes 788 390 367 
Transistors 12,666 20,068 28,722 
Integrated circuit» 
(including LSI) 

Receiving and display 
tube» 

Telephone part» 

Switches 

Plugs and connectors 

Antennae 
Printed circuit boards 
Ferrite core and relays 
Tuners 
Accumulators 
Total 

18,085 32,582 52,777 

1,705 4,483 7,883 
3,064 3,723 6,906 

62 362 491 
16 177 223 

385 640 389 
38 243 471 

742 1,079 2,479 
2 783 877 

53 286 232 
46,435 76,071 123,347 
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Group ? 

COMPANY E 

1. Product!     Fla«h tub««,  transistors and intsgratsd 
circuit«. 

t. 

3. 

k. 

3. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

It. 

13. 

1*. 

13. 

16. 

Nationality i  European 

Ownerships Wholly ovnsd subsidiary 

Annual Salasi $30,000,000 consisting of 70 Million 

transistor«, 5 Million lntsgrated circuits and tf 
Million flash tub««. 

Valus add«dt $15,000,000. 

Nu«)b«r« «nploysdt   Nsn   I70 
WoMsn 830 

Total 1,000 

Avaras« Monthly wagst $115.15 

Total annual wag« cosisi $1,381,800 

Non-wags valus addsdt $13(6l8ftOO 

Sal«« par «nploy«« $30,000 

Valus addad par SMployss $15,000 

Non-wag« valu« addad p«r «mploy«« $13,618 

Siss of factory 1   5,109 sq.  MStraa. 

Spaca par «raploy««i   5.11 «q.  mstrss. 

Electricity consuMption (kwh par annum)i   2,057,000 

il«ctrid.ty consumption p«r «Mployss  (kwh p.a.) t#057 
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Percentage increase  of 1972 over 1970 « 366$ 

Source i     Fin© Instrument Centro,   Seoult  Korea Electronic» 
Industry Data Book 

In common with  other producing     centre» In Asia,   the moat 

important       sub-sector of the industry is the production of 

•ernieonductor devices,   accounting for  two-thirds   of output 
in both 1970 and 1972. 

In total,   84 per cent  of the industry«s output  is 

exported.       The detailed breakdown of exports is  shown in 
the following table. 

;- 
Korea 197O-1972 (in thousands of U.S.  dollars) 

-- 
1970 1971 1972 Exports as 

Percentage of 
Sale» in 1972 

.- Resistors   (variable) 278 1,016 1,879 87.8 
Resistors   (other) 219 291 539 73.4 

Í Variable capacitors 541 1,141 1,886 IO9.5 

1 
Other capacitors 1,301 830 2,003 41.8 
Coila,  yoke» and 
transformer» 39 563 3,284 106.6 

1 Memory 2,347 3,165 8,391 92.6 
Diodes 740 355 188 51.2 

1 
Transistors 

Integrated circuits 
12,909 

17,736 
17,003 
29,776 

25,824 

49,648 
89.9 
94.1 

1 
1 

Receiving and display 
tubes                                          311 1,622 1,250 15.9 
Speakers  and telephone 
parts  etc.                           1,369 2,153 6,406 92.8 
Switches - 268 447 91.0 
Ferrite cores - 6 • m 

I Printed circuit boards    - 42 181 38.4 
Tuners 186 360 396 *5.1 

1 Other parts and 
components 

Total 

6,973 

45,149 

11,877 

70,468 

1,010 N.A. 

1 103,332 83.8 
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Percentage  increase of 1972  over 1970 • 328.9# 

N£te.t   #  Including LSI   (Large Scale Integration) 

Source    Fine  Instruments  Centre,  Seoul:   Korean Electronic» 
Industry Data Book. 

The moat  Important  export markers are  the U.S.  for semi- 
conductor devices and Japan for other components. 

Main Export  Markets  for Korean Electronic 

Component«  in 1Q72   (thousands of U.'sV dollars) 

U.S.    # of      Japan    # of    Hong    $ of    Europe £ of 
       ÌSÌMk         total Konji    total  ¿oJa¿ 

Resistors 
(variable)     32    1.7   65*»   3**.8 1,002 53.3  - 

Resistors(other)21    3.9   318   96,1 

Capacitors 
(variable)      -     -    613   32.5 1,273 67.3 
Capacitors 
(other)        39    1.9 1,223   61.1  462 23.1  211  10.5 
Coils, yokes A 
transformers    •    0.2 2,515   76.6   -    -   40   1.2 

Memory        8,202 98.6.   89    1.1 - 

Diodes 3    1.6   I85   98.1»   .... 

Transistors  17,350 67.2  3,297   12.8 5,177 10.0  - 
Integrated 
Circuits*    39,019 78.6 3,039    6.1 2,130 4.3 9*3   1.9 
Receiving and 
display tubes    5   0.* 1,2*5   99.6        - 
Speakers and 
telephone 
parts  etc. 2,586    40.4 772 12.0    2,103 32.8 
Switches 36      8.1 Im 91.9 

Tuners 26      6.6 338 90.4 9        2.3 
Printed circuit 
boards 70    38.7 111 61.3 - - 

Total 67,483      65.3    13,639      15.1  12,898 12.3 1,914    1.8 
components 

No¿e»      Including LSI  (large Scale Integration) 
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Source      Fine  Instruments  Centre,   Seouls   Korea Electronics 
Industry Data Book. 

The trade patterns  in  the  electronics  components  industry 
are a reflection of the  sources of investment  finance»   and 
of  international  subcontracting agreements with local 
companies.       As  in most  Asian  industrial   exporting centres 
the role of direct  investment  by multinational  companies  is 
a minority one,   except  in  the case  of semiconductors*       Nearly 
all  of the local  companies  that  export,   however,   sell  directly 
or  indirectly at  least part  of their output  under  international 
subcontract,   in most cases  to Japanese  companies  but  also  to 
firms in the United States. 

The ownership structure of the industry and the amounts 
invested by the middle of 1973 ax*« shown in the following 
tables: 

Number of Companies  in the Korean Electronic Components 

a 

i 
i 
i 
i 
! 

I 

Industry by Nationality of Investment« 1973 

U iS. Japan k°££l 
Joint Wholly Joint 

Owned Venture 
Wholly 
Owned 

Resistors - - 3 - 8 

Capacitors - - 3 6 20 

Coils, yokes 
transformers 

& 
„ ., k 9 19 

Memories - 2 - - - 

Diodes - 1 - 1 t 
Transistors 1 3 2 2 1 

Integrated 
circuits* 1 6 m 2 1 

Receiving and 
displaying tubes . „ 3 1 m 

Speakers, tel 
phone parte < 
Switches 

Le- 
ste. 

2 
2 3 

1 
k 
2 

23 
5 

Printed circuit 
boards 
Tuners      ## 
Other components 2 5 

1 
2 
k 

1 
1 

10 

3 
k 

82 

Total T W 2T" 39" 17Ô" 

T?tt4 

ii 

«9 

38 
2 
k 

9 

10 

3* 
10 

5 
7 

103 
"2T0 
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Not«a       *  Including LSI   (Large  Scale Integration) 

** The main product« »ret   Antennae,   plastic and metal 

products  and parts,   rectifiers,   terminal boxes, 
and plugs  and connectors. 

Source«       Compiled from data provided by the Fine Instrument) 
Centre,   Seoul. 

Eouitv Investment  in the Korean Electronic» Component« 

Induatrv bv Product and Nationality mid 1971 

(in thousands of U.S.  dollars! 

U.S. ha&À îilAi 

j 

Resistors 

Capacitor« 

Coils,  yoke« and 
transformer« 

Memories 8,03!» 

Diodes 5OO 

Transistors 6,140 

Integrated circuits 13,870 
Receiving and 
displaying tubes 

Speaker«f   telephone 
part« etc. 

Switches 

Printed circuit boards « 
Tuner« 

~> Other components 1,040 

Total 211,616 

995 
37 

359 561 920 
2,307 1,266 3,573 

6,678 1,768 8,446 

2,034 

630 65 1,195 
3,111 1,073 10,324 
3,318 996 18,181» 

«,*85 1,988 4,473 

1,761 1,897 4,653 
320 154 3x1 

107 271 378 
1,882 540 2,422 

»»«98 3.983 9,321 

27,256 14,562 66,434 

Average investment 
per firm 985 419 72 

fiojej* Includes investment in Joint ventures. 

256 

Source. (Compilad from data provided by the Pine Instruments 
Centre,  Seoul. 
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Several pointa of general interest can be noted from 

these tablee i 

at mentioned earlier, only a minority of the companies 

involved are foreign investors, and wholly owned 

subsidiaries are a smaller minority. A similar situation 

obtains in Hong Kong, though not in Singapore or 

Malaysia. 

J 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 

although U.S. companies accounted for only 11 per cent 

of the number of companies,  they were responsible for 

38 per cant of the amount of investment in the industry. 

The larger sise of the American companies is mainly 

accounted for by the nature of the products in which these 

companies dominate the market - memory planes and semi- 

conductor devices.   These are commodities where 

scale economics are especially important, as can be 

seen from the Singapore experience where value added per 

employee is higher for larger companies (though experience 

of operation and level of head office expertise are also 

significant and, 

the relative preference of the Japanese for joint ventures 

is clearly shown - kO  per cent of the enterprises having 

Japanese capital were joint ventures, compared with 2k 

per cent of the U.S. backed enterprises* 

The tables also illustrate the potential the electronics 

industry has to act as a spur to local enterprise, particularly 

in the less sophisticated component products.  As will be 

seen, local companies are also important in Asia in the 

production of final electronics products, but these tend on 

the whole to be larger companies and the links with foreign 

investors are close.   In the production of less sophisticated 

components, however, the Korean and Hong Kong experience 

shows that there is much scope for the development of a large 

number of local enterprises, many of them operating on quite 

a small scale. 
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To illustrât» the characteristics of thssa compañías »or« 

closely, tha following list of a sarapla of 29 representativa 

firma    has been compiled from information provided by the 

Fine Inetrumente Centre in Seoul, 

single company* 

Each line refers to a 

Product 

tnd matai 

Investment 
Capital  ($ 
m) 

1*3 

Salas 
('000) 

Employ- 
ment 

»3 

Salaa par 
Employee 
ÏÏ) 

Plastic s 
parts 61 718 

N N               N soli 112 93 1,179 
N N              N 138 N.A. 280 N.A. 
« N          m 133 N.A. 89 N.A. 
N «          m 27 '.   130 7« 1.667 
* m          m IOS 393 138 2,300 
N m          m 3* 171 172 99*» 

Plugs and jacks 87 63 29 2,172 
N                      N « «»3 122 7* 1,6*9 
*                      W H 8 N.A. 21 N.A. 
m               m ii 135 1*91 239 2,03* 
w                N » 81 119 38 2,032 
n                m tt 13 N.A. 37 N.A. 

Antenna - 81 3« 29 1,862 
H 87 N.A. *0 N.A. 
ff 13 30 19 1,379 
N 168 261 78 3,3*6 
N 13 101 23 «.391 

Terminal bexea 16 88 23 3,320 
m # 87 Ikt 21 6.761 
m H 3* 220 7% 2,973 
m R 21 100 16 6,250 
m N 16 69 11 6,273 

î 
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rokes, 
"msrs 

Investment 
Capital 
(SOOO) 

Salsa 
(3000) 

Employ- 
msnt 

Sal s s per 
Employs* 
(Sì 

Coils,  y 
transfoi 81 401 70 5,729 

i»         » H 40 429 154 2,786 
w           # N 176 338 83 4,072 
m           * N 204 112 93 1,179 
M                N N 81 120 80 1,500 
•           m N 82 53 42 1,310 

Average capital investment $74,000 

Avsrage Sais» $174,000 
Avsrage employment  79 

Average sals« psr employee $2,203 

The majority of the abovs companies do not export 

directly» thsy have been sst up as a rssult of the backward 

linkages created by the electronic products industry. 

Thsy sell their output sither to other electronics manufacturers 

in Korea or as sparss to wholesalers.   There is another group 
of local companies producing a different product range who 

do export directly, normally under sub-contract to Japanese 

buyers.  The main products involvsd ars components such as 

capacitors and resistors.   Thess are produced for the local 

markst by smaller companies with similar characteristics 

to thoss in ths previous list,  but those who export tend 
to be largsr.   A typical sample followsi 

Product 

Capacitors 
M 

H 

W 

Rsaistors 

Transistors 
Diodss 
Integrated circuits 

Investment 
CapitaliS000) 

67 
27 

389 
27 
82 

87 
27 
108 

81 
92 

405 

Sales 
í¿222) 
187 
208 
782 
N.A. 
628 

172 
1,793 

768 

453 
1,497 
10,275 

Employ- 

157 
I65 
246 
176 
478 

93 
696 
229 
294 
263 

1,121 

Salss psr 
Employas 

1,191 
1,261 
3,179 
N.A. 

1,314 

1,849 
2,576 
2,569 

1,541 
5,962 
9,166 
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Average capital investment i  $126,5^5 

Average Salee $1,676,300 (excluding last companyt $720,900) 
Average employment! 362     t 

Average sales per employee» $4,631 (excluding last 
company»  $2,575) 

Altogether, employment in the Korean electronic» 

components induetry in mid 1973 i« estimated at 44,736, made 
up as follows s- 

U.S. companies* 13,513 (5**0 per company) 

Japanese companies 14,620 (225 per company) 

Local companies   16,603 ( 98 per company) 

Total 44,736 (172 per company) 

Including joint venture* 

I 
The industry continued to grow rapidly throughout I973, 

although only very tentative estimates of employment at the 

end of that year are so far available.  In the manufacture 

of semiconductors, employment has increased by over 50 per cent. 

Such prolific employment creation is a substantial factor in 

a "labour surplus" economy such as Korea and should be set 

against criticisms frequently levied at this type of 
industrial development. 

It is the case that certain multinational operations, 

particularly in semiconductors, create very few local linkages. 

This applies to American companies who are unable to buy 

components locally owing to the tariff regulations concerning 

entry of their goods into the United States (see following 

Section and Section3.32 ).   On the other hand, these companie. 

are the largest single employers in the industry (sometimes 

in the economy).   For the electronics industry in general, 

the large number of local enterprises in both Korea and 

Hong Kong (and reportedly in Taiwan also) bear witness to the 

existence of important linkage effects. 
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1.332  CM« Study Company (figure» in U.S. dollar» refer 

to 1973A). 

1.  Product»» Integrated circuit», tran»i»tor», diode» 

8.  Nationalityi U.S. 

3. Ownershipt wholly owned »ubaiduary 

*»• Annui n I2» 7,600,000 

5. Value addedt the company sell» local labour and overhead» 
»• a service to the parent conpany 

6. Number» employedi 

I 
I 
! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(a) Transistor» and diode» 

(b) Integrated circuit» 

Total 

2,500 

3,500 

6,000 

95$ of all employee» are female. 

The labour forca was highly praised a» being the moat 

efficient in Asia.  Because of the availability of large 

numbers of worker», due to an untapped, rural, female 

labour force, the company could afford the luxury of 

being rigorous in its »election of employees. 

7. Average monthly wages  $83.33 

8. Total annual wage bill $6,000, 000 

9. Non-wage value addedt  $41,600,000 

10. Sel«• and value added per employee $7,933 

11. Non-wage value added per employee §6, 933 

12. Sise of factory! N.A. 
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13* Space per employees  N.A. 

Ill« Power consumption! "high1* becauae of need for constant 

air conditioning« 

15. Purchase of materials! Materials are supplied by, and 

reeiain the property of, the parent company. 

16* Main Materiales silicon dice, «old wires, Metal caps« 

industrial gases. 

17* Transport requirements!   Materials!     Air 
Final products! Air 

Requirements are for one air freighter to and from the 

U.S. per week. 

18« Exports!  All sales exported within the Group. 

19* Shortages and bottlenecks in Koreas Industrial gases. 

Although manufactured theee were not of the right 

quality and the company had to install its own facilities« 

20. Supplies purchased locally! cotton gloves, office 

furniture, cleansing agents. 

21. Backward integration coneidereds None 

22« Reasons for locating in Korea (in order of priority) 

1. Availability of trainable labour force. 
2. Cost of labour. 

23*  Expansions    No definite plans•  but a possibility! 

I 
Sources Field interview. 
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I 
I     17.  Water consumption (litres p.a. )» .32*7 million 

J    18.  Water consumption per employee (litre« p.e.) 32,7QO 

I    19.   Purchase of material« i  Parent Company 

20.  Hain materialst  lead frames, silicon dice, «old wire, 
plastic 

I 
I 
J 23*       Shortages and bottlenecks in Singapore«   Labour 

I 
I 
! 

21. Transport i Materials Air 
Finished product    Air 

22. Exportes     All  sales exported far use by parant and 
associated companie«. 

F III,       Essential supplies purchassd locallyt     industrial  gases, 
simple repairs and «pare parts,   office furniture,  cotton 
gloves,   cleansing agents. I 

I 
I    26.  Reasons for locating in Singapore (in order of priority)t 

25.  Backward integration» not wafer fabrication but plastic 
moulding, and galvanising of bad frames. 

II. Labour availability 
2. Good communications 
3. Good air transport service and airport facilities. 
k. Labour cost —-• • 
5. Efficiency of local administration 
6. Freedom from trade controls and exchanga controls 
7. Political stability 

27.  Expansion not contemplated at this stage. 
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1.*.  Industry Evaluation. 

It   Employ Kent.  Average non-wag« valut added par 

employee« #5,178 

Industry not particularly labour intensive 

but require» large numbers. 

Percentage of male» among operatives t 

Mexico 
Hong Kong 
Singapore 
Malaysia 
Korea 

9.9 
32.9 
15*1 
20.7 
3.0 

2.        Transport requirements.     Por semiconductors and other 
small,   lightweight and high value components,  air 
transport is required. 

Nature of the market.    The demand for electronic 
components is a derived demand,   depending on that for 
final   electronics producta.        There is almost unanimous 
agreement within  the industry   that  its future growth 
prospects are highly promieing.     For semiconductor 
devices a recent  industry forecast gave the following 
prospective growth figures  for  the total world market 
(in billions of U.S.  dollars)t 

im 
2.9 

1976 

3.9 
¿m 
6.2 

Annual rate of growth 1973-1980t 11,3 per cent. 

Source 1  Electronics News, New York, May, 1973. 

During thia period, it is anticipated that the U.S., which 

dominates the market with a share of 57# in 1973, will decline 

in relative importance to 08$ of the market in 1980. 
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Europe's »hare will rise from 20$ to 25#| Japan*a from 

20$ to 31%, and that of other countries from 3%  to 6$. 

This forecast may be taken as an indicator of demand for 

the electronics industry as a whole as semiconductor 

devices are its key. 

For the developing countries such as Mauritius, however, 

who may wiah to act as a location for some of the »ore 

labour intensive processes within the industry, there is one 

important characteristic which has already been noted. 

This is the tendency for rapid technological change.  As 

noted above, in semiconductors alone there have been throe 

"generations'* of products between the early 1950«s and the 

early 1970*».   Research and development work is continually 

going on, not only to develop "new" products but to improve 

techniques of producting existing ones.   Productivity in 

the most labour intensive part of the process - the bonding 

of the dice to the lead frame- is increasing by between 

Z{  and 5 per cent per year.   Furthermore it is possible 

that wire bonding may become mechanised by the end of this 

decade.  The process is as yet in its early stages and is 

unlikely to be  able to compete with the labour intensive 

operation for at least 4-5 years.  But for the longer 

term future it is something which should be borne in mind. 

In addition, there are the following criticisms which 

have been levied against the use of the international elec- 

tronics components industry as a means of creating 

employment in developing countries. 

(a)  The basis on which many international companies operate 

impedes the development of local support industries 

through backward linkages.   U.S. companies, in order 

to Avail themselves of certain tariff concessions when 

the goods re-enter the U.S. market, must use materials 

and intermediate goods made in the United States. 

One company, operating in Korea, said they would have 

been pleased to use a metal cap for transistors that 

Tías produced by a local firm. 
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This  would have meant,   however  that   full  duty would 
have   to   be  paid on the whole  translator when it 
entered   the  U.S.  market, > instead  of  duty only on  the 
value  added  outaide  the  U.S. 

(b)      There   ia   a  similar lack  of forward   linkages to 

stimulate  the development  of  the local  final  electrónica 
producta   industry.       This  lack arises  because most   of 
the  foreign  companies which dominate  the production 
of  tha  vital   components  are  completely export  orientated. 
Decisions  concerning the  location  of component  plants  by 
international  companies  are not  made  because of the 
existence  of a local  industry  producing final products  but 
ara  based  on  the  internal  economics   of the company. 

(c)      Research  and development   is  concentrated in the U.S., 
European  and  Japanese companies.       This,   coupled with 
the  export   orientation of the  companies'overseas 
operations,   means  that  local  producers  of final producta, 
unless   they  are also linked to  the  multinational 
companies  have  to  import   the     components  embodying  the 
latest   technology even though  they  are produced  in 
their  own  country.       This  situation   is  sometimes 
compounded  by Government  regulations   insisting that 
foreign   investing firms,   especially  those located  in 
free  trade  zones,   export  all   of their output.. Such 
regulations   existed,   for  instance,   in Korea but were 
relaxed   «lightly in mid  1973.       Such  relaxation,  however, 
is unlikely  to increase more  than marginally the 
componente  available locally. 

This  dilemma  is pointedly  illustrated by one  example 
choaen  from Korea.       A  local   company,   producing 
electrolytic   capacitors  under  sub-contract to a Japanese 
buyer,   sold  all  its  output  to   Japan.       The buyer then 
re-sold   some  of these capacitors  to   a Korean  joint 
venture   in which it was  a partner producing a final 
electronics  product. 
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The consultant» were informed  that  the  transaction 
was concluded at substantial  profit to the Japanese 
company. j 

(d)      The nature  of international   operation»,  »specially 
in the  semiconductor industry,   means  that  a local 
government   has virtually no  control  over where  the 
industry* s  profit  is made  or  over their country* s  share 
of the value added from the wafer    fabrication  stage 
onward.        One American company  operating in Asia gave 
the consultants  the following approximate  cost  break- 
down from  the etching stage  of   the process   onward I 

A.Transistors   (U.S.  dollars   per  1,000 units refer 
to late  1973) 

Cost  of  silicon dice 6.0 
Cost  of  other materials 12.0 
Cost  of Asian labour 2.5 
Overheads   of Asian company 19.0 
Total cost up to time of 
leaving Asian company 39.3 

Final selling price in.iU.S. 90,0 

Value added! 
(i)     in Asian country 21.5 
(il)  outside Asian country 68.3 

Ratio of   (ii)  to  (i)i     3.19 

B.Integra ted circuits   (U.S.  dollars per 1,000 units) 

Cost   of silicon dice 37,0 
Cost  of other materials 53.0 
Cost  of Asian labour 3,0 
Overheads   of Asian company 33.0 
Total  cost  up to time  of 
leaving Asian country 148.0 
Final  selling price  in U.S. 45O.O 
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Value added 

(i)  In Asian country j 

(ii) outside Asian country 

38.0 

302.0 

Ratio of (ii) to (i)t 7.95 

The gap between the "value" when leaving the assembly 

plant and the final selling price varies according 

to the sophistication of the product and the ehare 

which the company has of the total market.   Greater 

competition from other producers closes the gap. 

The point here is not to emphasise the size of the gap« 

large though it often is,but to illustrate that the 

country in which assembly takes place is often power- 

less to increase its shars of the total value added. 

(e)  Another point of crucial importance which does not 

concern semiconductors alone is the control of raw 

material supply.   Local companies producing under 

sub-contract, as well as joint ventures, are vulnerable 

to hard bargaining on the part of a foreign partner 

if that company is also the supplier of a vital part 

or material.  In the case of Japanese firms in Asia 

this situation frequently obtains. 

Against these criticisms must be levied the argument 

discussed in detail above in the section on the Korean 

experience.  They many be summarised as follows! 

(a) The electronics industry is a extensive employer 

of labour. 

(b) In the production of less sophisticated components 

backward linkages are created and local enterprise 

is stimulated. 
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I 
I 5. 

6. 

(c)    Joint ventures  and international  subcontracting 
arrangements  can and do lead to  an    infusion    of 
•xpertise  into   the local  economy which can be used 
as  a base  for  the development   of a local   industry. 
Illustrations  of  this come from Hong Kong and 
Taiwan where  completely local  production of 
transistors  and  even some integrated circuits ia 
e osimene ing. 

Fusi,  electricity and waten    Fuel consumption,  except 
for industrial gasee»   is negligible. 

Average electricity consumption!   53,225 litres per employee 
per year. 

Average water consumption! 26 cubic staters per employee 
per year. 

Average space per employee«  6,53 square metres. 

Support  industrias1 

Industrial gasss. 
Cotton glovss. 
Office and factory furniture 
Plastic laminators 
Tool repair 
Bonding wire  (depending on operation) 
Metal caps       (depending on operation) 
Ceramic,  plastic  and metal packaging. 
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2.   ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS 

The   production  of  electronic;»  products   in  developing  countries 

normally  begins with   tho manufacture  of  consumer product»   such  as 

radios,   and  industrial  products   such as   telephones  and  switchboards,for 

the  home  market.        However,    the  use  of  a  number  of  centres,   especially 

in  Asia,    for   the  manufacture   of   electronic   components  for   export 

to   industrialised  countries, has  been accompanied  and  followed   by 

the  production  of final  products   in  those   countries,   also   for   export. 

Judging  by   the  criterion  of  non-wage value   added  per  employee, 

the   production  of  final   products   is more   labour   intensive   than 

that   of  components.       This  means   that  producers   in  industrialised 

countries  have  an  incentive   to  manufacture   in  low cost  labour  areas. 

For   the   indigenous  producer   the  higher  unit   value  of output 

obtaining  in  the  production   of  final  goods  provides  an  incentive   to 

integrate   forwards  from components.       Producers  of components  and 

final   products  are by no moans   always   the   same   companies. In   the 

United   States,   some  of  the   larger   semiconductor  firms  are  moving 

successfully  into production   of   some  final   products, especially 

calculators,   but   the  market   is   still  dominated   by  a different   sot 

of   companies.        In Japan,   the   same  groups   dominate  both markets, 

while   in   Europe   the  picture   is   mixed.        As   far  as   local   companies 

are  concerned,   the  small  companies making unsophisticated  components 

are  not   normally  involved   in  production   of   final   products,   but   the 

larger  groups  are  often concerned   in both   sub-sectors. 

The   trend  towards  locating abroad  by  companies   in developed 

countries  means   that   the  electronics  industry  does  not have   to   rely 

on   the   local  market  as has  been  the case   in  a  number of developing 

countries. 

r 

) 

The range of products involved may be roughly divided into two 

groups - consumer and industrial - though the two can overlap. 

The main items are the following« 

Consumert radios,   television  sets,   amplifiers,   tape     {, 
recorders,   gramophones,   musical   instruments 
and   electronic   calculators. 

Industrialt telephones and exchan¿?e equipment, other 
communications equipment, alarm devices, 
direction   finders,   fish   finders.        .-,.. f'-i 
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The  location  of  production centre» depends  on   the  level   of 
technology required   to  produce  an  item which  is,   of course,   closely 
related   to  the   length  of   time  it  has  boen commercially manufactured. 
Thus  at   the  end  of   1973  very  few  simple  transistor  radios  or black 
and  white  television   sets  were being made   in  the  US while  few 
colour TVs were  being manufactured  outside  Europe,   North America 
and  Japan. 

2.1     Singapore 
2.11  The Industry 

Production of  electronic and  electrical  goods has  grown with 
remarkable rapidity   in  Singapore.        Prom about  ¿17  million  in  1968, 
the  value of output   is   estimated   to have  risen   to  ^ZkO million by 
1972.       Most  of   this  has  been destined  for  export  markets. 

The consultants  were  able   to  identify  22  companies manufacturing 
electronics products   at   the beginning of  197*».        Of  those  7  were 
purely  local  companies, and  I5 were   subsidiaries  of  foreign companies 
or   joint  ventures. Singapore  has  now become  a  major  world   supplier 
of  radios and   television  sets.       General  Electric   of  the US  have 
established a major   presence   there   as  have  Philips   and   Sanyo. 
General  Electric   have   established  7   factories!   5  producing components 
and   employing 3,800   in   total}   one making radios  and  phonograph 
cartridges,   employing  3fOOO|   and  one  manufacturing household   olectrlcal 
appliances,   employing  750.        Materials  are  obtained  from  the 
cheapest  source  but   the   Singapore  output  is  allso_ldL to  other 
companies^ within  the  group.        Most   of  it   in  fact   is  for   the US 
market   though  some   components  are   sold  elsewhere  in Asia.       One  of 
the  component  plants   is  manufacturing parts  for  television  sets,   and 
the  company is   seriously  considering  the  assembly  of black  and white 
sets   in Singapore.        This   too will  be  for  the  US market.       The 
development policy   of  the   Singapore  operation  is   first   to build up 
capacity and  expertise  based  on  the  US market  and   then  in addition 
to   try and market   elsewhere.       The  company  is   trying  to  reduce 
dependence on  imported  parts  as much  as  possible.        The  main  reasons 
for  choosing  Singapore   as   the  group's  main  offshore   export-oriented 
operation were  the   following  (in order  of priority) 1 
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1. Labour  cost, 
2. Confidence  in  the  policies  and  intention» 

of  the  Administration. 
3. Fiscal   incentives. 

Poworful   arguments  against   full  assembly of   television   sots  in 
Singapore were the  transport  cost  plus   the desirability  of carrying 
out  Manufacture near  to   the market   for  reasons  of quality control 
and design  specifications. 

The  Philips  investment   in  Singapore  comprises   three  factories 
and  an   industrial  complex.        The  factories produce  automatic 
telephone   exchanges,   precision machine  parts  and household  electrical 
appliances.       The complex  consists  of  3  plants manufacturing cassette 
recorders,   radio  sets  and   television   sets.        The  output   is aimed at 
the European and Asian markets. 

Sanyo   industries  had, at   the  end  of   19731   one  plant  making 
about   70,000 radios  and   25|OO0   tape  recorders per month,   as  well 
as   some  household appliances,   with  a  workforce  of  86O.        The 
company  has  plans   to more  than double   capacity by moving  to  a  new 

2 12,000  m     factory and   increa^ln^  employment   to  1,800.     The products 
are  exported   to   the US,   Canada  and   the   EEC. 

Japan  and Hong Kong  are   the dominant  foreign  investors   in this 
industry.        Other  than  Sanyo   there  are   '4  Japanese  companies,   one  of 
which   (Hitachi)  has  plans   for  the  production of colour   television 
sets   in  Singapore.       The  Hong Kong companies,   and  most   of  the   local 
firms,   are mainly  engaged   in  the  production of radios  and cassettes. 

Other  electronic   equipment,   such  as  calculators  and digital 
clocks,   are  also manufactured   in  Singapore.       The US company, 
Hewlett-Packard,   has   in  Singapore   its   only  overseas plant 
manufacturing  the  complex HP  35  and   BO  calculators.        There   is also 
an  entirely  local  calculator  producer  which  is  exporting both desk 
top and  pocket  calculators.        This  company,   Digitron Equipments 
Ltd.,   has  annual   sales  of about  JÍ5 million.       The  distinguishing 
feature  of   tho company  is   that  all   the  components  are  either 
manufactured by  the company  themselves   or  are purchased   from  other 
local   manufacturers.        This makes  it  highly unusual within  the 
Asian   electronics  industry. 
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2.12 Case Study Companies 

Figure» in US dollars refer to 1973. 

N S 

B 

1. Products 

I 
I 
I 
Í 

I 

I 
I 

TV assembly, 
cassettes, radio 
cassettes, 
cartridge players calculators, 
transistor radios manufacture of 

components for 

Assembling ¿. Electronic digital 
testing hand-held  clocks 
and desk  top 

2. Nationality 

3. Ownership 

Singaporean 

Wholly, local 

h.   Annual Sales  ¿15,560,000 

5. Value added   ¿¿6,22<*,000 

6. Numbers 
employed 

Men 

Women 

Total 

280 

700 

7 « Average 
monthly wage* 

8. Total annual 
wage cost 

9* Non-vago 
value added 

10. Net profit 

11. Sales per 
employee 

12. value added 
per employee 

13. Non-wage value 
added per 
employee 

1'». Fixed assets 

100 

¿8'»0,000 

£5,38^,000 
¿1,1 So,000 

1(22,229 

¿8,891 

#,691 
¿1.09'*, 500 

calculators - 
integrated 
circuits and 
light-emitting 
diodes, magnetic 
devices, 
transformers and 
battery chargers 

US 

Wholly owned 
subsidiary 

¿35,520,000 
^18,900,000 

170 

1,700 

105 

¿2,1<»2,000 

¿16,758,000 
N.A 

¿20,89** 

¿11,118 

¿9,858 

N.A 

\ 

Joint  venture 
between 

Singapore  and 
Hong Kong 

500,000 

300,000 

23 

& 
83 

I03 

j{l05,o6o 

N.A 

¿5,882 
K 

¿3,529 
k 

¿2,293 
N.A 
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Group 3 

COMPANY F 

1*        Products i     Fixed carbon composition resistors and 
ooil  fona«, 

t.        Nationality!    U.S. 

3. Ownerships     Wholly owned subsidiary 

*.        Annual salasi     $13,000,000 

5.       Valúa addadt    M,3*0,000 

6.        Nuabers eaployedt Men 193 
Weaen 1,105 

Total  1,300 

Avere«* Monthly waget    $136 

8.        Total annuel we«« ooatst    $2,111,600 

9.        Non-wee* velue added 1    $6,l98,JtOO 

0.      Seles per employes    $10,000 

Value edded per employs«    $6,*0O 

Non-wee« velue added per employeet $%,76S 

Sis« of factory 1    ill,306 eej, aetres. 

Space per employes 1  11 sq.  »stres. 

Eloctricity ooneuaption (kwhp.e.)  1   9,670,380 

Electricity ooneuaption per tnployee  (kwh p.a*)i  ?»<»39 
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1». 
I». 
il   20. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

21. 

23. 

2Í». 

II ». 
I 
I 
I 
I»' 
I 
I 

26. 

! 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Plant   and 
equipment   at 
cost 

Fixed  assets 
per   employée 

Plant  and 
equipment  per 
employee 

|3O7,O00 

^1,564 

Size   of 
factory  (sq.metres)  8,093 
Space  per 
employee   (sq.metres)   11.6 
Electricity 
consumption 
(kwh  per 
annum) l,5l*2t857 

2,20't 
kwh p, 

Electricity 
consumption 
per   employee 

Vater 
consumption 
(litre» per annum) kO.8 million 
Vater 
consumption        58»256 
per employee       litros p.«. 

Purchase of   Imports mostly 
materials     under sub- 

contract to 
international 
buyers 

Electronic 
components (some 
bought locally). 
Picture tubes 
(from Taiwan). 
Plastic and 
wooden cabinets 
(mostly local) 

Main materials 

Transport 
Raw materials 
Pinal products 

27. Export sales 

Sea 
Sea 

The company 
sells  under  its 
own brand name 
as  well   as other 
brand  names 
under   sub- 
contract. 
Nearly  all  sales 
exported.       Hain 
marketst   Europe 
and  Africa. 

! N.A 

N.A 

N.A 

ll,6O0 

6.8 

12,000,000 

7,058 
kwh p.a. 

Negligible 

N.A 
Parent  company 

Plastic,   silicon, 
gold wire,   lead 
frames,  germanium 

N.A 

N.A 

N.A 

806 

9.5 

21*1,286 

2,521 
kwh p.a. 

Negligible 

N.A 

Commercial,  mostly 
imported  from 
Japan 

Electric  components 

Air 
Air 

The company 
supplies the 
group'B  world 
wide markets 
except in the 
US. 

Air 
Air 

Commercial/ 
All  sales  exported«/ 
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28. Shortages and 
bottlenecks 
in Singapore 

29. Supplies 
purchased 
locally 

Skilled labour None 

30. Backward 
linkage 
considered 

31. Reasons for 
locating in 
Singapore 

32.   Expansion 

I 
Some   components   - 
tries   to   ensure 
as high   a   local 
content   as 
possible   to 
qualify  for 
General 
Preference. 
Some  machinery 
spares. 
Packaging 
material. 
Furniture. 

Yes:   capacitors 
for TV receivers; 
transformers! 
wooden cabinets. 

Not  applicable 

Industrial   gases. 
Printed   circuit 
boards. Simple 
repairs.        Though 
precision   tools 
of right   quality 
available,    they 
art   twice   the 
cost  of   imports 
from US. 
Packaging 
material. 
Furniture 

No 

None 

Packaging, 
furniture,   simple 
machine  parts« 

Yes with electronic 
components but 
lack expertise. 

1., Labour 1. Labour cost 
availability 2. Good air service 

2. Labour cost 3. Free port status 
3. Fiscal 

incentives 
unimportant- 
pioneer status 
granted on 
calculators 
but not 
components 

h. Tax incentives 

Yesi  constructing 
new 7   storey 
factory  and 
planning  to 
increase 
employment   to 
1,700.        Will 
introduce   colour 
TV assembly. 
There  aro 
associated 
companies   in 
Indonesia  and 
Malaysia. 

No.       There  will    Yes.       Expansion of 
be  continued  use    existing  lines  as 
of  Singapore   for    well as  production 
testing  and   other of electrical 
skilled  work,   but  appliances   and   toys« 
routine   assembly 
will  be   concen- 
trated   in   the 
Group»s   plant   in 
Malaysia. 

N.A »  Not   Available 

Sourcet   Field   interviews 
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2.2 Malaysia 

2.21 Tho Industry 
I 

Tlie new but rapidly proving Malaysian electronics industry is 

concentrated mainly in the production of component parts.   Thor© 

are, however, a number of projects to produce final products as 

follows i 

*•• Projects Actually in Operation 

Nationality of Investor 

Singaporean 

Hong Kong 

Hong Kong 

US 

Japanese 

Malaysian 

Hong Kong 

Products 

Television, radios, amplifiers, 
household appliances 

Calculators, car radios 

Radios, car radios 

Radios, car radios 

Telecommunication equipment 

Radios 

Car radios 

2. Projects Approved but not in operation by January. 197;< 

Nationality of Investor 

Japanesa 
N 

Product » 

Calculators 
N 

I 
I 

European 

Japanese 

Singaporean 

European 

Hong Kong 

European 

Malaysian 

Japanese 

Hong Kong 

Radio, TV, tape recorders 

Calculators, radio, tape 
recorders, amplifiers 

Radios 

Radios, TV, tape recorders 

Calculators 

Radios, cassettes 

Radios 

Radios,   gramophones,   tape 
recorders,  TVs 
TVs,   tape recorders,  amplifiers 
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3. Summary 

I 

I! 

I! 
r 
í 

us 
European 

Japanese 

Hong Kong 

Singaporean 

Malaysian 

Total 

Projects in 
Operation 

1 

3 

1 

1 

7 

Not yet in 
Operation 

3 
6 

2 

1 

13 

Orand 
To_tal 

1 

3 

7 

3 
2 

JL 
20 

Sourcei Malaysian High Commission, London 

2.22 Case Study Company (figures in US dollars refer to 1973). 

1. Products i   Transistor radios 

2. Nationality!  US 

3. Ownership!  Wholly owned  subsidiary 

'•. Annual   sales!j£l,¿»28,000 

5. Value  added i J|p422,000 

6. Number   employedI   Men 75 
(of whom skilled  75) 
Women  377 
(of whom skilled 87) 

Total   í»52 

7. Average monthly waget¿57 

8. Total annual wage cost«¿309,168 

9. Non-wage value added 1$112,832 

10. Sales per employeet¿3,159 

11. Value added per employeep¿933 

12. Non-wage value added per employee!¿250 

13. Fixed assetaci,200,000 
Ik,   Fixed  assets  per  employee.!¿2,655 

15. All   sales  exported   to associated  companies  in Europe 

16. Shortages  and bottlenecks  in Malaysia!  None 

Source!   Postal  questionnaire 
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2.3     Hong Kong 

2,31  The   Indubtry 

The   range  of  electronic  products manufactured  in Hone  Kong 

includes  black and  white  television   sets,   radio   sets of various 

types,   pocket and  desk  top calculators,   gramophone« and   tape 

recorders.       The number of enterprises  involved   (in mid   1973)  ""»a 

as  follows 1 

Radio  sets 10O 

Television sets 2 

Calculators 12 

Other products  8 

Total 122 

Of these  companies,   only 18 have  been in operation for more   than 

8 years.        Most  of   the companies  are locally   owned,  though  firms 

with  foreign participation or with   international  subcontracting 

arrangements  tend   to  be  the  largest.       Of  the   122 companies   37  are 

foreign   owned or  joint  ventures. 

Aggregate sales figures are not available after 1971, Dut 1* 

is estimated that exports account for 95 p«r cent of total sales. 

Exports  during recent  years have  been as  follows 1 

Exports  of Electronic  Products   from 

Hong Kong 1968 -   1973 (USjloOO). 

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1971« 

Radios 53.931»    77,377     90,000      116,721    150,636    186,066 

Annual  rate 
of growth,   1968-19731   28.1 par cant 

T.V.   sets 23 1,967 1,3" 

Tape  recorders Nag, Nag. 66 

Calculators Nag, Nag« Nag, 

Total 53,937 79755* 91,377       H?7ÏÔ5    158,275    ""57X7 

Sour e e I   Hong Kong  External Trade 1   Various years. 

It   can be  seen   from the  table   that  though   the production  of 

radio   sets  continues   to dominate   the industry,   the relative   share 

of calculators  and   tape recorders   is  increasing rapidly, 
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The consultants  estimate   that  the   total number  of   establishments 

at   the end  of   1973 va»   2l6   and   total  employment  32,500.        Many of 

these  establishments  are  very   small,   often   family affairs,   employing 

less   than  5  persons,   though  moro  than  95?ó   of  output   is   produced  by 

companies  employing more   than  50 persons.        There are   7   large 

companies  employing more   than  1,000,   tvo   of which employ more than 

2,000. 

Despite   employing more  workers,   there   is  less  capital  investment 

in  finished  products  than   in  components. According   to   information 

supplied by   the  Department   of Commerce  and   Industry,   the  average 

value per employee  of fixed   assets at   original  cost  was  ^857  In 

components  in  1971  compared  with JÍ292*   in   finished products. 

Of  the   industry's  employment,   "¡6 per   cent was  female at  the 

end of 1973,   compared with   79  per cent   in   1971.       Approximately 

95  per cent   of   the  labour   force are operatives  or general worker» 

aad  5 per cent   are  technicians,   craftsmen  and administrative 

personnel. 

Tho principal  materials  and  components,   if not   purchased 

locally,   are   imported mainly  from Japan,    the US and   tho  UK,       Again 

because  of   tho   trade   structure within   tho   industry,   there  is much 

reliance on   imports  even  if   the product   in  question   is   made  in 

Hong Kong.        For   the  Industry  as a whole,   material  purchase 

accounts  for   7^   per cent   of  production  cost   and 71  per   cent  of 

sales. 

The main .export markets  aro  the US,   UK, w„West Germany and 

Japan.       Larger   companies   tend  to export   directly while   smaller 

firms  sell   through  trading  companies. 

The final   products   sector of the   industry  is recognised to be 

weaker and  less   soundly  based  than the  components  sector.       There 

are moro  small   companies,   there  is very   fierce competition and 

insufficient   attention paid   to research,   quality control  and 

improvement   of   productivity. 

More  recently,   these   problems have   been  exacerbated  by^the 

scarcity and  rising costs   of materials   and   components.        These 

have been compounded by heavy reliance   on   imports and   by  the 

proliferation   of   small   establishments. Larger  firms   with 

scheduled   investments  have   not  been  so   severely affected by  the 
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sharp rise   in  material   prices  as   they  are  protected  by  contract 

arrangementH   with   suppliers.        They  also,   however,   were   suffering 

from  the  «onorai   shortage   prevalent   at   the   beginning  of   197'»,   and 

the  reluctance   of   some  Japanese   suppliers   of  vital   components   to 

commit   themselves   to  medium   term  contracts.        During   the year 

November  1972   to   November   1973,   the prices   of  imported   components 

have  increased   by  about   30   per cent. 

The  response   of  the   local   industry  to   these   trends  has  been 

to   "up-grade"   the   value   of   production  both  by  improving   the  quality 

of  the dominant   existing  line   (radios),   but  more   importantly by 

the  introduction  of higher  value  lines   such  as  cassettes, 

electronic   calculators  and  digital  clocks  and  watches. 

As   far  as   cassettes  are  concerned,   the   larger  companies  were by 

the  ond  of  1973 moving  from  a  pure assembly  operation   into  the 

manufacture  of  parts,   and   also beginning to  challenge   the dominance 

of  the  Japanese   in  radio-cassettes.       A prominent   local   manufacturer 

thought   it   would   take   two-three  years  before   local   technology  could 

produce  all   elements   in  a   radio   cassette,   but   the   industry   is  aiming 

to   achieve   that   goal.        At   present,   the   industry   is dominated   by 

five manufacturers.        Average   omployment   is   about   70  persons 

producing  a   total   of  about   60,000 units  per   month.        Companies 

sell  abroad,   mostly in  Europe,   under   their   own  brand  names,   and 

also under   sub-contract   labels.       This  variety   in  output   can be 

achieved   inexpensively by  using  the  same  inner mechanism  for all 

models  and  designing different   plastic   exteriors. 

Tl\e  growth  of  calculator  exports  has  boon  remarkably fast. 

From a relatively   inaignifleant  ¿l6ij,000  in  1971,   exports  rose  to 

¿3,279,000  in  1972,   and   in   the  first   six months  of I973  were 

¿6,693,000.        This   growth  was   accompanied  by   the   rise   of  a 

substantial  number  of  small   scale manufacturers,   many of whom  soon 

found  it  very  difficult   to   compete  in  an atmosphere  of  rapidly 

changing  technology.       Hand-hold  calculators   of  increasing 

sophistication  were  being developed,   including  the  print   out 

calculator at   the  expensive   end  of  the  market.        In I971   and  1972, 

the  design  of   the  average  model  was  fairly   simple,   relying on 

transistors   or   integrated   circuits.        Once   large   scale   integrated 

circuits   (LSI)   were   introduced   (see  Section   1   above),   it   became 

necessary  to  rely  on a  few  large  scale   suppliers,   mostly  in  the 
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United States.   Supply contracta were awarded on a long term basis, 

which gave an important advantage to larger companies in Hong 

Kong for two reasons.   First, these wore the companies with an 

ability to project sales on a longer term basis, and swiftly to 

market now models in response to sudden changes in market conditions. 

Secondly, smaller companies were reliant on trading companies for 

orders and thus had no way of determining their future needs for 

components.   Another factor operating against the small manufacturers 

was the simpler models on which they concentrated being produced 

in increasing numbers in such centres as Taiwan and Korea where labour 

costs are substantially lower than in Hong Kong. 

Because of these trends, there were by the end of September, 

1973, 11 major manufacturers of calculators in the Colony.   Typical 

of these firms, the majority of which are locally owned, is one 

with an output of 20,000 models per month employing a labour 

force of 3OO.   It is an assembly operation with the electronic 

components imported and the plastic casing sub-contracted locally. 

Long production runs are not possible.   A new model noods to be 

introduced approximately every six months.   Very strict quality 

control is essential, and this firm averages less than 1 per cent 

returns.   Local producers are concerned about the fact that large 

US firms such as Texas Instruments are now marketing their own 

models successfully.   One effect of the introduction of LSI has 

been to reduce the number of individual components in a calculator, 

and thus the labour cost element in assembly.   This reduces the 

advantage which Hong Kong firms have over companies assembling 

nearer to the main market areas in Europe and the US. 

2.32 Case Study Company (figures in US dollars refer to 1973) 

1. Products: Transistor radios 

2. Nationality» US 

3. Ownership« Wholly-owned subsidiary 

k. Annual salest¿l6,6o>4,000 

5. Value added « ¿>t, 7ryk,900 

6. Numbers employedt Mon      2-)0 

Women 1,36O 

Total  1,600 

7. Average monthly wage*« ¿118 

. Total annual wage cost 1 ¿2,265, 

-S* - 
8 5.6OO 



9. Non-wage value added! ¿2,'»89, 30O 

10. Sale« per employee!#10,^27 

11. Value addod per empioyeei$2,' ¡£2,972 

12. Non-wage value added per employees#1,556 

ID. Size of factory! 16,165 sq. metres 

Ik.   Space per employee» 10.1 sq. metres 

15. Electricity consumption! 3,336,800 kwh per annum 

16. Electricity consumption per employee! 2,085 kwh per annum 

17. Purchase of materials! commercial 

18. Transport! Materials! 50$ Sea 

Final products! Sea 

19. Exports! All sales exported, partly commercially, partly 
to sales organisations within the same group.   Main 
markets are in Europe. 

20. Shortages and bottlenecks in Hong Kong! labour 

21. Supplies purchased locally1 moulded plastic cases 
(sub-contracted to a local firm), resistors, condensers, 
coils and other components, packaging material, cleaning 
agents, machinery spares. 

22. Backward linkages! No - high quality components available 
from other companies. 

23. Reasons for locating in Hong Kong (order of priority) 

1. Labour availability 

2. Good port facilities (especially containers) and 
shipping service to Europe. 

3. Good back-up industries. 

2hê   Expansion!   No  -  because  labour  costs  in Hong Kong are 
now  too  high.        Company has   set  up plant   in Malaysia 
but   the  Hong Kong  operation will   continue.        Despite 
higher   labour  costs,   Hong Kong  is  more profitable  owing 
to  greater  efficiency.       The  Malaysian plant   is   supplied 
with components  from Hong Kong,   mostly by  air. 

»teal   »Includes   fringe  benefits 
Source!   Field   interviews 
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2.Í»  Korea 

2.'41 The Industry 

During the early stages of the electronic» Industry's export 

growth period, components were the leaders and accounted for by 

far the larger part of total electronics exports.   As late as 

1971, components accounted for 82 per cent of the total.   Since 

tho„( m line with official policy, the share of final products 

has started to rise dramatically.   From 17 per cent in 1971, it 

increased to 26 per cent in 1972 and is estimated to have risen 

to *3 per cent in 1973.   It is the aim of Government policy to 

increase this still further until the 1972 ratio, ore reversed. 

One difficulty in achieving this aim is presented by the large 

foreign corporations which tend to be concentrated in the components 
sector. 

The production of final products since 1970 is shown in the 
followLng tablet 

Production of Electronic Products in South Korea 1970-1972 

(in thousands of US dollarsÌ 

I 
I 
I 

Radios 

Television receivers 

Tape recorders 

Gramophones 

Amplifiers and 
turn-tables 

Musical instruments 

Telephone sets 

Telephone exchange 
equipment 

Other communications 
equipment 

Fish finders and 
radar equipment 

Electronic calculators 

Other electronic 
products 

Total 

Percentage   increase  of 
Source i   Fine   Instrument 

±222 !2Zi ¿222 
«,575 

21,171 

869 

197 

8,^96 

23,12*» 

*»,2!|8 

69 

13,h ho 

35,672 

8,o'»3 

518 

2'»8 

*»3 
3,763 

kk2 

50 

3.177 

1,256 

298 

2,752 

10,036 10,610 1M5* 

1,698 3,602 M50 

330 86 

118 

62 

2,297 

1,0«}9 1,018 , Mio 
^7,969 

1972  over 19701 
s   Centre,   Seoul 
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17»       Water consumptions       N.A, 

18,       Water consumption per  employees   N.A.   Water  consumption 
is  "heavy"   and  the firm is  to us« water from the roof 
of the building  to cut  costs. 

1°,        Purchase of materialst   Commercial 

20. Main Materials:   There  are 4,280 separate parts,  but 
the main ones are copper wire,  silicon,  carbon, 
graphite and silicon resins. 

21. Transports       Material« Sea 
Final product« Sea 

22. Exportes  Commercial}   about  90$ of sale«.     Main Markst«t 
Taiwan,  Japan,   Hong Kong,   and Europe. 

23. Shortages  and bottlenecks  in Singapore!     Labour 

24. Essential  supplies purchased locallyt   aceitane,  furniture 
Would  like  to buy more locally but  impute  of right 

1 quality not  available.       Have to  carry high stocks. 

t The  company,  started   in 1970,  is   one   of the first  to 
I "upgrade**   Singaporean manufacturing by vertical   integration 

instead of routine electronics assembly work.       One of 
I the  main problems arising from this has been lack of 

machine maintenance  to the required  standard. 
f Consequently,  a  larger number of  spares have to be 

carried as  stocks than would be  the case In a location 
with a greater  skill  base. I 

I 
! 

25. Backward  integrations     None considered. 

26. Reasons for locating  in Singaporet   (in  order of priority) 
1. Labour availability 
2. Good infrastructure and pulic  utility  services 
3. Good banking structure 
k.     Adequate patent   protection 
5. Geographical   location 
6. Fiscal   incentives 
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A»  in  Hong Kong,   the  most  rapid  rate  of growth   in recent   years 

has been  concentrated   in  high value   items   such  as   calculators   and 

cassette   recorders,   though, in general,   Korean   industry produce»   a 

moro basic   range  of models.       Tho   first   cassette   shipments  wore 

made in  I969  and  exports   in 1973  were   estimated  at   #2 million. 

For  calculators,   I972  was   the first   year  in vhich   there was a 

serious  attempt   to break   into  the   international   market. 

In  total,   M  per  cent  of the   industry's  output   is  exported, 

though  the  proportion  varies considerably  from  product  to  product. 

The detailed  breakdown  of   exports   is   shown  in  the   following  tablet 

Exports   of Electronic  Products   from Korea.   1970-1972 

(in  thousands of US  dollars) 

Radios 

Tel«visiona 

Tape recorders 

Gramophones 

Amplifiers 

Telephone   seta 

Telephone  exchange 
equipment 

Electronic 
calculators 

Other products 

Total 

mo 
5,230 

3,08*» 

6Í17 

12 

12*1 

11 

9,108 

'•,033 
3,250 

3,'»76 

263 

211 

93 
h. 888 

16,21*» 

1*972 

10, /»16 

8,165 

7,660 

216 

1,^56 

350 

1,058 

1,89* 

5.915 

37,130 

Exports  as  Percentage 
of   sales   in   1972 

77.5 

22.9 

95.2 

41.7 

115.9 

12.7 

7.3 

»2.5 

£L6 
43.8 

Percentage   increase  of  1972 over  I97O1   307.7 

Sourçei  Pine   Instruments  Centre,   Seoul 1   Korea  Electronic»   Industry 
Data  Book. J 

The  pattern of exports  from Korea   is   the  opposite of  tho  one 

from Hong Kong.        In Hong  Kong a   smaller proportion   of components 

ie     exported   than  final   products.        The   reasons   for   this  are   tho 

existence   of  a   substantial   domestic   market   in Koroa   and  the fact 

that   the  link  between   local  components   production and   the manufacture 

of   final   products  is  weaker  in  the   case   of Korea. 

As  for  components,   the most   important   single market   is  the 

US,   though  Europe rather   than Japan holds   second  place. 
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1 Products   in  197 2   (thousands   of US  do , .. j  liars) 

US 

6,458 

Percen- 
tage 
of 
total Japan 

Pere on« 
tage 
oí- 
total Canada 

Percen- 
tage 
of 
total Europe 

1,635 

Poreen 
tage 
of 
total 

Radlos 62.0 1,156 11.1 656 6.3 15.7 
Tel eviti Ion» 3,755 46.0 2,302 28.2 285 3.5 1 ,344 16.5 
Tape 
recorder» 3,*»58 45.1 1,245 16.3 94 1.2 2 ,558 33.4 
Gramophone» 216 100.0 - - - - • • 

Amplifiers 1,231 84.5 214 14.7 11 0.8 - • 

Telephone 
sets 293 83.7 30 8.6 27 7.7 
Telephone 
exchange 
equipment 858 81.1 
Electronic 
calculators 1,148 60.6 221 11.7 *33 2*1.0 
Other 
Products 4.844 

17,945 

81¿¿ 

'•8.3 

1.002 

6,170 
i¿x2 
16.6 

2 

2.9 

11 Ot2 
Total 1,075 6 ,861 I8.5 

Sourcet   Fine  Instruments  Centre,   Seoul.   Korea  Electronics   Industry- 
Data  Book. 

It   is not     possible     to  nnulyse   the  ownership structure  of   the 
industry  by different  products as,   vith   the  exceptions  of  telephone 
und  exchange  equipment  and  a   lev  small   local   firms  specialising 
in basic   transistor  radios,   nearly all   companies  produce more  than 
one  product.       Local   investment  represents  a  considerably higher 
proportion  of  the   total   than  in  the  components   sector.        On  the 
other hand,   the  average   size   of firm  is   larger  and  the  links 
with  the   international  market  closer  and   stronger. 
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Ownership. Investment and Employment in tho Korean 

Eloc tronica Industry, mid 197') 

Local companies 

Average per company 

Joint venture» (US) 

Average per company 

Joint ventures (Japanese) 

Average per company 

Joint ventures (Hong Kong) 

Average per company 

Joint venture.(European) 

Sub-total (Joint ventures) 

Average per company 

Total 

Average per company 

No. of 
Compani«» 

29 

10 

IB 

Equity 
Investment 
(¿OOP) 

23,373 

806 

910 

227 

10,627 

1,063 

7^8 

2'<9 

Ski 

2^,051 

It 77° 
kl,U2k 

1,009 

Empioyment 

15,372 

530 

731 
183 

7,322 

732 

1,352 

1»51 

11,088 

6l6 

26. >>60 

563 

Source 1   Compiled  from data  provided   by  the  Fine   Instrument»   Centre, 
Seoul. 

The   locally  owned   portion   of  the   sector  is  dominated   by 

three  large  groupst   Gold   Star,   Sara  Sung and Taihan.        The  Gold 

Star Group  is   part   of   tho   wider  Lucky  Chemicals   Group which   Includes 

part  ownership  of  the  largest   plastics manufacturer   in Korea, 

the  largest   electric   cable  company,   and   the   second   largest   oil 

refinery.        The   electronics  activities   of   the Group  consist   of 

two   locally   owned   companies  producing  consumer   electronics   goods, 

a   local   firm making diodes  and   transistors,   and   a   share  in   three 

joint  ventures,   one  making   telephones   and   exchange   equipment,   one 

making  speakers,   and   another manufacturing   tuners,   capacitors   and 

other components.        The  Group's   total   sales  and   employment   in 

electronics   for  1972  were   $h8  million  and   7,300  respectively. 

Of th«s« sal o s   figures     ¿13  million, or   27   per cent, wore exports. 

The  Sam  Sung Group   in  electronics  consists   of  J  companies,   2 

locally  owned  and  one  joint venture.        In  1972  Group   sales  were 

¿18.3 million   (¿12  million  exports  or   67   per cent),   and  employment 

was   5,0OO.        The   third  major group  is   part   of  the  Taihan 

organisation with  sales   in  1972  of ¿I3 million   (¿'4  million   or  31 

per  cent   exported)   and  employment  of   3,'»50.        The   three Groups 

accounted   for   5>»  per  cent   of  total   employment   in   the   electronic» 
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products industry and 53 por cent of the output produced by the 

wholly Korean-owned companies in;(the industry. 

The prominence of these Groups should not, however, give a 

distorted view of the strength of the local industry.   A 

considerable part of the Groups1 strength, especially that of 

Gold Star and Taihan, derives from selling more than half their 

output to a heavily protected home market.    Furthermore, as 

noted above (sec Section  1  on electronic components), the 

Industry is for various reasons heavily dependent on imports for 

the supply of vital components.   There is also the problem of 

quality control.   It is the aim of nearly every Korean exporter 

of electronics products to obtain the American Underwriters' 

Laboratory stamp of approval, which is the most widely known 

indicator that a product has reached the required standards of 

safety and quality.   Few Korean products yet havo the UL stamp, 

one difficulty being that the Western concept of the synonymity 

of safety and quality in a product is gaining only slow acceptance 

in the Korean domestic market. 

Another difficulty facing local manufacturers, even large 

ones, Is that of access to the consumer.   Many of their export 

operations are carried out undor sub-contract to foreign buyers 

who may well manufacture themselves.   They re-sell the 

goods under their own brand-names often re-exporting them to a 

third country.   This is u practice frequently associated with 

Japanese buyers, and is particularly acute in the more advanced 

and high-value products of the industry.   Illustrations from 

the cases of calculators and cassette recorders will servo the 

point.   There are five major producers of cassettes in Korea. 

Of these, two aro closely tied in with Japanese partners or buyers 

who have the responsibility of marketing the entire output. 

Two companion have a similar arrangement with their American 

partners.   Tho remaining independent company has tried to 

market alone, and an earlier technical assistance agreement 

with a Japanese firm is no longer in operation.   Howevor, it 

too has found it necessary to sign an exclusive agreement with 

a European importing house.   Frequently, the foreign partner» 

or buyers are also the suppliers of vital components and of 

technical assistance.   In tho case of calculators there are 

also 5 major manufacturers.   Four of these are carrying out 
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assembly operations for Japanese partners or buyers.   The other, 

with a US partner, is allowed a «¡renter degree of independence. 

One of the companies withdrew from an agreement with a Japanese 

buyor and thus out of the calculator field owing to the very 

small profit margins that were allowed.   In each instance the 

Japanese supply the LSI chips, some technical assistance and 

control all the marketing.   The size of the local companies is 

no protection for them as their total output is broken down into 

several different products and they remain weak, both from a 

technical and a marketing viewpoint, in the production of higher 

value lines for the international market. 

2.42 Case Study Compani o H (figures in US dollars refer to 1972) 

N S 

B 

1. Products 1 million 'i80,OOO Radio 24o,000 
radios, 
40O,00O 
B/W TV sets 
80,000 tape 
recorders 
250,000 
other pieces 

radios, 
360,0OO 
n/W TV sets 
120,000 tape 
recorders 
1,200,000 
other pieces 

assembly digital clocks 
120,000 car 
radios 
80,000 other 
pieces 

2. Nationality Korean Joint 
Venture 
50^ Korean 

Korean Koruan 

3. Ownership Wholly local 50'P Japanese Wholly local Wholly local 
4. Annual sales £)0,B69,750 ¿10,873,000 ¿1,830,000 ¿2,343,244 
5. Value added ¿12,882,871 '¿4,281,420 ¿191,000 ¿763,664 
6. Numbers 

employed 
Men 
Women 
Total 

1,538 
1.829 
37157 

. N.A 

2,372 

N.A 
N.A 
318 

N.A 
&¿ 
530 

7. Average 
monthly 
wage* *51 ¿59 ¿38 ¿41 

8. Total annual 
wage cost ¿2,060,604 ¿1,679,376 ¿145,008 ¿260,760 

9. Non-wage 
value added ¿10,822,267 ¿2,602,o44 ¿45,992 ¿502,904 
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'Losst • 

10. Net profit ¿1,185,930 0245,946 (080,'»56) 0351,351 

I 11. Fixed assets 0761,000 01,821,608 0470,000 01 ,456,757 
12. Plant and 

equipment 0540,528 0746,859 0192,000 0597,270 
13. Sales per 

employee 09,168 04,584 05,755 04,421 
1'». Vaino added 

per employee 03,826 01,805 0601 01,441 
15. Non-wage value 

added per 
employee 03,21*» 01,097 0l'»5 0949 

16. Fixed assets 
per employee 0226 0768 01,^78 02,749 

17. Plant and 
equipment per 
employee 0161 0315 0604 01,127 

18. Net profit/ Losst 
sales 3.8# 2.3?¿ (4.49É) 15.0# 

19. Wage cost/ 
sales 6.7# 15. 4# 7.99É 11.1JÉ 

20. Value added/ 
sales 4l.7# 39.4# 10.4# 32.6% 

21. Electricity 
consumption 
(kwh per annum )  N.A N.A N.A N.A 

22. Electricity 
consumption 
per employee N.A N.A N.A N.A 

23. Water 
consumption 
(m3 per annum) N.A N.A N.A N.A 

24. Water 
consumption 

•          • •          < . • 

• por employee N.A N.A N.A N.A 
25. Purchase of Partly under Mostly from Purchased Foreign parts 

materials sub-contract Japanese from foreign bought under 
and partly partner buyer, sub -contract. 
commercial complains of 

high price 
local bought 
commercially 

26. Transport 
Materials 60$ Sea N.A 50fr Sea N.A 
Final products 90# Sea N.A Sea N.A 

27. Export sales 08,'tOO, 000 09,955,000 All sales 01 ,756,000 or 27.2$ of or 91.6# of exported or 74.9# sales. sales under sub- of sales 
Exports are contract. 
mostly sub- Faced 
contract but intense 
there are competition 
also some from other 
under firm'9 local 
(cont. ovor)-- 

1   H 0  — 
(cont.over) 

I 
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27« Export sales 
(Continued) 

28« Shortages and 
bottlenecks 

29. Supplies 
purchased 
locally 

30. Backward 
linkage 

31. Reasons for 
locating in 
Korea 

32. Expansion 

brand name, 
Company has 
offices in 
New York and 
Tokyo. 

Skilled 
labour, 
components 

Some 
compononts. 
Packaging, 
furniture, 
cabinets, 
plastic 
parts etc. 

Within the 
Group as n 
whole to 
increase 
local 
purchases of 
components, 
now about 
70# of value 
(but 
advanced 
components 
imported). 

Not 
applicable 

None 

Packaging, 
fumi ture 
etc. 

Local 
components 
normally 
purchased 
within the 
Group 

suppliers. 
Pays 0.3$ of 
sales for 
technicul 
assistance. 

Testing     None 
instruments 

Same lines 

Notest N.A = Not available 

* Including fringe benefits (if any). 

Sourcet Field Interviews 

Packaging». 
furniture 
etc. 

Some 
components. 
Packaging, 
furniture 
etc. 

None 

1. Labour 
cost 

2* Geo- 
graphic t 

position 
in 
relation 
to Japan 

3. Availab- 
ility of 
local 
enter- 

t      prises 

Same lines 

Not 
applicable 

Not 
applicable 

Same lines. 
Would like 
to market 
independently 

N.A 
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COMPANY E 

1. Products i telephone exchange equipment, telephone nets, watt 
hour metros. 

•    2. Nationality! Joint venture 

3. Ownership! 6l per cent Korean and Japanese! 39 per cent European. 

I'*. Annual sales! Telephone sets ¿1,000,000 
Automatic exchange equipment pi,130,000 
Manual exchange equipment ¿2,6l7,000 

«Watt hour metres and other items iti. 385.OOP 
Total 012,132,000 

5. Value added! ¿5»¿»37,000. 

jj    6. Numbers employed! Men     813 
il Women  1.087 

Total  1,900 

1    7. Average monthly vage*t ¿78 

8. Total annual wage costi ¿1,778,400 

J    9. Non-wage value added! ¿3,658,600 

-J    10 Sales per employee! ¿6,385 

11 Value added per employee! ¿2,862 

12 Non-wage value added per employe»! ¿1,926 

13 Value addod/Salesi M.8# 

14 Wage costs/Saleai 14.7$ 

15 Not profit! ¿1,3^0,571 

16 Net profit/Salesi 11.0# 

17 Fixed assets! ¿3,5**6,026 

18 Fixed assets per employee! ¿1,866 

19 Electricity consumption! 4,322,900 kwh p.«. 

t    20 Electricity consumption per employee! 2,275 kwh p.a. 

*    21 Water consumption! k6.k  million litre» p.a. 

122 Wator consumption! per employee! 2*»,*»21 lltraa p.«. 

23 Exports! ¿1,227,300 or 10.1# of sales. Commercial 

2k  Purchase of materials« Commercial 

25 Transport! Materials! Sea 
Pinal products! Sea 

Note» Including fringe benefits 

Source! Field interview 
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2.5  Industry Evaluation 

i. Employment! Average non-wage vt\lue added per employee! ¿2,966. 
Percentage of males among operatives! 39.9?c. 

2. Transport requirements! Normally sea for final products, but 
mostly air for materials. 

3. Nature of the market.   Consumer electronics shows evory sign 
of beine a major growth industry during the 1970s.   In all the 
advanced nations there is a growing demand for television and 
radio sets and what are sometimes demeaningly referred to as 
"transistorised toys" - pocket calculators, cassotte recorders, 
video cassettes, stereo and quadrophonic hi fi.   In terms of 
international trade, most of these products are ideal.   They 
tend to be light in weight and possess a high value! weight 
ratio.   Those components and parts which cannot be easily 
manufactured can be imported conveniently by air. 

It is a market in which there is constant technical change 
and innovation.   For a manufacturing centre with little 
experience, however, it is always possible to concentrate on 
relatively long runs of the basic typo of model - for example, 
single band transistor radios. 

It is unlikely that technical change will reduce the labour 
content in final assembly very significantly, though it can 
reduce the percentage of total value accounted for by labour. 
The case of calculators illustrates this.   The use of "single 
chip" LSI as the central component reduces the percentage of 
labour in the cost of the component, by half.    (From about J% 
with I.e. to 1?,# with LSI).   Rut there are still a large number 
of other components to be fitted together.   In addition to the 
case and keyboard, such a machine requires a power supply and 
a display, together with a number of transistors, diodes, resistors 
and capacitors.   Also most I,Sis at present require at least one 
other I.e. to be used with them in order to provide a clock 
or series of pulses which perform a synchronising role. 

•       • • 
Although this cannot be avoided in the case of foreign 

investors, it would be better if local manufacturers were to 
avoid relying on the foreign buyer as a source of components. 

The development of an electronics products industry should 
be accompanied by expansion of component production and the 
Government should provide incentives to maximise the linkape 
between the two. 

Fuel, electricity and water.   Fuel consumption negligible. 
Average electricity consumption per employee! 3,229 kwh p.a. 
Average water consumption per employee! 1Q5,550 

Average space per employee! 9.5 sq. metres. 

Supporting industriosi 

Electronic components 
Plastic moulding 
Office and factory furniture 
Tool repair 

'•. 

6. 
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3.     ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES. 

This   industry  covers  a wide range   of products.   The  study 

concentrates  on   those  products where   low  labour cost   centres 

have  succeeded  in  exporting in  significant  quantities  mostly 

to  the  industrialised  countries.  The   most   significant   among 

such  products  are  the  following«   electric   light  bulbs,   including 

bulbs   for decorative  purposes»   battery  powered  torches}   light 

fittings|   household appliances  such as   electric  irons|   plugs, 

sockets  and  switchesJ   electric wire  and  cable|   transformers, 
battery chargers  and other parts« 
3.1     Singapore 

3.11 The Industry 

The  latest  aggregate  information  available on the  industry 
is  for 1971.   In  that year output was  U.S.   jtk.6 million and 

employment  2,^19.  There was  *»3 companies,   of whom 21  were 

foreign or  Joint  ventures  and 22 were   locally owned.   Exports 

in 1971 were ¿1.8 million  39.1* of sales.   The rate of growth 

of exports  in recent years  can be seen  in   the following tabi*. 

««port»  Of Electrical Appliances   from Singapore 
to  O.E.CD.   Countries.   1967.   1971.   1972  

(thousands   of   U.S.    dollar?) 

Industrial appliances 
Domestic appliances 

1967 

Negligible 

258 

258 

1971 

1,400 

400 

1,800 

1972 

*,0OO 

2,5QO 

6,500 

Sou.m s O.E.C.Dt Statistics of Foreign Trade. 

! 
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27.       Expansion i       Non« c ont «aplat od at prooont. 

Group  3 Othor Component» 

COMPANY 6 

1. Product!i    Tranafor»«r», printed circuit boards,  cablo 
hornos»*»,  relaya. 

». Nationality*    Japan««« 

3. Ownership.  Joint  vtntun botwson 2 J apaños« eoapaniss 

k. Annual salaat $6,730,000 

3. Valu« add od i    $2,700,000 

6. Nuabor «aployadi Itoti 50 
Wonon      kHO 

Total    Too" 

7. Av«ra«o aonthly wa*ot     $10* 

•• Total annual wa^o coats i $684,000 

9. Non-wa*« valu« a4dodt   $2,076,000 

IO.       Salo« por aaployaot  $13,500 

11*       Valu« addod por «aployooi $5,400 

li.       Non-vags valuo addod por oaployoas  $4,151 

13*       8Uo of factoryi   1,672 io.  mstros 

1*.       Spaco por «aployaat  3,Jk sq. aotr«s 

15-18 Eloctrioity and wat or consumption H,A, 
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3.12 Case. Study  Company   (figures  in  U.S.   dollars refer  to   1973). 
1.        Producta:   Electric lamps,   ceiling fans,  fluorescent 

fittings* paper and polystyrene   capacitors,   electric 

2. 

3. 

k. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

11». 

13. 
16. 

17. 
18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

2k. 

irons. 

Nationality!   European 

Ownership!   Wholly owned subsidiary 

Annual  aalest   $4,200,000 

Value  added i   $2,100,000 

Numbers   employed i Men  79 

Women  301 

Total   380 

Average monthly waget   $62 

Total  annual wage costt  $282,720 

Non-wage  value addedt $1,817 ,280 
Sales  per   employees   $11,053 

Value  added per employee $5,526 

Non-wage  value  added per  employees  $4,782 

Size   of  factory 5»109 square Metres. 

Space  per   employee 13.4 square  metres. 

Electricity consumptions   i»77»756 kwh, p.a. 

" " per  employees   1,257   kwtr p,a 
Water  consumptions  3.9 million, litres  per annum. 

" * per  employee   10,300  litres  p.a. 

Purchase   of materialst   from parent or associated 
companies   for  lamps,   ceiling fans,  fluorescent 
fittings   and capacitors)   commercial^ for electric 
irons. 

Main materialst   glass,   filaments, 
cast   iron. 

copper wire,   caps, 

Export aalest 75# of total sales) main markets are 
in South East Asia. Company originally set up to 
serve the local market of Malaysia and Singapore. 
However, the splitting away of Singapore from the 
Malaysian Federation has led to the establishment 
of export mnrkets. The parent company has ceded 
the  South   East  Asian  region  to   the Singapore   firm. 

Shortages   and bottlenecks   in Singapore!  Labour 

Supplies   purchased locally!   plastics,   packaging, 
furniture,   simple repairs. 

Backward   linkages considered!   No  because scale 
economies   do not permit  it.    For  current product   lines• 
bave   adapted  techniques to  use  more labour,   especially 
in  assembly  of  irons   which   is   far less  automated   than 
in  Europe.« 
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25t    Reason»  for  siting in Singapore   (in   order of priority) 
1. Provision  of adequate  land and   industrial 

infrastructure. 
2. Geographic  position  - nearness   to market 
3. Good,  disciplined  labour  force   (now completely 

absorbed). 
26,    Expansion -  yes,   same lines. 

Sourest      Field interview 

3.2    Hong Kong 
3.21     The Industry 

Between  1971   and  1973»   the number  of establishments  in the 
electrical  appliances  industry rose from 3^8   to 371 and total   emp- 
loyment fell fro« 13,818 to  12,751*  a decrease of 8 per cent.  For 

analysis purposes,   it     is convenient    to divide the  industry 
into  three partst   torches and flashlights,  bulbs and decoration 
lights,  and  other appliances. 
3.211       Torches  and Flashlights 

The manufacture  of  torches  is  one  of the   older established 
industries   in Hong Kong,   and  in recent   years   has  been suffering 
a  slight decline   as  coats  have  increased   in   relation to   those   in 
other  source areas.     The pattern  of industrial  growth since  I960 
can be  seen  in the  following table.     Exports   account for  97  per 
cent   of sales  so   that   export   figures are  a  close  indicator of 

output. 
Exports, Number of Establishments and Employment 
in the Hong Kong Torch Industry I960»!973  

I960 

1965 

1969 

1971 

1972 

1973 

Sources! 1, 

Exports (US|million) 

7.3 

8.3 
10.6 

11.6 

11,0 

12.8 

Federation of Hong Kong Industries!   Annual 
Reports  1969-72. 

No.   of Employment 
Establishments 

38 6,415 

*3 5,511 
k2 3,932 

*5 3,332 
<*5 2,912 

*»3 2,480 

2.  Government  of Hong Kong.   Census   and Statistics 
Departments   1971  Census  of Manufacturing 
Es t abli shments• 
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The  table clearly   indicates  the  increase   that  has   taken 
place   in both concentration and productivity   in   the   industry 
over  the  12  year  period.     Export   sales  per  establishment   rose 
from  HKSl.2  million  in   i960  to  HK31.5  million   in   1972,   while 
the  value  of sales   per   employee  rose   from iûiZl ,015  to HK$23,008. 

The variation   in   the  sizes  of   establishments   is very  wide. 
In   1971   there were  22   establishments   employing   leas   than  20 
people,   but   these  accounted for  only  2.7  per  cent   of the  total 
number   employed.     There  were  25  establishment»  with annual 
sales   of less than HK$500,000   (US$82,OOO),   but   these  firma 
accounted for only  3.5  per cent   of  the  industry's   total   sales. 

The main export  markets  are  in Europe  and North America, 
though  sala« are very     widespread with Hong Kong  torche» 
being  »old  in more   than  I50 countries, 

Illustrative  of recent  trend»  1»  the decision  of one 
major  Hong Kong manufacturer  to re-locate  in Taiwan.     The 
reason»  given were  lower wage  cost»   and  the  incentives   offered 
to   foreign  investors  by  the Taiwanese  authorities. 

Increases  in  the   cost  of raw materials have  been 
particularly acute   in   this  industry.     In January,   197*1, 
price»   for metals  were   I50 per cent   higher than a year  earlier, 
while   plastics were   5OO  per  cent  higher.     For   example,   the 
London  copper quotation was £1,050 per  ton in  December,   1973 
while   in January  of the   same year  it  was  £*»50.   Aluminium 
ingot»   rose  during  the   »ame period  by  64  per  cent.     The  «ine 
price  rose from £160  to  £900 per  ton. 

Despite these  enormous  increase»  accompanying the  rise 
in  labour costs,   industry representatives were   optimistic. 
Hong Kong is  to some  extent  showing  its  ability  to adapt   to 
adverse  circumstances.     The decline   in  employment  has  taken 
place   in the medium  size  companies.     The  larger  firms have 
upgraded their lines  and do not  concentrate production  in 
one  type  of product.     There has been  a substantial   switch 
from plastic  to metal   cases  following the  increase  in the  price 
of  plastic  resins.     The  largest  firm  in  the  Colony recorded 
a   35  per cent  increase   in the value  of turnover during 1973, 
and  exports  as a whole   increased by  about  lh  per  cent  if  the 
"battery operated   lantern"  category  is  added  to  the  figures 
for  torches  alone. 
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A   Case  Study  Company   (figuras  in  U.S.   dollar«  refer to  1973) 
1. 

2. 

3. 
k 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 
Ik. 

15. 
16. 

17. 
IB. 

19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
2h. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

Products:   Torches 
Nationality»   Hong Kong 
Ownership:   Wholly  locally  owned. 
Annual  sales:   $7,'»80,000   (25  million plecas) 
Value added  $3,920,000 
Numbers  employed:   Men 66O 

Women 1.5^0 
2,200 

Average monthly wage*:   $108 
Total annual  wage  cost:   $2,851,200 
Non-wage value  added:   $1,068,800 
Sales per  employee:   $3,^00 
Value added per  employee:   $1,782 
Non-wage value  added per  employee:   $*»86 
Value added /  sales   :   52.4£ 
Wage costs  /  sales   :     38.1^ 
Sise of factory   :   27,870    sq.   metres. 
Space per  employee   :   12.7 «Q.   metres. 
Electricity  consumption   :   7,200,000 kwh_ per annum. 

" " per  employe«  3,273 kwh, per annusi. 
Material  purchases   :   Commercial. 
Main material«:   Aluminium,   steel,   sine,   copper,   glass, 
plastics.     Main  sources:   Canada,   U.K,   Japan. 
Export  sales   :   Commercial  and  some  sub-contract  line«. 
Virtually all   «ales  exported.   Main markets   U.8. 
Transport   1   Materials   :   sea 

Final  products   :   sea 
Shortages  and bottlenecks  in Hong Kongt   Non« 
Supplies  purchased locally   »   bulbs,   machinery spares, 
packaging. 

Backward  linkage  considered:   yes  -  aim is  to become 
completely  «elf-«ufficient.     Aims  to produce all 
components   except   batteries. 
Reasons  for  siting  in Hong Kong:   Not  applicable. 
Expansion   :   ye«   -  existing  lines. 

* , Including fringe  benefits. 
Source:       Field interview. 
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3.212. Dulbs and Decorative Lights. 

Three types of bulb are manufactured in Hong Kong l torch 

bulb», filament bulbs and decorative light bulb».  The process 

of manufacturing is very similar  for the three types, indeed it 

is identical for torch and filament bulbs, and J s highly 

labour intensive.  It consists of the following stages: 

(a) Glass moulding. 

(b) Beading - fixing the position of two copper 
wires by a glass bead. 

(c) FilanienL fixing - connecting the upper ends of 
tha two copper wires by a tungsten filament. 

(d) Bulbing - inserting the beaded copper wires Into 
the glass bulb. 

(•)  Air exhausting and sealing. 

(f) Capping - fitting the bulb into a braaa cap. 

(g) Lead soldering. 

(h)     Paint   spraying   (decorative bulbs  only). 
(i)     Testing. 
(j)     Packing . 

The   industry   is  again   one   of  the  older-established  ones 
in  Hong Kong whose  growth  has   been  cut  back   in  recent   years 
by   competition  from  areas   offering  lower  vage   costs.      Exports 
grew  consistently  throughout   the   i960« s   from  IIK312   million  in 
I960  to  HKZ3J million   in  1970.      Since   then  there  has   been  a 
sharp fall,   especially  in decorative bulbs.     Exports   of  these 
fell   from HK&18  million  to  11^17  million  in  1971.     This  was 
chiefly due   to  a  fall   of HK*2.3  million  exports   to   the   U.S. 
This  fall  was  partly compensated  for by an increaae   in  exporta 
to   the  U.K.      Complaints  had  been  received  from both  Europe 
and North America concerning the   aafety of Hong Kong Christmas 
tree  light   seta,   and  this  waa  doubtless  influential   in  the 
fall   of U.S.   sales.     However,   a considerable  effort   waa 
made  to  improve  quality  standards  and five Hong Kong 
manufacturers  received  licences   from the U.K.   entitling 
them to  use  the  "Kite"   aafety mark of the British  Standards 
Institute.     This  enabled a  further increase   in British 
sales   in  1972,   but  that  year  also  witnessed a draatic   drop 
from IIK35.7  million  to  HK$523,325   in  sales  to  the   U.S. 
Overall   exports   fell   to  HK312.7   million.     The  main   factor 
causing  the  decline waa   the   large  U.S.   buyers   switching 
from Hong  Kong  to Taiwan  and  Korea where  labour  costa   are 
substantially   lower. 
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roi 
in 
B. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
h. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

li». 

15. 
16. 

17. 
18 

19. 
20. 

21. 

During thi» period,   torch  and  filament  bulb exporta 
>•   »lightly from  HK$21  million   in   1970  to HK$21.3  million 
1972. 

A   Case Study  Company   (figures   in U.S.  dollar«  refer 
to 1973) 

Producta  i  Torch  and filament  bulbs,  Christmas  tree 
light  bulb». 
Nationality   i   Hong Kong 
Ownership   i   Wholly Hong Kong 
Annual sales   :   $870,000 
Value added   1   $583,000 
Numbers employed   t Men     I89 

Women     loi 
Total     330 

Average monthly wage    # $108 
Total  annual wage  cost   j   $¿»53,600 
Non-wage value  added   1   $129,kOO 
Value  of plant   and machinery   (at  cost)   1  .$'•7,333 
Total  fixed asseta   1   $80,^6^ 
Sales  per employee   1   $2,hHG 
Value  added per   employee   1   $1,666 
Non-wage value  added per  employee   I   3370 
Fixed assets  per  employee   t   $230 

Plant  and machinery   (at  cost)  per employee  t   $135 
Siae  of factory   t   1,393 "9.   metres. 
Space per employee   1   't.Osq,   metres. 
Purchase of materials   1   Commercial 
Main materials   t   Glass  bulbs  and  tubes,   copper wire, 
tungsten filament,   brass  caps,   lead,   polystyrene, 
polyethylene,   P.V.C,   electric   wires,   brass   sheet,   tin 
•heat,   tungsten   wire,   plastic   decorative parts, 
aluminium and  tin  wire  baskets. 

Export  sales:   All   sales   exported.      Exports  directly. 
About  half the   output   is  under  sub-contract   to  buyers. 
The  rest  is  by   apecific   contract   order. 

22.      Transport   t 

23. 
2k. 

25. 

Materials   : Sea 
Final  Products 1   Sea 

Value added / sales   t   67^ 
Vage  costs /  sales   t   52$ 

Supplies purchased  locally   t   virtually all  machinery 
and  equipment.      The  industry  relies  heavily  on   local 
aupport facilities  for  the  manufacture  of glaaa   tubes 
and  bulbs,  brasa   caps,   P.V.C.,electric  wires,   plastic 
decorative  parts,   tin wire,   beading glass  and  baskets. 
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Not«  *  Include«  fringe benefit« 

Sourcel   c«>"«Piled from  information provided  by  the Government 

of Hong Kong,  Department   of Commerce  and Industry. 
3.213.      Other Appliancen 

Th« moat up to date aggregate information on thi» 

industry  i«  for 1971.     At   that  time,   there  were  137 

companie«  manufacturing the  following product«» 

Protiu,?l No.   of   Como^n^i 

Fan« xb 

Table  and desk lamp« 8 4,099 

Decorative  lighting eet«  30 2k ,182 

L(HK$) 
(OOO) 

28,688 

Export« 
U IKS OOO) 
21,'*'»8 

Miscellaneous household 
article« 

Plug«,   sockets, 
switches  etc. 

Transformer« 

Electric  cable and 
wire 

Battery charger« 

Air  pump« 

Other« 

U.S.   3 

3,031 
22, UO 

IO 

8 

5 

3 

'1 

137 

3,181 

27,603 

7,267 

22,500 

1,063 

688 

22.098 

1**1,369 

23,173 

1,166 

23,1*3 

*,«90 

*»70 

1,063 

641 

ÜU6J& 
92,6*3 

15,187 
Export« a« percentage of «ale«  1   65.3^ 

Sal«« per company    $169,161. 

Data have been made available to  the consultant« which 

enable     the  following table  to be set   out  for the other 

appliance«   industry as  a whole. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

Electrical Appliances Industry in Hong Kong. 1971 

(figures J.n U.S. dollars) 
Products i see above table 

Ownership t 136 companies are wholly Hong Kong owned, 
and one company is foreign owned.  Of the Hong Kong 
companies, one has a licensing arrangement whereby the 
whole of its output is purchased by a European 
manufacturer and sold under the latter»s brand name. 
Annual sales ï^23,175,000 

Value added t Cost of materials and components 1 $13,000,000 

S  »so.poo Work sub-contractod 

3. 

Total 

Valu* added   1   $9,725.000 

Numbers  employed   1 

M Women 

#13,450,000 

Average monthly 

Management 

Technicians 

Supervisors 

Craftsmen 

Operatives 

Other 
workers 

Apprentices 

Total 

353 

142 

247 

1,224 

1,210 

356 

3,688 

77 

2 

39 

384 

1,868 

507 

 u 

430 

144 

286 

1,608 

3,078 

863 

169 

6,578 

187 

123 

111 

102 

65 

2,890 

Average wage excluding management and technicians 

6.   Total annual wage costi$6,609,216 

Non-wage value addedt$3,115,784 

Total production cost 1 $18,374,000 

Overheads $ 3,402,OOO 

Nat profit $ 1,399,000 

Total fixed assets!$7,188,000 

Plant and machinery at cost t $3,148,000 

Sales per employee t $3,527 ($3,888) •• 

Value added per employee 1 $1,480 ($1,632) ** 

Non-wage value added per employees $474 ($522) *» 

Fixed assets per employee : $1,094 

Plant and machinery at cost per employee t %479 
Value added / Sales t 42.0;ú 

Wage costs / Sales 1   28.5^ 

58 

4o 
84 

75.5 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 
14. 

15. 
16. 

17. 
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18. Profit /Sales l 6.0</, 

19. Total specie occupied t 12'*,000 sq. metres 

20. Space per employee » 18.86 sq. metres 

21. Electricity consuraptiont21,705,000 kvJi:per annum 

22. Electricity consumption!per employee 3,3^* kuh iper annum 

23. Water consumption 187.5 million litres p.a. 

2k, Water consumption per employee J 28,500 litres p.a. 

25. Purchase of materials : Nearly all commercial. Over 
75 per cent are imported. 

26. Main materials : Brass sheet and rods, copper plate 
and bars, tlnplate, steel sheet, tube and wire, 
aluminium sheet and wire, copper wire, insulated 
copper wire, fuse wire, cables, leads, power cords, 
plastic moulding powder, bakélite powder, natural 
rubber, filament, tungsten, glass tubes, ceramic 
bridges, mica sheet«. Most important source of 
materials : Japan. 

27. Exports: 15,187,  The growth of exports was very 
rapid during the early part of the'60s. The value of 
exports rose by II3 per cent between i960 and I965. 
Between I965 and 1971» however, the proportional 
increase was munii less - only 25 per cent.  The 
reasons for this slowing down differ according to 
the product in question.  Very broadly, the industry 
may be divided Into two categories : goods aimed at 
the European and North American markets, e.g. table 
lamps, and miscellaneous houshold appliances, and goods 
aimed at the Asian, African and Middle Eastern markets, 
e.g. fans and air conditioners.  Many of the traditional 
markets for the latter products developed their own 
manufacturing facilities during the sixties with 
accompanying measures to restrict imports.  Exports of 
electric fans were lower in 1971 than in I967, though 
in I972 ^there was a recovery to show an increase of 
I'» per cent on the I967 figure.  The picture is more 
varied with regard to products for the European and 
American markets.  in some of the more basic lines 
Hong Kong increasingly felt the pressure of competition 
from Taiwan and Korea.  The Colony's manufacturers 
have succeeded in maintaining exports and in some 
instances recorded  substantial increases by diversifying 
into new or higher value lines such as electrical 
equipment for vehicles and domestic electric heating 
appliances. 

Important considerations for this type of product 
are safety specifications and quality control.  Not 
all buyers insist that products comply with 
international safety standards, but all companies 
which exported directly did manufacture in compliance 
with such standards.  Those who exported through 
traders, however, did not in the majority of cases 
possess details of safety regulations though they did 
claim fully to understand them. 
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Only 28 per cent of the companies In the Industry 
possessed internationally recognised safety 
certificates.  The main reason given for this was 
that obtaining such certificates increased costs 
and reduced ready marketability. k2  per cent of the 
companies had effective quality control. 

Design is another significant factor.  Irrespective 
of sise, it is helpful if inexperienced establishments 
have detailed design specifications from buyers.  In 
Hong Kong 20 per cent of the firms were manufacturing 
exclusively according to customers'designs. As a 
company becomes experienced, it may attempt to impress 
buyers with its own designs. 

28 Transport requirements i Materials t sea 

Final productst mostly sea 

29 81 per cent of the companies in the industry have no 
plans to diversify or expand existing lines.  3 per 
cent wish to diversify and 17 per cent to expand 
•xisting lines* 

Source!  Compiled from data provided by the Government 

of Hong Kong. Department of Commerce and Industry. 
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19. Purchase of matariale!     fro» U.S.   computar company who 

sub-contract  Company O1« work. 

20. Main material»i   transistor», diodes,  coppsr wire, 

«agnatic wir*. 

81.      Transport t       Nat ariala 
Final products 

Saa and air 
Air 

82. Exportai    all salas axportad to U.S.  computar company. 

83, Shortages and bottlanack»  in Singaporet  patrol sum 

basad solvant» and plastics   (this wss world-wide at 

th»  tim» of th*   int»rvi»w) 

2k.       Suppli»« purchaaad locally! very littla owing to high»r 

cost. 

83.       Backward integration!   Nona con»id»r»d. 

86.       Rsason» for locating in Singaporst   (in ordar of priority) 

1,    Labour availability and cost. 
8,    Good quality labour - easily trainatala. 
3.    Ho languaga  barri ar. 

87.       Expansion i   Nona  c ont ampi a tad. 

COMPANY H 

1. Product»t   Msmory stack»,  printad circuit board assembly, 

cora memory tooling. 

8. Nationality! U.S. 

3. Ownarshipi     Wholly owned subsidiary 

1». Annual saleei     $31,390,000 
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3» 3  Korea 

3.3I The Industry 

Aggregate figures for the Korean Electrical appliances 

industry in 1972 are as follows I- 

Number of 
Establish- 
ments 

Exports 
{#000) 

5*».6 

Sales 
(tfooo) 

Refrigerators 5 1,275 
Washing machines 2 0.7 235 
Electric irons 12 N.A 689 
Electric fans 9 0.5 3,523 
Electric mixers k N.A 196 
Electric heaters( domes itic )  2 11.5 123 
Electric meters 1 N.A 136 
Hair dressing ins trumenta 1 0.5 2 
Torches 5 N.A 679 
Air conditioners k N.A 1,*27 
Other miscellaneous 
appliances 

Electric wire & power 
cablea 

Torch bulbs 

Decorative light bulbs 

Other bulbs and lights 

Electric accumulators 

Other appliances and 
supplies 

N.A 83«» 

kk 821. k 3»,3*2 
*» N.A 9C 

18 N.A 6,506 

67 5,807.6 10,617 

25 N.A 5,863 

12 212.0 3,159 

6,908.8 73,696 Total 218 

Source t l) Economic Planning Board, Report on Mining and 

Manufacturing Survey, 1972. 

2) Office of Customs Adminstration| Statistical Year- 

Book of Foreign Trade. 

Exports, at 9.^ of total sales, were a substantially lower 

proportion of sales than in Hong Kong, although there was consider- 

able variation according to product. 

Employment in the industry in 1972 was as follows 1 

Household appliances 2,717 

Electric wire and cable 2,726 

Accumulators 1,023 

Bulbs and other lights 5,6*»5 

Other appliances and supplies 

Total 
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3.3? Case Study Companies 

Data on 4 companies in this industry wars collected in 

Korea.,  3 manufacturing decorative lighting and other bulbs 

and one electric power cables.  The latter company is presented 

separately.  Figures are in U.S. dollars and refer to 1972. 

C    0   M 
A 

PAN I   E   S 
C 

1. Producta Christmas tree 
light bulbs 

Christmas tree 
light bulbs 

Domestic 
light bulbs 

2. Nationality Korean Korean Korean 

3. Ownership Wholly local Wholly local Wholly local 
4. Annual sales $1 ,135,135 $37,838 $999,^00 

5. Value added $ 89,270 $19,501 $401,671 
6. Numbers 

Employed 

Man 3*» NA NA 

Woman 

Total 

26 

60 
M 
35 

M 
350 

7. Average monthly 
wage Zk9 «28 $ '»9 

8. Total annual 
wage cost $35,280 $ll,76o $205,800 

9. Non-wage 
value added 353,990 $ 7,741 $195,871 

10. Net profit 327,192 $ 6,487 $ 48,084 

11. Fixed assets $43,243 $20,331 $179,o4o 

12. Plant and 
machinery $13,51*» $ 5,^05 $ 62,875 

13. Sales per 
employee $18,919 $ 1,081 $ 2,855 

1** Value added 
per employee $ 1,488 $  557 $ 1,148 

15 Non-wage 
value added 
per employee $   900 $  231 $   56O 

16. Fixed assets 
per employee « $  721 $  581 $   512 

17 Plant and 
machinery 
per employee $   225 $  15* $    180 

18 Value added/ 
sales 7.9# 51.5£ 4 0.2% 

19 Wage costa/ 
suies 3.1# 31. l£ 20.6$ 
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20.  Profit/sales 2.kj> 17.1$ *.8$ 

21*  Purchase  of materials   I   Company A     t   50$ of Materials  and 

components   are  purchased abroad»   The  company  buys  directly 

rather   than   through   traders.   Complaints  were  made  about   the 

quality  of  local   components   and  delay in  delivery of  foreign 

purchases. 

Company  B   t  All  materials  purchased  through  a  trading 

company.   Manager  estimates  80$ of materials  imported. 

Complaints made   of  delay in  delivery and  lack  of credit« 

Company C   t   All  materials purchased directly*   About  40$ 

imported.   Complaints  of delays   in  delivery  of  foreign 

materials  and shortages  of  locally produced components* 

22*  Exports   s   Company A   t   All  sales   exported directly.   Output 

is  produced  to  order • from foreign  buyer who  also provides 

detailed  specifications.  There   is  effective  independent 

quality  control* 

Company  B  t   Production  is  on a  sub-contract  basis by direct 

order  from  the  foreign buyer.  The     buyer provides  specifi- 

cations   and  there   is  effective  quality control.  There  is 

intense   competition   among Korean  Companies   and  buyers   change 

sources   rapidly  if  prices  rise*   The  manager  says  the  company 

carries  very small  overheads but  despite   this  he must  absorb 

substantial material  cost  increases*   He  pointed out   that 

the  local  industry was  very  inexperienced  compared  to 

Taiwan  and,   more   especially,  Hong Kong.  He  frankly 

described Korean   products  as  inferior in  quality to  those 

elsewhere but  substantially cheaper* 

Company  C   I  All   output  produced  on  direct   order from over- 

seas   buyer*  The  buyer  in question  is Japanese  and may well 

re-sell   the products  in a third  country*  The  company is now 

establishing its   own  contacts  abroad*  There  is  effictive 

quality  control. Considers  products   equal  in  quality but 

cheaper  in  price   than  those  from Hong Kong* 
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23, Expansion. Company A No expansion plana 
Company B Has outmoded   equipment and hopas to 
renovate the plant to expand production of existing 
lines. 

SourceI  Field interviews. 

2. 

3. 

*.« 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

Company D 

I. Products   i   Elactrie  power  cables 
Nationality   t   Korean 
Ownership   i  wholly local  but  company has  technical 
agreements with a Japanese and a German  firm« 
Annual  sales   i   $17»l62,l6l 
Value addedi   $5,268,783 
Numbers  employ ad t  Men 55*4 

Women    _81 
Total    633 

Average monthly waget   $81 
Total annual  wage costs   $617,220 
Non-wage value  added  t   $**f 651,563 

10.  Net  profit   :   $1,072,972 
II. Fixed assets   t   $¿¿,500,000 
12.   Plant  and  equipment  $1,850,000 
13*   Sales per  employee!   $27»027 
ikt  Value added per  employee   t   $8,297 
15*   Non-wage value  added par  employee  1   $7,325 
16.   Fixed assets  per  employee   t   $7,087 
17«   Plant  and  equipment  per  employee 1 $2,905 
18.  Value added /   aales   1   30.7# 
19*  Vage costs /sales  t   3.6$ 
20. Profit  /sales   1 6.3# 
21. Purchase  of materials   1   commercial 
22. Exports   i$553tOOO or 3.2  per cent  of  sales.  The main 

purpose of the   company is   import  substitution but   it 
is  the  intention to  increase exports  as  much as possible. 
The main markets will be  elsewhere  in Asia,   apart  from 
Japan. 

23*   Electricity consumption   s   10,806,300 ktvh   per annum 
24. * " per employee:   17fOO0 kwh  per annum 
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23.     Water coneumptioni     73.3 million litre, pr annum. 

26.     Water con.umption per ««ploy.«,,     125.000 Hire, per annum. 

Field Interview. 

3.*  Induetry Evaluation 

1.  Employments 

Average non-wag« velue added per employe«/- ¿1,869 
(excluding wire end cabla») _ ¿1,10*» 

Proportion of nen amone    labour force - 50.8* 
(excluding wire and  cablea) - 43.3* 

Skill requirement» - about 3** of the workforce need» 

to be at   least  »emi-skilled. 

Averaffe of akilled  techniciane and auperviaor» - 13* 

2. Transport requirement» 1    Material» 1 Mostly Sea 

Final  product«!       Mostly Sea 

3. Nature of the market 1    Depende  a very great deal  on 
large buyer» often representing r.tail  chains. 
Safety certificato, and quality control  essential. 
Buyers tend  to  respond rapidly  to cost changa, 
switching to other  sources,  either in the   same 
country or elsewhere. 

«• 

k.  Average electricity consumption per employee,    ^,967 
kwh p.a.     (without  electric cabla.)  1,958  kwh per annum. 
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3. Average water consumption per employee!  5*,6oO litre» p.«. 

6. Average space per employees  12.5 »q. metre*. 

7. Supportin« Industriosi  plastics, machinery manufacture 

«id repair, glass tubes and bulbs, brass caps, PVC wires. 

I 
I 
! 
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Í».      DOMESTIC   SEWING MACHINES 

The  largest   share   of the  total  world market   for sewing 

machines  has  been   supplied  by  Japan  since  the   late 1950s.     Its 

annual  production  of about  k  million units  with a total  value 

of about  $180 million  is  still  unsurpassed  ulsewhere.    Its 

home   market,   however,   is  only  about   1.2  million units  per 

year   so  that  the   industry must   sell about  three-quarters  of 

its   output   abroad   in  order  to   survive.     A number  of trends   In 

recent  years have  combined  to  cause  severe  problems for  tha 

industry especially at  the  more  basic   end  of  the market. 

(a) The U.S.   is   by  far  the  most   important   foreign  customer, 
accounting for 1.9 million units  in 1971   and 1.7 million 
units  in 1972.     Sewing machines have been  hit  by the 
fact  that  the  yen was  appreciating in value  against   the 
dollar  until   mid  1973t   and by  the desire   of the U.S. 
to  reduce  its  adverse trade  balance with   Japan.     After 
the  10.5 per  cent  drop  in  sales  in 1972,   preliminary 
figures  for  the first half  of  1973  showed  even bigger 
falls.      By April   of  that   year,   the   industry was 
beginning to   cut  back  capacity  by  about   10 per cent, 
and cheaper   lines   ceased production altogether. 

(b) Costs   in  Japan,   especially  labour  and  overheads,   rose 
very sharply  from  1971   through 1973    and   the  competitiva 
edge  of Japanese manufacturers  over  local   companies   in 
North America and Europe has   been eroded. 

(c) A number of  other  centres  in   the Far East  have started 
seriously to   challenge Japan   in the cheaper  lines.     By 
the  end  of 1973 there was virtually no  planned production 
of  low  speed  home-use sewing machines. 

The  Japanese   industry,   dominated by  5  large  companies, 
has  responded  to  this  in a variety of ways.     There  has 
been a great   deal   of diversification into  knitting machines 
and other home  appliances  as  well  as an  up-gradLng  of 
models.     One  company established a  joint   venture  in 
West  Germany with a major German competitor  to produce 
under  the  latter1 s  brand  name   for  the  German  and 
European market. 
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Rising transport   costs  lent   further encouragement   for a 
similar  operation  by another   Japanese  firm  in  North America. 
This   time  the  manufacturing  base   is  Mexico.      The  most 
significant   Japanese  response   from  the  viewpoint   of this 
study has  been  the  relocation  of  production  facilities 
in   centres  of  low-cost labour  even though  these  are 
distant       from  the main markets.     Taiwan and  Korea are 
two  examples   so  far. 

'•.I  Korea 
4.11 The  Industry 

Ths  basic  statistics for the   sewing machins  industry in 
1972  ars as follows   (in thousands  of U.S.  dollars)i 

#2,7*»5 Total   sales   (ex-factory) 
of which 

Domestic  machines  and spares 
Industrial machines  and spares 

Number   of  establishments 
Total   employment 

Sources   Economic   Planning Board   I   Report  on Mining and 
Manufacturing Survey,   1972. 

r? 

The   rapid growth  in  the  export   of  sewing machines has 
bssn  a  phenomenon  of  the years  since  1970.     Prior  to that 
date,   export was  on  a modest  scale   (about  $50,000 per year) 
mainly  by  local  companies operating on a sub-contract  basis. 
In 1971   exports  rose  by 72 per  cent   to $776,000  and by 203 
per cent   in  1972   to  $2.35 million.     Preliminary  estimates 
£°.r  ^73  »uee«»t  a  further I55 per  cent   increase   to about 
$6 million^  Up  to   the  end of  1972  the  industry,   and 
elpSclally exporting,   was domxnated by  one  company with 
Japanese  backing.     By mid 1973   there were  two  more  Japanese 
joint   ventures,   one   in domestic   and  the  other  in   industrial 
machines.     Both Korean partners   recorded negligible exports 
in 1972,   but  estimate  that  they  have  totalled $1.25 million 
in  1973. 
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In  addition there  «re two wholly Korean  firm» both of    which 

have   experienced  a  substantial   increase   in   overseas  orders 

in   1973.     One  of  these manufactures  straight   stitch models 
for  markets  in   South  East  Asia   and the  Middle  East.     By  tho 

end   of  the year,   the  company had developed  a  zig  zag model 

for  export  to  the  U.S.   and  Kur ope.    The   other company has 

concentrated much  more on the  domestic   market,  but  has  now 

taken  a decision     to move  into   industrial   lines  for export. 

To   assist  in  this   the  company  is   soon  to  establish either 

a  technical agreement  or a   joint  venture with a Japanese 
or  U.S.   company. 

4.12     Cass study  Company  (figure» in U.S.   dollars refer  to 
1972) 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 
14. 

15. 

Products« Domestic   and industrial  sewing machines 
Nationality! Korean  /  Japanese 

Ownership! 50$ joint   venture 

Annual  sales   (ex-factory   )* $2,108,300 

Value  added4 $     702,600 

Numbers  employed Men        205 

Women     24 

Total   229 
Average monthly wage* $59 

Total  annual  wage cost   t   $162,132 
Non-wage value  added  1   $540,568 

Sales per employee   t  $9,206 

Value  added per  employee   «   .$3,068 

Non-wage value  added per  employee   t   $2,361 
Value  added /sales   1   33.3^ 

Wage  costs /salest       7.7^ 

Purchases  of  materials   »   $l,281,000   (6l£  of sales).   About 
70> of parts   are  imported   from Japan.     Most  of these  are 
supplied by   the   Japanese   partner.     Price   increases  during 
I972  have  been   severe  -   parts   by 30   -   40  per cent   and 
steel   by  100  per  cent.   Only  a   part   of   this   can  be  passed 
on.      Some  lines   are  exported   at  a  loss   of  $3-$6  per  unit, 
though  there   is   a  system  by  which  the   firm  can  be 
compensated,   by   tax  allowances   on profits   made   on 
domestic   sales.      Most  of   the   firm's   output   of  industrial 
machines   is   sold   locally. 
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16. Exports.: The factory produce» about 17,000 unit» of 
domestic machines per month and between 90 and 95 per cent 
of this output is exported.  The firm exported just under 
$2 million f.ab in 1972 and anticipates that this will have 
doubled in 1973. 

All sales from the factory are bought by the joint venture 
holding company.  This then sells exclusively at a mark-up 
of between 4o and 75 per cent (depending on the model) to 
the Japanese partner which thon channels the machines to 
the final overseas market.  This exclusive arrangement is 
part of the technical agreement between the two companies. 

17. Transport requirements! Sea for both material» and final 
products.  The factory is located near to a port with 
adequate container facilities. 

18. Electricty consumption » 1,500,000 kwh per annum 
19. "        "      P«r employee i 6,550 kwh per annum 

20. Vater consumption t 28.1 million litres per annua 
21 •    " "    Per employee t 122,700 litre» per annum 

Source! Field interview. 

k,2  Industry Evaluation 

1. Employment! Non-wage value added per employee t   $2,361 
Proportion of men among employees t 905e 

2. Transport requirement» . Sea, preferably with container 
facilities. 

3. Nature of the market.  Japanese domination likely to 
continue in high value lines, so that developing countries 
tend to concentrate on low speed, less sophisticated models. 
In this area the industry La developing rapidly in Korea 
and Taiwan.  The previous importance of Japan in all types 
of sewing machines means that she has effective control 
over market outlets as well as considerable expertise on 
the technical side.  This is exploited to the full, 
particularly as Japanese companies supply vital components 
to overseas operatives.  Significantly, in Korea, the 
proportion of parts obtained locally by Korean companies 
is much higher than for companies with Japanese interests 
(about 75 per cent as against IO-30 per cent).  Despite 
this, these companies still rely on Japan for the more 
advanced components, and it is normally necessary to enter 
into at least a technical agreement if a company wishes to 
produce more sophisticated models than the simpler type of 
»traight stitch slow speed machine.  Another factor causing 
pressure to form joint ventures is that a purely local 
company might have difficulty in obtaining parts. 
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5.   Valu« added $7,847,000 

6. Nunbera employed!  Mon    I35 
Vo»en 1,363 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 

Total 1,500 

7* Avorago Monthly wag**      |H3 

8« Total annual wag« coat |8,03*,000 

9« Non-waf» valu« added      $5,813,000 

10*       8alaa por employee $20,927 

11.       Valu« addod por employee $5,831 

18.       Non-wag« valuo addod por employee $3,875 

13*       Si«« of factory 1  5,57*» »q.  »«troa. 

lk,       Bpaoo por «aployóos  3*78 aq. «otroa. 

I5.I8 Electricity and wator conaunptiont N.Á. 

19*       Purohaao of notorial at    Commercial 

80, Nain aatoriala1  raoiatora, diodo«, tranoiatora, 
el«an«ing «fonta. 

81. Transport!      Mat «rial a Air 
Final product«        Air 

88«       Exportai  all «alo« exportod to parent    company. 

83*       Shortage« and bottleneck« in Singapore! labour,   apaco* 
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Such a company would almost cartainly be producing lasa 
sophisticated model» and as these are being phased out in 
Japan itself parts are being produced in progressively 
lass volume.  In the longer term, this provides a stimulus 
for the development of local back-up industries and 
concomitant expertise« 

k.     Electricity consumption par employee I 6,550 kwh par annum 

5. Vmtar       *       *     "    1 182,700 litres par annum 
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5. STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE 

The production of stainloss steel flatware is an industry 

which has grown rapidly in low labour cost areas.   Most of the 

output consista of tableware - spoon», knives and forks - though 

the industry also produces pocket knives, razor blades and blades 

for various types of machinery and hand tools. 

5*1  Korea 

5*1.1 The Industry 

The details of the Korean stainless steel flatware Industry 
in 1972 were as follows! 

Gross output 

Bales 

Exports 

Value added 

Labour costs 

Non-wage value added 

Imp toy stent (No.) 

Number of establishments 

Non-wage value added per 
employee 

Average value added per 
establishment 

Labour costs per employee 

usi 

10,765,536 
10,*35,512 

8,100,000 

«1,013,077 

lt6Mt035 
2,369, Oí» 2 

*,183 
62 

566 

6%.7«7 

393 

¿ourcei Economic Planning Board, Republic of Korea, Report 
on Mining and Manufacturing Survey, 1972. 

The output of the industry is dominated by tableware - 

(knives, spoons and forks) us the following table showst 
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Output  Breakdown of   the Stainless  Steel   Flatware 

Industry,   1972 

Knives,   forks and   spoons 
Other  cutlery 
Razor blade» 
Cutlery for hairdresser» 
Pocket  knives 
Saw  blades 
Machine  cutlory 
Scissors 
Total 

usdooo 

6,739 

2.6ÍI7 
«»38 

U6 

77 

kk 

169 

17fr 

10, i» 3*» 

Sourcel   Ibid 

Of  the 62 establishments '4 are  large factories  employing over 

500  workers.       These h  account  for    85    per cent   of  the  industry's 

output  and  77  per   cent  of  employment. 

3.1.2  Murkets 

The  dominant   market   remains   the  United  States,   though its 

importance  has declined   since  1970.        The  first   separately 

recorded   exports  were  in  I965 when  Korea   »old   JÍ 231,000 worth of 

tableware   to  the  US.       Really rapid   growth began in  I968  with 

exports  of   fl,k  million.        This  followed   the   lifting  of   import 

quota» by   the US Administration in  I967.        Exports doubled  in  1969, 

and  were nearly  JÍ'»   million   in  1970.        In February,   1971,   new 

quotas were   imposed  by  the  US authorities,  and   exports  in   that 

year  were  ^.5 million a»  against  a   target  of  ¿6 million.       The 

imposition   of  the   new quotas  aroused   considerable concern   in  the 

industry  not  only   in Korea   but  in  other   source   areas.        Nominally, 

at   lean*   part  of   their  purpose was   to   protect   US producers  against 

competition   from   low wage  cost  areas.        There   is,   however,   a 

strong feeling  that   the   chief  purpose  was   in reality   to  raise 

revenue  for   the  Treasury -   several   of   the  largest buyers   in  the 

US  are also   that   country's   most  powerful   producers  of  stainless 

stool   tableware.        Under   the  new regime   the quotas   for   the main 

source countries   are as   follows  (for  knives,   spoons  and   forks)t 
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Japan 11.0 million dozen per annum 

Taiwan 2.1 million dozen per annum 

Korea 1.6 million do/.on per annum 

Hong Kong 0.5 null ion dozen per annum 

In 1973, the price of Korean exports was such that it was 

estimated that 80 per cent of Hales were outside the quota. 

Respective in-quota and out-quota duties on individual items 

are as fol lows i 
In-quota Out-quota 

Knives and forka with 
no nickel and leas 
than 10$ manganese 

knives and forka with 
niokel and more than 
10$ manganese 

Spoons 

1 cent per item 
• 12.5 per cent 
and valorem 

1 cent per item 
+17.5 per cent 
ad valorem 

17 per cent 
as valorem 

Average 2 cents 
per item + **5 
per cent ad 
valorem 
¿10 per cent 
ad valorem 

The initial impact of the re-imposition of US quotas on 

the Korean industry was severo.   Employment fell and the number 

of bankruptcies rose during 1971•   One  large company, with export» 

of over JÍ1.5 million, was taken over by another group in March, 1972. 

However, a combination of factors have enabled the Korean 

industry not merely to survive but to benefit from the new 

restrictions.   In the first place, after the lifting of the first 

sot of American quotas in 1967, the industry's response was on© 

which is all too familiar in Asian source economies! a rapidly 

growing market emerges and a large number of companies either 

start manufacturing or switch to the line concerned without having 

the necessary technical or financial backing for a sustained 

operation.   When exports doubled in 1969, so did the number of 

manufacturers.   The industry, during the lean period in 197-11 

underwent a major reorganisation so that by the middle of 1972» 

there were six major manufacturers ('• of them large scale), with 

a substantial amount of sub-contracting to small establishments 

by both treidera and the large producers.   Even the large company 

that was taken as a case study was reported to have internal 

problems, 
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The second benefit from the restrictions has been to reduce 

Korea*s dependence on the US market.   The proportion of Korean 

exports going to the US was 87 per cent in I969, 9'» per cent in 

I970 and 95 per cent in 1971.   I» 1972 the percentage was 7** per cent 

This is still high, but does indicate an effort to penetrate new 

markets. 

In the third place, the imposition of the quotas should be 

seen in the context of the general desire of the US to reduce 

imports from Japan.   Japan, on the basis of her past record, has 

a substantially higher quota than other exporters but until 1973 

did not make any real effort to exceed her quota.   Even in 1973, 

marketing efforts were concentrated at the high quality end.   In 

the meantime, however, the market has continued to grow rapidly, 

and lower costs have enabled Korea to break through the tariff 

barrier and sell to the new market which the Japanese have not 

seriously competed for.   Tho average c.i.f. price for Japanese 

flatware at tho end of 1973 was approximately double the Korean 

level.   In 1972, exports rose from #-'».5 million to #8.2 million, 

and agnin to #R.7 million in the first 6 months of 1973.   Tho 

original industry target for 1973 was #10 million, subsequently 

raised to #13 million. 
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5.13 Cuso Study Companies (Figures in US dollar») 1972 

O  M S 

1. Products 

2. Annual sales 

3. Value added 

'*.   Wages  and employmentt 
Number  of clerical workers 
Number  of operatives 
Total 

Average monthly  wagel   clerical 
operatives 

Total   annual  wage  cost 
Average wage 

5. Non-wage value added 

6. Other production contal 
Raw materials 
Fuel, electricity and water 
Repair and maintenance 
Other coats 
Total 

7. Profit and losst 
Sales and other income 
Total production costs 
Gross profit 
Overheads 
Net profit 

8. Capital and assets 
Fixed assets 
of which plant and machinery 
Current assets 
Total assets 

9. Exports 

10. Sales  per  employee 

11. Yalue  added   per  employee 
12. Non-wage  value   added  per 

employee 

13. Fixed   assets   per  employee 

1'*. Plant  and   equipment  per  employee 

15. Value added/sal OH (#) 

16. Wage costs/sales ($>) 

17. Net profit/soles (#) 

18. Net profit/total assets (#) 

Knives,   forks 
spoons 
¿81,083 

¿52,51'» 

if 
¿81 
¿25 

¿17*772 
¿312 

¿3i»,7?»2 

¿21,082 
¿1,622 
¿2,162 
¿3.70'» 

¿28,570 

¿82, HO 
¿51,893 
¿30,217 

¿8,<I59 
¿21,758 

¿205, '»06 
(¿27,028) 
¿30.731 

¿236,137 
None  direct 

¿1,'»23 

¿921 

¿6IO 

¿3,60'» 

¿W 
6^1.8 

21.9 

26.8 

9.2 

B 

Knives, forks, 
spoons 

¿3,275,750 

¿1,23*», 957 

87 

l¡62¿ 
¿61 
¿37 

¿7*16,112 
¿t»59 

¿'•88,8*45 

¿I, 7**2,836 
¿108,l6l 
¿179,531 
¿Î.O. 20fr 

¿2,0^0,732 

¿3,275,750 
N.A 
N.A 
N.A 

¿256,762 

¿1,327,057 
N.A m 

¿1,752,000 

¿2,017 

¿76O 

¿301 

¿817 

N.A 

37.7 
22.8 

7.8 

5.8 
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Company  A  is   a wholly owned  Korean  company with a  single 

proprietor.        Company  B is  a  joint   venturo  with a Japanese  firm, 

tho   latter holding   a  minority   of   the   shares. 

Purt   of   the   reason  for  the   small firm* s relative  prof itabLlity 

is   the   fact   that   it  does not   export  directly  and has  substantially 

lower   overheads.        The whole  of  output  was   sold  to  trading companies 

by  specific   order,   so   that   the  company was  unaware of whether   the 

wholesaler  exported   the  items  or  sold   them  on   the local  market. 

The  Greater  part   of raw materials    ia    imported,   directly by 

the  larger company   (Compony B)   and   through  a   trader by  the   smaller 

company.       Both  companies  illustrate  a  weakness  typical   of much 

of Korean  industry  -  a virtual  dependence   on Japan for vital  raw 

materials  -   in  this  case  stainless   steel   sheet.       In both cases 

materials were  purchased on a  commercial   basis,   though  company 

B's  connections  with     Japan probably help   to  ensure  supplies. 

There  were  several   complaints  by  both  companies  concerning  raw 

materials.        First,   on prico,   this  has   increased  sharply   us 

follows t 

Price   of Korean  Import»  of  Stainless Steel 

Shoet   from Japan   (US^  per   tonne). 

November 

March 

October 

Apri 1 

August 

November 

1971 

I972 

I972 

1973 

1973 

1973 

150 

kko 

335 

580 

610 

Annual  rate  of  increase November  1971-November 1973i   32 per cent 

Sources t   .1.   Interview 
"——"——    g. «The   Importer^  October  1973 

Secondly,   on delivery,   during  the   two  years  ending in February, 

I97'*»   Korean  firms  have become  concerned  with  th© increasing 

reluctance   of  Japanese   suppliers   to   take   new   ordors,   and  with 

their   slowness   in  delivering  existing  ones.        This  is   related   to 

the  world-wide   shortage  of  steel,   more  acutely   felt   in  Japan 

owing   to   the  absence   of  local   mineral   resources  on a  large 

scale. 
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The  output   of   the  larger  company  was  marketed  in   the United 
States by  importing  house» who   sold   to   the  buyers   of retail   outlets. 
As already   indicated,   the  small   company   sold   to  local   traders. 
Company A complained  of delaya   in  receiving payment  from wholesalers. 
No  separate  quality   control   personnel   operated   in  Company A. 
Both companies   reported  satisfaction with   their  existing plant   and 
equipment.        Company  B received   technical   advice   from  its 
Japanese  associato,   but  Company  A received  no  technical   assistance. 

5.2      Hong Kong 
5.21    The Industry 

The details   of  the Hong Kong  stainless  steel  flatware 
industry  in 1971  were as follows! 

Sales 
Exports 
Empioymen t   (No.) 
No,   of  establishments 

¡M 
5,893,902 

*,918,033 
2,711 

*5 

The industry   suffered  a  severe  blow after   the  ro-introduction   of 
quotas by  the  US   in  February,   1971.        The  US  is   the  second most 
important market   for Hong Kong  flatware  with  19 per cent  of   the 
total   (the  largest   is   the Uni tod  Kingdom with  k6  per cent).        The 
drop in exports   in  1971 was ¿2 million  from ¿7 million   Lu  I970. 
The industry rallied  in  1972 with  exports  rising  to fa.h million, 
while in  the  first   11  months of  1973,   the  improvement continued 
with sales  of ¿6.6 million. 

Between  1971   and   the  ond  of   1973,   the  number  of establishment! 
in the  industry had   fallen from U$  to  *3,   and  employment  fro« 
2,711  to  2,^36. 

I 
I 
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5.3     Industry Evaluation 

1 •   Employaient 

2.   Transport requirements 

3.   Natur« of market 

k.   Fuel, electric:ity  and 
water requirements 

5. S poce requirement H 
(Hong Kong) 

6. Supportine industries 

Average  non-vago value  added  per 
employees   JÍ^55 
Industry highly  labour   intensive 
Percentage  of malos  among  operatives 

Korea 76.9 
Hong Kong    68.2 
Average        72.5 

Skill   requirement!   number   of   skilled 
or  supervisory worker»  about   2 per 
cent  of   the   total  number   of 
operatives. 
Sea  transport   for both materials 
and output   oving to  low values   weight 
ratio.        Despite  shortages  and 
rising  prices   of Japanese   steel, 
Koreans  did  not  find  it  worth 
while   to   switch  to US as   transport 
costs  ruled   out  any advantage   from 
dollar  devaluation against   the yen. 
Normally  long  production  runs 
possible  with   severe   short   term 
fashion  changes unlikely. 
Fuel|   0.9  per   cent   of   salo»   and  326 
litres   per  employee per  year. 
Electricity i   1.9  per cent   of   salos 
and  2,679 kvh  per employee  per 
year. 
Vatnrt   0.5  per  cent  of  sales   or 
89f*»0O  11 tra« per employ«e  par y aar. 

13  »q.   metres  per employee. 
Hand  tools. 

I 
Í 
Í 
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6.   OPTICAL GOODS 

The range  of  products manufactured   by   this  industry  includo» 

the   following!   cameras     and parts   thereof,   binoculars   und   telescopes, 

special  lenses   for  microscopes,   survey  und   other precision 

Instruments,   and   spectacle frames   and  lenses. 

6.1       Singapore 

6.11     The Industry 

There  ara   k companies  producing  spectacle frames and 

lenses,  mostly  for   the   export  market.        In addition . companies   3 

manufacture   special   lenses of  various kinds.        Spectacles   tend   to 

be  the province  of  locally-owned   firms,   but   other optical   goods  are 

dominated by  foreign  investment.        The most   significant  recent 

investment vas  by   the  German Rollei  Group   in  1971  and  1972.       This 

company manufactures  cameras,    Lenses,   projectors,   flashlights  and 

batteries for  cameras  and other  precision   instruments.        Mainly  due 

to  Japanese   competition,   the  Rolloi   Group  was   making  heavy   losses 

In Ì.971  with  a   total   turnover   of  f> k6 million.        The  Singapore 

Government  considered   the Group   to  be  in   the  right  kind  of 

industry for   its   switch   to more  capital   and   skill   Intensive 

manufacturing   (see   Section   5»*» )•        The   company,   duo   to  its  financial 

position,  vas  certainly  open   to  persuasion,   though   some  doubts   (ill- 

founded in  the   event)   were expressed  elsewhere  as  to  whether  such 

a high precision   industry could  be  moved   to  South East Asia on 

such a  scale. 

In addition   to  the  normal   incentives   of  Pioneer  Status  (seo 

Section 5,k   )   the   Development   Bank   of Singapore made  a USJÍ6 

million investment   in  the Rollei  Group  of  companies   in Singapore. 

It  holds 25  per  cent  of  the  equity   in Rollei   Singapore and Rollei 

Optical  (total   paid  up capital  USJÍ23.2  million),  while  its  interest in 

the  Singapore  Camera Factory Ltd. ¿Is  20  per  cent.        In addition,   the 

Bank had,  by   the   end  of  1973»   acquired  a   5  per  cent   interest   in 

Rollei  Braunschweig,   the parent   company,   purchasing   the  shares   at 

a  200 per cent   premium. 

By mid   1973»   annual   turnover  had risen by  168  per cent  to 

jf 124  million,   over a   third  of which was   contributed  by  the 

Singapore operators.        One fear  -   that   the  opening  of  the  Singapore 

company would   lead   to  a  loss  of  jobs  in  Germany - has not  yet   been 
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2¿».   Supplies purchased locally»  Gases, simple machine parts, 

electronic components when possible but it is 

comparatively rare that a producer is able to sell 

on the local market, given the relationship common in 

the industry between parent and subsidiary companies* 

25. Backward integrations Not considered. 

26. Reasons for locating in Singapore (in order of priority)} 

1. Availability and cost of labour, 
2. Good air service and airport facilities« 
2. Fiscal incentives. 

. Freedom from trade controls 

27. Expansions  Unlikely because of technological changeas 

core memories are being replaced by semiconductor 
memories which are more compact. 

COMPANY I 

1.   Productst Nickel Cadmium batteries 

2.   Nationalitys  European 

3,   Ownerships Wholly owned subsidiary 

k. Annual saless  $2,550,000 

5.   Value addeds $765»000 

6.   Numbers employeds  Men     20 
Women  110 

Total  i^O 

7. Average monthly wages  $90 

8. Total anni.al wage costs $1¿»0,¿I00 
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real i sod.        On  the  contrary,   tho revival   of  the Group ha»  led   to   tho 

creation   of  1,200 new  jobs   in Germany according   to a company- 

spokesman. 

Tho   operation   in  Singapore  consists   at   present  of  five 

factories»   two  for  cameras,   one for aluminium die-casting,   one  for 

electronic   flash guns,   and   one  for high quality  lenses,   prisms, 

shutters   and  viewfinderà. Total  employment  by   the  end  February, 

197*»  was   5,300 and   is  expected   to rise   to   7,000 by December.        Tho 

proportion  of women  among   factory workers   is  about  65  per cent. 

The   factories, which  cover   a   total  area  of   about   10,200 w2,   are 

located   well  within  the high population-density  residential   area» 

of  Singapore  and one  plant   is   situated   in   a   "problem"  area   largely 

populated   by  Malays. 

The   company is well   satisfied with  the  quality of  the 

Singapore   labour force which has  enabled  a   loss   to be  turned   into 

a  profit   of  j*82,500    within  a year.       There   is   still disquiet   in 

Germany,   however,   concerning   the  «ffect   on   jobs   there.       To   Help 

reassure   labour  organisations,   the Group has   so   far kept  operations 

going   in   both   countries   on   a   parallel   basis,        For   example,    ono   of 

the  new   cameru models  will   bo  65 per  cent   manufactured   in Germany 

and   35   per  cent   in  Singapore.        If,  however,   the   Singapore   labour 

force  continues  to  perform  well,   it  is  questionable how  long   this 

will  continue. 

The   Rollei   experience   shows  that   there   is  a   great  doal   of 

promise   for developing countries with a  good  trainable  labour 

force  in   the  optical  goods   industry.       Not   only  other European, 

but   also   Japanese  companies   may  soon be   searching  for centre»   to 

which  they  can  sub-conti-act   and  even  transfor operations.        The 

industry,   as  well  as  being  a   substantial   employer,   is  also   »kill 

Intensive.        In  the  case   of Rollei  it  was   economic  for  the  company 

to   institute   training courses   to  transfer   the necessary skills. 
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6.12    Caso Study Comparii o»  (figure» in  U.S.   dollar« refer to   1973). 

SP 0      M N £ 

B 

1. Produc t s 

2. Nationality 

3. Ownership 

h.   Annual  Sales 

5. Value added 

6. Numbers employed i 
Men 
Women 
Total 

7. Average monthly wage* 

8. Total  annual  vage 
cost 

9. Non-vage value added 

10 Sales  per employee 

11 Value  added per 
employee 

12 Non-wage value  add od 
per  employee 

13 Value  added/sales 

i*»  Vage  costs/sale» 

15 Si»e  of factory 

16 Space  per employee 

17 Electricity 
consumption 

1« Electricity 
consumption per 
employee 

19 Water consumption 

20 Purchase of materials 

21 Main material» 

Mechanical  and   optical 
parts for. microscopes 
and Burvey instruments 

European 

Wholly owned 
subsidiary 

¿1,750,000 

¿1,225,000 

80 
120 
205 

¿112 

¿268,800 

¿956,200 

¿8,750 

¿6,125 

Spectacle frames and 
lenses 

Singaporean 

Wholly  local 
(previously   joint 
venture with Hong 
Kong) 

¿300,000 
¿200,000 

3 
177 
180 

¿71 

¿153,360 

¿'ti>,6'»o 

¿1,667 

¿1,111 

¿^?81 ¿259 
70.05Í 66.75Í 
15.'^ 51.196 
5,000 iq*Mtrti 2,000   »q. me tre» 

25 iqtmttrti 11.1   iq.metre» 

1,200,000 kwh  p.a. 

6,000 kwh  p.a. 

negligible 
Parent company 

Bras«,   special 
aluminium and   steel, 
optical glass 

3'*2,900 kwh p.a. 

1,905 kwh p.a. 

Negligible 

Commercial 

Plastic, metal parta, 
optical  glass 

I 
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22 Export» 

23 

2k 

25 

Transport 
requirementst 
Materials 
Final products 

Supplies 
locally 

purchased 

Shortages and 
bottlenecks in 
Singapore 

26 Reasons for locating 

All sales exported now 
on a commercial basis. 
Goods previously sold 
via parent company «o 
that quality could be 
re-checked. 
No longer necessary. 
Main market i U.S.A. 

Sea 
Air 

Simple  small   tools» 
packaging 

None 

2. 

3. 

Availability of 
trainable labour 
situation in home 
country became 
critical after 
limitations on 
entry of foreign 
workers. 
Good port and 
airport facilities 
Competent 
administration 

dyjc  of sales exported, 
all on commercial 
basis. 
Main markets i  US   $ 
Europe  and   South East 
Asia. 

Sea 
Mostly air 
Plastic   polishing 
cloth,   simple repairs, 
packaging 
Labour 

1. Lover  cost  of 
labour   than in Hong 
Kong. 

2. Geographic  position 
in relation  to 
Malaysia  and   other 
South East Asian 
markets. 

*  Including fringe  benefits 
Source!   Field  interviews 

6.2       Hone Kong 
6.21     The  Industry 

The latest  aggregate figures  available ars for 1971*        In 
that  year,   output   in  the  optical  goods  industry was HKJÍ78.1   million 
(USjfl2.8   million),   there were 65  establishments and total   employment 
was  '*,11!5.       It  is,   by Hong Kong  standards,   a relatively now industry, 
with  export   sales  becoming  significant   in   the mid  1960s.        Over 90 
per   cent   of  sales  are  exported,   and   the  industry's growth   is 
illustrated   in  the   following  tablet 
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Exporta  of Optical  Goods from Hong Kong.   1960-1971 

(U.S.   f  thousands) 

Caw«ras 

1260 

555 

180 
Binoculars  and 
telescopes 

Electrical and 
other flash 
units - 

Spectacles A 
•pectable frames   N.A 

Other 

Total 

2>g 
980 

1261 
1,224 

1,388 

N.A 

979 

1969 1971 1972 

5,819 

1,962 

6,721 

1,770 

82*       1,325 

1.286       1.967 

3,591 9,891    12,786 

8,75* 

2,115 

803      1,557 

1»M»3 

1973» 

12,22*» 

3,no 

N.A 

N.A 

»I Ott 
15, MO      23,365 

Notest   » Preliminary estimate« 

"Includes  cine projectors,   lenses and photographic  accessories. 
N.A  •     Not  available  separately 

Source i  Hong Kong  External Trade   Figurée,   various years. 

Most  of  the   smeller entrtbli sbment»   (i.e.   those   employing  less 

than   100 persons  ) were  concenirnted   in  the  spectacle  and   spectacle 

Trame   sector.        In   1971,   thero  vere   39  such establishments,   with 

total   sales  of USftë.l  million,   and   employing 910 persons. 

6.2 2    Case Study  Company  (figures   in UB dollars  refor   to  197l) 

1. Products!   Cameran,   binoculars,    telescopes  and  photographic 
accessories, 

2. Nationalityi   Hong Kong. 

3. Ownership!   Wholly  local. 

*•.   Annual   sales! ¿20,000,000. 

5. Value added i JÍ13,/»OO,000. 

6. Numbers  employed!   Men       1,513 
Women 1.487 
Total  3,000 

7. Average monthly  wage!  ¿104 

ft.   Total  annual   wage  costal  ¿3,7 V» ,000 

9.   Non-wage value   added!  ¿9,636,000 
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10. Sales   per   employee:   JÍ6,667. 

11. Vnluo  added per   employée«   $hfUGf. 

12. Non-vago   value   added   per   employee«   #3,219. 

11.   Value   added/sales»   66. 7V'. 

l'».   Vago   cqata/sale»»   18.7#. 

15. Size   of   factory«   46,^50  »q.metres 

16. Space  per   employee»    15.5   aq.metres 

17. Electricity consumption«   11,800,000  kvh  per annum. 

18. Electricity consumption per  employee»   3#933 kvh  por  annum. 

19. Water  consumption«   Substantial   owing   to   requirements   of motal 
plating  and  lense   grinding. 

20. Purchase  of materials«   Commercial.        Main   sources«   Japan,   UK 
(for   glass),   Australia. 

21. Main  materials«   Optical   glass,   electronic   components,   metals, 
plastic. 

22. Exports«   Partly   sub-contract   to  European   (especially   in 
binoculars)  and   Japanese  companies,   but   also commercial   selling 
under   ovn brand   name.        The  production   of   cameras   concentrated 
on   the  mass consumption   typo,   and   in   the   lover  price   range,hr.8.. 
succeeded   In  competition  wlHi  Japanese   and   German  cameras.        The 
most   noteworthy   export   nchievemont   is   the   sale   of  cameras   to 
Japan, This   market   vas   penetrated    to   a   significant   extent   in 
I970,   and  has   grown   since.        The  main   export  market    is   the 
United   States  vhi.cn   accounted   for   '»-2   per   cent   of   total   exports 
in   1972. 

largest   manufacturer   of 
reached   a   peak   in   I966  vhen 
There   was,   hovever,   over— 

23. 

2H. 

25. 

26. 

The company claims to bo the 
binoculars in the world. Output 
JÍ3.2 million  were   exported. 
production in  Japan   In   the   samo  year,   and   rather   than   engage 
in   H   "price var"   vith  Japanese  manufacturers,   bo tit  decided   to 
voluntarily limit   output   to  a certain   proportion  of   the   total 
market.        After   remaining   stable   for   some  years,   exports   rose 
sharply   in both   1972   and   1973. 

For  both  products,   the  proportion   of   the  company's   own 
brand  name has   been   increasing,   whilo   sub-contracting  vas   the 
key    to   growth   in   the   early  years. Since   then   sales   have  been 
promoted   largely  by   the  pei-sonal   energy   of   the  management,   by 
participating   successfully   in  specialised   trade   fairs   and 
going  out   to   the  markets   to   sell   the   products. 

Transport   requirements «   Materials»    Sea 
Final  products»   Air  and   sea   50$ each. 

Supplies   purchased   locally»   machinery,   injection moulding, 
packaging,   cotton   gloves,   furniture. 

Shortages  and   bottlenecks   in Hong Kong»   None. 

Skill   requirements»    200  or  7  P«r  cent   of   labour  force. 

Source »   Field   interview. 
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6.3  Korea 

6.31  The Industry 

The basic statistics for the industry in 1972 are as follows 

(in thousands of US dollar»). 

Output (ex-factory) 

of which iPrisms 

Cameras 

Binoculars 

Spectacles 

Lenses 

Frames 

Othor 

Number of establishments 

Number of employees 

Exports 

*,76í| 

173 

335 

2,5*17 
226 
t»8fi 

755 
200 

22 
1,986 
3,8*2 

Sources! (l) Economic Planning Boardt Report on Census of Mining 
and Manufacturing, 1972. 

(2) Office of Customs Administration! Statistical Yearbook 
of Foreten Trade, 1972. 

As in Hong Kong and Singapore, the production of more 

sophisticated item» such as cameras and binoculars is domina tini 

by one company.   Smaller firms tend to concentrate on the 

production of spectacle frameH and lenses.   There were 18 

establishments of this latter type in 1972, producing ¿1,371,000 

and employing 758 persons. 

6.32 Case Study Company (figures in US dollars refer to 1972). 

1. Products! Binoculars, cameras and lenses. 

2. Nationality! Korean. 

3. Ownership! Wholly local. 

*». Annual sales i Cameras     ¿330,500 
Binoculars ¿2,5*»6,500 
Accessories ¿36.3O0 
Total      J(2,913,3O0 

5. Value added! ¿1,980,000 

6. Numbers employed! Men   6'l2 
Women 2*»1 
Total Wj 

7. Average monthly waget ¿60 

8. Total annual wage cost! ¿635,760 
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9. Non-wage  value   added i   fíl,jkk,2hO. 

10. Sale»   per   employée!   ¿3,299. 

11. Value   added   per   employee!   ¿2,2^42. 

12. Non-wage  value   added   per  employee!    ¿1,522, 

13. Electricity  consumption!   '»,529.000  kwli per annum. 

1'». Electricity  consumption per  employee!   5fl29 kwh per  annum. 

15. Vater   consumption!   h&,k million   litres p.a. 

16. Water   consumption  per  employée»    5**»°00 litre«  p»a» 

17. Purchase   of  materials!   part   sub-contract  and part   commercial* 

18. Exports!   Nearly   all   salea   exported.        Most  of  the   output   of 
cameras   is   sold   to  Japan under   sub-contract.       Binocular   sales 
are  world-wide   on  a  part   commercial,   part   sub-contract   basis. 

19. Supplies   purchased   locally!   cotton   gloves,   some   simple  machine 
parts,   packaging.        For  the  manufacture of binoculars,   there 
is  a   little   sub-contracting  of  plastic parts  (about   0.1   per 
cent   of   sales   value). 

20. Transport  requirements!   Sea  for  materials,  half   sea  and  half 
air  for  final   products. 

21. Value   added/sales!   68.0^. 

22. Wage   costs/salesl   21.8^. 

Sources!   (l)   Field   interview. 

(2)   Economic   Planning  Board 1   Report  on Minine   and 
Manufacturing Survey,    1972. 

b,k   Industry  Evaluation 

1. Employmenti   Average  non-wage  value   added per employee!   ¿2,V<5. 
Proportion of men   amone   employees!   'll.2$. 

2. Transport 1   Materials  by  sea,   but   final products  could   be 
- transported by  air. 

3. Nature   of   the   market!   Very high   growth potential,   especially   in 
cameras.        Cost   trends   in  Japan   suggest  that  the  near   future 
will   see  a   similar   trend   to   that   evident  in other   industries, 
e.g.   sewing machines!   an  increasing   proportion  of   Japanese 
production   located   in  low   labour   cost   areas.       Skill   content, 
even  at   the   lower   end   of   the  market   is  reasonably  high   so   that 
foreign   investment   or a   technical   agreement would   be   necessary. 
There   is   considerable  potentini    reward  for aggressive   marketing 
to   establish   a   new  brand name. 

k.   Average   electricity   consumption   per   employee!   '»,2^1   kwh  p.a. 

5. Average   water   consumption  per   employee!  5i»,800  litres   p.a. 

6, Average   space   consumption per   employee 17.2 sq.metres. 
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26. Purchase of Materials 

Practically all the leather is bought by the companies in 

the »ample from local tanneries.   The leather tanning industry, 

which employed 77^ persons in 1972»developed partly in response 

to the needs of the footwear industry.   Most manufacturers 

spoke highly of the quality of local tanning.   Plastics are 

divided roughly equally between imports (mainly from Japan) and 

local supplios.   Natural rubber comes from Singapore, Malaysia 

and Indonesia.   Synthetic rubber and chemicals are purchased 

from the US and Japan.   By late 1973, a synthetic rubber plant 

was in operation in Korea but the cost was ¿100 per tonne more 

than the imported product.   In any case, it will take some 

years before demand can be satisfied locally.   All firms 

complained of the increases in the cost of materials.   Natural 

rubber, for example, rose from ¿300 to ¿620 per tonne during 

the 13 months ending June, 1973, while synthetic rubber in 

November 1973 was being landed at ¿*»20 a tonne as against ¿200 

per tonne in mid 1972.   These material costs are, however, 

affecting all sources and may even benefit Korean industry 

with its cheaper labour costs. 

Complaints wore made about the quality of local plastics. 

Average percentage of material purchases imported i 6'* 

The competition in the market is such that less than half 

the increase in material costs can be passed on to the buyer. 

One manufacturer stated that during the year ending June, I973, 

the price of his products had increased by 15-20 per cent, 

whereas material costs had increased by 70 per cent. 

27. Transport requirements! Sea for materials and final products. 

Source1 Field interviews. 
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7.3  Industry Evaluation 

1. Employment « 

Average non-wage value added per employee! JÍ655, 

Proportion of men among employeest 5**.8$. 

2. Transport Requirements! Sea for both materials and final 

products.   For fashion lines, if sea transport facilities 

are inadequate, there may be cost problems caused by higher 

air freight. 

3. Nature of the market 1 Because this industry is highly 

labour intensive, it is liable to decline rapidly once a 

country's wage differential exceeds a certain amount. 

The experience of Hong Kong clearly indicates this.   Once 

a country reaches this stage, which in other senses seems a 

desirable one, it is necessary to upgrade production. 

This normally means moving from manufacture of cheaper 

"black and brown" leathers and canvas/rubber sports shoes to 

fashion lines.   In order to achieve this, the industry must 

be highly capitalised and preferably concentrated in large 

companies which are able to sustain at least some long runs. 

The reason for this is that each line requires investment in 

different lasts.   On the one hand, there are dangers of 

concentrating too much on one market, as the Hong Kong 

experience illustrates.   On the other hand, different 

countries have different requirements and the satisfaction of 

several markets requires substantial new investments in order 

to keep abreast of fashion changes. 

Thus, while the industry can flourish in the hands of 

small businessmen in the early stages, when low labour 

costs mean that there can be concentration on cheaper lines, 

in order to upgrade production it will almost certainly be 

necessary to increase tho degree of capitalisation.   To 

establish the base for this, markets in non-fashion lines 

need to be established.   These lines consist mostly of 

the following! 

- cheap leather shoes, 
- sports shoes and boots, 
- work shoes and boots, 
- plastic footwear, and  ' 
- slippers and house footwear 
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k.   Average electricity consumption per employee! 3,115 kwh p.a. 

5. Average water consumption per employee: ¿»4»,720 litres p.a. 

6. Average space per employee (Hong Kong)t 11.8 sq.metres 

7. Supporting industries) The most important local industries 

supplying an exporting footwear industry are textiles, leather 

tanning and plastic.   Textiles are normally well established 

in such an economy, and this will soon be the case in 

Mauritius.   Plastics can if necessary be imported, though 

they are unlikely to be available in the same quantity as in 

the past.   Both Hong Kong and Korea have, until 1973»been 

able to import large quantities of "surplus" Japanese plastic 

at virtually marginal cost.   Tanned leather, also, can be 

imported, but manufacturers may then need to carry larger 

stocks and there could also be problems of quality control. 

Both Hong Kong and Korea import and manufacture finished 

leather.   In the case of Korea, 58$ of requirements were 

wade locally.   The technical problems associated with leather 

tanning are worthy of mention in the Mauritian context.  A 

fairly largo volume of water is required, and the process 

produces a substantial effluent.   On the scale necessary to 

support a local footwear industry, however, this is unlikely 

to bu a significant factor. 
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8. GLOVES AND LEATHER GARMENTS 

8.1 Introduction 

8.11 Gloves. 

The nature of the glove market has changed considerably 

In recent years.  Fashion gloves»once a year-round part of 

•tost wardrobes» «re now more stylish versions of standard 

winter gloves and mittens.  The primary function is to 

give warmth and the fashion role has become largely secondary. 

Leather prices had risen so high by the end of 1973» that 

the material has ceased to be used except for very expensive 

lines.  Prices of other materials have also risen sharply. 

The effect of these changes has been to cause a awing in 

the industry away from dress gloves into non-fashion lines 

and working gloves. 

8 • 12  Leather Garment s 

Cost increases in Europe have lead to an increase In 

buying in Asia during 1973*  This has been of particular 

assistance to relatively new producers such as Korea and 

Taiwan.  Hong Kong is responding to the new competition 

mainly by trading up. 

8.2 Hong Kong 

8.21  Gloves 

Although no aggregate sals figures for the glovs industry 

exist except for the year 1971» exports form about 95 psr cent 

of total sales and can therefore be used as an indication of 

the industry's growth. The basic statistics are as followsi- 

The Hone Kong Glove Industry. 1960-1973 

I960  1969    1970  1971   1972   1973 » 

Export sales 
(in thousands 
of VSZ) 93   192     237   26*1    284    kjk 
Number of 
establishments 

NA   1*»6     280   280    N.A    279 

Employment  NA 12,*»51     N.A 11,335    N.A. 11,039 

Notes  (see over) 
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Not«» N.A. - Not available. 

*   • Preliminary estimates. 

Sources (l) Government of Hong Kong, Census of Industrial 
Production, 1971. 

(2) Hong Kong External Trade Statistics t 
Various Years 

(3) Information on the glove industry supplied by 
the Department of Commerce and Industry, 
Government of Hong Kong. 

Very sharp increases were recorded in output up to 1970t 
and then growth slowed down for the next 2 years, to surge 

forward again in 1973 (according to preliminary figures). 

The growth in the number of establishments and persons 

employed stopped in 1970 and there has been a considerable 

increase in productivity. 

Part of the increase in productivity has come about 

because of a change from the more embroidered wcraft- 

conscious" fashion lines to the more long run type of glove» 

Sales of knit gloves fell 30 per cent in 1972.  Another 

factor has been the increased seasonality of the market. 

One factory, which previously employed k$0  workers«now 

employs only 130 and they are relatively highly skilled. 

Most piecework, sub-assembly and 70 per cent of finished 

glove sewing is subcontracted out.  According to the 

Department of Commerce and Industry, as much as 30 per cent 

of the output of dress gloves is produced in single proprietor 

establishments employing less than 10 persons.  Another dress 

glove manufacturer complained that nearly all his U.S. 

customers had by November, 1973, moved to Taiwan where labour 

is now almost as skilled as in Hong Kong and much less 

expensive.  Most of the major dress glove producers had by 

the end of 1973 reverted to subcontracting to the small 

establishments which characterised the industry in the mid 

I960's. Dress glove production is, after all, not ideally 

suited to factory methods.  Knit gloves, for instance, go 

through 30 stages of handling.  Workers need constantly to 

change between perhaps as many as 35 different styles marketed 
by one firm. 
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It is simpler to contract out the bulk of the piece work 

to cottage industry and employ a few highly skilled personnel 

in the factory to cut, stitch and apply finishing touches. 

8.22. Leather Garments 

This is one of the lesser known but most successful 

industries of the Colony.  In June, 1973» there were only 

13 establishments employing 639 workers.  The product, 

however,is a high value one and ideally suited to Hong Kong*s 

current situation of increased cost and increased quality. 

Exports in the first 6 months of 1973 totalled US$13.5 

million, about twice as much as during the corresponding 

period of 1972.  Even after allowing for the increased price 

of the material, this is a considerable achievement. The 

upgrading was continuing in early 197^.  The leading producer 

of cheaper lines was gradually phasing out and transferring 

his operation to Taiwan, while manufacturers of expensive 

fashion lines aiming at the European and American markets 

were expecting an upsurge of orders in 1974. 

8.23 Case Study Company (figures in U.S. dollars refer to 1973) 

1. Products 1 Leather garments 

2. Nationality! European / Hong Kong 

3. Ownership: Wholly owned subsidiary of a trading company 
which is partly Hong Kong and partly European owned. 

k.       Annual sales t $2,970,000 

5. Value added1 $2,178,000 

6. Numbers employed: Men :    50 

Women:  100 

Total  150 

7. Average monthly wage:   $ 132 

8. Total annual wage cost :$237,600 

9. Non-wage value added : $1,9*40,^00 

10. Sales per employee :   $19,800 

11. Value added per employee : $!'<*, 520 

12. Non-wage value added per employee : $12,936 

13»  Electricity and water consumption: Negligible. 

Ik.      Size of factory : 1,^00 sq.metres. 

Labour force highly 
skilled with excellent 
productivity. 
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15       Space per  employee   t   9.3   sq.metree. 

16.     Transport   t    Materials   :   Sea. 
Final  Products   »  Air. 

17 Purchase   of  material   :   Commercial.   Most  of the  leather 
comes  from Australia and  the U.S.   Locally tanned 
leather  is  used only when  the  customer makes  a request 
with  such   short  notice   that   overseas   leather  cannot 
be  obtained   in time.     Also,   the  buyer must  agree  to 
the  use   of  Hong Kong  tanned  leather. 

18 Exports   :   Commercial   :   80 per cent   of  output  goes  to 
tha U.S.   with  the  remainder  equally  divided among 
Australia,   Japan and Europe.     The   company has  maintained 
itself  in  the  cheaper  lines by  opening a trading  office 
in Korea which passes  on  orders   to  manufacturers  there. 
Thar e  is  at   present no  intention  to   transfer  operations 
as  it  would  take  several  years  before  the labour  force 
could  be   trained up  to  Hong Kong  levels. 
The  company  has  its  own highly successful design 
department. 
The  gap  between ex-factory price  and  final retail 
selling price  is  of the   order of  I50 per cent. 
In addition  to  trade  exhibitions,   sending of samples 
etc.   much  selling is done  to buyers  who visit  Hong Kong. 
This  is  a very important  advantage   of being located in 
the  Colony. 

8.3    Korea 
8.31  Leather  Garments 

These  are comparatively new items  for Korea.   So far the 

industry has  concentrated on less expensive items.     The 
average £o.t>. price  for a jacket was about  $28 in January 197** 
compared with between $k0 and $50 from Hong Kong.     Exports 
in  1973 rose  60 per cent despite limitations on material 
supply caused by  the U.S.   restriction  on beef prices   (this 
led to  a number   of American  slaughter houses being closed 
and the  consequent  shortage  put  up landed rawhide  prices by 
25 per  cent   in  three months).     Most   of  the  larger  companies 
embrace both  tanning and sewing facilities.     One  company, 
employing 1,800  persons,   exported $15  million worth  in  1973. 
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8.32 Gloves 

The basic etati»tic» of the Korean glove industry in 

1972 are as follow« (in thousand« of U.S. dollar«)i 

6,567 

6,728 

26 

2,101 

Ex-factory «ale« 

Exports f.o.b. 

Number of establishments 

Number employed 

Korea's strongest item is work gloves, and gloves for 

other special purpose« auch as «port«. The«« categorie« 

accounted for 68 per cent of total export« in 1972.  A number 

of companie« do make dre«« glove« though only in «mall 

quantities.  The largest item is in vinyl gloves where the 

two major companie« exported ju«t over $1 millions worth 

in 1973.  Firms are very sensitive to changes in the relative 

price« of dress glove« and other type«.  Dress gloves are 

more costly to produce, and the reduction in price differential 

led a third company to switch to sports items in mid 1973. 

The most important market for gloves of all types is the 

U.S. which accounted for 85 per cent of exports in 1972. 

8.33 Cass Study Company (figuras in U.S. dollar« refer to I972) 

1.   Products 1 Industrial working glove« 

Nationality! U.S. 

Ownership! Wholly owned subsidiary 

Annual sales t $6o6thkk 

Value added 1 $230,l»48 

Number« employed!     Men   Ik} 

Vomen 2J£ 

Total 397 
Average monthly wage 1 $28 

Total annual wage co«t ! $133,392 

Non-wage value added 1 $97,056 

Sale« per employee 1 $1,528 

Value added per employee ! $580 

Non-wage value added per employee I $2kk 
Value added /sales ! 38.0$ 
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1*. 

13 
16. 

17 
18 

19 

20 

21. 

Va^e costa /aalest  22.0$ 

Electricity consumption  I   359|000 kwh psr annum 

" par ampi oye«  t   90¿t kwh per  annum 
Vatar consumption! 11,3 million litres p.a. 

" " psr  employes  t  28,500 li tras  p.a. 
Traneport requirements  t Materials  t  boa 

Final products  t Sea  (containars) 
Purchase of materials  i  Commercial.    Has own tannery 
{employs 294 parsons).    Rawhide from Australia.     Cotton 
fabric purchaaad locally. 

Export s i  All  aal es exportad to U.S.  through parant 
company. 

8.*»    Industry Evaluation. 

A a aparata  industry evaluation la unnecessary 
ia only ona caaa study for sach aub-aactor. 

aa  there 
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9.  HANDBAGS AND TRAVEL GOODS 

9.1 Hong Kong 

9,11 The Industry 
The goods manufactured by this industry include handbags, 

trunks, suitcases, travel bags, wallets and purses. The growth 

of the industry is shown in the following table. 

I960 

1965 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

Exports (U.S ¿OOP) 

3,268 

7,513 
23,575 
28,906 

37^377 
49,344 

78,7*10 

Establishments EmD49Y"«Tlfr 

423 

481 

7,276 

7,317 

Annual rate of growth 1960-19731 28 per cent 
Sources. Government of Hong Kongi External Trade Statistics 

Labour Department 

Department of Commerce and 

Industry« 

9.12 Case Study Company (figures in U.S. dollars refer to(l973)« 

1. Products! Soft lined suitcases, travel bags for airlines, othsr 

travel bags. 

2. Nationality! Hong Kong 

3. Ownerships Wholly local, 

4. Annual salesi #690,000 

5. Value added! #345,000 

6. Number employed! Men 50 

Women 100 

Total 150 

7. Average monthly wagei#102 

8. Total annual wage cost !#183,6OO 

9. Non wage value added«¿161,400 

10. Sales per employee !#4,600 

11. Value added per employee!#2,300 
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7.       FOOTWEAR 

The  footwear  industry  is  of   special   interest   to this   study. 

It  Is highly   labour  intensive and   the  experiences  in Hong  Kong 

and Korea  in  recent  years givo  clear  indications   of the consequences 

of international  differentials   in wage ratos. 

7.1    Hong Kong 

The Department  of  Commerco  and   Industry  of   the Hong Kong 

Government  has made  a  great deal   of detailed  information  on   the 

footwear  industry  available  to   the  consultants.        ThiB permits 

the setting out  of data  on an industry-wide basis.       The following 

cash figures  are  in US  dollars,   and  refer to  the year ending 

June,   1972. 

1. Total number of companies  at  beginning of   19731   271 j  63 

companies were  established  before  I960,   72   between  i960  and 

I965,   110 between   I965 and  1970,   and  26  between I970  and 

the  end  of  1972.        The  total   amount  of capital  Invested   was 

¿18 million,   or ¿ 66,421  per  firm.       All   but   two of the   firms 

were wholly Hone Kong owned.        The  two  exceptions were   joint 

ventures  with a   total  capital   investment   of  ¿285,000. I52 

of  the  companies  were  sole  proprietorships.        Despite  being 

56 per  cent   of   the   total,   these   small  factories represented 

only  I3.5  per cent   of  the  capital   invested. 

2. Annual   aalest   ¿42,859,180 

of which!   textile  uppers  and  rubber  soles 

wholly  plastic  footwear 

wholly plastic house  footwear 

other house  footwear 

wholly  rubber footwear 

leather  uppers  and  rubber  soles 

leather  upper« and   leather soles 

other  footwear 

parts  and  accessories 

3. Value  added!   ¿20,933,980. 

¿15,246,230 

8,986,000 

4,660,800 

2,031,300 

2,045,^00 

3,567, ^OO 

144,300 

4,826,600 

1,351,150 
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12, Non - wage valu«  added per employee t#1,076 

13, Electricity consumption i   236,200 kwh  per annum 

1**. " w per employee!   1,375 kwh per annum 
15, Vater consumption i   Negligible, 

16, Size of factory*   929  sq.metres. 

17*   Space per employee i   6,2   sq.metres. 

18,  Purchase  of materialst   commercial»Canvas,   nylon  and PVC ci 

from Japan,     Sponge  material la  obtained locally or from Taiwan 
19*   Sales i All exported,   all by direct order from the buyer. 

Speciality line  is  bags  for airline companies distributed 

world wide.     Could produce  twice as much with no additional 
investment, 

20, Transport:   Materials   t   sea 

Final producta!   air   (about  50J&) 

21, Shortages  and bottlenecks  in Hong Kongt  PVC material diffioult 
to obtain, 

22, Gênerait   industry is very flexible concerning the degree of 

substitution  between  oapital and labour especially at   the 
cutting Étage, 

Souroe i  Field interview 

I 9,2 Korea 

9*21 The Industry 

The basio  statistics  for the industry in 1972 ars as 
follows  (in thousands of U.S.  dollars), 

8,046 Ex factory salsa 

of whicht  Trunks 2,396 
Bags 3,3*6 

Sohool bags 178 
Briefcases 9 
Handbags 1,723 

Vállete  and  other 

pooket  oases 194 
Exports  f.o.b. ¡ 

Number of establish- 
•tents 

Employment • i. • 

9,980 

47 
2,326 
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Source e t   (l)  Economic  Planing Board i Report  on Mining and 

Manufacturing Survey,  1972 

(2)   Office of CUB toma  Administration 1   Statistical 

Yearbook of Foreign Trade,   1972« 

I •22 Cae« Study Companie»  (figure in U.S. dollars   refer to 1972). 
C 0 M            PA             N I          E 
A B C 

1*  Products Plastio 
bags 

travel Vinyl handbags  and 
pursea 

Handbags 

2« Nationality Korean Korean Korean : 
3«  Ownership Wholly local Wholly local Wholly local 
4« Annual sales ¿63,698 ¿138,1*52 ¿810,754 
5« Value added ¿39,135 ¿57,603 ¿261,063 
6« Numbers 

•'.•;. 

employed 

Men 17 41 149 
Women > Jâ ¿B 109 

Total 25 71 238 
7* Average monthly 

wage ¿ 47 ¿ 37 $ 28 
8«  Total  annual 

wage cost ¿14,100 ¿31,524 •80,688 
9» Non-wage value 

added ¿25,035 ¿26,079 ¿174,373 
10«  Net profit ¿15,602 ¿ 1,403 i 35,132 
11« Fixed assets ¿24,542 ¿141,295 ¿148,638 
12*  Plant  and 

machinery ¿14,047 ¿42,032 ¿60,942 
13«  Sales per 

employee 
¿ 2,548 ¿ 1,950 ¿ 3,142 

l<t«  Value  added 

per employee 
¿ 1,565 ¿      811 ¿.1,012 

15«  Non-wage . 

value  added 

per employee ¿  1,001 ¿      kkk ¿     676 
16» Fixed assets 

per employee ¿       982 ¿    1,990 i     376 

8 
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17. Plant and 
machinery 

per employee H      562 t      592 
18. Value added/ 

sales 61. ki kX.6* 
19. Wage coste/ 

sales 22.19t 22.8* 

20. Profit/sales 24.5* 1.0* 
21. Electricity 

consumption 12,400 kwh p.« 24,000k 

22. Electricity 

consumption 

per employee 496 kWh p.a. 

23. Vater 
consumption 
per', employee 
p.a. 

2k.  Water 
consumption 
per   '"•'•''• 

25.  Purchase   of 
materials 

26.  Sales 

0.6 million 
litres 

338 kWh p.a. 

1.1 milXi an 
litres 

24,000  litres       100,000  litre» 

Commercial. 
All purchased 
from local 
manufacturer. 
At times short 
of materials. 

I 

Commercial. . 
All purchased 
from local 
wholesaler«* 
Complained of 
speculative 
hoarding by 
traders. 
Produces   as Supplies  trading 
subcontractor companies by 
to large  company«direct   order, 
Does not know competition 
if products among manufacturers 
exported or not.   very acute. 
Complained  of Lacks   sufficient 
acute  competition 
but business 
profitable. 

market   information 
to export direotly 

*       236 

32.2* 

10.7* 
%.3* 

822,000 kwh 
P.a. 

3»186 kwh    . 
p.a. 

3«.2 million 
litres.   . 

148.000 litres 

Commercial. 
50£ imported 
from Japan. 

Exports by 
order from 
overseas 
buyer. 
Exports  ex- 
factory 1972 

^683,000 
(84* of 
sales). 
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27.  Transport requirement» i Sea for both Material« and final producta 
Source i     Field interview». 

9*3 Industry Evaluation 

1»     Eaploymsnt i Average non-wag« valu«  added per ««jploy««t f/799 
Proportion of non aaong operative« t   5k »2% 

2*  Traneport requirements 1  sea for material«j mostly sea for 
final products» 

3.     Nature of the market«  Market  dominated by large buyer« for 
rotali chain».  Handbags, be o au» e  of larger number of fitting« 
and higher degree of decoration,   tend to be more labour 
intensive,     Th«  industry is  liable to change«  in fashion 
but these  are unlikely to nécessitât« major change» in th« 
production process. 

Average electricity consumption p«r employees   1,399 kwh p.a. 
wat#r " " •      1     *l,OO0 litres p.a. 

"        space per employee  (Hong Kong) 1     6.2   sq. me tres. 

k. 
5. 
6. 
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10.   UMBRELLAS 

10,1  Hong  Kong 

10.11 The   Indu»try 

Data have   been provided  by  the Department   of Commerce 

and Industry  for the umbrella  industry as  a whole. 

Unfortunately  it relates  to  1969*     Data on sales,  number of 

establishments  and employment are  available  for 1973 and this 

has been  combined with statistical relationships  calculated 

from the   1969 data to present  what  is probably a reasonably 

accurate   and up to date picture   of the  industry     (figures  are 

in U.S.   dollars   .and refer   to  1973 unless  otherwise  specified). 

1.     Number   of  establishments   t   69   ( 5 manufacturing umbrella 

parts   and  6k producing umbrellas)* 

2«    Age   of  industry:   26 establishments were  started before 

I960 and  3k before  I965.      Since 1969»   the number of 

establishments has declined  from 77  to  69« 

3. Ownership   t  There  is no   foreign participation  in the 

industry.     All except   one   of the companies are  either 

single  proprietorships   or  partnerships.     The  industry 

is  characterised by small   to medium scale  operation  in 

all  factories. 

k. 

5. 

6. 

Annual   salasi 1969«  $9*92*».000;  1973»  $17,717,000 

Average  sales per factory have risen from $128,883  to 

$256,768. 

Value   added  t  $6,762,600 

Numbers  employed (1973) * Men 52*• 

Women    909 

Total 1,1*33  (1969  1  1,911) 

In addition,  about  6OO  casual  outworkers  are  employed for 

the  sewing of umbrella  covers» 

Average monthly wage   t   $8k   (including casual  outworkers) 

Total   annual wage cost :$2tO**9,264 

Non-wage value added   t   $'•,713,336. 

10. Net   profit   (on manufacturing operation  only)   .   $2,903,816 
11. Fixed  assets  :  $383,000 
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12. Machinery (at cost) t   $335»OOO. The amount of equipment 

employed by the induatry is very small. In I969 it was 

reported that, of the factories producing umbrellas as 

apposed to parts, over half had no investment in machinery 

at all - the operation consisted purely of hand assembly 

on a bench using simple tools. 

13  Sales per employee (the employment figure used in this 

and in the following ratios includes casual outworkers 

•atimated at 600) 1 $8,715. 

lh Value added per employee : $3,326 

15* Non-wage value added per employe« t $2,318 

16. Fixed assets per employee t $188 

17 Machinery (at cost) per employee 1 $165 

18. Value added /sales t 38.2$ 

19. Vage cost /sales t   11.6$ 

20. Ex-factory profit / sales 1 l6.*»# 

21. Space required! 1*1,650 sq.metres. 

22. Space per employee » 7.2 sq.metres. 

23 Purchase of materials t The materials used by manufacturers 

of umbrellas consist almost entirely of semi- finished 

components and manufactured articles, e.g. shafts, ribs, 

handles, cotton, nylon and other fabrics.  Umbrella shafts, 

man made fibres and P.V.C, sheeting are mostly imported, 

and cotton fabrics, ribs, handles and other miscellaneous 

parts are manufactured locally.  About 75 per cent of 

materials are imported. 

For umbrella parts, the main materials are sheet metal, 

iron wire and plastic moulding compounds.  These are all 

imported,mainly from Japan and Europe. Parts manufacturers 

also use imported umbrella shafts which they affix to ribs 

they themselves produce to form complete frames.  97 per 

cent of materials are imported. 

Among the main sources for imported umbrella parts are 

Japan (*»5 per cent) China (27 per cent) and Taiwan (32 per 

cent).  Taiwan emerged as a source country since the mid 

1960s. 
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2*». Export saleat Nearly all «alea are exported. Firm» 

produce  to order mostly fro* local traders who act as 

intermediaries with foreign buyers.  The growth of exports 

since 196^ is as follows (in thousands of U.S. dollars)i 

196U     2,783 

1969     8,089 

1973    16,*»93 

Average annual rate of growth, 196*»-1973 t 22 per cent. 

Main export markets are the U.S. and the E.E.C.  Small 

quantities of parts are exported to Africa and South 
East Asia. 

25 Transport requirements 1 Sea for both materials and 

final products. 

Sources 1 Compiled from Information provided by the Departments 

of Commerce and Industry, Census and Statistics, and Labour of 
the Government of Hong Kong. 

10.2 Korea 

10.21 The Industry. 

The basic statistics of the umbrella industry in 1972 

are as follows (in thousands of U.S. dollars)! 

Ex-factory sales 2,970 
of whicht Umbrellas 508 

Parasols Ii37*». 
Beach Parasols 2 
Natal ribs 818 
Other parts 268 

Exports  f.o.b. 
Number  of  establishment» 
Number  employed 

Sources i     Economic  Planing Boards  Report   on Mining and 
Manufacturing Survey,   1972. 

lt*79 

33 
1.223 

Office of Customs Administration 1 Statistical Yearbook pf 
Foreign Trade, 1972. 
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The   largest   company  in the  industry   (responsible  for 21 
per cent   of  sales)produees parts   (mainly ribs)which are  mostly 
exported  directly rather  than used  by  the manufacturers  of 
umbrellas.     These  are generally  small   companies with  an average 
output  and  employment  of $74,000 and   30 respectively.     The 
three largest   firms  are  Japanese  subsidiaries  with average  sales 
of $360,000  and  average  employment   of  I30.     These  companies 
are located  in  the  Masan Free  Zone   (see  Section    5.3)   and are 
favoured by  the   incentives offered     t     foreign owned 
establishments  located there.     in  contrast,  Korean manufacturers 
must,   according  to  one  of them,   bear   the  full  brunt   of rising 
material  costs. 

10.22    Case  Study Company  (figures   in U.S.  dollars refer to 1972). 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

Products! Metal ribs and other parts for umbrellas. 
Nationality t Korean 

Ownership 1 Wholly local 

Annual sales i $610,970 

Value added t $410,951 

Numbers employed t Men 
Women 

132 
126 

258 Total 
7. Average monthly wage   t   $34 
8. Total  annual wage cost   :  $105,264 
9. Non-wage value  added   t   $305,687 
10. Sties  per  employee   t   $2,368 
11. Value  added per  employee  t   $1,593 
12. Non-wage value  added per employee   1   $1,185 
13. Electricity  consumption  j   164,OOO kwh per annum 
1** " P«r employee   1   636 kwh per annum 
15. Water consumption  1   4.1 million   litres  per annum. 
16. Water consumption per  employee   : 16,000 litres  per annum. 
17. Purchase   of materials   »  Commercial,   nearly all  from 

Japan. 

18. Export   sales   t   80 per cent   of sales   are  exported,   mostly 
to Japan  and  the  U.S.     The  remainder are used by  local 
umbrella manufacturers.  The  factory  produces to  order. 
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In 1973  it  was  estimated  that   exporta had risen  to 
$700,000.     The  prominent   buyers   for  the   industry   are 
Japanese,   though the  U.S.   is   the most   important   final 
market   (51  per  cent   of exporta   in  I972). 

19.   Transport   requirements   t   Sea  for both  materials  and 
final   products. 

Source:   Field  interview 

IO.3.   Industry Evaluation 

1.     Employmenti  Average non-wage value added per employee»#1,751 

2. 

3. 

5. 
6. 

Proportion of men among employees 1 ^3.956 

Transport 1  Sea for both materials and final products. 

Nature of the market* Production appears to be dominated 

by small companies in both centres which were examined. 

Very little investment is required.  The consequent 

industrial structure depends a great deal on trading 

companies as export outlets.  Demand is subject to fashion 

but not in a way which requires fundamental or expensive 

changes in production methods.  The processes for the 

manufacture of umbrella parts and umbrellas are 

different and in a majority of cases not combined within 

the same establishment.  In both Hong Kong and Korea, 

however, there was very little difference in the non-wage 

value added per employee between umbrella parts 

manufacture and umbrella manufacture. 

Average electricity consumption per employee t 636 kwh per 
annum 

Average water consumption per employee 1 16,00.0 litres p.a. 

Space per employee (Hong Kong) « 7.2 sq.metres. 
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11.     CARPETS  AND RUGS 

11.1       Hong Kong. 

11.11     The  Industry. 

1973 was  a boom year for   the Hong Kong carpet  industry, 
especially in   the  hand-made  rather than  machine-made   lines. 

Substantial domestic  sales,   following from  the increase  in building 

activity,   have been   the  base  from which  increased exports have 

been  launched.  Up  to  1973,   1969 was  the   peak year  for  the 

industry»B  exports  with overseas   sales   of U.S #2.2 million. 

Exports  in 1970,   1971 and 1972  were under ¿2million  per year,   but 
preliminary figures   suggest  that  1973 will  show figures  almost 
double  those  of 1969. 

At  the end of  1972,   there  were 8 carpet manufacturers in  the 
Colony.   Of them  ,   k  were  operating on  a  email  scale  with less 

than  20 employee*  per firm.  The  experiences  of the  remaining h 
firms  are  discussed  as  follows   i 

Company A     is   the  case  study company and  is  discussed below. 

Company  B    is   of the  view that   low taxation  and high productivity 
in Hong Kong offset   the  disadvantages  of higher overheads  and 

labour costs   than     in  the main   competitor, Taiwan   •   This  is 
particularly  true  for hand-made   items,   and  in late  1972  the 

company  switched production from machine   to  hand-made  units. 

Total  employment  is   120 and  the   company  takes  three  months  to 

train  a worker.  Wool  is  bought   from New  Zealand on  a  long term 

contract  basis,   so   that  the  company does   not  need  to  carry large 
inventories  to overcome supply  shortages. 

Company C   ,   employing 70 persons,   manufactures exclusively for 

the  local  market  and primarily  for the   tourist  trade.   Price 

increases   in  raw materials  are  making  it  difficult   to  break into 
export markets. 

Company D   ,   after manufacturing  in Hong Kong for 11  years, 

relocatedjproduction  in Taiwan   as  competitiveness was   being 
eroded.   The main problem was   the  amount   of  space required for 

carpet manufacture   (see  case  study below),   and rapid increases 

in  rent.   Labour costs   are less   of a    factor.  All items   are 

hand made,   and despite  a reduction  oi'  50  per  cent  in  local 

labour costs   the  operation required a transfer of  conéideràble 

numbers   of Hong Kong supervisors   for training and management 
purposes. 
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'l.   Numbers  employed i 

Administrativ« 

Technician« 

Supervisors 

Craftsmen 

744 
24 

455 

225 

Women 

202 

77 
51 

4,454 

478 

 2 

Total 

946 

24 

532 

276 

8,664 

240 

1,049 

 11 
5,405      11,748 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

Monthly 

0127 

143 

125 

135 

110 

77 
74 

fi 109 

Operatives   (semi-skilled) 4,210 

Operative»   (unskilled) I06 

Other workers 571 

Apprentices 8 

Total 6,343 

Total annual  wage costi   015,330,000 

Fringe benefits 260.200 

Total 0   15,590,200 

Non-wage value added 1   05,343,780. 

Net profit!   02,632,5OO. 

Fixed assets   (at cost) s   08,325,400. 

Plant and  machinery  (at  cost)104,827,000. 

Sales per  employee 1   03,648. 

Value added  per employees   01,782. 

Non-wage value added  per  employee 1   0455. 

Fixed assets   per employeet   0709. 

Plant and  machinery per  employées  04ll. 

Value added/salest  48.8#. 

Vage costs/sales 1  35.8#. 

Profit/sales 1   6.1#. 

Space occupied t   139,000 sq. me tres. 

Space per  employees  11.83  aq.netres. 

Electricity  consumptions   51*733,000 kwh per annum. 

Electricity  consumption per employees   4,400 kwh per annum. 

Water consumptions 369.3 million litres  per annum. 

Water consumption per  employees 31,400 litres  per annum. 

Rent/sales s   2.7#. 
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11.12 Case Study Company (figures In U.S dollars refer to 1973)* 

1. Products!  Hand made carpets for export, and the local market» 

2. Nationality : Hong Kong. 

3. Ownership: Subsidiary of Hong Kong trading company« There are 

associated companies in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines. 

Singapore and Thailand. The Hong Kong operation concentrates 

on high quality items. 

k. Annual Sales J #3,300,000. 

5« Value added t #1,815,000. 

6. Numbers employed t   Men 210 

Women k$0 

Workers take about k 

months to train« 

Total 700 

7« Average monthly wage » #132« 

8« Total annual wage cost i #1,108,800« 

9« Non-wage value added t #706,200« 

10« Sales per employee: #l»,71*t* 

11« Value added per employee! #2,593« 

12« Non-wage value added per employee: #1,009« 

13. Value added / sales: 55»0#. 

Ik,   Wage costs / sales : 33.6$. 

15. Electricity consumption is high but not necessarily 

representative of what would occur if more space were 

available« After washing, the carpets must be dried in electric 

ovens, but in other countries, associated companies dry the 

carpets in the open air. 

16« Water consumption : Heavy : 109*1 million litres per annum. 

18« Water consumption per employee : 155»900 litres.per annum. 

19« Space per employee : 21.8 sq,metres. 

20« Purchase of materials : Commercial wool is the prime material 

and is purchased from the U.K. and New Zealand« Requirements 

are for about a million pounds (1*5^» 000 kilograms) per year« 

21« Sales : k0$>  of sales are local« This is expected to continue 

as Hong Kong living standards rise. The exports are very wide 

spread - the U.S. is the biggest customer with 15$ of the 

total. All output is nroduced to order. The company employs 

its own designers who consult with thè client before 

manufacture begins« Many of the orders are of a high prestige 

nature« 

22« Transport : Materials: Sea 
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U.S. 

Final products   t  Air» 
23«   Supplies purchased locally   t   So»« machinery,   dyeing and 

packing materials. 

2k.   General   I   The  process  used  is  fairly mechanical.  Small  hand 
machine» are used for weaving,   cutting and knitting.   If  the 
operations were   to be done without these machines,  as   it was 
previously in Hong Kong,   then  approximately 1,200 workers 
would be required to produce  the same  output« 

Sourcet  Field interview. 
11« 2«     Korea. 
11.21.  The Industry« 

The Korean industry is very much younger  than its. Hong 
Kons; counterpart«  Exports did not begin until  the late 1960s, 
and  since  then the  industry has  shown steady growth,  with 
exports dominated by two companies. 

Basic statistics for 1972 are' as follows   (in thousands of 
dollars)   • 

Ex-factory sales 1,139 
Exports  f.o.b. 422 
Number of establishments 7 
Number employed 609 

Sources   1     (l) Economio Planing Bo ardi Report  on Mining and 
Manufacturing Survey 1972« 

(2)  Office of Customs Administration   t  Statistical 
Yearbook of Foreign Trade,   1972« 

The fsotor which enabled the industry to enter the export 
Markets was the  sharp increase  in domestic  demand,  following the 
rise   in  the number  of Western-Style homes.   Traditional Korean 
houses  rely on under-floor heating.   With  the  increasing standard 
of living more and more  of the  local population  are living  in 
Western houses.   These normally have a form of heating which 
leaves  the floor  cold - hence   the growing demand for carpets. 
11.22  Case Study Companies   (Figures  in U.S.   dollars refer  to 

1972). 

K 

1. Products 

2. Ownership and 

Nationality. 

A 

Carpets 

Korean 
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I 
I 
I 
I 

B 

3. Annual  Sale» ¿921,527 ¿1*5, OOO 

k. Valu« added ¿602,373 ¿21,927 

5. Number* employed Men     110 2 

Women     355 7 

Total    465 9 
6. Average Monthly 

Vages ¿32 ¿28 

7. Total annual 

Vaga Cost ¿178,560 ¿83.02I» 

8. Non  - wage 

value added ¿423,813 ¿18,903 

9. Sales per 

employeet ¿1,?82 ¿5,000 

10. Value added per 

employee i ¿1,295 ¿2,436 

11. Non-wage value 

added per 

employees ¿911 ¿2,100 

12. Value added / 

Sales s 65.** 48.7* 

13. Vage  cost/ 

Saleas 19.** 6.7* 
Ik. Electricity 

consumption 

(kwh p.a) 626,062 45,262 

15. Electricity 
Consumption 

(kwh p.a) 1,346 5,029 
16. Vater consumption 

(litres p.a. ) 20.6 million 2.9 million 

17. Vater consumption 

per  employee 

(litres p.a.) Ml,300 322,200 

18. Materials s Nearly all raw materials and machinery are 

imported from Japan. All manfaoturerà were by the beginning 

of 197** complaining of the difficulty in obtaining raw 

materials. 

19. Sales s The main export market is the U.S. (68 per cent of 

total exports in 1972), but most sales are channelled through 
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Japanese buyers.   Man facturera  complained of a  kO par cent 
salea   tax on local  salea   (carpets  are classified as  a 
luxury). 

20.     Transport  requirementst   Materials   I   Sea 
Final Products i  Mostly Sea. 

Source   i   Field interviews. 
11.3    Industry Evaluation. 
1. Employmenti Average non-wage value added per  employees ftltjkO 

.   Proportion  of men    among employees i   25*39&* 
2. Transport  requirements   I   Materials   t   Sea. 

Final Products   t   Depends  on value.  High 
value wool  carpets by airi   lower value 
machined carpets  made from artificial 
fibres by sea. 

3. Natur«  of the market   s   Very varied.   There are  at  least  two 
•eparate markets,   one  for high value  carpets  and  the  other 
for low value ones.   In  attempting  to  penetrate   either,  an 
industry is  assisted by having a  rapidly growing domestic 
market.   The growth  is  directly related to  the   level  of 
building activity.   For  low value   carpets,   a greater degree 
of mechanisation  is  possible  then   for high value  ones. 
Educated and dextrous   labour can  be  relatively  easily  trained. 
There   is,  however,   a need for expertise in management  and 
market   contacts which  is    very    scarce. The most  promising 
source   of  this is   the  Hong Kong case   study  company which 
already has  several  overseas operations associated with it« 

kt  Average  electricity  consumption  per  employee   (kwh p.a.) 16375. 

5. Average water consumption per employee  (litres  p.a. )$ '1.74,1*33» 
6. Space  per employee   t   21.8  sq.metres. 
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12.    PLASTIC  PRODUCTS 

12*1  Introduction. 

Plastic  goods,   comprising  toys,   flowers  and foliage, 

and  household  items,  have  for  some  time been  one of the moat 

important exported manufàcturea  of Asia to  the  developed 

countries.  In   1973 a series of  dramatic events   oocured 

on   the  supply  side,   mainly concerning raw materials, 

which have seriously altered  the future growth  prospects 

of  the  industry. 

12.2 Hong Kong. 

12.21 The Industry  to the End  of 1972. 

In  terms  of number of factories,  employment and 

value of exports,   the industry  is the second most 

important in  the Colony,   the first  being textiles and 

clothing.  During the early part  of  the 1960s,   the industry'* 

largest  export  item was artificial flowers and foliage, 

but  by  the mid sixties,   toys and dolls assumed  the 

ascendancy which it  has held Ainoe.  The growth  öf the 

industry from  i960  to the  end  of 1972 is  shown   in the 

following table 

^?60-l?7fî 
No.  of 

Exporta EntbUffffflf.ntt laployment 
(in   thousands 
of U.S dollars) 

A Industry as   a Whole 

369 I960                   44,728 15,236 
I965                   102,188 it 232 i»3,140 
1969                 200,962 1,981 68,690 
1971                 250,328 2,593 69,276 
1972                 28l,i»73 NA NA 
Annual average rate of growth of exports 1960«1972  1  16.5 
per  cent. 
Percentage growth in employment  1960-1971   t   455 P«r cent. 
Percentage growth in exports 1960-1971 1   529 par cent. 
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No.   of 
Exports Es. tablishments P*pl<trmm 

(in  thousands 
of U.S dollars) 

1                     B.  Toy« and Dolls 
1                     i960 16,32** 158 6,499 

1965 52,400 409 16,910 

1                     I969 117,214 780 34,144 

1971 169,016 1,152 36,786 

1                     1972 185,738 1,152 37,046 

Annual average rate of growth of exports, 1960*1972 t 22.5 

per cent. 

Percentage growth in employment, 1960-1972 t 470 per cent. 

Percentage growth in exports, 1960-1972 1 1,038 per cent. 

65 5,403 
326 14,927 
378 17,997 
501 12,264 

476 12,877 

C Plastic Flowers and Foliage 

I960       24,323 

1965       43,422 

1969       60,338 

1971 57,869 
1972 59,836 

Annual average rate of growth of exports, 1960-1972 1 7.2 

per cent. 

Percentage growth in employment, 1960-1972 t I38 per cent, 

Percentage growth in exports, 1960-1972 t 146 per cent. 

D Other Plastic Products 

I960   "    4,081 

1965        6,366 

1969        23,410 

1971 23,443 
1972 35,901 

Annual average rate of growth of exporta, 1960-1972 t 20 

per cent. 

Percentage growth in employment, 1960-1971» 488 per cent. 

Percentage growth in exports, 1960-1971 I 474 per cent. 

Note N.A » Not available. 

Sources t (l) Hong Kong External Trade Figures 1 Various Years. 

(2) Department of Labour, Government of Hong Kong. 

(3) Information provided by the Federation of 

Hong Kong.Industries. 
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One noteworthy point which is clear from the table is 

that other than plastic toys and dolls the industry has not 

shown the increases in the value of exports per employee 

characteristic of many of the Colony's industries. 

12.22 The Raw Materials Supply Crisis of 1973. 

On the face of it, 1973 was a highly successful year 

for the Hong Kong Plastics industry. Although employment 

fell by 1,323 in toys and dolls and by 2,010 in artificial 

flowers and foliage, the value of exports of both these 

commodities rose sharply to #238,090,000 and #86,752,000 

respectively in the first 11 months of the year alone. For 

other plastic products employment at the end of 1973 vas 

23»970, 4,357 higher than two years previously. Export 

sales showed the smallest increase to #36,988,000. Despite 

this impressive growth in the value of sales, sources 

within the industry estimate that much of this consisted 

of raw material price increases being passed on. Even 

after allowing for the inevitable exaggeration of such 

internal estimates, it seems that the volume of exports 

actually fell by about 15 per cent. If this estimate is 

correct it means that manufacturers succeeded in passing on 

about one** third of the increase in their material costs. 

More than the increases in price, however, the industry 

claims to have been severely hit by the lack of availability 

of materials* In 1972, Japanese suppliers accounted for 

about 60 per cent of the volume of polystyrene imported into 

Hong Kong. The U.S. provided about 20 per cent and the rest 

was shared among EEC Countries, Canada, Korea and Taiwan« 

The trade figures are, however, deceptive as Hong Kong is 

used as a major trans-shipment centre for the rest of South 

East Asia, and even further afield. Of the polystyrene 

consumed by the local industry, it is estimated that as much 

as 80 per cent comes from Japan« For various reasons the 

shortfall in supplies from this source during the first 6 

months of 1973 was of the order of 30 per cent. Just 

as the situation began to ease in the Autumn, the Middle 

East war occurred in October and made prospects for 197*» 

appear bleak« 

At the time of writing the prime causes of the 

shortage during the earlier part of 1973 are still a matter 

of controversy among industrialists in the Colony. The 

chief reason will almost certainly be among the following I 
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(a) Changea   in  the  Japanese   supply situation. 
For  several  years  the  Hong Kong plastics  industry, 

in common with that  of other Asian  countries,   relied on 
supplies  of   polystyrene,  polyethylene,   and PVC  from Japan 
which were     evidently   the  surplus  produce  of that   country»» 
huge petrochemical  industry.   Because   they were  a  surplus, 
the Japanese  were   consistently able   to underbid rivals  from 
Western  Europe and North America,   and sell  the  supplies at 
virtually marginal  coat.  At   the  beginning of 1973  it  should 
perhaps have  been   clear that  the  end of  this  state  of 
affairs  was   in sight.   Even  Japanese  toymakers  found  that 
suppliers  were unable   to offer them more   than  70 per 
cent of estimated requirements.   The  specific factors 
bringing about  this  situation were  the  following  f 
(i)  By  the   middle  of  the year,   the  oil  shortage  predicted 
by some  Japanese  economists  was   in  evidence.   Stocks  had 
fallen   to about  2  months requirements. 
(ii)  Pollution had  come of  age  as  a major political   factor. 
Benzene,   one  of  the  principal hydrocarbons used  to  manufacture 
plastics,   was  increasingly  demanded as  an  aromatic  additive 
to replace   lead in  gasoline.   Further,   there was  mounting 
public  pressure  against  16  of the 17  PVC  manufacturers who 
use niercury. as an   agent during  the  final  stages  of  PVC 
synthesis.   The plants  have  been  instructed to  change  to 
another method within   3 years,   and in  the  meantime   their 
output   is   being  strictly regulated. 
(iii)  A. major   fire occurred  in May at  a plant responsible 
for about   8   per cent   of the   total  Japanese  output  of 
ethylene,   which is  processed  into  an  important  ingredient 
of polystyrene. 

The  result  of  these events  and  trends was  that 
Japanese  exports  for  the  third quarter of  the year were 
33 per  cent   less   than  had been  estimated at  the  beginning of 
1973«  This   estimate  was  in  itself  a shortfall  compared 
with what  might have  been  expected from  the  trend  of 
earlier years. 
(b) Lack of   foresight   by Hong Kong manufacturers. 

Partly  because  of  the   structure  of  the  industry,   the 
carrying of   substantial  inventories  is not  a practical 
possibility   for many  firms.   However,   even  large  companies 
and traders   can   Justifiably  be  accused  of   lack of  foresight. 
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Japanese commentators were warning of the impending 

shortage in late 1972, and yet purchases of raw materials 

fell off significiantly during the winter in accordance 

with the normal pattern of previous years (the main 

buying period is the spring and early summer for the 

manufacture of orders for the following Christmas 

season in Europe and North America). The situation at 

that particular time was not eased by the fact that the 

Hong Kong stock exchange was enjoying a bull market, 

and many local businessmen used working capital and 

letters of credit for the 1973 production year to invest 

in stocks and shares* 

(c) Hoarding and speculation by Hong Kong traders and 

larger manufacturers. 

One major plastics manufacturer estimates that 

only 20 per cent of the industry's raw material supply 

is imported directly by producers. The rest is imported 

by trading companies. The extent to which there has 

bean hoarding and speculation is a matter of dispute. 

It is  almost certain, however, that there was some degree 

of this. Officials at the Department of Commerce and 

Industry took the situation sufficiently seriously to 

organise a pooling of resources among smaller manufacturers 

to prevent traders being able to sell to the highest 

bidder. The fact that the shortage was world-wide also 

meant that holders of stocks in the Colony were able to 

re-sell abroad, often at a substantial profit. Again the 

extent to which this actually took place is debated, but 

the value of re-exports of plastic materials in the 

first 11 months of 1973 rose 110 per cent compared with 

the same period a year earlier. Re-exports as a whole rose 

57 p«r cent. 

By the late Autumn, supplies were beginning to 

recover as the Japanese began to draw from the overseas 

petrochemical complexes in which they had invested, 

and the U.S  was being tapped for the first time as a 

major alternative. This was reflected in Hong Kong 

landed prices. By mid October, polystyrene had fallen 

from the July level of 0^7. per lb, tp #37 per lb and 

polyethylene from 031*5. to 027.6 * The criéis, following the 

October war in the Middle East more than 
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reversed the situation. By mid December, 1973, landed prices 

for polystryene were 06?  per lb, and for polyethylene #**5.3 

per lb.  Efforts made by the powerful Chinese Manufacturers* 

Association to secure longer term supplies were in vain. 
The implications of the situation for the local 

industry are serious. As noted above, employment fell in 

the artificial flowers and toy divisions by 2,333 during 

the course of 1973. Official statistics for the period 

since the more recent oil crisis are not available at 

the time of writing, but it is estimated within the 

industry that another 77 plants have ceased operation. 

The outlook for 197** in that many other smaller 

establishments will have difficulty in maintaining 

operations. 

This sequence of events has been described in detail 

because it is not peculiar tó Hong Kong nor indeed to the 

plastics industry. It illustrates very clearly the 

vulnerability of import-export manufacturing to shortages 

in materials. The relative shortage of petroleum 

products is likely to continue for some years and thia 

affects not only plastic but textiles and electronics. 

12.23 Case Study Companies (figures in U.S dollars refer 

to 1973). 

COMPANIES 

B 

1.Products Plastic 
household 
products 

Plastic 
Chriatmas 
treea 

Artificial 
flowers and 
foliage 

2.Nationa- 
lity and 
ownership Hong Kong Kong Kong Hong Kong 

3.Annual 
aales ¿4,13*1,000 ¿3.937,000 ¿1,181,000 

k. Value 
added ¿1,653,600 ¿1,968,500 ¿767,630 

5.Numbers 
employed! 

Mem 360 300 100 
Womeni 240 

600 

80 100 

. Totali 380 200 
6.Average 
monthly 
wage * ¿123 
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25. Purchase  of materials»   The  industry's major  suppliers  of 
rubber  and  rubber  sheets  are  Singapore  and Malaysia. 
Suppliers  of  synthetic   rubber  include Japan,   Canada  and 
the US.        Japan  is   the  main  supplier  of  plastic   materials. 
Cork  and   cork  sheets  are  imported   from Portugal,   while  the 
US,   Japan  and West   Germany are major  suppliers   of  chemicals. 
Sole  leather bellies  and  bards  come   from Australia,   while 
upper  leathers  are   imported  from Australia,  US,   Thailand, 
Japan,   Indonesia,   New  Zealand,   Taiwan and  China. 

26. Supplies purchased locallyt Moulded rubber heels and soles, 
textiles for uppers, textiles for linings, cardboard, china 
clay. 

27. Exports»   During the  early to middle years  of  the  1960s 
the rate  of growth  of  exports was  13.2 per cent  per year. 
From I969  onwards,   growth slowed down until 1972,   when 
exports  fell  for  the  first  time. 

Plastic Leather Other 
Footwear Footwear Footwear 

90 

mai 
lU i960 10 Ik 

1965 45 7 99 151 
1966 51 13 120 184 
1967 69 12 138 219 
1968 88 li» I69 271 
1969 91 17 187 295 
1970 113 16 171 302 
1971 160 17 17*» 351 
1972 127 13 l6i+ 30*» 
1973* N.A N.A N.A 266 

N.A a not available  separately 
*  Preliminary estimate 

The main reason for  the decline which started   in  1972 and 
continued  even more strongly in 1973 ia   increasing competition fro« 
Taiwan and Korea.       The  success of this  competition does  stem 
from  the  fact   that  these  countries have   lower wage   costs 
in   this highly labour intensive industry.       The Hong Kong ind- 
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B 

7.Total 
annual 
wage ooat ¿885,600 ¿820,800 ¿218,J»00 

(334,886**) 
8«Non-wage 
value 
added ¿768,000 ¿1,147,700 ¿549,250 

(432,764**) 
9*Salea per 
employee ¿6,890 ¿10,360 ¿5,905v 

(984**) 
10.Value added 

par employee ¿2,756 ¿5,180 ¿3.838 
(640**) 

11«Non-wage 
value 
added per 
employee ¿1,280 ¿3,020 ¿2,746 

(361**) 

12.Value added 
/ aalea 40.09t 5O.O* 65.0* 

13.Wage ooat/ 
aalea 21.'»* 20.8* 18.5* 

(28.4***) 

14.Size of 
factory 18,580m2 32,515»* 2,415«2 

15,Space per 
employee 31.0m2 85.6m2 12.1m2 

16.Electricity 
consumption 3,000,000 

kwh p.a 
2,000,000 
kwh p.a 

1,650,000 
kwh p. a 

17.Electricity 
consumption 
par employee 5,000 

kwh p.a 
5,263 

kwh p. a 
8,250 
kwh p. a 

18.Water 
conaumptlon N.A N.A I3.6 million 

litrea p. a 

19.Vater 
conaumptlon 
per employee N.A N.A 68,200 

litres p.a 

20.Purchase of materials. All companies purchase materiale 

on a commercial basis. For companies A and C, Japan is 

the major source. Company B importa from the U.S.Finns 

B and C manufacture their own moulds, while company A 

hae its moulds manufactured in Hong Kong. 
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21.Sales. Company A exports both under sub-contract 

and commercially. The sub contract work is done mainly 

for buyers in the U.S (mostly retail chains) and 

consists of higher value items, easier to transport, 

e.g. light fittings, chandeliers, plastic bead curtains. 

The other sales are aimed mainly at markets in Africa 

and the Middle East and often consist of the bulkier 

household items. 

Company B produces to order from U.S retail chain 

buyers. It is one of the few companies in Hong Kong 

which complies with anticipated U.S regulations 

concerning safety against fire. The plastic mixture 

contains a flame retarder  which can add about a third 

to the cost of the tree. The trees are boxed and packed 

into containers for shipment to the U.S. 

Company C sells by piece rather than weight and does 

not aim for the mass market. The company employs an 

American designer. Moulds are extremely expensive and Hong 

Kong can only continue to compete with cheaper labour 

sources by offering high quality designs. 

22.Transport requirements : Companies A and B j sea for 

both materials and final products. Company C imports 

materials by sea, but exports mainly by air. 

Notes N.A = Not available 

*   Includes fringe benefits. 

** Included casual assembly workers. The factory 

operation consists of stamping out the shapes 

with moulds, trimming and packing. The assembly 

of the flowers takes place outside the factory 

mostly in the private homes of casual workers| 

for this reason any estimate of the numbers 

involved and the payment per head can only be 

approximate. Industry  sources estimated that 

for a company of the size of firm C, about 250 

heads of household would be involved on a 

fairly regular basis. Payment was by piece 

rate but would be approximately HK#8 per day. 

The actual number of workers involved would 

be about k  times the number of actual payees, 
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•o in this case about 1,000. 

Source  i Field interviews. 

12*3 Singapore 

12.31  Case  Study Company  (Figures  in U.S dollars refer to 
1973). 

.   Products   t   Plastic  artificial  flowers. 

.   Nationality   1  Hong Kong / Singapore. 
• Ownership   :   Joint  Venture. 
.  Annual  Sales   t  #1,500,000. 
.   Value  added  t  #975,000. 
.   Numbers  employed   t   210 in   the  factory  (About  1,100 

outside).Of  the  factory workers,  90# ars woman, 
• Average  monthly wage   :  #84. 
. Total  annual wage   cost #211,£80    (#362,302**). 
. Non-wage value  added   :  #7,63,320  (#612,698**). 
. Sales  per employee;   #7,1^3   (#l,li*5**). 
• Value  added per employee   x   #4,6^3  (#744**). 
• Non wage value added pr employee:   #3,635   (#583**), 
. Size  of factory   :   5,853m     (space requirements high 

because  of  storage.) 
.   Space  per employee   t   28 Bq.metre». 
.   Electricity consumption   t   877,000 kwh per annum. 
.  Electricity consumption   i( per employee) t   4,176 kwh p.a. 
• Purchase  of material»   :  Most  materials  are  purchased 

from Hong Kong head  office.   Hong Kong also   supplies 
plastic  moulds.   Uses  about   80  tonnes  per year» 

18.   Sales .Exporto nearly all  to  U.S and Canada.   Orders ars 
channelled  through Hong Kong. 

19*   Va lied added / sales   t   65%. 
20. Vage  costs  / sales   :   l4.1#   {2k.Vf*)   . 
21. Transport  requirements  t   sea for both materials  and 

final  products. 
Notas   t»Includes fringe benefits. 

** Includes casual workers  outside  factory.   See 
Hong Kong case  study  companies  above  for 
explanation.   The daily wage rate  for each casual 
worker in  Singapore  is  estimated  at  S#l.l  or 
U.S #46. 

1, 
2, 

3. 
4, 

5. 
6, 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 

14 
15 
16 

17 
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à 
^"M*  « Field interviews. 

12.Il Industry Evaluation. 

1. Employment i Average non-wage value added per employee, 

Including casual worker» t ^1,311 

Not including casual workers i #2,670 

Proportion of men among employees i 49.7JI 
2. Transport requirements i Materials t   Sea 

Final products i Mostly sea 

( air for high value items). 
3. Nature of the market t Supply of raw materials is likoly 

to continu, to be more important than demand considera- 

tion«. For toys and doll, and for a part of the output 

of artificial foliage, the demand is seasonal with 

•mnufacturing for the Christmas season taking place 

in the period May -October. The market is relatively 

price elastic and it may be that the recent oil crisi« 

ha« seriously curtailed growth prospects. Effect« on 

the demand for toys, dolls and Christmas decoration« 

are not clear as last Christmas orders were placed 
before the impact of the crisis.. 

k.  Average electricity consumption per employee t 5,672 
kwh p.a. 

3. Average water consumption per employée! 68,200 litre« p.a. 
6. Average «pace per employee | 39 «q. metre«. 
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13.  HAIR GOODS 

13.1 Introduction. 

The hair goods industry - the production of artificial.viga, 

eyelashes and facial hair from synthetic materials or human 

hair - is a labour intensive industry at one time prominent 

in two of the developing countries manufacturing for export to 

developed countries. The experience of this industry in Hong 

Kong and Korea illustrates its attractions and pitfalls for a 

developing country wishing to utilize surplus labour. 

13.2 Hong Kong. 

The development of the industry in Hong Kong during the 

1960a shows a rate of growth followed by a rate of decline 

unprecedented even by Hong Kong standards. 

The Hair Goods Industry in Hong Kong. 1964-1971. 

Value of Exports 

(in thousands of 

1964 

1965 
1966 

1967 
1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973* 

U.S. Dollars.) 
1,1*05 

Number of Employaient 

Establishments 

4 484 

13 640 

41 lf6oi 

86 6,383 

131 12,133 
202 16,220 

422 30,99O 

3*2 19*869 

194 9,433 

131 2,871 

11,760 

11,597 

32,177 

52,425 

106,663 

154,769 

86,393 

.36,787 
21,668 

Notes* Preliminary figures 

Employment figures are end of year totals. 

Sources 1 (l) Hong Kong External Trade Statistics, Various Years. 

(2) Labour Department, Government of Hong Kong. 

(3) Information provided by the Federation of Hong 

Kong Industries. 

The above table suggests that the decline began in 1971. 

A closer examination of the year 1970, however, shows that it 

was then that the tide began to turn. 
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i 
March, 1970 

June, I97O 

September, 1970 

December, 1970 

Number of establishments Employment 

372 28,878 

^29 39.18*» 

J»78 38,871 

**22 30,990 

Sources s as above. 

The reasons for the decline are largely external, and 

any Indus try, however well organised »would have been unable to 

cope with the changes in market conditions which occurred* 

Briefly, the market ceased to be one of a popular product 

growing in demand for every day use and became one of a 

special product for occasional use. The decline in the fashion 

element meant that the advantage in what was left of the market 

swung away from a relatively expensive labour source like Hong 

Kong to a relatively cheap one such as Korea. 

The main detailed reasons for the decline were the 

following 1 

(a) A shift in consumer preference from human hair to synthetic 

wigs occurred in 1969/1970. This was largely because 

synthetic wigs have comparative advantages in price, 

durability and easy maintenance. The hair style, once fixed, 

will remain permanent in spite of repeated washing and 

cleaning. A greater variety of colours and styles is also 

permitted. At the time of this shift, 71 per cent of Hong 

Kong factories were wholly or chiefly engaged in the 

manufacture of human hair wigs. 

(b) The change in tastes created an imbalance in the demand 

and supply of synthetic wigs. Manufacturers in both Hong 

Kong and Korea were unable to adjust production rapidly 

enough to meet the influx of orders. Quality synthetic 

materials were in short supply. This led to a situation 

where large quantities of poor quality products were 

turned out in both countries made from unsatisfactory 

synthetic fibres. Importera in the three main market 

countries (u.S, U.K. Vest Germany) shoved a surprising 

lack of discrimination and this resulted in many complaints 

from retail distributors and consumers. 

(c) The change to synthetic products also meant a greater 

comparative advantage for Korea over Hong Kong. Although 
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processes  for  both natural  and  synthetic  wigs are almost 
equally labour   intensive,   the  skill   and  technical knowledge 
content  of   the   latter  is   significantly  less. 

(d) Because  of   the   prevalence   of  low  quality  products, sales 
began   to  drop   and  importers were   forced  to  dump  their 
excessive  stocks  on  an already  saturated  market« 

(e) Although  there   is  a reasonably  stable  demand for high  quality 
women's wigs   (both  synthetic  and natural)   and an  increasing 
demand for mens'   wigs,   it  is unlikely  that  the popular  demand 
of  the 1960s  will  return  for some   time because: 
(i)   the  demand  for high quality women's  wigs and men'é 

wigs  is  a  demand for a special  product rather than  one 
for everyday use, 

(ii)the health   implications  of  regular use of wigs was 
increasingly questioned, 

(ill)fashions  in  hair  styles and  in  appearance generally 
among young  people have for  the   past   two years  favoured 
simplicity, 

(iv)where  complicated styles  or  colourings are required, 
these  can   be  provided  by hairdressers  with a much 
higher degree   of  skill  than  previously,  and 

(v)   the market   shows  no  sign of  recovering from the   impact 
of the  dumping  of low quality products in 1970, 
especially   from Korea. 

(f) Unlike other  commodity groups  which  are  affected by 
changes  in  fashion   -  for example,   clothing and cosmetics  - 
hair  goods  are   neither necessities,   nor is  there a basic 
demand which remains  even  though styles  may change.   Virtually 
the  entire  industry  is subject   to  fashion.   In view of   this 
any  prediction   of  future  trends   is  hazardous as  is well 
illustrated by   the   forecasts which were  being made both in 
industry and Government  in Hong Kong  in  early 1971.   There  was 
talk  then  of  the  situation   "improving when excessive   stocka 
....   will  be  depleted by  the  spring   (of 197l)w  and  "the 
supply of   (synthetic  fibre)  doubled".   However,   should  fashioni 
change  again  and wigs  come  once  more   into  popular use, 
it  is very possible   that   this  demand will  be largely  for 
synthetic  wigs,   and  it  is unlikely  that   the volume  of   trade 
in  natural wiga  will  reach the  level  of  the mid 1960s. 
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The  following  statistical  relationships  of  the Hong Kong 
industry  can  be  calculated from data provided by the Department 
of  Commerce  and Industry   (figures   in  U.S.   dollars) 
1. Non   -  wage  value   added  per  employee»^97^. 
2. Space   per  employee:   6.1   sq.   metres. 
3*   Sources of material   t   Human hair:   China  {hyfo)   and Indonesia 

(39%).   Synthetic   fibre  for  synthetic  wigs:   Japan(52$),   U.S 
(3t*^>) $   U.K.   (8%).   Factories which manufacture human hair 
wigs   for the U.S  must   obtain  their raw hair  either by  direct 
import or  through hair  importers  registered with  the Depart- 
ment   of Commerce   and  Industry's  Comprehensive Certificate  of 
Origin Department. 

13.3    Korea. 
I3.3I The Industry. 

The basic statistics for the Korean hair goods  industry in 
I972 are  as  follows   (in   thousands  of U.S.   dollars)! 
Ëx-factory sales 61,178 
Exports 73t876 
Number  of establishments I69 
Number   employed 38» 792 

Sources   (l)  Economic  Planning Board,   Report  on Mining and 
Manufacturing Survey,   1972. 

(2)   Office   of Customs Administration,   Statistical 
Yearbook  of  Foreign Trade,   1972. 

According to  reports  received  in Korea in mid 1973i   the 
problem  of unregistered  manufacturers     supplying indiscriminate 
buyers  with  sub-standard  goods  is  still   in  existence despite 
efforts  by the Korean  authorities  to regulate   the  industry 
and limit  the number  of  registered  exporters   to  51*   It 
appears   that  organisations  such as   the  Korean  Hairgoods 
Businessmen's Association   in New York  have  not  had  the  sucess 
hoped  for.  The  problem  is  more acute  in   the  sale  of eyelashes, 
in which Korea has   a virtual world monopoly,   than  in wigs. 
The  export  of substantial  quantities  by  non-registered 
manufacturers  and   traders  is very difficult   to  control  owing 
to   the   small   size  and  light weight   of  the  product. 

If   safeguarding   the   market  by  relying on   the  efforts   of 
official  and  semi   official  trade associations proves  less   than 
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fully effective,  manufacturera  can   form exclusivity  agre estent s 

with foreign buyers.   In  this way  the  manufacturer is   eure  of 

a steady  market  and  the customer  is   less  likely  to be   supplied 
with an  inferior article. 

13.32    Case  Study Companies (figures   In U.S dollars  refer  to 
1972). 

B 

N 

C D 
1. Products 

2. Ownership 
and 
nationality 

3.Annual Sales 

4.Value added 

6.Numbers 

employed 

Men 
Women 

Total 

7«Average 

monthly wage 

8. Total annual 

wage cost. 
9.Non-wage 

value added 
10.Net profit 

11.Fixed assets 

12. Plant and 

machinery 
13.Sales per 

employee 
14.Value added 

per employee 
13.Non-wage value 

added per 
employee 

16,Fixed assets 

per employee 

Wigs Wigs 
(synthetic)   (synthetic) 

Korean 

¿50,541 

¿31,495 

2 
26 

28 

¿30 

¿16,800 

¿14,969 
¿  7,008 

¿53,946 

¿22,162 

¿1,805 

¿It 125 

¿525 

Korean 

¿199,418 

¿ 90,729 

5 

31 

36 

¿43 

¿18,576 

¿72,153 
¿14,816 

¿14,595 

¿4,054 

¿5,539 

¿2,320 

¿2,0O4 

Eyelashes       Wigs 
(synthetic) 

Korean Korean 

¿189,189      ¿594,595 

¿108,595      ¿292,125 

3 
82 

«5 

¿59 

¿1,998 ¿405 
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¿570 

¿96 

19 

201 

220 

¿39 

¿60,160 ¿102,960 

¿48,415 ¿189,165 
¿14,865 ¿ 33,135 

¿. 8,135 ¿ 72,973 

¿6,703 ¿30,284 

¿2,226 ¿2,703 

¿1,278 ¿1,328 

¿468 

¿332 



B 

17.Plant and 

machinery 

por person ^791 

18.Value added/ 

«ales "2.3% 

19.Wage costs/ 

•ales 33.2% 

20.Profit/sales 13.9% 

21.Electricity 

consumption 

22.Electricity 
consumption 
per employee 

23.Water 

consumption 

24.Vater 
consumption 
per  employee 

551000 
kwh p.a 

1,964 
kwh p. a 

3,8 million 
litres p.a. 

135,700 
litres  p.a 

*H3 

45.5* 

9.3% 
7.1% 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

*79 #138 

57.4% 49.1% 

31.8% 17.3% 
7.9% 5.9% 

80,000 
kwh p.a 

250,000 
kwh p.a 

1,356 1,136 
kwh« p.a kwh p.a 

14.4 million 4$.2 million 
litres p.a.     litres.p.a. 

169,400 205,400 
litres  p.a    litres   p.a 

25.Material   purchases   i   Company A     1  Materials  purchased 
through  trade  with 10 days   credit.  Complained of  shortage 
of  supplies.   Company B     t   Materials  purchased through 
local   trader.   Problem  caused by very  little   or  no  credit. 
Company  C      1  All materials  purchased  through local  trader. 
There were  no  problems reported. 
Company D   1   Buys direct  from overseas  manufacturer of 
synthetic   fibre.  These manufacturers  are  increasingly 
adopting  the  practice  of  selling only  through selected 
agents  or   to  selected wig manufacturersrather than direotiy 
to every   firm.   This  clearly gives  an  advantage  to  the 
larger companies able   to   carry higher  inventories. 

26. Sales   t   Company A  t   All  output  is  produced  to order and 
sold   to   a   large   trading  company.   This   latter  company 
provides   both   technical  assistance  and  is   responsible 
for quality control.   Sometimes  orders  are  given  beyond 
the firm»s capacity and it   is necessary  to  sub-contract. 
There  are   in  Korea,   not  Very many  small  companies  employing  less 
than  10  persona  capable  of  taking sub-contract  orders. 
Prices  are  very flexible  and can vary  widely from order  to 
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duBtry Bufferà, however, from a number of potentially avoidable dis- 

advantages which have prevented it from effectively responding 

to this challenge) 

o) Many of the companies have a high percentage of their export 

sales concentrated in one particular market,   kk  firms, or 

17 per cent of the total, soil at least 90 per cent of their 

output in one country} and I5I firms, or 59 po^ cent of the 

total, sell at least 50 per cent of their output in one market. 

This high degree of concentration makes the industry especially 

vulnerable to changes in taste, legislation concerning tariffs, 

and other factors which affect the market. 

b) The procedure adopted by many Hong Kong industries facing 

challenge from new areas is to upgrade the quality of their 

products.   The extent to which the footwear industry has 

been able to do this is limited by lack of effective quality 

control.   Only 20 companies (8 per cent) had independent 

quality control within their organisations. 

c) There is very little advertising or promotion of Hong Kong 

products overseas.   12 per cent òf thè firms reported placing 

advertisements in trade journals and newspapers sold overseas, 

and products of only 5 per cent of the factories were displayed 

overseas at trade fairs and other promotional activities. 

This is partly due to the attitude, still prevailing to some 

extent in overseas markets, which correlates Hong Kong with 

poor quality and the wcheap" ond of the market. 

d) The export boom of the 1960s failed tò bring about any 

significant change in production methods or in the degree 

of capitalisation of the industry.   The industry began 

as a small workshop craftsman's affair,and so to a 

large extent it has remained.   Over half the companies 

are small scale (employing less than 20 persons) and 88 per 

cent of the firms employ less than 100 persons.   The industry 

appears to have a lesser degree of investment in machinery 

than most Hong Kong industries.   This relative undercapitalisation 

means that the majority of factories lack the resources for 

improvement in production management. 

I 
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order. 

Company B   t   All   output   is   produced  to   order  from an  over- 
seas   buyer.   The   firm has   effective   quality   control.   Again 
prices  were  mentioned  as   a   problem with   the   possibility 
of  a   sharp  drop   from  one   order to  the   next. 
Company C   i   All   output   produced to  order  from overseas 
buyer.  There  is   effective   quality control.   The competition 
is  extremely severe and buyers bargain  with  several 
companies  before   placing  an   order. 
Company D  i   Has   exclusive   arrangement  with U.S.   company. 
Latter buys   the   whole   of  output  and  is   responsible  for 
marketing.   Company D  is  responsible  only  for manufacturing 
and  procurement   of  fibre. 

27.Transport  requirements   t   Materials mainly  by  sea and final 
products mainly  by air.   Materials  could,   if  necessary  also 
be  transported by air  fairly economically. 

Source   t  Field  interviews. 

13» **  Industry Evaluation 
1. Employment   t  Average  non-wage value  added  per    employee 
^908.   Proportion  of men     among employees   t   8.35Í. 
2. Transport  requirements   t   Sea or air for  materials,  air 
for  final products. 
3. Nature of the market   t   See   discussion  of  Hong Kong 
experience for details  of  trends in  the  1960s   and 1970s. 
Manufacture,   especially  of  eyelashes, can   take   place on a  small 
scalei   market  entry is  easy  and control  of  production and 
sales  by a trade  association   is difficult.   Prices can 
fluctuate very widely and  there are  large   gaps  between  the 
prices  of high quality and  low quality  items.   In  the case 
of wigs   in Korea,   there   is  some attempt  at   control by having 
a  posted minimum price  of  $2   for synthetic   wigs.  The  success 
of  this  measure had not  been   tested at   the   time  of writing 
aa   the  market  price  has  yet   to  fall  to  the   level of the 
posted   price.   Eyelashes   are   very difficult   to   control.   The 
Korea  Eyelashes  Exporters* Association  has   tried  strictly  to 
enforce   a check price  as  well   as  formulating  six other 
measures  designed   to  stablize   the  industry,   reduce  costs   and 
promote  mergers.   The  difficulty with  the   Association's 
measures   is   lack  of  effective   enforcement.   What  is  required 
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in addition is for the Government to back the Association 

and impose fines and retract business permits of firms who 

sold abroad, or attempted to sell abroad, at less than the 

posted price. 

Although it is unlikely that the growth and sales 

value of the mid 1960s (Hong Kong) and 1970 (Korea) will be 

reached again, the market does promise a prospect of reasonably- 

steady growth especially in high quality women*á wigs, men!» 

wigs, and eyelashes. There is a growing market in Japan. Thia 

is because the Japanese industry is increasingly less able 

to compete with imports for cost reasons. The run-down of the 

Japanese industry during the 12 months to February, 1974, 

together with the continued decline in Hong Kong, has meant 

that Korean manufacturers have not in general suffered from 

material shortages. The supply of materials is, however, 

closely controlled by less than 10 American, Japanese and 

European companies. Korean manufacturers complained of the 

high prices, one firm alleging that fibre was being sold by 

Japan at 2.5 times cost. 

A future threat to the market may well come from Mainland 

China* China is a major source of material for natural wigs, 

but currently cannot match Korean quality in natural or 

synthetic goods. One factor which may prevent the Chinese 

from entering the market as a serious force is that designs 

oliane* swiftly. When a new design appears it is necessary to 

have the product marketed within 2 weeks. A ponderous decision 

making process may not be able to cope with this. It is 

probably only a matter of time, however, before China becomes 

a contender for the more limited long production run items, 

i». Average electricity consumption per employee t 1,485 kwh. 

p.a. 

5. Average water consumption per employee » 170,20Ö litre* p.m. 

6. Average space per employee t 6.1 sq. metres. 
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l'i.       WATCHES  AND WATCH PARTS 

14.1    Hong Kong 

l4.ll  The  Industry 

The watch   Industry can be divided  Into   3  typos  of manufacturing 

operationiwatch  assembly, watch parts,   and watch  straps  and bands. 

The  industry as  a whole developed very  strongly during  the 

second half  of   the  1960s as  the  following table  showst 

Watch  Industry Exports from Hong Kong.   196*»  -  1973 

(in thousands of US dollars) 

Watches 
and Clocks 

1964 * 

1965 • 

1966 2,922 

1967 5,224 

1968 8,358 

1969 l4,o46 

1970 16,913 

1971 20.787 

1972 25,869 

Watch Cases Watch 
and Parts Bands 

3,918 

Total 

898 ¿»,816 

1,078 4,4o6 5,*84 

800 5,5*»9 9,271 

1,339 7,181 13,7Wi 

1,679 8,675 18,712 

2,390 11,210 27,646 

4,O80 1*1,172 35,165 

5,361 l'»,377 to, 525 

5,75'* 15,**75 47,098 

;ablishments and the numbers employed 

in 1971 and   1973  were as followst 

Watches 
and Clocks 

• 

Watch Cases 
and Parts 

Watch 
Bjjjjds^ 

159 

Total 

Number of 
establish- 
ments! 
I97I 123 282 

1973 13 131 195 339 
Employment t 
1971 • 6,096 6,513 12,609 

1973 1, 746 4,l4l 5,938 11,825 

Average annual   rate of growth of  exports  1964-19721   32.5CÍ. 

Notes 1   »Separato   figures not   available!   watches  and  clocks 
included   together with cases  and  parts. 

Sources!   l)   Hong  Kong External  Trade  Statistics!   Various Years. 

2)   Department  of Labour,   Government   of Hong Kong. 
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For the industry as a whole, ownership is concentrated In 

local hands.   Of the 339 establishments (l82 companies) on« per 

cent are wholly foreign-owned and 2 per cent are joint ventures 

with Swiss, Vest German or US capital. 

l'».12 Watch Assembly 

The watch parts and accessories section of the industry la 

dealt with in the case study below.   As far as watch and clock 

assembly is concerned, data have been provided by the Department 

of Commerce and Industry which enable  the following characterlatios 

of the industry to be examined t 

1. Ownership, size and agei of the 13 watch assembly plants, 60 

per cent are single proprietorships, and the rest are Joint 

stock companies.   All except one employ less than 20 persona, 

17 P«r cent were established before i960, and *»3 per cent 
beforo I965. 

2. Non-wage value added per employees USJÍ927. 

3. Proportion of men among employees! ¿*7.6 per cent. 

k.   Investment in plant and machinery per workers US^M9. 

3» Main materials and sources! 

Materials 

Vatch movements 

Bourc»» 

Swi tier land, Vest Germany, 
France, U.S.S.R. 

Hong Kong, US, Vest Germany. 

Hong Kong, Japan. 

Hong Kong. 

Switzerland, Hong Kong. 

Vatch cases 

Dials 

Vatch bands 

Other parts 

6. Electricity consumption per employee! 3,119 kwh per annum. 

7. Average monthly wage (mid 1973) 1 USJÍ172. 

8. Salesi About 93 per cent of output is exported.   Nearly all 

sales aro produced to order so it is unnecessary to hold 

stocks.   The main export markets for Hong Kong-assombled 
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watches and clocks are the US,. Japan, Panama and the Trucial 

States.   The majority of the factories in the industry export 

their products through local export houses.   Some factories 

send catalogues to buyers in an attempt to promote sales, while 

on« company has established an overseas office.' 

9. Transport requirementst The great majority of parts and final 

products are transported by air. 

10. S pac» requirements i 7*0 so.« metres per employee. 

11. Special considerations! The operation consists primarily of 

the assembly of complete movements into locally manufactured 

cases.   In more recent years there has been an increase in 

the assembly of watch movements from imported parts.   Complete 

watch movements are not manufactured on any scale in Hong Kong. 

This is a relatively capital intensive and highly skill- 

intensive process. 

Watch assembly requires dust-free surroundings with strict 

humidity control - most of the factories are located in office- 

type or domestic buildings. 

The Federation of Hong Kong Industries has been of assistance 

to the watch assembly industry by offering testing and 

certification services.   These include an agreement dating back 

to I966 with the Federation of Swiss Vatch Manufacturers whereby 

watch cases certified as tested by the former can be exported 

to Switzerland for use by the latter. 

Hong Kong is a major international distribution centro 

for watches and watch parts.   This role arises from the fact 

that there is virtual free trade combined with excellent 

service facilities and international communications.   In the 

first 11 months of 1973, 19,137.000 watches or assembled watch 

Movements worth US¿l¿t8,6¿»2,QO0 were imported into Hong 

Kong.   Of these, **,'*30,000 pieces (worth USJÍ67.5 million) 

were re-exported and an unknown quantity sold to foreign 

purchasers visiting the Colony.   A trade of this proportion 

is an obvious stimulant to the development of a local 

manufacturing industry.   Hong Kong's free trade status 

also facilitates the easy Importation of precious stones and 

metals required for watch manufacture 
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l't.l3    Watch Parts  and  Accessories 
14.131  The  Industry 

This  part   of   the  industry,   comprising   the manufacture  of 
wrist  watch  bands,   dials,   cases  and  crowns  consisted  of  13I 
establishments   employing htlkl persons   at   the   end   of  1973«       **5 
of   the  factories   employ  less  than  20  persons   each  and  118   (or  90 
per  cent  of  tho   total)   employ less   than  100.        63  per cent  of  the 
plants were  established before  1965.        Total   investment   in machinery 
and   equipment  per worker  is  ^3^5»   less   than   in   the  case  of watch 
assembly probably  because  of  the  absence  of  expensive  testing 
equipment. 

1^.132 Case Study Company 

The industry  is  in fact dominated by  the  Stelux Group to 
an  extent which makes   it  impossible   to  retain  anonymity.       The 
company was  started   in  19*>3  to manufacture metal  wrist watch bands, 
mainly under  sub-contract   to  the   Swiss  watch  industry.       From  that 
base   it  has grown   to  be  the  largest  metal  wrist  watch band 
manufacturer   in   tho  worlds   and baa   branched   out  both  in Hong Kong 
and  abroad  into   the  production of  othor  accessories  and  of watches 
themselves.        It   is   a  promising potential   source  of  investmont  for 
a  country attempting   to dovelop  its   industry. 

According   to  an  interview with   one  of  the Group's   senior 
executives,   output   of wrist watch  bands  was  about  US$12 million 
in  1973»   and value   added about  $8  million.        Employment was  about 
2,600,   1,800  of whom were women.        Annual  wage  costs  totalled  $h 
million,   giving  a  non-wage value  added   per  employee  of $1,538. 
Electricity consumption per employee  was  1,557  kwh  in 1973t  while 
water consumption was 31,600 litres  per  employee.   Factory space  is 
about  37,200 m2   or   1^.3 m2  per  employee.        The Group has  steadily 
increased   the  degree   of automation  for   the manufacture  of bands. 
Its  own  engineers  developed automatic   link  cutting machines  capable 
of  cutting and  milling profiles  of  a  wide variety  of  shapes  and   sizes, 
Some  of  the  less   automated machinery  for   the  production of less 
complex designs   is   still  in excellent   condition  though hardly used 
at  present.        The   final  componont   is  normally hand  assembled. 
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In addition to wrist watch bands, the company manufactures 

dials, and during 1972 acquired control of Hong Kong's largest 

watch caso manufacturer.   This firm sells both to the Stelux 

Group and to other customers.   Employment in 1973 was 400, mostly 

skilled machine operators.   Value added in watch case manufacture 

is about 55 per cent of sales in Hong Kong, and non-wage value 

added per employee is estimated at US#1,566. 

The Stelux Group has integrated both backwards and forwards 

in the watch business.   In 1972, it branched into the assembly 

of completed watches sold principally under its own brand name. 

There is a 50 per cent interest in a Japanese manufacturer of 

stainless steel of the type required for watch bracelets.   The 

process is fully patented and output in mid 1973 was completely 

absorbed by other members of the Group.   In addition the Group 

has substantial interests in a watch case manufacturing plant 

in Singapore (a joint venture with Seiko of Japan) and a British 

jewellery factory. 

Stelux market all types of product both under their own 

brand name and under sub-contract to overseas brands.   To facilitate 

marketing, the Group has followed the policy of acquiring agencies 

and trading companies in market countries.   There are wholly- 

owned subsidiaries in Switzerland and the UK and a 50 per cent 

share in the Stelux distribution in Japan.   During the year 

ending in March 1973 the Group profit before tax was 20.3 per cent 

of net assets. 

Ik.2       Korea 

14.2.1 The Industry 

The basic statistics for the Korean watch and clock industry 

for 1972 are as follows (figures in thousands of US dollars)} 

Ex-factory sales 22,4l4 
of which 

Pocket watches 929 
Wrist watches 12,092 
Table clocks 1»253 
Wall clocks 3,834 
Clock or watch cases 1,104 
Match bands 735 
Othsr parts 2,467 
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Exports  fob 
of which 

Watches 
Clocks 
Assembled  watch and 
clock movements 
Cases 
Other parts 
Number  of  establishments 
Numbers   employed 

2,772 

1,638 
376 

253 
318 
87 

*5 
3,760 

Sources i   (l)  Economic PI armine  Boards  Report on Min in« and 
Manufacturing  Survey,  1972. 

(2)  Office  of Customs  Administration!   Statistical 
Yearbook of Foreign Trade,   1972. 

The above  table  shows  that   the home Market is much more 

significant  to  the   industry  than exports.        kh per cent  of export i 

were  channelled  through Hong Kong.      Although the industry as a 

whole  is much  smaller than its  Hong Kong counterpart,  clock 

production  is  higher and  the   export of   special models  of  clocks, 

such as gothic   style  or grandfather, was veil  on the  way by late 
1973. 

14.22 Case Study Companies   (figures in US dollar refer  to I972) 

E S 

1. Producta 

2. Ownership and nationality 
3«   Annual  sales 

4. Value added 

5. Numbers employed!  Men 
Vomen 
Total 

6. Average monthly wage 

7»   Total  annual  wage cost 

8. Non-wage value  added 
9. Net  profit 

10. Fixed assets 

11. Plant and machinery 

12. Sales per employee 

13. Value added per employee 

0 
Watch cases Wrist watc 
and dials 
Korean Korean 
#198,205 #2,683,411 
#0,833 #918,153 

123 177 

Ï90 5oT 
#38 #89 

¿86,64o #281,952 
Negative #636,201 

-^,796 #488,687 
#l48,l65 #220,387 
*58,901 #138,517 
¿1.0*13 #10,164 

#425 #3,478 
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Negative 

*780 

¿310 

Negativ« 

^3.7* 

278,000 

1,^63 

k,k  Million 

B 

¿2,*iio 

¿835 

¿525 

3^.2* 

18.2* 

io .m 

280fOOO 

l,06l 

2.8 Million 

43,700 litro» 

l'i.   Non-wage value  added  per 
employee 

15. Fixod   assets per   employee 

16. Plant   and machinery per 
employee 

171   Value   added/sales 

18. Profit/sales 

19. Wage   cost/sale» 

20, Electricity consumption 
(kvh  p.a.) 

21, Electricity consumption par 
employee  (kvh p.a.) 

22, Vater  consumption  per annum 

23. Vater  consumption per 
employee p.a. ,23,200 litres 

2^.   Material  purchases!   Company Ai   About   10  per cent  are   imported 
directly,   the  rest   being purchased  either   through  a   trader  or 
from   a   local  manufacturer after   some  processing.        The  latter 
are   often of a  poor quality.        Company  Bi   Company  imports  32 
per  cent  of moving parts directly and   the  rest  through  a  trading 
company.       There   are  no  problems   and   IO  day  erodi*   is   available, 

25.   Sales t   Company At   80# of  sales  are  exported  directly  according 
to  order.       Exports  aro  to  Switzerland  where a Swiss   firm has 
sub-contracted   the  production  of case»   and  dial».        The  company 
purchased ¿6,000   worth of  technical  assistance  from   the   Swiss 
buyer   in 1972.        They are  also   trainine  a   technician  in 
Switzerland.        The   line  is  currently unprofitable  because of 
low  labour productivity and   fierce  international  competition. 
Company  B>  All   output  is  sold   in Korea   for   the  local  market. 
Korean  manufacturers  are  effectively protected against   foreign 
competition.        Demand  is buoyant  and  increasing rapidly  as 
living  standards  rise.       The  company has  no  intention of attempting 
to  export. 

Source 1   Field interview 

14.3    Singapore 

14.3I Case   Study Company  (figures  in US dollars refer  to 1973) 

1. Products!  Vatch  cases 

2. Ownership and nattonality 1   709Í Swiss and  30JÉ U.S. 

3. Annual   salesi   ¿2,000,000 

4. Value   addedt   ¿1,300,000 

5. Numbers   employed!   Men       180 
Women    50 
Total  230 
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6. Average monthly waget ¿93 

7. Total annual wage costs i ¿256,680 

8. Non-wage value added i ¿l,0'O,320 

9. Salen per employees ¿8,696 

10. Value added per employ001 ¿5,652 

11. Non-wage value added per employees ¿4,536 

12. Value added/sales s . 659e 

13. Vage costs/salesi I.356 

Ik. Electricity  consumption!   300,000 kwh per annum 
15. Electricity consumption per employees   1,30* kwh per annum. 
16. Vater consumptions   N,A. 

17. Vater consumption per  employee 1 N. A. 
18. Size of factorys  15,793   *q.  metres. 
19. Space per  employees   68.7  «q.  metres. 
20. Purchase  of materialst   Commercial 
21. Main materiales   Steel  brass,   small parts 
22. Salens  All   sales  exported   to associated company  in 

Switzerland   for watch  assembly 

23. Transport   requirements s   Materials s   Mostly  sea 
Pinal  products s   Air 

2>*.   Reasons   for  locating  in  Singapore   (in  order  of priority)s 
(a) Labour cost   -  many Swiss  firms are  feeling an 

increasing noed   to locate   some parts  of  the 
manufacturing  process  abroad   in  the  face  of 
Japanese competition. 

(b) Good  port  and   airport  facilities. 
25.   Expansion planss   Intend   to assemble complete case  including 

crown glass and gasket. 

Sources  Field   interview 

1**. **  Industry Evaluation 

1. Employments  Average non-wage value added per employees   ¿2.195 
Proportion  of men among  employees s   57.7* »*t*yj 

2. Transport  requirements s  Vatch assembly,  Both materials and 
finished  goods  by air. 
Parts and   accessories,   Materials  mostly by  sea,   final 
products  by  air. *««»* 

3. Nature  of   the  markets   The  industry  is  most   likely  to  flourish  in 
a country which has   the  following conditions, °urxsn  "> 
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e) Tho   industry   has   displayed  a   conservative   outlook  which has not 

responded quickly   enough  to   changes   in design  and   taste.        73 

per cent   of   the  companies  relied  on   the   buyer   to provide  design 

specifications,   while  85  per   cent   relied   solely  on   the buyei' as 

a  means  of up-to-date  information  on  overseas  market   trends. 

Any problems   this   caused  wore   compounded   by   the  fact   that   62 

per cent   exported   through  local   traders   rather   than  directly. 

No  company,   not  even  the  few   large   ones,   had  at   the  beginning 

of 1973  their  own  branch office  or   their   own  agency  abroad. 

These  potentially  avoidable problems  of  the  industry have 

been  increased  by  others  beyond  its  controlt 

f) The years 1972 and  1973 have   seen unprecedented price increases 

in  the  cost   of raw materials   accompanied  by  severe   shortages 

of  some vital   inputs.        Most   of the   small   firms must   import 

through  traders  and are  vulnerable   to  traders   selling to   the 

highest  bidder keen to  build   up stocks,   or  indulging  in 

•peculation.        Further,   because they also  export  through  traders 

in the majority of cases,   they are unable  to plan  for long runs 

which would   enable   them  to  contract  a  longer   term  supply  of 

materials.        Long  runs   are not  encouraged  by   the  fact  that  most 

firms manufacture  more   than  one  type of  footwear   (contrast 

Korean case   study  companies  below). 

g) The  entry of   the  UK  (Hong Kong's  largest   single market)   into 

the EEC has  caused problems.       From  the  beginning of  197'»  Hong 

Kong footwear  will  have   to  face an  8  per  cent  duty,   while 

Korean  footwear   (which  already has   a price advantage  of about 

27  por  cent)   will   enter  duty   free   owing   to Korea'*     developing 

country status.        Furthermore  the  UO per  cent   tariff previously 

imposed  on  Italian footwear no longer applies,   while  Spain and 

Portugal have  geographic  advantages.       In 1972,   the UK accounted 

for 45  per cent  of Hong Kong  exports,   and  an  estimated kj  per 

cent in 1973. 

SoureeI  Compiled  from information provided  by the Department  of 
Commerce  and  Industry of  the Hong Kong Government, 
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(•) Pro«  trade,   including freedom  to import precious 
»•tais and  stones 

(b) Proximity to a major market area 
(c) Good  air communications 
(d) A dextrous,   trainable labour force. 

These  considerations apply particularly to  the  assembly 
of finished watches for export.       The production of parts and 
accessories  for export  is less demanding. 

k.   Average electricity consumption per employees   2,101 kwh p.a. 
5.   Average water  consumption per employee i  32, »00 litres  p.a. 
#.   Average »pace por employee i  30.0 sq. «otros. 
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15. PRECISION MACHINERY, MACHINE PARTS AND T0Ol,S , SOME 
SINGAPORE CASE STUDIES. 

15»1 Introduction. 

In line with Government policy (see Section 5. A ), 

Singapore is emerging aa a centre for the production of more 

capital intensive, precision industries requiring a higher 

degree of skill from the workforce than is normally associated 

with the more -traditional" labour intensive industries such 

as clothing, electronic components and hair goods. Some of 

these new industries in Singapore have already been 

considered under earlier headings such as optical goods and 

watches and watch parts. This section will be concentrating on 

»achine tools and parts for precision machinery. 

A list of the principal Investors and the products 
Manufactured as of mid-1973 i» as follows i 

Investor 

A 

B 

C 

Nationality 

U.S 

E 

F 

O 

H 

J 

K 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

U.S. 

European 

European 
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Products 

Preolsion stampings, 

carbide tools and 

dies. 

Precision steel balls. 

Dies, coolers, 

crumblons and roller 

•hells. 

Plastic processing 
maohinery. 
Machine tools. 

Precision roller 

chains. 

Precision tools and 
dies. 

Tool Joints, drilling 

systems. 

Cast alloy steel 

crashing balls. 

Cold heading machinery. 

Chrome and nickel 

plating, precision 

grinding. 



M 

N 

Japanese 

Japan«•• 

Indian 

Precision  a>t««l and 
oarbide  tools and 
diai. 

Precision Miniatur« 
• tee! balla  for 
b«aringa, 
Precision  toóla and 
diet, 

13.2 Cas« Study Companies   (figues in U.S.   dollars r«f«r to 
1973). 

C 0 MP A N I I S 

A B C D 
1.Products Precision Precision   Twist drills Saw-doctoring 

miniature roller «mohines 
balls for chains , 
bearinga 

¿.Nation- 
ality   U.S 

3. Owner- 
ship Wholly 

owned 

U.S Joint 
venture 

European 

Wholly 
owned 

subsidiary  subsidiary 

ko£ Wholly 
Australian  owned 

4.Annual 

sales   ¿725,000*   ¿4,000,000  ¿622,406 
5»Value 

added   ¿536,300 
6«Numbers - 

¿2,800,000  ¿37 3, MM» 

employed« 
Mon      43 

Women      22 

Total      65 
7«Average 
monthly 
wage(with 
fringe 
benefits)   ¿127 

8.Total 
average 
wage cost, ¿99,060 

9 «Non-wage 
value 
added   ¿437.440 

135 
125 

260 

39 
6 

TT 

subsidiary 

¿700,000 

¿525,000 

3* 
1 

35 

¿172 ¿118 

¿536,640 ¿63,720 

¿2,263,360 ¿309,724 
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¿15,385      ¿13,831 

¿10,769        ¿8,299 

a 

¿8,703 

.2 

¿6,883 

2 7,900«        1,000» 

10. Sale« 
per 
employee    ¿11,13% 

11.Valu« 
added 
par 
employee       ¿8,23% 

12 »Non-wa^e 
valu« 
added per 
employee       ¿6,730 

13.Size of 
factory       kt6kimi 

1%.Space  per 
employee 71 

15.Electricity 
o on aueip t Ion 
(kwh P.«lt8o6f000 

16.Electricity 
consumption 
per 
employee       29,169 

17.Water 
consumption 

Xktk  million  *0.9 Million KA 
litre« p.a 

18.Vater 
consumption 
per 
employee 783 

litres p.a 

30«' 

2,400,000 

9,231 

litres p.a 

22m 

KA 

KA 

2 

k5 KA 
litres p.a 

19.Value 
added/ 
•ales 

20.Vafe 
eosta/ 
sales 

7%* 

13.7* 

7<* 

13.** 

60* 

10.2* 
21 • Purchase 

of 
materials Commereiai 

¿20,000 

¿13,000 

¿12,960 

4»,61>3«2 

13>2 

171,300 

%,900 

Negligible 

re i al      Same Group      S 
22.Main 

materials Steel alloy Steel, 
grinding plastics, 
wheels. Main 
Main sources t 
sourcest Japan 
U.S and (83*)( 
Japan. U.S EEC 

MA 

73* 

10.2* 

Group 

Steel rods 
for high 
speed drills • 

Steel 
rods. 
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I 
23.Salea All aalee All sales All sales All aales 

exported exported. exported exported 
and sold 75* to commercially to same 
to parent same group though group, 
company. 25# as parent mostly to 
Will commercial. company Europe, 
possibly Commercial negotiates a few to 
start sales contracts. South E»at 
selling growing. Asia. 
commercially 
later. 

2*1. Transport 
Require- 
ment« i 

Materiale i Sea Sea Saa Sea 
Pinal 
produota  t Air 

Because of 
high value 
sometimes 
diffioult 
to insure 
for sea 
paaaage. 

Sea 

a-10 
containers 
par month 
with about 
18,000 
kilos per 
container. 

Air Baa 

25«Suppliée 
purchased 
locally A few Simple Grinding Caat iron, 

aimple tools and wheels, machine 
repairs. repairs. some 

simple 
machine 
parta. 

repaira• 

26.Shortages 
and 
bottle- 
neck in 
Singapore 

27»Reasons 
for 
locating 
in 
Singapore 
(in order 
of prior- 
ority) 

Labour Skilled 
Labour 

Labour 

l.Oood port 
and airport 
facilities. 
2.Geographic 
location in 
relation to 
potential 
market. 

1.Govern- 
ment 
incentives. 
2.Good port. 
3.Geographic 
location in 
relation to 
Japanese 
materials. 
k.Efficient 
administ- 
ration. 

l.Good 
port and 
airport 
with good 
services. 
2.Freedom 
from duty 
on imports, 
3.Geograp- 
hic 
location. 
k.Official 

Skilled 
Labour 

1.Géographie 
location 
in 
relation 
to 
aervicing 
of wood 
processing 
machinery 
2.Good 
port 
facilities 
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28.Year 
commenced   1972 

29 • Manufac türing 
procesas 

San« as 
in U.S. 

1972 

Same as 
in U.S. 

encourgement 
of training 
of skill». 

1971 1971 

30. Plana for 
Expansion Yea, same 

linas 
Yes,same 
lines 
and new 
products 

More 
manually- 
operated 1 
2 instead 
of 1 men 
per 
machine» 

Yes , same 
lines and 
other 
cutting 
tools 

Much more 
manual. 
In Europe 
half the 
manpower 
per 
machine* 

Yea, Out- 
put to ba 
expanded 
five fold 

Kote » Consultants* estimate from other information given 

by company. 

Source   1  Field  interviews. 

15*3 Industry Evaluation 
1. Employment   t   Average  non-wage value added per  employees 
^8,819.  Average  proportion  of men    among  employees s   75.55¿. 
2. Transport   requirements   s   Mostly aea for materials.   Pinal 
products  tend  to  be high value  and normally could be 
transported by air if necessary. 
3. Nature of  the  markets   Singapore has had  more  succaas in 
developing this   type of manufacture      than  any other country 
in Asia With  the  possible  exception  of Hong Kong.  There 
are a number of  special reasons  for  this.   In the  first 
place,   it is  an  extension  of Singapore'i   traditional   role 
aa   th«  distribution and servicing centre  for capital 
equipment for  the  rest of  South East  Asia.   Secondly,   the 
authorities,   as   explained  elsewhere   in  this Report,   are 
anxious     to  secure  industries  with a  high  technology  content 
and  the incentives  offered are  generous.   Thirdly,   in  order 
to  secure investments  from  smaller European, American  and 
Japanese firms  with a high  level of   technology,   the Ministry 
of Finance  is   prepared  to  put  up  50  per  cent of  the  capital   . 
with  the option  for  the  firm to buy  back  at  least  a 
substantial  proportion later.   Fourthly,   the  training of 
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Worker« i. expensive and lengthy, and the Government 

will help to finance thi. under certain condition». Each 

of the sample compartios sends at least one worker abroad 

for training for at least 6 months. Another firm, not in 

the «ample, Bent four supervisors abroad for 6 months 

each and has a four year apprenticeship scheme for other 

workers. Finally, a number of the companies who are there 

to manufacture precision tools and dies, were established 

previously to give on the .pot service to customers in the 

•lectronics components industry which is located on a 

large scale in Singapore and Malaysia. 

Thi« type of industry is relatively capital intensive 

and neither co.t nor availability of labour were mentioned 

by the «ample companies as reasons for locating in 

Singapore. It is also a relatively heavy consumer of space 

and utilities. A country would be unlikely to consider 

•ttracting thi« kind of investment until it had gone some 

way along the path of industrialisation for export. 

k.  Average electricity consumption per employee I 1«»,*I33 kwh 
P.a.     . „ 

3. Average water consumption per employee i 189,200 litres p.«. 
6. Average space per employee i 61». »q. metres. 
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16.    CERAMIC TABLEWARE AND OTHER POTTERY 

16.1,  Introduction. 

The manufacture of pottery, chin« and aarthanware has 

Ion« been on« of the .kill, of the Far Etat.   As it i. also 

highly labour intanelve,  it was to bo expectad that it would 

•»•re« aa a significant axport industry.  The pree«no« of raw 

•atarial in «xploitabl« quantities is an advantage but not 
a strict necessity. 

16.2.  Hong Kong 

Data for the ysars 1971 and 1973 «r« 

Output (U.S. $000) 

Exports (U.S.$000) 

Number of astablishmants 

Nunbsr ssiploysd 

973 

971 

ars as folloWSt 

1973 

929 H.A. 
865 2,620 
33 *3 

58% k2k 

SaarjElt«   (l) Hong Xong External Trad« Figuras, 1971, 1973 

(2) Labour Dopartmant, Govsrnmant of Hong Kong 

(3) Csnsus and St abatte« Department, Government of 
Hong Kong. 

» 

16.3  Korea 

I6.51 Th« Industry 

Basic statistics for th« csraaiic tablawar«, kitchenware 

•nd othar pottery for 1972 ar« as followst 

Ex-factory salas (U.S. $000) 

of whicht 
Kitchsnwara 

Tabi«war« 

Pottery 

Sanitary wars 

Induatrial wara 

Othar 

- I89 - 

»t779 

103 

2,*96 

2.3*6 

18 

6O6 

»•3*8 



Exports Fob   (U.S. $000) 

of which! 

porcelain and china houaehold war« 

other c«ramie household war« 

othar 

Employment 

of whicht 

tabi«war« and kltchanwara 

othar pottary and c«ramie war«» 

7*»? 

79 

17* 

a.511 

3,719 

1,000 

6.230 

Humear of Establishment* 

of whicht 

tabi«wara and kitchanwara 
othar pottary and ceramic wares 

«17 

298 

3*3 

Sources!   (l) Economic Planning Board! Report on Mining and 

Manufacturing Survey, 1972. 

(2)  Office of Custom« Administration* Statistical 

Yaarbook of Foreign Trade, 1972. 

For the development of a ceramica industry Korea has the 

considerable advantags of possessing very substantial reservas 

of good quality raw material for making Grade A porcelain, as 

well aa traditional pottery making skills dating back many 

centuries.  To take advantage of these, the authorities 

attempted in the mid I960«s to establish a Ceramica Industrial 

Centre and called upon a large number of enterprises to co- 

operate.  The centre would have been a base on which to build 

a large acale export industry.   There were, however-various 

problems, the main one being that high quality pottery 

manufacture was still very much the preserve of skilled 

individual craftsmen.   There was no native technology 

available for mass production up to export quality. 
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By 19731 however, the situation had changed.  The two 
largest companion entered the international market seriously 

for the firat time in 1972, and Korean trading companies are 

now offering the products of smaller manufacturers.  The 

prospects for the industry in the 1970's are excellent. 

¿ 

16.32  Case Study Companies (figure» in U.S. dollar« refer 
to 1972) 

C  O  N  P  A   NI E -S&fT«*A #<2* 

A 1 £        £ 
1# Product«       Ceramic     Ceramic    Ceramic Ceramic 

table ware  table ware table Sanitary 
ware and ware 
pottery 

2. Ownership and 

Nationality     Korean 

3* Annual Sales 

4. Value Added 

5» Numbers emp- 
loyed!  Men 

Women 

Total 

$99,993 

$40,531 

29 
14 

43 

6. Average monthly $47 
wage 

7* Total annual 
wage co«t. $24,252 

8. Non-wage value  $16,279 
added. 

9. Net Profit      $ 1,946 

10 Fixed Assets    $54,050 

11 Plant and       $27,025 
machinery 

12 Electricity     326,208 
consumption 
(kwh p.a.) 

* Loss 

Korean Korean Korean 

$1,919,919 3807,000 $2,854,05*» 

$1,017,365 $571,830 $1,901,085 

230 

249 

479 

$33 

417 

142 

559 

$30 

413 

237 

650 

$43 

$110,484 $201,240 $335,400 

$906,881 $370,590 $1,565,685 

($286,486)* $ 54,054 $94,595 

$4,775,676 $359,460 $1,997,297 

$1,981,900 $154,568 $958,703 

4,430,000 1,862,000 5,641,000 
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7.2    Korea 

7.21  The  Industry 

The basic   statistic»   of the Korean  footwear  industry  for 

I972  aro  are  follows   (in   thousands  of   US dollars) 

Leather 
Footwear 

Plastic 
Footwear 

Rubber 
Footwear Total 

Ex-factory 
sales 29,121 15»IOO 88,903 133,12*1 

Exports   f.o.b. 9,**69 6,338 39,357 55,1*6 
Number of 
establishment* 252* 15 k6 313 

Numbers 
employed 7,75'» 2,300 27,829 37,883 

Notes  * Ine ludes  193 establishments employing leas than 10 persons 
with  total sales  of  ¿2.2 million and  total  employment of 
1,15**. 

Sources 1   l)  Economic  Planning Board t   Report  on Mining and 
Manufacturing   Survey,   1972. 

2)  Office of Customs Administration!   Statistical  Yearbook 
of  Foreign  Trade, 

Despite   the large  number of  establishments,   exports   sales 

are  produced  mainly by  I5   large  companies.        In  order  to  break 

into  export  markets on  a   large  scale   (in 1970  and  1971),   firms 

operated   on very low profit margins  -   indeed,   the consultants vere 

informed   that   in I97I   only   2 of  the   15   made  a  profit.        The 

situation   improved in   1972   but  largely  due   to  an upswing   in domestic 

sales which  enabled manufacturers  to   cover  export margins. 

In 1973  a  crisis   similar to   that   in  the   stainless  stool 

flatware  industry (see  Section 5 above)  arose  with the  imposition 
of quotas  by  the US.        Both industries  display  an unfortunate 

characteristic  of much  of  Korean  import-export   industries-  - 

heavy reliance  on one  country (normally Japan)   for imported 

materials,   and   equally heavy reliance   on one  country  (normally 

the US or  Japan)  for  exports.       In  the   case  of  footwear,   the 

US accounted  for 7'* P©r  cent of  exports  in  1972.       The quotas, 

announced   in July,  1973,   were not as   severe  in relation  to past 

sales as   in the case of flatware  though this  industry is  growing 

faster.       They are summarised as  follows 1 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

COMPAMIES 
à 1 £ D 

13. Electricity "" 
Consumption 
par employ««   7»586 15.878 3,331 8,678 

1**. Vatsr consump- 
tion (litr«.   0.9 Million 16/6 Million 7. p. Million 24.7 
p,a*' Million 

15* Vstsr consump-  20,900 
tion psr smploy- 
es(litrss p.s.) 

16. Sslss psr 
smployss 

12,325 

17. Valu* sddsd   $ 9*3 
psr smployss 

18. Non-wags valu« 
sddsd psr     $ 379 
smployss 

19. Fixsd «sssts  $1,257 
psr smployss 

20. Plant and 
machinery psr $ 628 
smployss 

21. Valus Addsd/   40.556 
Salss 

22. Vaga Coats/    2l».jW6 
Salss 

34,700 

•6,681 

•3,6*6 

13,250 

•17,117 

• 7,104 

33.056 

5.7% 

12,500 

•643 

•277 

70.9* 

24.9* 

38,000 

•!.**%      •4,391 

•1,023      $2,925 

•    663      •2,409 

•3,073 

•l.*75 

66.6£ 

11.7* 

23.  Profit/Salss 1.956 (1^.996) 6.7% 3.356 

24. Purchass of mater I ale 1  Company A 75# purchassd locally, 

ths rsst mainly chemicals and tools, importad through local 
tradsr.  There are no problems of quality or supply.  90 
day crsdit is availabls for local purchases. 

Company B The company had just completed a cone i der able 
sxpansion of production facilitisa and had acquirsd largs 
stocks of high quality material all obtained locally. 
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Company C    All  purchases  local  except  a few chemicals, 

Company D    As  for company C. 

25 Salest 

Company A s All output sold to local wholssalsrs with 90 days 

credit.   Thsrs is frequent delay in payment for goods 

delivered.   Intends to try exporting directly In 1974 or 

1975. 

Company B i In 1972 exports were ¿267,000 or lk  per cent of 

total salas.  After a recent expansion the company intends 

to export in earnest.  Production capacity has been raised 

to 420,000 pieces per month and the export target is 

$2 million.  The company has a selection of 50 of its own 

designs,  but is prepared to produce foreign customers* 
designs to order. 

Company C » Exports in 1972 were 245tOO0 only.   In 1973, the 

company ware thinking of only doubling that owing to commit- 

ments on the domestic market.   However a contract was 

awarded by a major international airline for one million entree 

plates for airline meals.   This alone will have increased 

export receipts by $200,000. 

Company D* Although mainly aimed at the domestic market, the 

company did export £86,000 in 1972, chiefly to Japan.  The 

difficulty with this type of article for international trade 

is that the valu« weight ratio tends to be low, which is not 
the case with tableware. 

Sourest  Field interviews. 

16.4  Industry Evaluation. 

In this evaluation, Company B of the Korean sample is 

excluded.  The reason for this is that the firm had just 

embarked on major capital expenditures which distorted such 

variables as non-wage value added per employee. 
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1. Exploymwnt t Average non-wag« valu« added p«r «Mploy««i 

Tabi«war«t  $321 
Oth«r Wares  $2t409 

Proportion of man «motín g «mploy«««t  Tabi «war«  71.0)6 

Oth«r Vara 63.35t 

2.   Tranaport requirement«t  If material« ar« not aval labi a 
locally, thay uni at bo imported by ««a.  Tha final 

product« ar« normally «xport«d by ««a in container«. 

3*   Indu«try «valuations   Th«r« ia a large and growing 

popular market for ceramic war«.   If th« «kill« ar« 

available to produca to a buy«r*a design «pacification« 
than market outlets «hould not b« a problem.  On« 

difficulty nay b« sourcesof investment. 

h, Avar affa «l«ctricity consumption par «mploy««t 
6,332 kwh p.a. 

5*   Average water consumption p«r «mploy««t 26,3OO litre«. 

6.   Avaras* «pac« per employee (Hong Kong) 11.6 sq. metro« 

7*   Special faeton  The industry ia a very heavy consumer 

of fuel.  For the Korean companie«, fuel cotti averaged 

at 1978 fuel price«, 18.2 per c«nt of «x-factory «alea 
in th« CM« of tablawar« and 16.5 per cant in the c«a« 
of other c«ramie ware. 
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17.        WOODEN  PRODUCT^  INCLUDING RATTAN AND HANDICRAFTS. 

17tl     Introduction 

Wood products have for  avverai years been among the Most 

important  export   industries  of Asia.       Vsry  broadly,  the 

industry can be divided into  3 partst     processed wood for re- 

export   (especially plywood),   wooden furniture  and wooden  toy« 

and handicrafts     (the latter  two  categories   also including 

rattan  or cane products).       Until  recently,   unprocessed  logs 

were  exported from  the countries  of origin   (mainly the 

Philippines,   Malaysia,   Indonesia,   Thailand and  Burma)  turned 

into plywood and wooden products  at  the  firat  destination 

(normally Singapore,  Korea or Taiwan) and re-exported to the 

country  of final  destination   (U.S.,  Europe and Japan). 

The moat  significant development   likely  to affect  the industry 

in the   1970's  is  the gradual  reduction of tha  export of un- 

processed  logs  from the main  source  countries,   and the 

encouragement  by  the authorities   there  of tha  development  of 

local   sawmills,   plywood plants  and  other  timber processing 

facilitiss.       Action has already  been taken   in Malaysia, 

the  Philippinee  and Thailand.        Although agreements have been 

reached  between  the Governments   of Taiwan,   Korea and Indonesia 

to co-operate  in developing the   latter's   timber resources so 

as  to  keep the former countries* industries  supplied with raw 

material,     prices  havs risen  sharply.       In any cass,  it   can 

only be  a matter  of time before  Indonesia alao cuts back on raw 

log exports. 

On the  other hand,   the  speed with which  this can be dona 

should  not  be  overestimated and  there should  be enough raw 

material  to sustain Korean,Taiwanese and Singaporean  activity 

for  some years  to  come.       There  are  two main  reasons for this. 

In  the   first  place,   the  source  countries  rely     for sub- 

stantial  proportions of total   foreign exchange   receipts  on log 

exports   and restriction is likely  to be  gradual  enough to 

enable   the growth   of the  local   processing  industry to keep 

pace.        Secondly,   established     centres    of production,   especially 

Korea  for plywood,   have built   up  a  solid  reputation which 

cannot   be  emulated       swiftly  by new entrants   to  the market. 
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17.2    Hong Kong 

17*21 The Industry 

Hong Kons differs fro« the  other 3 export processing 

cantre« in Asia   (Korea. Taiwan and Singapore)   in that there 

is  little sawmilling  (except  for  local  requirements) and 

virtually no  plywood  export.       Hong Kong purchases   small 

quantities of wood to satisfy the needs of the Colony's 

furniture and wood products industry.       Nevertheless,  Hong 

Kong has felt  the  shortage.       Supplies of teak for  furniture 

and handicrafts have been small.     irregular and late during 

1973»  and this ha* Meant that companies have had to hold 

larger stocks.       After gradual bans on raw log; exports were 

imposed in the Philippines and Malaysia,  salas suffered 

seriously for 2  or  3 months until  an Indonesian substitute 

of similar quality was found. 

In general,   however, the three years ending  in 1973 

have been successful  for the industry as a whole»   and its 

relatively small  raw material requirements have been mostly 

satisfied.       The  following table shows the position of the 

industry at  the  end of 1970 and of 1973* 

Hon« Kong Wooden Furniture and Products Industry.   1970 and 1973 

Employment Number of 
Establish- 
ments 

Wooden Furniture 1 1970 717 

1973 933 

Other wood 
products 1 1970 31* 

1973 461 

Rattan furnitures 1970 114 

1973 78 

Other rattan 
products 1 

1970 

1973 

232 

196 

3,685 

6,596 

2,343 
2.5IO 

869 
804 

2,831 

2,315 

ffxportf 
(Thousands  of 
U.S.  Dollars) 

5,286 

15,35^ 

4,129 
5.512 

3,799 
10,433 

13,049 
10,236 

table  coni»  over 
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table continued 

Totali 1970 

1973 

Number of 
Establish' 
ment s  

1,377 
1,668 

Employment 

11,928 
13,225 

Export» 
(Thousands 
of U.S. 
Dollars) 

26,263 

M.535 

Sourcil»      (l)     Hong Kong External Trad« Figures,  1973* 
(2) Cansus and  Statistics Department,  Government 

of Hong Kong. 

(3) Labour Department,  Government  of Hong Kong» 

Th» rattan furniture section of ths  industry has enjoyad 
a boom in exports despite a decline  in th« number of estab- 
lishments and parsons smployed.       Most manufacturers were 
reporting further sales   increases  in  the  early part of 197*»» 
mainly aimed at  consumers   in North America and Western Europe. 
On«  serious problem  facing the   industry,   however,   is  scarcity 
of  skilled labour. Traditionally  the activity has been 
carried   on in  small  workshop establishments with every part 
hand made  and hand woven  together.       "Producers" of rattan 
furniture have  for many years  been mainly   trading companies 
whose role it  was  to  establish and maintain contacts with 
overseaa  buyers.       The  staff of these companies were occupied 
on  original  furniture design  or the  construction of a prototype 
from a customer's  specification.       The actual  production of 
the  furniture was  subcontracted out   to small   "cottage-type" 
establishments.       The completed goods were  then bought by 
the  trading company,  who   inspected,   finished,   packed and 
despatched overseas. As has  been  the case  in many of 
Hong Kong's  industries,   this  small   scale  structure has 
manufactured  a product  of very high quality which has estab- 
lished  the Colony's  reputation as  one of  the  foremost 
producers of high standard rattan furniture  in  the world. 
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This Industrial structure is becoming increasingly 

threatened by the changing social and economic circumstances 

in the Colony,  in particular even greater degrees of 

industrial concentration and rising factory wage rates. 

In late 1973 it was reported that the median age for skilled 

fremer» and weavers was 46, an extremely high level by Hong 

Kong standards.   Younger workers are demonstrating reluct- 

ance to accept three year apprenticeships for a skill 

which is not normally exercised in a factory environnant. 

Further, payment is on a pisce-rate basis and is likely to 

become fixed after a worker reaches a certain plateau of 

ability.   In many ways, this makes the industry a promising 

one for a country with a trainable surplus labour force, 

provided skilled foremen and supervisors can be brought in 

from overseas during the early years. 

Despite these trends in Hong Kong, exporters have been 

reluctant to invest in substantial factory space and begin 

some mechanisation of operations.  One of the few significant 

exporters to do so is used for the following case study. 

Case Study Company (figures in U.S. dollars refer to 

1973) 

1.   Products i  Rattan furniture. 

8.   Ownership and Nationality!  Hong Kong 

3*   Annual Seiest  $1,180,000 

k. Value Added t   $55*1,600* 

5*   Numbers employedt Ment  136 

Moment  Ik 

Total1 T5Ü 

6. Average monthly waget  ¿I60 (baaed on a monthly wage 

of HK 01,500 for fremere, HK $1,200 for weavers, and 

HK $560 for general workers). 

7*   Total annual wage costi  0288,000 

8.   Non-wage value added1  $266,600 
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9* Inveotment  in equipments      #197,000 
10. Sis«  of factorlos:   ¿»,590  sq. nôtres 
11. Space  per employees   30.6  sq.  metres 
12* Salee  per employées       #7,867 
13. Value  added per  employee:       #3,697 
Ik, Non-wage value added per employees       ¿1»777 
15* Equipment per employe«!       #1,313 
16. Purchase of material»!  Mostly from China.       No problems 

with eupplies. 

17*       Salóos     Over  three-quart ero of  oaloo  exported.       Main 
market e were the U.S.  and Europe.        Competition from 
other rattan manufacturers in Asia wao not  severe, 
largely owing to Hong Kong's superior quality.       In the 
Philippines,   for  example,  it  io   the  cuotom to uoe nail 
Joint« rather  than wooden pegged  oneo.        More   severe 
competition io preoented by wicker ware  manufacturero 
in  Eastern Europe.        A high quality willow chair wao 
retailed in the U.S.   in July,  1973.   at  338.95 compared 
with a coot   (ox factory) of $21  and a retail price of 
$kO for a rattan chair. 

18.      Transport requirements!    oca for both materials and final 
products. 

Wots    *     Consultante*   eo timet e. 

£2H££t       (l)    Tield interview 
(2)     Information provided by the lions; Kong office of 

"Asian Sources" publication. 

17.3    Korea 

17.31 Plywood 

17.311 The Industry 

The plywood industry has for several years boon one of 
Korea's  moot   important   export  industri eo.       The U.S.   is by far 
the largest  market,   taking 92 per cent   of the  total value in 1972, 
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Th« growth of oxporta in rocont year« ha« boon a« follows 

(figuro«  In thousand»  of U.S. dollars) 

1966 

1967 
1968 

1969 
1970 

1971 

197» 
1973 (first 10 smnths) 

29*880 
36, M 8 

63,590 
76,162 

91.7*6 

124,275 
J33.623 

220,879 

Annual average rat« of growth,  1966-19731  31.3* 

Sourcea     (l) Of fies of Customs Administration,  Statistical 

Yearbook of For sign Trad«,    1966-1972. 

(8) Bank of Koroa,  Monthly Economic  Statistics, 

January, 197**. 

In 1972,  th« industry consisted of 79 oat abnahmen to 

employing 21,203 workers.       In addition there    war« 970 «av- 

alli« employing 11,015 workers. 

Cas« Study Companies  (figurea in U.S.  dollars refer 

to 1973) 

1«    Products 

2. Nationality and 
Own er «hip 

3. Annual  Sales 

Í».    Valu« Added 

C       O       N      P       A 

A 

Plywood 
Kor«an 

169*«24,000 

$2O,730,83li 
3.     Number employedi   M«n N.A. 

Vom«n N.A, 

5,210 
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fi 

Plywood 
Korean 

$10,633,135 
53,339, «132 

311 
27* 

785 

8 



6. Average monthly wage 

7* Total annual vaga coat 

8. Non-wage value added 

9. Nat profit 

10 Fixed Aaaeta 

11 Sale« per employee 

12 Value added per employee 

13 Non-wage value added 
par employee 

Ik  Fixed aaaeta per 
employee 

15 Value added/Salee 

16 Net Profit/Sale« 

17 Vage Costs/Sales 

18 Electricity consumption 
(kwh p.a.) 

19 Electricity consumption 
per employee (kwh p.a.) 

20.Vat er consumption 

0      M      P 

A 

$3.376,080 
$17,37'»,75l» 
$8,013,513 
$10,067,568 

$13,325 
$3,983 

$3,335 
$1,932 

29.9# 

*.# 

69,306,000 

NI£ 

B 

$*0 
$376,800 
$2,962,632 
($129,730) 

$3,627,027 
$13,5*8 

$*,25* 

$3,77* 
$V,620 

31. V 
<!.«*) 

N.A. 

S 

13,302 N.A. 

Negligible  in relation to output 

21 Purchaaa  of materiale.     Wood cornea via local  saw milla, 
principally from Indonesia and the Philippines. 

22 Salasi     Company A    Exporta  in 1972»  $30.8 million,  mainly 
to  the U.S.       The U.S.   plywood importara have offices   in 
Seoul who  frequently  act   aa  intermediaries,   though the 
company does have a repreaentative in  the U.S.    A large 
part   of  the demand  is  for  private housing,   though thia   is 
now  threatened by rising coats. 

Company B    Exports  $2.5 million  or 2*  per  cent  of output. 
The  local  market  ia  increasing rapidly with the  increase 
in  Western-style housebuilding. 

23 Transport   requirements!     the import  of materials  is done 
by  chartering vessels.       Exported plywood may be  carried 
on  liner vessels but  with  a bulk  item, like Korsa'e,   chartering 
is  a much  cheaper  solution. 

Sourcea    t   Field  interviews. 
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17.3*    Other Wood Producta, 

17*321 The Industry 

The basic stat lit ics for the wood product • industry for 

1972 •**• ss follows  (figures in  thousands of U.S.  dollars) 

A.    Voodon  Furnitur« 

fix factory aalss  ($000) 

Xtusbor of estsblishments 

Nunbsr  SMploysd 

16,3*9 

»13 

8,776 

B.    Othsr wood products  (includine household utsnsils and 

handicrafts) 

Ex factory salss  ($000) 3,019 

Number  of establishments 112 

Nunbor  employed 1,69* 

Sourcsi     Economic  Plsnning Boards Roport  on Mining and 

Manufacturing Survey,  1972« 

Unfortunately the Korean trade statistica do not offer 

a breakdown of furniture by type of material.       Exports of 

other wooden products in 1972 were Kk,J million.       Exports 

of furniture were put st  about   $11 million by a Korean 

industrialist. 

17*322 Cass Study Companies  (figures in U.S.  dollars rsfsr 

to 1972) 

1.  Products 

COM 

à £ 

PAN 

C 

IBS 

fi 

Wooden Wooden Wooden Wooden 
furniture    Furniture   Handicrafts    furniture 

2.  Nationality        Korean Korean Korean Joint 
Venture« 
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3«   Ownership 

C 

á 

Local 

M        1»        A        If 

4.  Annual Sal««        $22,972 

3. Valu« Addsd 4)13,938 

6,  Nu»b«r« «aploysd 
Nan 

Vo»«n 

Total 

7.  Avaras« Monthly 
«a«« 

8« Total annual 
waff« coiti, 

9.  Non-waff« valu« 
add«d 

10 N«t profit 
11 Fixed  assets 

12 Plant  and 
•qujpmtnt 

13 Sal«« p«r 
•Mploy«« 

1% Valu« Addsd 
p«r  ««ploy«« 

15 Non-waff« valu« 
addad per 
a«n>3 oy«e 

16 Fix«d aa««t« 
p«r  «mploy•• 

N.A. 

N.A. 

13 

$43 

$7,740 

$6,198 

$3,2*3 
$45,943 

$4,594 

$1.331 

$929 

$413 

$3,063 

17 Plant  and «quip- 
Kant  p«r »»ploys« $306 

18 Valu« addsd/Sslss 60.7* 

19 Waff« co«ta/Sal«s 33.7* 

20 Profit/Sal«« 14.1* 

Local 

$102,695 

$41,834 

N.A. 

N.A. 

23 

$37 

$31,622 

$6,648 
"23,782 

$16,215 

$1,819 

$1,373 

$1,034 

Local 

$61,888 

$41,133 

14 

9 

t7 

$63 

$83,743 

$14,567 

$42,429 

$16,756 

$2,691 

$1,788 

$1,032 

$1,844 

K   8 

0 

Japan«««/ 
Kor«an 

$716,216 

$343,784 

302 

18 

320 

$43 

$10,212   $17,388   $165,120 

$178,664 

$59,460 

$245,946 

N.A. 

$2,238 

$1,074 

$358 

$769 

$705 $729 N.A. 

40.7* 66.5* 48.0* 

9.9* 28.1* 23.0* 

8.4* 23.5* 8.3* 
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C         0 MP A N         I E          S 

A £ £ D 

6,000 72,0O0 35150Ó 500,000 
21  Electricity 

consumption        16,000 
(kwh p.a. ) 

22 Vet er coniuap- 
tion  (litrea 
p.a.) 0.6 Million    O.e, Million 1.7«illlon  14.3 Million 

23 Electricity 
consumption 
Ter amp lova« 

kwh p.a.) 
Uh Vatar conaui 

tion par 
employe* 
(litres'p.a) 

ip- 

1,067 

¿»0,000 

3.130 

l7,*oo 

1,3*3 

73,900 

1,362 

44,700 

23 Purchase of  samt erial t    Company A    5J% of materiale ara 
purchased fr OBI local procaaaor.       Tha rest ia  Imported through 
a trading company.      Becauae  of amali site it  cannot  carry 
larga stocka   and ia Hornet L ma a  adversely affect ad  by ahortagaa. 

Company B       Obtains  38$ from abroad and tha raat   locally. 
Tha probi am with local suppliaa  ia that wholeaalera  tend to 
hoard atocka   aapecially during a time of rising prices. 
Tha probi am   la avan worse with  Imports.      Moat   of  tha 
broking for   tha amali Korean buyara  is dona by  Japanese 
houaes and  the company conaldara    that the tradara have 
taken unfair  advantage of tha  currant price and  aupply 
aituation.        One particular wood has risen in prlca ovar 
tha past  12   months by 280 par  cant.       Other wooda, alao 
obtained through Japanese brokers,  were rising during tha 
laat six aonthi of 1973 at  an annual rate of 275 p«r cant. 
Tha brokora   do,  however,   giva  fairly generous  cradlt 
periods -   60  days  in the caae  of this company. 

Company C     Thia company obtalna  all  its wood directly froM 
local supplì ere.       There  la  a problem in that   the  major 
mills combina   to form an affective cartel. 
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Company D       Obtain»  about  half  its  material   through 
Japanese  brokers.       Claim»  that   there   is  no  connection 
between  these   brokers  and   joint   venture  pax*tner who  is  a 
furniture   manufacturer. Says   that   the   supply position 
has  eased   since  Governmental  level  consultations  between 
Korea and   Indonesia took place.        By mid-1973»   Korean 
firms were  developing about   lî*0,000 hectares   in Indonesia, 
and the Korean  Government  has  proposed  that   another 2 
million be  developed during the next   five  years.       Korea 
has  in general  done relatively little  buying from Malaysia 
and the Philippines who are now  cutting back  on exports 
(see above).       The Korean Government  has  also been of 
great  assistance  to  the smaller firms   in  the   industry by 
setting aside  $10 million as a loan  fund  for  importing 
logs.       There  is also a programme  to develop  extensive 
forests  in  Korea. 

26  Sales i     Company A      In 1972  the  company  exported about 
$10,000 or nearly 50 per cent  of  total   sales.       This was 
all  by  specific   order.       There  is  no  effective  independent 
quality  control.       The owner  found  that   foreign buyers,   through 
the Korean   trading companies,  were  cautious  at  first 
of the  low prices at which he offered his   goods. 

Company B       Exports consist  of about  a quarter  of total 
•ales.       There   is no effective quality control.       Competition 
to  secure   contracts for exports  is very  severe.       Suffers 
from a shortage  of skilled labour. 

Company C       Exports about  20^ of  sales,   all  by order from 
a  trading  company.       There  is no  effective  quality control. 
Competition  in  export  markets very  severe. 

Company D       Exports  in 1972  only     18*4,000  or  26$ of sales. 
Will  try  and  expand.       Very  fierce  competition from Taiwan 
in U.S.   market.       The most   success  has  been  in  items with 
traditional  Korean-style designs.        One  contract  in the U.S. 
was  lost   purely  beoause of price  considerations. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

27 Transport i  Sea for material« and final producta. 

Sourcet Field interview». 

17.h    Industry Evaluation. 

1.   Employment 

Average non-wage value added per employ«et 

Furniture and handicraft»!  $1,031 

Plywood 1 $3t53/» 

Proportion of men among employeest 

Furniture and handicrafts! 82.0$ 
Plywood 65$ 

2. Transport Requirement»»  Mostly sea for both mataríais 

and final products, though highly priced handicraft items may 
be despatched by air. 

3. Nature of the market»   For a relatively new entrant to 

the market, plywood is probably not a promising industry. 

Although fairly labour intensive, established centres such ae 

Korea and Taiwan are unlikely to concede much of their strong 

hold over the market.   Even more important, on the supply 

side, source countries are beginning to encourage the develop- 

ment of their own wood processing industries.  To remain a 

major plywood producer, firms may have to consider operating 

joint ventures in source countries.   Japan, Taiwan and 

Korea are all engaging in this. 

The furniture and handicraft lines are much more 

promising for a small country such as Mauritius.   Value 

added tends to be much higher in relation to sales than in 

the case of primary wood processing (average of 53 per cent 

a» against 31 per cent)  Also, this part of the industry 

is more labour intensive according to both non-wage value 

added per employee and fixed asset» per employee criteria. 
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Although furai tur« and handicraft» ara »or« vu In «rabí« to tha 
dictata»  of fashion,   it is relatively aaay to switch linos 
using tho  same factors of production.      This  is shown by th« 
Hong Kong sxparisncs where rattan fura i tura »takers. shift  sasily 
into othar rattan   I tana and vico vorsa.      Tho industry is also 
ons that  can ba comparatively aaaily organised on a snail 
seals« 

*».      Avorago electricity consuaption por «nployeei 

Plywood 
Furnitur« and 
handicraft • 

13,331 kwh p.a. 

ItSt5 kwh p.a. 

3.      Avara«« vaiar consumption par anployoat 

Furnitur« and 
handicraft« t M,000 litro« 

6.      «paco por «aplaya«! Furnitur« and handicrafts i  30.6 sq. netraa 
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18.   MEÎAL AND MECHANICAL TOYS 

Plastic toy» have already been covered under the Section 

dealing with plastic goods. This Section considers metal 

and mechanical toys, the production of which is normally more 

sophisticated.  A metal toy industry can be expected to 

follow fro» the successful development of plastic toy 
production. 

18.1 Hong Kong 

18.11 The Industry 

The metal and Mechanical  toy industry  in Hong Xong is 
currently in the enviable position of being able to produce 
toys of a sophistication beyond the present   capacity of any 
other Asian country  except  Japan at prices  considerably  below 
those of Japanese manufacturers.    This situation is likely  to 
remain in force up to about 1978.       By then  Korea and Taiwan 
shofti be mounting an  effective  challenge. 

The  industry  is dominated by 8 large  manufacturers, 
k  of them associated with overseas companies,   and the others 
selling both under their own brand names and  also manufacturing 
large orders sub-contracted    to    overseas clients.       In 
addition,   there are many small  establishments which are 
generally undercapitalised and trade through  exporting 
companies.       These  small factories rely a great deal on the 
trading companies for finance of machinery and rsw materials. 

18.12 Case Study Companies  (figures in U.S.   dollars refer 
to 1973) 

C       O       M      P       A       NIE       8 

1.     Products Metal,  mechanical ,       Mechanical 
plastic  and stuffed Toys 
toys. 

2.     Nationality Hong Kong/U.S. 
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T 

CON 

à 
3. Ownership Joint Venture 
k. Annual Salts $12,100,000 

5. Valu« added $3.7*7,500 
6. Numbers 

smploysdt Man 750 
Vomen 1,750 

7* Average Monthly 
$121 

8. Total annual wage 
costs $3,630,000 

9* Non-wag« valus 
•ddad $2,117,500 

10 Salss par 
employee $«,8*0 

11 Valus addsd par 
employee $2,299 

N   I 

1 
Local 

8 

-37,5*6,000 

33,773,000 

660 

990 
l,o5Ô 

$117 

$2,316,600 

$1,«56,too 

$«.573 

$2,287 

12 Non-va«« valus 
sddsd par employs s $8*7 

13 Electricity con- 
sumption (kwh p.a.) 4,300,000 

1« Electricity con- 
sumption psr 
employee (Kwh p.a.)  1,720 

$883 

6,000,000 

3,636 

15 Vater consumâtion 
(litres p.a.; N.A. 

16 Vater consumption 
psr employee(litraa   N.A, 

P.».) 
17 Sise of factory    27,870sq. Metres 

18 Space par employee   11.1sq. metres 

19 Purchase of materials Commercial .Main 
Sourceai 
Australia, U.S. 
Japan 
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218.2 pillion 

132,200 

*6,«50 sq. metres 

28.2 sq. metres 

Commercial .Main 
Sourceet 
Canada, Japan 
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I 

COMPANIES 

20.     Main materiale Plastic,  Zinc Plastic,   Zinc 

21.     Salaat    Company A    Most  good« marketed  through U.S. 
shareholders and  sold in U.S.       Tha U.S.   company also  aaaists 
with design specifications  in many cases.       This means  that 
tha company is able  to invest   in sophisticated tools and 
«lias,  reasonably certain in the knowledge that   the designs 
will not  be out of date by tha  time the toye are marketed. 
Tha company makes  its  own tools  from castings,   sometimes 
manufactured in the U.S.       In  the same group  in Hong Kong 
there is an industrial die caating company and a preciaion 
engineering company.       These connections giva     graat 
assistance. 

I 
I 
I 

Company B Nearly all salea  go to the U.S.,   some under 
sub-contract,  but  about half commercially under  the company*s 
own brand  name and designs.        One problem is   the  severe 
safety rsgulations  prevalent   in  the U.S.    The  company  feele 
that  toys  «re over-regulated ti zelati on to other home products. 
Because of   the distance from vhe market,   it   ia  difficult 
for Hong Kong to compete  in  "erase"   toys promoted by mass 
advertisement«.       The market   for these toys   is   often very 
transitory  and by  the  time  the  designs ars  sent  and approved, 
the goods  manufactured and despatched, the "craae" haa paassd. 
However,   the market   is growing  succsssfully  enough by 
concentrating on ataadier item». 

22 Transport requirementst       Material»i     Sea 

Final products!   Sea 
(containerised) 

23 Reason« for locating in Hong Kong  (Company A only) 
In order of priority i 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

(•)  Good external transportation and communication» 
facilitiea. 

0») 

<•) 

Preaence of high atandard supporting industries, 

including dia «tamping, rubbar and metal parts, 

injection moulding, textilea and miniature clothing. 

Easy availability of all raw material. - Hong Kong 

ia the "warehouse of Asia". 

(d)  Pre e enee of tool making facilities. 

Sojrça.t Plaid Interviewai 

18.2    Kore« 
18.21 The  Industry 

The Hiatal and mechanical  toy industry is a comparatively 
recent development  in Korea.       About  5 ysars ago  it waa at  a 
priaitive  level,     the moat abundant raw material  being salvaged 
tin cans  from U.S.   military  camps.       Recently,   technical 
assistance   and direct  investment from  overseas   (especially 
Japan and the U.S.) have given the  industry the stimulus  it 
required to  develop.       In 1968  exporta were $i»00,O00.     In 
1972 they were $1.2 million,   and the target for 1973 was 
$3 million.        Preliminary indications   auggest  that   thia had 
baen exceeded.       The main reaaon for this growth  is the fact 
that some  of  the larger manufacturers  of simple  stuffed toya 
are switching to more sophisticated items.       As Korea 
davelops and wage rates rise relative to those in countries 
•uch as  the   Philippines,   Korea will  start  to  lose  its 
competitive   edge  in  the manufacture of simple items. 
Furthermore   there  ia  a fear among     the  larger producers 
and trading  companies  that Government   intervention  in the 
Industry to   encourage small  acale production in  rural  areas 
way be againat  their  interests. 
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Rubber footwear 

Other footwear 
(except leather) 

Total 

Quotn   Limitation  on 
Korean Exports,   197*} 

7,813,000   pairs 

23,020,000 pairs 

30,833,000 pairs 

Actual Exports 
to US in 1972 

10,63^,786 pairs 

20,371,322  pairs 
31,006,108  pairs 

Sources 1   l)   Office   of  Customs   Administration,   Statistical 
Yearbook   of Foroign  Trade,   1972. 

2)  Asian   Sources,   September  1973. 

Any  exports  above   the  quota must  pay full   duty upon  entering 
the US.        The fact   that  slippers were unexpectedly included  in 
the quota»  came as  a   shock  to  the Korean  industry,  as did   the 
decision  to make   the  quotas  retroactive   to   1st  January,   1973. 

7.2 2      Case  Study  Companies 

Owing  to the  relatively  large number  of case study companies, 
the  statistical  data   is presented  in a separate  table,   and  the 
points  of discussion  are presented  in the   text   that  follows.      The 
numbers follow on from the  table. 

25.   Exports»  Three  of   the  sevon  companies   are   exporting | they are 
companies A   (7^  of  sales),   B  (50# of   sales)  and  P   (all  sales). 
Company  F exports   all   salo»   to  its US   parent  company,   Company 
A  exports commercially  (though  on buyer's  design   specifications) 
while  Company  B  exports  partly under   sub-contract   and   partly 
commercially.        The  current   preoccupation  among exporters is 
the  imposition  of US quotas  which is  discussed above.        One 
of  the  ways   in which  the  industry is   trying  to overcome  this 
is  by  attempting   to penetrate  the Japanese market.        This 
did  apparently meet with  success  in 1973  despite   the  continued 
imposition of  a  12 per cent  duty.       In  view  of  the  fact  that 
the  Japanese   footwear industry  is being run down,   a  lifting 
of  this  restriction can be   expected within   the next   2  or 3 
years. 

Three of  the  four companies with no  exports  in 1972 were 
expecting to   export by late   1974. 
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The •••enee of the officimi plan is to boost toy exports 

to $100 million by 1980 and at the same time to use the 

industry as an instrument in its policy to reduce large scale 

Migration from the countryside to the cities.   Low interest 

loans have been provided through the Medium Industries Bank 

and other banks« and the Government has helped to set up a 

toy manufacturers'area within one of the Export Industrial 

Zones.  There are also more than 20 toy factories already 

established under the "Saemaul Movement".  This movement 

is a project of the President whereby industries, geared to 

the export market while being essentially small scale, may 

be established in rural areas.   Some of the medium and 

large seals companies fear that they may be undercut by this 

competition.  They are also apprehensive of a repeat of the 

wig industry»s sxperience in 1970 when official encouragement 

of small scale manufacture led to considerable over-supply. 

Another factor encouraging the trend to more sophisticated 

items is the substantial rise in the cost of raw materials, 

especially plastics, since 1972.  This has led manufacturers 

to look for ways of increasing value added. 

18.22 Case Study Companies (figures in U.S. dollars refer 
to 1972) 

C       OMPANIES 

à £ £ 

1.  Products Metal toys    Metal toys    Matal and 
mechanical 
toys and dolli 

3. Ownership and 
Nationality Korean Korean Korean 

3. Annual Salss $127»018 3300,773 S*»933»*00 

k. Value Added $86,101 $160,531 $1,1*88,260 

3. Numbers 
Employed Ment «7 *8 *82 

Womeni 

Totalt 

«3 

70 

117 

163 

937 

l.*19 
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COMPAN        I       E       8 

6,  Avéra**« Monthly 
wage 

7* Total annual wag« 
coat 

379 

$66,360 

8. Non-wag« valu« addo* $19,7*» 1 

9. Net  Profit 313,313 

10 Fixed a«««t« $171,7*0 

11 Plant  and «quip»«nt 080,859 

IS Sal«« p«r «aploya« $1,813 

13 Valu« added p«r 
•«ploy«« 31,230 

1*» Non-waff« valu« added 
P«r   enployo« $282 

13 Pixad ««atta p«r 
•Mploy«« 

16 Plant  and «quipaient 
p«r  «nploy«« 

17 Value Add«d/Salee 

18 Vaco oo«t/8al«a 

19 Profit/Sal«« 

20 Electricity consump- 
tion   (kwh p.a.) 

21 £1«etricity conaump« 
ti on par «aploye« 
(k.w.h.  p.a.) 

22 Vater consumption 
(litro« p.a.) 

23 Vater consumption 
p«r  employ«« 
(litre« p.«. ) 

2,*53 

31,133 

67.8* 

3*.I* 

10.6?. 

109,000 

1,337 

$«9 

$63,311 

$36,967 

$116,270 

$32,5*2 

$1,823 

$973 

721 

$48 

$97,020        $817,3** 

$670,916 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

$3,492 

$1,0*9 

$385 $*73 

$705 N.A. 

«318 N.A, 

33.*f° 30.0* 

32.3£ 16.3* 

12.3* N.A. 

219,000 8,000,000 

3,638 

5*4 Million    3.9 Million 166.2 Million 

77,1*3 
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2k Purchase of materialst Company A Buys most mataríais 

locally.   Problems of delay in delivery of some parta 
ordered from overseas. 

Company B  About 15# of the value of materials is purchased 

from a local manufacturer.  The company has a binding technical 

assistance and marketing agreement with a Japanese firm, and 

»any vital parts are obtained from this source including gear 
boxes and electric motors. 

Company C  Basic materials such as plastic and metal can ba 

obtained fro» local traders) dies and moulds must be importad 

from Japan or the U.S.  As far as components ara concerned 

the company tries to make most of its own,  but sometimes 

needs to import more sophisticated items. 

25.   Salasi Company A  Had just started to export in 1972 

when $i»00 worth were sold abroad.   Has expanded considerably 

in 1973.  • Produces to order from Korean trading company 

which has direct links with buyers.   Has found difficulty 

in keeping prices down to what the market seems to require. 

Company B  Under the technical assistance agreement with 

Japanese firm, the latter has exclusive marketing rights 

over the entire output,  all of which is sold abroad by order 

from Japan.   The difficulty with breaking away from this 

agreement would be scarcities of vital material and skilled 

labour especially for development and design work.  As far 

as local sources of materials are concerned, they are often 

of good quality but out of date in an industry in which 

technology changes rapidly.  Reliance on imports sometimes 

leads to costly delays in delivery of export orders. 

Co*PftnY c The company has a marketing agreement whereby a 

large part of output, consisting of model trucks, is exported 

under a well known international brand name.   Exports of 

this item, accounting for 80 per cent of the company«a total 
exports, amounted to $800,000 in 1972. 
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However,   the  company «leo manufacture!    e  significant number 
of battery  operated  truck« and  care  under   it   own brand name. 
In  developing   these products,   the home market,   of which  the 
firm has  by  fmr the largest   share,   is  of considerable 
assistance.        Despite   this,   differences between home and 
overseas markets are  considerable,   one  important  feature   of 
the  latter being safety  regulations  especially in the U.S. 
For  this reason,  the company prefere to rely on foreign tech- 
nical assistance for developing export products,  rather than 
it«  own research and development. 

*6.     Transport  r equi restent si       Materials t   Sea 

Pinal productst Sea  (containers) 

Sources i       Field Interviews. 

18.3    Industry  Evaluation 
1* Employment t 

Average  non-wage value added per employees   $57* 
Proportion of men  among    employees i   3^.35t 

a. Transport Requirements*     Sea for materials|   final 
producta  could be  transported by air,  but values weight 
ratio not  particularly high.       Goods  despatched froie Hon« 
Kong and  Korea by  container. 

3. Nature  of the markets     An  export-orientated  toy induatry 
normally   starts with fairly simple stuffed  toys which 
are  labour intensive but  not  skill  intensive,   and the 
production of which  can  eaeily be organised on a small 
scale.        As living  standards and  the   level   of wages   rise, 
together  with the  cost  of materials,   manufacturers  tend  to 
switch  to  more  sophisticated  items with a relatively 
higher value    added. Labour costs  and other costs 
are rising rapidly   in both Hong Kong and Japan who are the 
leading producere   of metal/mechanical   toys   in  the world. 
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In the more sophisticated iteas these countries are likely 

to keep their advantage for some years to come owing to the 

continuing development of support industries, and the well 

developed market contacts and reputations of Japanese and 

Hong Kong sources.   There are, however, likely to be openings 

in the less sophisticated items.   Compared with stuffed 

and simple plastic toys, skill requirements are high, though 

the industry is still very labour intensive.  The skills are 

of a kind which can be easily diffused into other sections of 
the economy. 

The toy market is influenced by fashions and even Hong 

Kong is unable to compete very successfully in "erase" items 

which are promoted by intensive advertising expeci ally on T.V. 

These »erases» are transitory and fashions do not change very 

rapidly in the rest of the market. • 

k.        Average electricity consumption per employees »,65* 
kwh p.a. 

3.   Average water consumption per employee» 90,6OO litres p.a. 

6.   Average space per employee (Hong Kong)i 19.6 sq. metres. 
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19.  METAL HOUSEHOLD WARE (MAINLY OF ALUMINIUM) 
19.1 Introduction 

This industry covers a wide variety of products including 

tableware, kitchenwaro, ashtrays, motor vehicle accessories and 

camping goods.   Expansion lias been rapid in Hong Kong, Taiwan 

and Korea since the mid 1960s, but recent sharp rises in the 

price of aluminium have slowed growth down and led manufacturers 

to soarch for more profitable higher-grade items such as cookware, 

rather than concentrating on less sophisticated items such as 
ashtrays. 

19.2 Hong Kong 

19.21 The Industry 

The aluminium vare industry's growth has partly offset the 

decline of enamelware production.  The main markets for 

enamelware were in Africa and the Middle East, and these nations 

have developed their own industries, in some cases with Hong 

Kong investment and technical assistance.   During the first half 

of tho 1960s, the aluminium ware industry vas steady rather than 

rapidly growing, and expansion in earnest began in I966.   The 

progress of the industry since then is outlined in the following 
tablet 

Number of 
Exports fusaooo)   Establishments 

1966 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

2,285 
M31 
3,286 
6,066 
7,082 
9,035 

67 

89 

2,*28 

2,912 

¿ource^i Government of Hong Kongi Census and Statistics Department 
Labour Department. 

Tho structure of the industry is familiar to Hong Kong. 

70, or almost 80 per cent, of the establishments are small acale 

•«ploying less than 20 persons and with an average output of 
less than ¿15,000 per year. 
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19.22 Case Study Company (figures in US dollars refer to 1973) 

1. Products» Aluminium ware» especially frying pans, hinges for 
suitcases, ashtrays. 

2. Ownership and nationality! Hong Kong 

3. Annual salest ¿6,720,000 

'*.  Value addedt ¿1,680,000 

5. Numbers employed! Men   '*00 
Women 100 
Total 500 

6. Average monthly wage*s ¿102 

7. Total annual wage costst ¿6l2,000 

8. Non-wage value addedt ¿1,068,000 

9. Sales per employee i ¿13, **i*0 

10. Value added per employees ¿3»3<>0 

11. Non-wage value added per employees ¿2,136 

12. Siase of factorys lí»,86í* sq. metres 

13. Space per employees 29.7 »q» "»êtrea 

lU.   Electricity consumptions I.56 million kwh per annum 

15. Electricity consumption por employees 3t120 kwn Por annum 

16, Vater consumptions N.A. 

17. Purchase of materialss All aluminium sheets are purchased 
from another Hong Kong company within the same group.   This 
employs 250 persons and has an output of 700 tonne» per 
month.   Of this, the company purchases about 25 por cent, 
the rest being exported to the US and Europe. 

18, Sales! Exports total about 1,800 tonnes per annum, mostly to 
the US and Europe.   The company does not view prospects in 
the US market with optimism.   The Americans seem more 
attracted by cheaper linos, while the firm wishes to upgrade 
its products in the face of competition from other Asian 
source areas, especially Taiwan and Korea.   Because of its 
connections with one of the Colony's largest suppliers of 
aluminium sheet, there has been no shortages problem, though 
the price had risen by 9I per cent during the year ending 
in January 197'*«   This had adversely affected orders.   Most 
of the increase in turnover last year was In value rather 
than volume, and the progress of the industry in 1973 1» 
exaggerated by expressing it in US dollars owing to the rise 
of the Hong Kong dollar against the American currency. 
In Hong Kong dollar terms, output rose by 7 per cent only in 
value and actually declined slightly in volume.   Most of the 
firm's cookware is of the non-stick variety which is new to 
Hong Kong. 

The major problem facing the company and the industry as 
a whole is rising freight costs.   Cookware and other 
aluminium holloware uses a considerable amount, of shipping 
space. 
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MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL  1010a 
(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART Nn   ?i 



Year No. of 
looms 

Output . 
(million m ) 

Export« 9 
(•Lllion ni ) 

I960 18,300 385 181 
I965 21,200 535 240 
1969 23,200 640 263 
1970 23,700 713 263 
1971 24,900 731 301 
1972 251000 649 273 

Source!       Federation  of Hong Kong Industri«a. 

Aa with spinning,   cotton weaving milla bagan to  increase 
tha production of cotton/synthetic  fibre»  aftar I965.       Exporta 
rosa  from 0.5 million  «quart  metres  in 1964   to II3 million 
square matraa in 1972« 

In  1972,   tha  induatry experienced «onte  difficulties due 
to the  inflow,  beginning in 19711   of large  quantities   of 
cheap  Pakiatani yarn..       The  free  trade nature of the Hong 
Kong economy meant  that  there was no protection at all  for 
local  manufacturera.       The import  of Pakistani yarn roae by 
61.4 par cent  in 1974,   and again  by 17 per  cent   in 1972  to 
reach  60 million kilos.       The average price   of imported yarn 
from Pakiatan in 1972 waa US075 par kilo with the bulk of 
importa  in  the coaraer grades which were arriving at  a landed 
price  of US071 per kilo.      Thla waa not a great  deal  more 
than  the price for  imported raw cotton from  Pakistan   (one of 
tha principal cheaper  sources  of  supply) which averaged 
US0 61  per kilo.       Thia margin of #10 per kilo was not 
enough  for many local  manufacturera.       Production of yarn 
fell  both  in 1971  and  1972,   from 148.9 million kilos  in 1970 
to II5.5 million kilos  in 1972. 

Dyeing and finiahing also developed rapidly during the 
I960»a,   both in quantity and in quality.       The number  of milli 
doubled,  while employment  trebled between  i960 and I969. 
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There is a distinct improvement in quality, pace being kept 

with new developments such as permanent press finishing and 

the finishing of cotton/synthetic fabrics.   A number of mills 

failed in the early part of 1971, due to overexpansion in 

the previous year, but in 1972 the situation had steadied, 

•o that by the end of that year dyeing and finishing provided 

employment for 13,600 persons compared with 3,900 in I960. 

The development of the woollen industry- both spinning 

and knitting - proceeded strongly during the I960«s, but ha« 

fallan back in recent year».   Tha following table summarises 

the change« «ine« i960. 

Year No. of 
Mill« 

I960 2 

1965 7 
1969 13 
1970 12 

1971 16 

1972 11 

Sources Fed« 

Employment 
(No.) 

Product;on of 
Wool Yarn 
(million kilos) 

75*» 1.7 
2,492 7.9 
*,150 11.0 

4,J»16 12.1 

3,360 9.5 
3,396 10.0 

Federation of Hong Kong Industries. 

The main cause of the recent decline in thi« «ection of tha 

industry was the fall-off in export« of woollen knitted 

garments in the face of competition from other low-co»t 

labour centre«, especially Korea. 

Turning to garments, the main market before 1964 was the 

United Kingdom, but this has since been superseded by the 

U.S. which in 1972 accounted for 35 per cent of total 

exports.   In 1972 also,  West Germany overtook the U.K. 

for second place, purchasing 19 per cent of the total 

compared with the latter's 18 per cent.  The development of 

the garment industry can be broken down as follows» 
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(All figures in million» of U.S. dollars) 

£ 0 n s 
Year 

I960* 

1965 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

Garments from Cotton and 
Woven Fabrics Synthetic 

Knitwear 

113 27 

153 29 
3*5 93 
390 129 

475 804 

581 249 

Woollen 
Knitwear 

78 

13« 

133 

131 
1*0 

* Includes all knitted garments under cotton and 

synthetic knitwear. 

Source»  Federation of Hong Kong Industries. 

The final section of the industry is clothing accessories. 

This includes gloves» which are dealt with in another Section 

of this study»  socks» stockings» brassier»  and corsets. 

Total sxports were as follows (in millions of U.S. dollars) 

I960 25 
1969 55 
I97O 62 

1971 86 

1972 92 

Sourest Fe Federation of Hong Kong Industries* 

It is likely that 1974 will see the beginning of a 

difficult period for the Hong Kong industry.  On the one hand» 

raw materials are increasingly scarce and expensive.  On 

the other hand, labour costs are rising rapidly in the Colony» 

making it difficult or impossible for Hong Kong to compete with 

its Asianneighbours in the cheaper lines. 
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Wage rat«« in the Hong Kong garment industry have been 

increasing at an annual rate of 12.7 P«r cent between I968 

and 1973 to reach an average monthly renumeration of US-lplOl 

at the end of the second quarter of 1973.   Average monthly 

remunerations in mid 1973 (including fringe benefits) for 

sewing machine operatives in a number of low cost labour 

countries is shown in the following tablet 

Mexico 

Hong Kong 

Singapore 

Taiwan 

Korea 

Philippines 

Thailand 
Mauritius 

Indonesia 

U.S. dollars per month 

151 
101 

91 

63 

35 
30 

86 

»3 
22 

Sources 1  (l) Various official publications. 

(2) Field Interviews. 

(3) "Asian Sources" various months, 1973 «nd 197*1. 

The Hong Kong industry has responded to this situation 

In two ways.   On the supply side, there is increasing 

domination by ths large integrated companies such as Textile 

Alliance Ltd., and Vinsor Industriel Corporation Ltd.  Small 

establishments, which relied for a substantial part of their 

business on sub-contracting from the large groups, are suffering 

from the increasing tendency towards self-containment on 

the latter*a behalf.  They are also hit by the current 

unwillingness of piece good suppliers to give credit. 

One of the advantages of the large groups over their 

smaller competitors is that they have spread their operations 

over a number of countries.  The largest group in the 

industry in Hong Kong, Textile Alliance Ltd.»had the following 

operations planned for 19731 
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CoMwoditv 

Polyester fibra 

Location 

Malaysia 80 tonnes per day (-) 

Yarn 

Cloth IOOMS 

Dyein» and 
finishing 

Hong Kong 

Malaysia 

Thailand 

Taiwan 

Indonesia 

Nigeria 

Hong Kong 

Malaysia 

Thailand 

Taiwan 

Indonesia 

Nigeria 

Hong Kong 

Thailand 

50,000 spindles (50,0OO) 

100,000 " 

11*0,000 " 

35,000 » 

20,000 " 

30,000 " 

3OO IOOMS 

2,250 " 

3.300 • 

444 

500 

900 

(30,000) 

(70,000) 
(30,000) 

( - ) 

(10,000) 

(300) 

(1,000) 

(2,000) 

(444) 

( - ) 
(360) 

9 Million Metres/ 
"»nth        (9 Million) 

8 Million metres/ 
Month        (3 Million) 

Polyester Nylon Hong Kong 

Thailand 

Singapore 

*55iOOO Kilos/ (455,OOO) 
Month 

91,000 Kilos/  ( - ) 
Month 

68,000 Kilos/  (68,000) 
Month 

Knitting 

Garment Sewing 

Hong Kong 

Thailand 

Singapore 

Hong Kong 
Taiwan 
Thailand 
Mauritius 
Malaysia 
Singapore 

455,000 Kilos/ (*»55,OOO) 
Month 

91,000 Kilos/  ( - ) 
Month 

114,000 kilos  (114,000) 
Month 

1,800 machines 
2,100  " 
1,600  » 
1,400  » 

800  » 
600  » 

Í1,800) 
I.500) 
1,600 

* 400 
4oo' 
600, 

Figures in parentheses indicate capacity already installed 
by March, 1973. 
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||urc£^ Textile Alliance Ltd.  Annual R.port and Account« 

One very interesting feature to note i. that the proposed 

expansion i. very much concentrated in the lower wage areas. 

Capacity in the high wage countries of Hong Kong, Singapore 

•nd Taiwan i» to be increased by only 0.5 per cent, while 

the corresponding increase in other centres is to be 376 
per cent. 

The plans of this company may be taken as fairly 

typical  of the larger groups in the Hong Kong textil« 

industry.   A contract for straightforward long run whit« 

shirts may be negotiated in Hong Kong, but the agreement 

would be likely to include a clause allowing the firm to 

manufacture the shirts elsewhere at one of its overseas 

subsidiaries.   If, on the other hand, the buyer is looking 

for a prestige fashion item, then this is likely to be made 

in Hong Kong.   Well made Hong Kong garments are, in 1974, 

recognised as comparable to those made in Italy and Ireland, 

besides which they still have a distinct price advantage. 

Factories in the Colony are adapting to the shorter production 

runs essential to the fashion trade.   In the case of one 

medium sized firm, kO  per cent of output was,by the end of 

1973,on a one month order to delivery basis, compared with 

less than 10 per cent 3 years prsviously. 

20.22  Case Study Companies (figures in U.S. dollars 
refer to 1973) 

COMPANIES 

A g C 

1.   Products Outer garments       Military Garments 
including rain-    Garments and 
w**r other person- 

nel   equipment 

2.   Nationality       Hong Kong/ Hong Kong 
and ownership European  joint 

venture 

Hong Kons 
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3.  Annulli Sal«.    $1,206,000 $3.937,000 $18,110,000 

k.  Valu« addad      $    3*8,700 $8,753,900 $ 9,636,000 

3« NuMbara 
employed! Nan     130        300 I50 

Vornan     ISO        I0O 1,350 

Total     3O0        500 1,500 

6, Avara**« Monthly 
wftffa #107       1170 $101 

7« Total annual 
wa*« coat    $385»>O0    $1,080,000       $1,818,000 

8. Non-wac« 
valua addad  $157,500    $1,735*900       $1,818,000 

I 
I 
19. Salas par 

employee     $4,080      $7 ,$7*»     •     $8,080 

1     10 Valua addad 
•        par employee $1,809     $5»518 $8,*8% 

I     11 Non-wag« valua 
addad par 

•        anploya«     $585       $3**78 $1,818 

18 Sia« of 
factory      3*150      8,100 9*000 
(sq.metres) 

13 Spac« par 
employee     10.3       l6.t 6.0 
(sq.metres) 

1* Electricity 
consumption 
(kwh par annum) 1,3 Million k,7  Million       N.A. 

15 Elactricity 
I        con sump ti on    *»333      9**00 N.A. 

par employee 
(kwh per annum) 
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16 Pureh*«• of 
mat«rials 

1 

Commercial. 60^o Commercial. 
of fabrica 
bought locally 
rest from 
Indonesia) 
Thailand, 
Philippinet. 

Mostly.from 
Europe and 
Japan. 

Mostly from 
other firm* 
in same 
group. 

17 salea All sub- 
contract or to 
European 
partner. Sub- 
contracts 
cheaper lines 
to Korean 
associate» 

By direct 
government 
order* 

Exports 
world wide 
on commerolai 
basia* 

IS Transport 
requirements 

Sea for 
materials and 
finiahed 
produc t s* 

Sea for 
materiale. 
Both air and 
sea for 
finiahed 
products* 

Sea for 
materiale 
Fashion it 
sent by air* 

19 Value added/ 
Sales 

SO Wage Costs/ 
Sales 

*5* 

31.9# 

70.0£ 

»5*9£ 

30.0# 

15.0£ 

8ourcet  Field interviews. 

Each of the above companies reported that their operations 

were highly mechanised - as much if not more ao than they 

would be in European garment fact or lea*  There is a firm 

limit to the degree to which garment making can be machaniaed* 

20.3  Korea 

The growth of the Korean textile  industry since  the 
mid 1960*8 has been even more spectacular than that  of 
Hong Kong,  as the following table  showst 
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Export» of the Korean Textil» and Garment« 

índuftry. 1966-3.973 (million« of U.S. dollari) 

Yarn and 
Thread 

1966 3 
1*67 3 
1968 4 

1969 6 
1970 1% 

1971 4l 

1972 kk 
1973* 64 
Annual 
rate of 

average 
growth 

1966-72 36* 

Cotton  Other  Clothing Knitwear Total 
Fabric« Fabric» from 

10 18 14 13 60 
13 27 23 13 81 
13 33 42 49 143 
19 36 58 64 183 
26 39 89 72 240 
31 37 129 98 357 
33 88 151 134 472 
44 229 239 103 679 

23* 68.5*     49* 47* 41* 

* Firat  10 nonth»  only. 

Source       Ban* ot Korea,  Monthly EconoevLc  Statistics,   January 
1974. 

A nor» detailed view of the industry in 1972 i« a» follow«t 

-- 
Output 
(8000) 

Export» 
it000) 

Export»/ 
OutDUt K) 

Enpl oyaient 

Cotton »pinning 91,922 16,794 18.3 12,236 
Woollen »pinning 12,662 4,417 34.9 2,558 
Man-made fabric» 119,826 18,077 15.1 26,173 
Silk »pinning 76,579 2,299 3.0 13,527 
Blended yarn 99,844 2,032 2.0 14,014 
Other yarn & thread 3»291 200 723 

Total yard and 
thread. 

404,124 43»819 10.8 69,231 
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Cotton fabric« 

Silk fabrica 

Woollen fabrics 

Fabrics of man- 
made fibres 

Other fabrics 

Total fabrics 

Output 
($000) 

Exports 
ÍSooo) 

34,770 

Exports/ 
Output H) 

26.1 

Employment 

133,156 28,532 
19,940 9,695 48.6 5,848 

4l,324 9,377 22.6 9,948 

117,036 67,377 57.6 25,880 
5,884 2,111 35.9 1,062 

317,540 123,330 38.8 71,270 

Bleaching,  dyeing 
and finishing 64,135 11,496 

Stocking and hose 38,423 
Mittens and gloves 5,328 
Outer garments 320,492 
Other garments 52,941 
Headwear 918 

24,400 
2,806 

233,843 
42,948 

850 

63.5 5,892 

32.7 2,858 
73.0 109,433 
81.1 16,743 
92.6 505 

Total garments        4l8,102    304,847 72.9        135,451 

Total for industry 
1,203,901 471,996 39.2        287,448 

Sourcsst   (l) Economic Planning Board!   Report on Mining and 
Manufacturing Survey,  1972. 

(2) Of fica of Customs Administrât ion: t Statistical 
Yearbook of Foreign Trad«,  1972. 

Tho  survey of  the Economic Planning  Board does permit 
certain ratios and  statistical relationships for the  industry 
in 1972,  which are presented in the accompanying tabla. 
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19* Transport requirementst Sea for both materials and finished 
goods. 

Notesi »Includine fringe benefits 

N.A. m  Not avallatile 

Source! Field interview 

19.3 Korea 

I9.3I The Industry 

The basic statistics for the aluminium products industry in 

I972 are as follows! 

Ex factory output (¿OOO) 

of whichi 

aluminium vats 1,242 

aluminium rice bowls 297 

aluminium frying pans 429 

aluminium kettles 262 

aluminium plates 11 

aluminium wash basins 297 

other aluminium household utensils  2,466 

pressed aluminium machine parts 64 

other aluminium products 2,231 

Exports fob (#000) 

of whichi 

7,299 

1,710 

bobbins for sewing machines and 
textile machinery 

domestic utensils 

other aluminium products 

Number of establishments 

Number employed 

1,116 

555 

39 

101 

3,184 

Sources! (l) Economic Planning Board, Report on Survey of 
Mining and Manufacturing, 1972. 

(2) Office of Customs Administration, Statistical 
Yearbook of Foreign Trade, 1972. 

The industry is remarkably similar in size and structure 

to that of Hong Kong, except for two important considerations. 

First, the Hong Kong industry is much more export oriented (70 

per cent of sales exported as against 23 per cent in Korea). 

Second, in Hong Kong goods of n greater degree of sophistication 
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Tho proportion o£ aon Moung oaployooft  1« tho Koroon 

industry is at follow« i- 

Spinning »6.5 P«r coot 
Voaving »9.5 »•*• «*»* 
Bitching,  dyoin« 
and finishing *7«9 por cont 
Knittod garaont« 3%.** por erat 
Othor goTMonts 30.6 »or c«it 
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21   OTHER INDUSTRIES 

21.1 Introduction 
During the course of the field work, data was 

collected on a number of manufacturing establishments in 

Singapore, Hong Kong and Korea which either do not 

conveniently fit under a particular industry heading, 

or are isolated in the sense that no further case study 

Material could be collected. The data on these case 

studies are presented in this Section of the Appendix. 

The industries and the countries in which they occur ar« 

as follows t 

Industry 

Bicycle parts 

Jewellery 

Nylon asip assembly 

Ship brea ing and steel rolling 

Musical instruments 

Locks 

Feather processine 

Automobile parts 

Hand Tools 

Metal valves 

Marble goods 

All cash figures are in U.S dollars. 

Cywrtrr 
Korea 
Hong Kong, Korea 

Singapore 

Hong Kong 

Korea 

Korea 

Singapore 

Singapore 

Korea 

Korea 

Singapore 

21.2 Bicycle Parts t Korea 

1. Ownership and Nationality of Company t Korea. 

2. Annual sales i#259, 459. 

3. Value added 1^124,696. 

k.  Numbers  employed  t   Men 91 
Women    7 

Total  98 

5. Average monthly wage   t   3*39. 
6. Total annual wage  cost   i   ftk5,&6k, 

7. Non-wage  value  added   »   #78,832. 

8. Net   profit   1  #11,892. 

9. Fixed assets   »   #156,757. 
10. Plant  and machinery   :   #5*1,054. 
11. Electricity consumption   t   283,000 kwh per annum. 
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12.   Electricity  consumption per employee   t   2,888 kvh  p.a. 
13»   Water consumtion   :   9.** million   litres   p.a. 
lU.   Water  consumption   per employee   :    96,000 litres p.a. 
15«   Salea  per  employee   :   #2,6^8. 
16.   Value  added   per   employee« #1,272. 
1?.   Non-wage  value   added  per  employee   JÍ804. 
18,   Fixed  assets   per   employee   t   #1,600. 
19«   Plant  and  machinery  per employee   t   #552. 
20. Value  added  /  sales: 48.1#. 
21. Wage  coats   /  salesi 17.7#. 
22. Profit / Sales» 4.6$. 
23. Purchase  of  materials!  Half of materials are importad 

through local   traders*. .   Complaints   of delay in 
delivery and  shortage of local  materials. 

2k,   Sales»  All   output   in  1972 sold on   the  local market 
but some  small   exports  in 1973  sold  through a 
trading company.   Will  try to  export   in  1974. 

25.   Transport   requirements!   Sea  for  both  materials  and 
finished  goods. 

Source   t   Field   interview. 

21.3 Jewellery»   Hong Kong,  Korea 
2I.3I Hong Kong 

The  company  produces high quality  Jewellery by  a 
casting process.   Items  are  cast  in   a  mould and trimmed 
and finished  by hand.   Output  is  about   10,000 pieces   per 
month which would  require  1,200  skilled   Jewellers 
without  the  casting.   The  labour is  highly skilled,   and  the 
plant  only  employs   about  120.   The   process   consists  of 
casting,   trimming, final   shaping,   setting  of stones  and 
polishing.   The   process   can  be  applied   to  rings,  necklaces, 
earrings,   pendants   and  brooches.   The   value  of output 
depends  primarily   on   the  material   used.   Labour cost 
would be  about  U.S. #23.7  for a ring  made   entirely by 
hand  (3 days   work   for  a  skilled  jeweller  on a daily  rate 
of  HK$kO or U.§#7.9).   Labour  cost   for  a  cast  ring would 
be   about  HK  #12   (u.S.#2.4).   The   end   product  would not, 
of   course,be   worth   the   same   but   tvith   the   process  used 
in   this  plant   (unique   in Hong Kong),    it   is  still  a high 
quality  item.   The   overheads  of  the   factory and adjacent 
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offices  came   to   about  UK  #24   (u.S  #4.7)   per  ring. 

These  overheads   cover  rent   and  utilities, .    depreciation 

on  the  casting  and  other  equipment,   the  wages   of   the 

skilled  jewellers  who   fashion   the  prototype   from  a 

design  drawing  or  photograph,   profit  and  other 

overheads.   Value   added  per  item  is   thus  HK  #32 

(U.S. #6,3),   after making an   allowance  of  HK  #4   for 

consumption  of  electricity,water  and materials   other 

than  the  metal   and  stones.   For  a plant  such  as   this 

is   ,   producing  10,000  items   per  month,   total  value 

added would be  of  the  order  of HK #3.84 million  per  year 

(U.S. #756,000)   and non-wage  value  added per  employee 

would be of  the  order  of HK #20,000  (U.S. #3,937),   For an 

entirely hand-made  process,   assuming that   the   ex- 

factory prices were raised  to  cover  the additional 

cost  of  the   labour  and  no more,   and  that   overheads 

fell  to about  a quarter of  those  for the  casting factory, 

total value   added  would be   about  HK #15,12  million 

(U.S.#3 million),   and  non-wage  value  added  per   employee 

HK #600   (U.S. #118). 

The  production  of  output   on   this  scale  using  an 

entirely hand  made  process,   would be  very  difficult   to 

organise.   Each  one   of   the   1,200  workers  would   have   to 

be  a  skilled  craftsman   and   training  requirements 

would  be  formidable.   The   casting process,   or  something 

similar  to   it,is   probably   essential   for  a  country  with 

relatively  little   experience   of  jewellery  craft,   and 

who wishes   to  produce   jewellery  in volume  for  export. 

Using a  casting method  for  a   given  proportion   of  output 

the amount   being hand made   could be  increased  as   the 

training programme  progressed.   The  main  requirements 

for such an   operation  would  be   as  follows   : 

- close   links   with a  company  or  person  who  has  a  well 

established   reputation   for  jewellery   craftsmanship 

in  the   international  market, 

- skilled   labour  for  making  prototypes  and  for 

training workers  who  finish   the   castings, 

- freedom  of   trade   in  precious  metals  and   stones, 

- good  air  communications, 

- good  security   facilities,   especially  at   the   air- 

port , 
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- space requirements would be about lm per employee. 

Source i Field Interview 

21.32 Korea 

1. Products t Necklaces. 

2. Ownership i Joint  venture between Korean and 

Japanese companies. 

3. Annual sales J # 403,332. 

it. Value added i ¿276,851. 

5» Numbers employed » Men t  I3I 

Women t  57 

Total   188 

6. Average monthly wage t ¿53» 

7» Total annual wage cost 1 #119,568. 

8« Non-wage value added t #157,283. 

9» Sales per employee #2,145* 

10.Value added per employee! #1,473. 

11.Non-wage value added per employeet#837. 

12«Value added / sales 1 68.656. 

13.Wage costs / sales » 29.6#. 

14.Electricity consumption t   315.OOO kwh per annum. 

15,Electricity consumption per employee t 1,676 kwh 

per annum. 

16.Water Consumption 1 5.6 million litres per annusi« 

17»Water consumption per employee t 29»787 litres par 

annum. 

18.Material purchases t Mostly local. 

19.Sales s Nearly all sales are exported to Japanesa 

partner. 

20,Transport requirements t Air for finished products* 

Source t Field interview. 

21.4 Nylon Zips 1 Singapore 

1. Products : Assembly of nylon zips« 

2. Ownership and Nationality 1 Joint venture between 

Jananese and European firms. 

3* Annual sales (all cash figures are in U.S dollars) t 

#165,000. 

4. Value added 1 #57,750. 

5* Numbers employed t Men  7 

Women 48 

Total 55 
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6. Average monthly wage t #50, 

7. Total annual wage costs t #33,000. 

8. Non-wage value added i #24,750. 

9* Sales per employee t #3,000. 

10.Value added per employee t #1,050. 

11.Non-wage value added per employees #^50. 

12.Value added / sales I 35.0$. 

13. Wage costs / sales t 20.0$. 

14.Electricity and water consumption t Negligible. 

IS. Size of factory 279 aq «metre«, 

16.Space per employee t 5*1 sq.metres. 

171Purchase of materials t Myon and made-up zips, fro« 

Europe, purchased through parent company. 

18,Salest Mainly local to the Singapore textile 

industry, but some exports (about 30$ of s es) to 

Indonesia and Malaysia. 

19.Transport requirements t Materials by sea* 

Finished by air. 

20.Expansion 1 Will start to assemble zips for the 

European market. The production of the nylon chain 

is capital intensive, but the assembly of the final 

zip is labour intensive. 

Source t Field interview. 

21.5 Ship Breaking and Steel rolling, Hong Kong 

1, Products t Steel round bars (80 per cent), flat, 

-angle, square bars, window sections. The industry 

relies mostly on scrap and re-rollable materials, 

some of which aie purchased from the local ship- 

breaking industry and some of which are imported* 

2. Ownership! Joint venture between Hong Kong and 

Japanese company. 

3* Annual sales 1 The industry has been in a state of 

depression for 2 or 3 years owing mainly to 

competition from areas such as Korea and Taiwan which 

have lower labour costs.  All figures refer to the 

Industry's situation before the depression set in. 

Sales : U.S, #3,100,0O0. 

k.   Value added t #1,116,000. 
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5. Number« employed i I55 (all men). This figure 

refers to the steel mills only. The numbers in 

ship breaking varies according to the number 

of vessels on hand, but is about 35 men per 
vessel. 

6. Average monthly wage (1973 rate): #166. 

7. Total annual wage cost! #308,76O. 

8. Non-wage value added : #807,24o. 

9. Sales per employee! #20,000. 

10.Value added per employee! #7,200. 

11.Non-wage value added per employee 1 #5,208. 
12.Value added /sales 36.0$. 

13.Wage costs / sales 1 10.0^. 

14.Special requirements and considerations. 

(a) Water access for deep sea vessels to a beach 

area near the rolling mills, that can be used 

for working. Total area required for 3 vessel» 

and 3 mills would be about 150,000m2 or 968m2 

per mill employee. 

(b) The industry is highly variable and employment 

can fluctuate considerably according to the 

dictates of the market and availability of scrap. 

(c) The international market is highly unreliable 

and the industry needs a strong domestic market 

based on the construction industry . 
Source  1 Field interview. 

21.6 Musical Instruments I Korea 

1. Products t Guitars. 

2. Ownership 1 Joint venture between Korean and 
Japanese firms. 

3. Annual sales (all cash figures in U.S. dollars) t 
#1,132,620. 

4. Value added t #603,686. 

5. Numbers  employed   1   Men   1     324 

Women   t     15*» 

478 Total 

6, Average monthly wage : # 28. 

7, Total annual wage cost: #160,608. 

8, Non-wage value added  : #443,078. 
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9.   Sales   per  employee» #2, 369. 

10.Value  added   per  employee   :   #1,263, 

11.Non-wage  value   added   per employee:   #927. 

12.Value  added   /sales   :    53.3$. 

13.Wage   costs/sales   :   1U.2#. 

1'*.Electricity   consumption:   1.2 million kwh  per annum* 

15»Electricity   consumption  per  employee:   2,510 kwh 

per  annum. 

16.Water  consumption:   12.5 million   litres   per  annum. 

17»Water consumption per   employee:   26,151   litres  per annum. 

18.Purchase  of   materials.   Strings   bought  locally,   wood 

supplied  through Japanese  partner.   Constant  upward 

pressure  of   raw material prices   is worrying  the 

company. 

19»Sales:  All   sales  exported,   mainly to  the  U.S  through 

Japanese  partner.  All   output  produced  to   order. 

Japanese  partner provides   technical  assistance  and 

quality  control. 

20.Transport  requirements 1   Sea  for  both material  and 

finished  goods. 

SOUHCE      :   Field   interview. 

21.7   Locks   :   Korea 

1. Products:   Doorlocks   and  padlocks. 

2. Ownership  and  Nationality:   Korean. 

3. Annual  sales:   #<t00,0OO. (all  cash figures   in U.S.dollars. ) 

k.   Value  added   :   #185,600. 

5. Numbers  employed   :   Men     IO3 

Women       17 

Total     120 

6. Average monthly wage:    #6l. 

7. Total  annual   wage  costs:   #87,81*0. 

8. Non-wage  value   added: £¿97,760. 

9. Net   profit   :   #37,838. 

10,Fixed  assets:   #108,108. 

11.Plant   and  machinery   :    #57,   730, 

12.Sales   per  employee:   #3,333. 

13»Value   added   per  employee:   #1,5^7» 

1*».Non-wage  value   added   per employee:   #815, 

15.Fixed   assets   per  employee   :   #901. 

16.Plant   and  machinery  per  employee :#481. 

17»Electricity   consumption   :   **19,000 kwh  per   annum. 
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18.Electricity consumption per employ«« t 3,*»92 kwh p.«. 

19.Water consumption i 5.5 million litres p.a. 

20.Vater consumption per employee! 1*6,000 litres p.a. 

21.Value added / sales t k6.h%. 

22.Vage costs /sales I 22.0^. 

23.Profits / sales I 9.5$. 

2k,Purchase of materials. Most metal sheets are pur- 

chased locally. Main materials! brass, sine, 

laminated steel sheets. 

25.Sales i Exports in 1972 totalled only #3,000, but 

this was the first year the company has attempted 

to export. In 1973» more substantial orders for 

padlocks came from the U.S, Canada and Venezuela. 

The company is developing other lines such as switch 

keys, hinges and screwdrivers, but none of these 

was exported in 1973« 

26.Transport requirements! Sea for both materials and 

finished goods. 

Source ! Field interview. 

21.8 Feather processing! Singapore 

1. Products) Processed feathers for us« in pillows» 

mattresses etc« 

2. Ownership and nationality. Wholly owned subsidiary 

of Taiwanese company. 

3. Annual sales! U.S #539,1*20 .(ell cash figures in 

k.  Value added! #1*31,536.     U,S* doll»r») 

5. Numbers employed i Men 60 

Women 20 

Total  80 
6.Average monthly waget #71. 

7. Total annual  wage  cost!   #68,160. 

8. Non-wage value  added  i   #363,376. 
9. Sales  per employee!   #6,71*3. 

10,Value  added per  employee!   #5,394. 

11.Non-wage value  added per employee!   #4,5^12. 
12.Value  added / sales   1   80.0$. 

13.Wage   costs  /sales!   12.6^. 

It».Electricity  consumption!   k32,000. 
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such as non-stick pans are being manufactured  on a much larger 
scale  than  in Korea.        In Korea»   as  in Hong Kong,   there  are a 
large number  of   small  workshop  type  establishments.        69  factories, 
or  nearly 70 per  cent  of  the   total,   employ   less   than  50 workers, 
and   these  firms  have  average   sales  of  about   $26,000  per year. 

Exports  are  dominated  by   the  sale  of  aluminium bobbins  to 
Japan under a  joint  venture  agreement.        Domestic  utensils  and 
other products  are dominated by  the US  (68.5  per cent)  and Japan 
(2O.2  per cent). 

Towards  the  end  of 1973»   the aluminium  supply situation had 
become critical.       The local  aluminium sheet   industry produce» 
only about 45 per cent of  the  industry's  total requiremements 
and prices of  imported material had by October risen  to  levels 
which were driving many small  firms out  of business. 

19*32 Case Study Companies   (figures in US dollars refer  to  1972) 

COM PANI E  S 

A B C 

1. Products Aluminium' table 
ware and other 
produc t s 

Aluminium table 
ware and 
automobile 
accessories 

Aluminium 
camping & 
household 
ware 

2. Ownership and 
Nationality Korean Korean Korean 

3. Annual sales #653,047 #340,530 #1.792,265 
4. Value added #473,723 #152,280 #844,395 

5. Numbers employed 1 
Men 
Women 
Total 

133 

T7I 

123 
17 

T5o 

504 
103 
607 

6. Average monthly wage #61 #52 #58 

7. Total annual wage 
costs #125,172 #87,360 #422,472 

8. Non-wage value added #3*18,551 #6*4,920 »1421,923 

9. Net profit #192,703 #26,318 N.A 

10 Fixed assets #39^,526 #193,227 N.A 
11 Plant and equipment #195,913 #94,844 N.A 
12 Electricity 

consumption 
(kwh p.a) 1,140,000 N.A 5,000,000 

13 Electricity 
consumption per 
employee (kwh p.a) 6,670 
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15»Electricity consumption  per  employee«   5,1+00  kwh p.a. 
16,Water   consumption:   Negligible. 
17.Size   of   factory:   4,800  sq,metres. 
18.Space   per  employee:   60 sq.metres. 
19«Purchase   of materials.   Mostly  bought  locally  or 

from Malaysia and  Indonesia.   Requirements  are about 
120   tonnes  per month. 

20,Sales:   All output   aold abroad  on   commercial  basis. 
Main  markets:  U.S,   Canada,   Japan,   EEC.   Processing 
reduces   weight  of  feathers,   so  output  is  about 80 
tonnes  per month, 

21.Transport  requirements:   Sea for  both materials and 
finished  goods. 

22.Manufacturing processi  The process used in  Singapore 
is a highly mechanised one  -   the   feathers   are  graded 
by machine.  This   could be  done  by hand,   but   would 
be rather uneconomic. 

Source   :   Field interview, 

21.9 Motor Vehicle  Parts   :   Singapore 
1, Products:   Radiators,   flexible  hoses,   ooupling  and 

swivel   fittings. 
2, Nationality and ownership:   Wholly owned subsidiary 

of Indian  company, 
3, Annual   sales   :  U.S  ¿1,452,000(all  cash figures  in 

k. Value  added:  ¿798,600. U,S'  ^"»r») 

5. .Number  employed   :   Men       l4o 

Women 60 

Total       200 

6,  Average  monthly wage:   ¿94. 

7*  Total  annual wage   costs:   ¿225,6OO. 

8. Non-wage  value  added   :   ¿573,000. 
9. Sales   per  employee   :   ¿7,260. 
10.Value   added  per  employee  ¿3,993. 
11,Non  wage  value  added  per  employee  ¿2,865, 
12.Electricity  consumption:   1,000,000 kwh per  annum. 
13»Electricity  consumption  per  employee:   5,000  kwh p.a. 
14.Water   consumption:    10.4  million   litres, per   annum. 
15.Vfater  consumption   per  employee   :   52,000  litres  p.a. 
16,Purchase   of materials:   Commercial,   Main  sources: 

Europe,   Australia,   Japan.   Average   annual 
requirements:   Brass   sheeting:   120   tonnes;   copper: 
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100 tonne«j steel (special sheets) 100 tonnes p.at 

other materials! 370 tonnes per annum. 

17«Bales » 90$ of sales are exported directly to the 

U.S. EEC and Middle East. The plant was established 

because cost and efficiency problems in India made 

export from there almost impossible. The main 

factor was the difficulty in obtaining imported 

materials and the consequent necessity to rely on 

Indian steel and copper. 

18.Transport requirementst Sea for both materials 

and finished goods. 

19.Value added/salest 55.0#. 

20.Wage costs / sales i 15.5JÉ. 

Source i Field interview. 

21.10 Hand Tools t Korea 

1. Products i Hand tools for workshop use. 

2» Ownerships Joint venture between European and 

Korean company. 

3. Annual sales t U.S. ¿505.762.(all cash figures in 

k.   Value added i ¿355,760. 

5. Number employed! Men 181 

Women  19 

U.S. dollars) 

Total 200 

6. Average monthly waget ¿57. 

7. Total annual wage costi ¿136.800. 

8. ,Non-wage value added 1 ¿218,960. 

9. Fixed assets 1 ¿3*»5,9*»6. 

11.Plant and machinery1 ¿95,1^5. 

12.Sales per employeei¿2,529. 

13.Value added per employee«¿1,779. 

Ik,Non-wage value added per employeet¿l,095, 

15.Fixed assets per employee i ¿1,730. 

16. Plant and machinery per employee i¿í*76. 

17.Value added / sales: 70.3$. 

18.Wage costs / sales ! 27.0$. 

19.Profit / salestk,8#. 

20.Electricity consumption! 635,500 kwh p.a. 

21.Electricity consumption per employees 3,177 kwh p.a. 

22.Water consumption! 21 million litres p.a. 

23»Water consumption per employeeîlO5,000 litres, p.a. 
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2k»Purchase of materialst Commercial» 

25»Sales! ExportB in 1972 about #50,000. 

26.Transport requirements! Sea for materials and 

finished goods» 

Source t Field interview. 

21,11 Metal Valves t Korea 

1. Products! Valves for industrial machinery» 

2» Nationality and ownership! Wholly owned subsidiary 

of U.S. company» 

3* Annual sales! U.S #377*000. (all cash figures in 

I». Value added ! #226,200.     U,S' dollar») 

5» Number employed! Men kO 

Women — 

Total kO 

6« Average monthly wage! #83, 

7. Total annual wage coat! #39.840. 

8. Non-wage added! #¿86,360. . 

9* Fixed assets! #21.622. 

10.Net profit! #18,919. 

11.Sales   per  employee !#9,425. 
12»Value   added per  employee i#5.655. 
13.Non-wage value  added per employee!   #4,659. 
l4.Fixed  assets  per  employe e !#5¿t0. 
13.   Value   added / saleel60.0#. 
16.Wage  coats  / salesilO.6^. 
17.Profit / sales 15.0#, 

18.Materials 1 Mainly cast iron. Having great 

difficulty in obtaining cast iron supplies of 

the right quality. There is an effective embargo 

on cast iron exports from the U.S and in any case 

the cost of imported east iron has increased 

substantially following the effects of the energy 

crisis on shipping rates. The metal used to make 

the valves must be well cast and local machinery 

does not seem capable of producing cast iron of 

the necessary quality. 

19«Sales ! The original purpose of setting up the 

factory in Korea was to enable the Group to compete 

in the South East Asian markets with the Japanese. 
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Thi»  aim has  not yet been  achieved  mainly owing  to 
the  difficulties  outlined  in  18  above.   Instead 
the  Korean   operation  is  making     the   most   labour 

intensive  parts   of  the   complete  valve  which are 
then   exported   to   the  parent     company  in   the  U.S. 

There  is also   a difficulty here  in   that  the 

impossibility  of obtaining U.S  cast   iron,   means 

that   the exports  cannot  qualify for  preferential 
treatment« 

20.Transport requirements!   Sea for both materials  and 
finished products. 

Source     t  Field  interview. 

21.12 Marble Products   i  Singapore. 

1.   Products   t   Marble  products  primarily for domestic 
use. 

2«   Ownership:   Wholly  Singaporean. 

3. Annual salest   U.S #607,000.(all  cash figures  in 
4. Value  added :#¿tO¿t, 232. u»s»   dollars) 

5. Numbers employed   :   Men  166. 

Women     29 

Total     195 
6. Average monthly wage« #78. 

7»   Total annual  wage  costi #182,520. 

8, Non-wage value   added:   #221,712. 
9. Sales  per employee:#3,113. 

10.Value  added  per  employee: #2,073, 

11.Non-wage value  added per employees#1,137, 
12.Value  added/sales: 66.7$. 

13*Wage  costs/sales   :   30.1$. 

Ik,Electricity  consumption:   3^3,000 kwh p.a. 

15.Electricity  consumption  per employee:   1,739 kwh pa. 

16.Water consumption:   6.9 million  litres  per  annum. 
17.Water  consumption  per employee   :   35,385  litres  p.a. 

18.Size  of factory:   2*»,000m2   (large  requirements  for 
storage). 

19*Space  per employee:   123 m   , 

20.Purchase of  materials:   Marble  comes  mainly from 

Thailand,  Taiwan   and Italy.   Requirements   are  about 
2,000  tonnes   p.   a.   Sometimes has  difficulty in 
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obtaining »hipping space. 
21.Sal««   |  About  60# of   total   «alea  are  exportad. 

Marble alabs go   to Malaysia and  Indonesia.  Handcrafts 
are   sold world  wide,   but  especially  to  the U.S. 
Shipping costs   are expensive in  relation   to   the 
value  of  the products   - with insurance,   the   cost 
to  the U.   S.   is   about.  20% of the  landed value. 

22.Transport  requirements!   Sea for both Materials and 
finished goods. 

23.  Manufacturing processives   mechanised in Singapore 
than  in Italy mainly  in  two waysi 
(a) Cutting by  steel  blade   instead of  diamond 

cutting is  slower  and requires more finishing. 
(b) Polishing is done  more  manually. 

tetaros i   Field  Interview. 
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Ik. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 
22. 

23. 
2k. 

Water consumption 
(litres p.a.)    27.k  million 
Wator consumption 
per employee 
(liti 
Salo; 

tres   p.a.) 
is  per  employee 

Value  added  por 
employee 

13,(*50 

¿2,770 

Non-vnge value 
addod per employoe ¿2,038 

Fixed assets per 
employee ¿2,307 

Plant and 
equipment per 
employee ¿1,146 
Value  added/sales        72. 3# 
Wage  costs/sales 19.2# 
Profit/sales 29.5# 

N.A 

¿2,1*32 

¿1,088 

flkék 

¿1,380 

¿678 

kk.7* 
25.6# 

7.796 

75.3 
Million 

25,535 
¿2,953 

¿1,391 

¿695 

N.A 

N.A 
*7.l* 

23.5fí 
N.A 

25. 

26. 

Purchase  of materials»  Company A    All materials  purchased   in 
I972  from local  aluminium  supplier.        Suffered  problem of 
shortage   in  1973. 

Company  B    Tries   to   obtain all   materials   locally  if  possible. 
Company  C    Finds   that  local   production cannot   satisfy 
requirements  but   is   experiencing great  difficulty  in  obtaining 
supplies. 

Sales:   Company  A     Does not   export  directly,   but   sells half   ita 
output   to wholesaler  by direct   order  and   thinks   this   is 
probably  at   least   partly   soJd   overseas.        Local   and 
international   compotition  very   severe,   and  considers  company 
lacks   the   technical   expertise   to  enter  export   market  directly. 
Company  B    Exports   a   little   through  a   trading  company,   but 
the  bulk  of output   is  purchased  by   the Government. 
Company  C     Previously  supplied   the  bulk  of   the   nation's  exports 
of  aluminium camping  equipment,   but   stopped quoting   in export 
markets   in June,   1973 because  of high price  and   short   supply 
of  aluminium  sheeting. 
Transport  requirements!   Sea  for both  finished  goods  and 
materials. 

Source!   Field  interviews 

19.'4   Industry Evaluation 

1.   Employmentt 

Average non-wage  value added per  employee!   ¿1,333. 
Proportion of men among employees!   82.2 per cent. 
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2. Transport  requirements!   Sea for both materials  and  finished 
good s. 

3. Nature   of   the market:   Tho  industry has been badly hit during 
1973  by   shortages   in  the   primary raw  material.        Prior  to 
that,   although a minor   industry,   it   was growing  at  a rate  of 
about   20  per  cent   per  year  in Hong  Konß.        One   difficulty, 
other   than  the  question   of material   supplies,   is   transport   - 
the  goods   take up  a  great  deal   of   space and   the   charge would 
be  on   a  volume basis. Por  this  reason  it   is  difficult   for 
distant   source  areas   to   compete  at   the lower  end  of  the market. 
A country  should,   if   it   can,   avoid  relying  too  much  on broker, 
in  one  country    for material  supplies.       Part   of  the reason 
why Korea has   suffered   so much  on  tho materials   side  is heavy 
reliance  on Japanese   trading companies.       Over  80 per cent  of 
aluminium  ingots,   sheets   and bars  were  imported, from Japan 
in   iyf¿. 

k.   Average  electricity consumption per  employees   6,021 kwh p.a. 
3.   Average water consumption per employées   1¿»2,100  litre«  p.*. 
6.  Average  space per  employee  (Hong Kong  induHtry  figure)s 

16.1»  sq.  metres, ' 
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20.   THE  TEXTILE   AND  GARMENTS   INDUSTRY 

20.1 Introduction 
In   the Main   Report   it   is   shown   that   the   textile 

and   clothing  industry was  already  well  established  as 
the   largest  employer  and  leading  growth industry  among 
the   export   processing enterprises   set  up in  Mauritius, 
by  mid  1973«   For   this  reason   less   attention  has   been 
paid   to  the  industry  in   this   study  than  its   importance 
would  otherwise   have  warranted.   It   always  appears   in 
any   list  of  labour  intensive   industries,   it   is  nearly 
always   one  of   the   first   industries   to  be  developed  in 
any   country  embarking on  a path   of  industrialisation; 
and   it   is  prominent   in   the  list   of  manufactured  goods 
exported by developing countries   to developed  countries« 
For   these  reasons,   even  though  it   is already  identified 
as  a  suitable  labour intensive   industry for Mauritus, 
it  was  felt  that   the  textile  and  clothing industry 
could  not  be  ignored.   Accordingly,   in  this  Section  of 
the   study,   a review  of  the   textile   industries   of Hong 
Kong  and Korea   (two  of  the  countries  visited  by   the 
consultants  in   the  course  of  field work for  the   study) 
is  presented. 
20.2 Hong Kong 
20.21  The  Industry 

The  textile   industry is   the  most  important 
manufacturing activity in Hong Kong,   accounting for about 
half  of  total  domestic  exports   throughout  the  1960s  and 
early 1970s.  Further,   in  1973»   the  industry accounted for 
about   i*2  per  cent   of  total  employment  in  manufacturing. 

The  industry's  development   began  in   the   late  19^0s 
and   1950s  as  Hong Kong emerged  as   a  source  area  for  leas 
expensive  garments  retailed   through popular  chain   stores 
in  Europe  and North America.   From  this  base,   the   industry 
asserted  itself   as   a  leading world  producer  of high 
quality,   as  well   as   cheaper  garments,   and has   maintained 
its   importance   in   the  Colony's   industrial   structure  by 
keeping well  abreast  of  changing world  trends.   In  1967 
recognition  of  Hong Kong's  place   as  a  fashion   garment 
centre  came with   the  first  of   the Ready  to Wear Festivals. 
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Held  in  January  of  each year,   these  feativale   are 

attended  by  spring  fashion  buyers   from all  over  the 

world,   and result   in  a  substantial   increase  in   orders 
for   the   local   garment   industry. 

The   following  table   shows   the   growth  of   the 
industry  as a whole  and  specifically of garment 
manufacture. 

The  Textile  and Clothing  Industry  in  Hong 
Kong.   1960 -  1977 

Value  of Exports 
(US  ¿millions) 

A.   Industry as a whole 

I960 

I965 

1969 
1970 

1971 
1972 

1973  * 

255 
426 

817 
927 

1,125 

1,257 
1,889 

Number of 
Establishment* 

Employment 
ÍOOOJ 

1,579 I07 
2,300 153 
4,181 225 
4,839 238 

5,853 258 
6,474 264 
6,773 267 

Rate  of  growth of  exports,   i960 -  1973 (annual   average)! 
16.6*. 

Percentage  increase  of exports,   i960 - 1973 64o.8% 

Percentage  increase  of employment,   i960 -   I973  149.5%. 

B.   Garments 

I960 

1965 

1969 
1970 

1971 
1972 

1973  * 

I65 
289 
631 

716 

896 

1,002 

1,453 

999 
1,505 
3,022 
3,690 

4,599 
5,111 

5,135 

53 
87 

145 
161 
182 

187 
181 

Rate  of  growth of  exports,   I96O-I973  (annual  average)! 
18.1%. 

Percentage  increase  of exports,   I96O-1973   !   780.6%. 

Percentage  increase  of employment,   I96O-I973!   24l.5%. 
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* Preliminary figures. 
Sources      (l)  Federation  of  Hong  Kong   Industry. 

(2)  Government  of  Hong  Kong}   Census   and 
Statistics  Department»   Labour  Department 

According  to   the   1971  Census   of  Manufacturing 

Establishment»,   the   garments  section   of the   industry 
exported   about   90 per   cent   of  total   sales,   while   the 
textiles   section  exported  about   35  per  cent,   the 
remainder  being used   by  the  garments   manufacturers. 
In  the  garments  section,   3,909  establishments,   or 
85 per  cent  of  the   total,   employed less than   50 persons 
per factory and had  an  annual output  per factory of lesa 
than  U.S  ¿¿165,000.   72*5 per cent   employed less  that 20 
persons   and had an  annual  output   per  factory  of less  than 
U.S.   ^80 f 000.   In  the   textiles  section,   also,   85  per 
cent   of   the  factories   employed  less   than 50  persons, 
while   the   percentage   employing less   than 20  was  69 per 
cent.   In   garment8,   there  were   35   large  establishments 
employing  more   than   500 persons,   and   these   accounted for 
23 per  cent  of   total   output.   In   textiles,   there  were  3** 
such  establishments,   and  they  accounted for   62  per cent   of 
all  sales. 

In   cotton  spinning,   installed  production capacity 
increased  by about  65  per cent  during  the  1960s,   while 
the volume  of  output   rose by 83  per  cent.  There has been   «n 
increase   in  the  proportion of yarn used by   the  local 
industry.   In  i960,   20  per cent   (by weight)   of  the total 
production  of  cotton   yarn  was exported, while  in 1972  this 
was  6.7   per cent.   Since  the mid   1960s,   the   industry has 
developed  towards  the   spinning of blended yarn of cotton 
and  synthetic  fibre.   Blended yarn  production  rose from 
about   360,000 kilos   in  1964  to   28.8 million  kilos in 
1972.   The  number of   spindles  capable   of producing blended 
yarn  has   risen   to  over  400,000  by  1972. 

The   cotton weaving section   of  the industry  increased 
its volume  of  output   by 6.8 per   cent   between  I96O- 
1972,   while  the number of  looms   rose  by 37   per cent. 
The   following  table   shows   the   development   of   this  section 
of  the   industry. 
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Year 

I960 

1965 
1969 
1970 

1971 
1972 

No. of 
*o0rof 

18,300 
21,200 
23,200 
23,700 
2k, 900 
25,000 

Output « 
(million in ) 

Exports - 
(»Jillon m  ) 

385 181 

535 2¿»0 

640 263 

713 263 

731 3OI 

61» 9 273 

Sourest       Federation  of Hong Kong Industries, 

As with spinning,   cotton weaving stills began to  increase 
the production of cotton/synthetic  fibres after 1965.       Exports 
rose  from 0,5 million  square  metres  in   1964  to 115 million 
square metres in  1972. 

In  1972,   the  industry  experienced  some difficulties due 
to the  inflow,   beginning in  1971,   of large  quantities  of 
cheap  Pakistani  yarn.,       The  free trade nature of the  Hong 
Kong  economy meant  that there was no protection at   all  for 
local  manufacturers.       The   Import  of Pakistani yarn rose by 
6l,4  per cent  in  197*»,  and again by 17  per  cent  in  1972  to 
reach  60 million kilos.      The  average price  of imported yarn 
from Pakistan in  1972 was US075 per kilo with the bulk of 
imports  in the coarser grades which were  arriving at  a landed 
price  of US071 per kilo.      This was not   a great deal  more 
than  the price for  imported raw cotton  from Pakistan   (one of 
the principal cheaper  sources  of  supply)  which averaged 
US0 6l  per kilo.        This margin  of  010 per kilo was  not 
enough  for many  local  manufacturers.       Production  of yarn 
fell  both  in 1971  and  1972,   from 148.9 million kilos  in 1970 
to 115*5 million kilos in 1972. 

Dyeing and  finishing also developed rapidly during the 
1960*8,   both in  quantity and  in  quality.       The number  of milli 
doubled,   while  employment  trebled between  i960 and  1969. 
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